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Abstract. The physical and mechanical characteristics of the transition zone of the welded joint
of steels A182 + 321, obtained by explosion welding, have been investigated. The width of the
transition zone of a bimetallic joint based on A182 and 321 steels has been measured in various
ways: according to the calculated and experimental data, which are in good agreement, it is about
8 μm. The dependences of the average values of hardness and the reduced modulus of elasticity of
the metal of the investigated transition zone and the steels that make up the bimetal are obtained.
The hardness of steels prior to explosion welding is 3.11 GPa and 5.30 GPa, respectively. The
average value of the transitional hardness takes a value close to the hardness of the base metal
(0.17 units lower) and is 2.94 GPa. A similar relationship was found when measuring the elastic
modulus. The phase composition of the explosion welded joint made of steels A182 and 321 was
studied, the width of the transition zone was determined. The dependence of the amount of retained
austenite on the content of Ni and Cr in the transition zone and the relationship with the reduced
modulus of elasticity and hardness are established.
Introduction
Welded joints (hereinafter referred to as bimetallic joints or bimetals) have attracted the interest of
many researchers and are widely used in practice. The performance of bimetallic structures
depends on the quality of joining dissimilar materials and is determined by the physical and
mechanical properties of the joining zone. Currently, an urgent task is to improve the quality of
bimetallic compounds at all stages of production [1].
In this regard, the aim of the work was to study the physical and mechanical characteristics
(namely, hardness and elastic modulus) of bimetallic joints based on A182 + 321 steels by
nanoindentation on the NanoTest 600 integrated measurement system.
The practical usefulness of the study is to determine the physical and mechanical properties of
the transition zone, which will ensure the quality of bimetals.
One of the main methods for studying the physical and mechanical characteristics of the surface
layers of steels and thin films is the nanoindentation method. The indentation experiment is carried
out in accordance with GOST 9450-76. The measuring dynamic indentation method is the basis
of the international standards ISO 14577 and ASTM E 2546-07. The Russian Federation is
currently developing a modernized domestic standard for this measurement method.
The problem of determining the physicomechanical parameters of the transition zone of
bimetals is little studied, since there are a number of difficulties in determining the hardness, elastic
modulus and other characteristics due to the small size of the latter. The width of the transition
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license. Any further distribution of
this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI. Published under license by Materials
Research Forum LLC.
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zone of bimetals obtained by explosion welding does not exceed several microns [2]. In the works
of Russian authors [2-4], the dependences of the hardness of bimetallic joints on the distance to
the transition zone with an indentation step of 100 - 400 µm, an indentation load of 100 - 500 mN
were constructed on the PMT-3M device. However, for a more accurate determination of the
mechanical characteristics of the transition zone and the areas adjacent to it, such loads are not
always acceptable, since the indentation of the indenter completely overlaps the transition zone
with its dimensions.
The bimetal obtained by explosion welding has a set of properties that allows it to be used in
critical structures in the energy, chemical, petrochemical and other branches of modern mechanical
engineering [5]. Many studies are devoted to the study of the processes of obtaining, determining
the properties of bimetals [6-10]. The main parameter that determines the characteristics of the
bimetal is the transition zone, the structure and properties of which determines the quality of the
bimetal as a whole. There is a lot of information on the structure, chemical, and phase composition
of the transition zone of such compounds in the literature [11-13]. However, it became necessary
to study the phase composition of the transition zone in a bimetallic sheet made of A182 steel with
a surface clad with 321 stainless steel, and its relationship with its chemical composition and
mechanical characteristics (hardness, reduced elastic modulus).
Taking into account the above, new methods are needed to study the physical and mechanical
properties of both steels and the transition zone of bimetals, with an indentation step as small as
possible, without disrupting the interaction of two neighboring indenter pricks, studying the phase
composition of the transition zone, finding the relationship between the phase composition,
chemical and physical and mechanical characteristics.
Experimental technique
A sample of the bimetallic joint A182 + 321 was obtained by explosion welding. For experiments
with nanoindentation, the sample was a square plate 30 mm long and 5 mm thick. The sample
surface was mechanically polished using polishing pastes.
A sample for research with a size of 30x30x5 mm was cut from a bimetallic sheet obtained on
the basis of steels A182 and 321 by explosion welding. The chemical composition of the steels
that make up the bimetal under study was determined on a Belec Compact Port device by the
arithmetic mean of 5 measurements: steel А182-C = 0.146%, Cr = 1.016%, Mo = 0.473%; steel
321-S = 0.047%, Cr = 16.97%, Ni = 9.11%, Ti = 0.547%. Welding was carried out according to
the mode: explosive [ammonium nitrate + diesel fuel in a ratio of 96: 4] with a throwing speed of
2400 m / s at a ratio of the mass of the explosive to the mass of the projectile metal of 1: 3. Steel
321 was used as the projectile material.
The width of the transition zone of the bimetal was determined by two methods: from the
thermo-EMF diagrams on a device created on the basis of a PMT-3 microhardness meter [11], and
X-ray spectral on a Solver-P47 scanning probe microscope with an electron beam 1 μm in diameter
in points. The trajectory of scanning the surface of the material from the cladding layer towards
the main one was chosen linear and perpendicular to the boundary of the joint zone. Thermo-EMF
diagrams were built with a step of 5 μm and a number of measurements of 100, increased by 10
times, a dimensional grid was imposed on them to determine the width of the transition zone. The
criterion was the beginning of a sharp increase in thermo-EMF in the positive direction, after the
end of the growth of values. In this case, the error was 0.5 μm. In the X-ray microprobe method,
chemical analysis was carried out point by point; the size of the transition zone was judged by the
change in the content of nickel Ni, chromium Cr and iron Fe in microvolumes.
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The phase composition of the transition zone was determined qualitatively on a D2 PHASER
X-ray diffractometer with a Bragg-Brentano geometry and a LYNXEYE linear counter. The
sample was taken in copper Кα radiation, the diffraction patterns were analyzed using the
DIFFRAC.EVA software module, and the phases were identified using the PDF-2 / Release 2010
RDB database of the International Center for Diffraction Data ICDD (The International Center for
Diffraction Data).
Microstructure analysis was performed on a digital optical microscope based on an MBI-1 and
a modified color CCD matrix. The survey was carried out under illumination of the sample at an
angle of 45° and 90° to their surface, the frame width corresponded to 400 μm (Fig. 1).

321

321

A182

A182
70 μm

70 μm

а)

b)

Fig. 1. Surface structure of a bimetal sample: a) - at an angle of 45°, b) - at an angle of 90°
Physicomechanical characteristics were determined by the indentation method on a complex
measuring system NanoTest 600 according to the Oliver-Pharr method, using a Berkovich indenter
(a trihedral diamond pyramid with an apex angle of 65.30 and a radius of about 200 nm) [12].
Measurement of the physical and mechanical characteristics of the surface layers of the bimetal
sample of steels A182, 321 was carried out with a load of 50, 100, 250, 500 mN. Each loading
force corresponds to a given penetration depth of the indenter. The loading rate of the test point of
the sample was equal to the ratio of the maximum force at which the required penetration depth of
the indenter was achieved, divided by 20 s. The distance between the indentation points was set to
40 μm. The boundary conditions were set in depth, i.e. upon reaching the maximum depth of
penetration of the indenter into the sample (for example, 500 nm for a load of 50 mN or less),
further loading of the sample was stopped. After each penetration of the indenter into the sample,
when passing to the next indentation point, the indenter was retracted from the surface at a distance
of 20 μm to avoid contact with the surface. In order to increase the reliability of the obtained result,
the measurement procedure was performed 10 - 20 times for each load force.
The physical and mechanical properties of the transition zone of the bimetal sample were
determined (for a width of 5-9 μm) with a load force of up to 50 mN (maximum penetration depth
of the indenter 500 nm). At this depth of penetration of the Berkovich indenter, the calculated
value of the edge of the indent of the indenter is 4.1 μm and the contact area of the indent of the
indenter does not go beyond the width of the transition zone. Indentation was carried out in the
center of the transition zone with a positioning error of 0.02 μm (Fig. 2).
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Mark of indenter
(F=500 mN)

Mark of indenter
(F=100 mN)

A182

A182

321

321
40 μm

40 μm

а)
b)
Fig. 2. Photographs of the marks of the Berkovich indenter in the transition zone of the A182 +
321 bimetal specimen after tests for indentation with load forces: a) - 100 mN, b) - 500 mN.
To determine the mechanical characteristics, a thin section was prepared with a surface with a
roughness parameter Ra of 40 nm. Since the calculated value of the face of the indent of the
indenter under optimal boundary conditions (the depth of penetration of the indenter into the
sample of 500 nm) was 1.9 μm, the indentation was carried out in the center of the transition zone
with an indenter positioning error of 0.2 μm. Thus, the imprint of the Berkovich indenter at a given
penetration depth did not go beyond the width of the transition zone. The roughness of the test
sample was less than 10% of the penetration depth of the indenter and does not affect the accuracy
of the experiment. In order to increase the reliability of the obtained result, the measurement
procedure was carried out 20 times in different parts of the transition zone, its average value was
taken as the result.
Results and discussion
On the investigated section of the joint of a bimetal sample of steels A182, 321, using an optical
microscope with a magnification of 40X and a sensor for determining the displacement of the
NanoTest 600 system, it was found that the width of the transition zone varies from 1 to 9 μm. In
explosion welding, the joint boundary is formed in the form of an uneven wavy line (Fig. 1,3),
which is in good agreement with the known research data on bimetallic joints [2] obtained by
explosion welding.
The transition from steel base to clad metal, i.e. The transition zone is a narrow strip with uneven
edges, which is most likely determined by the short-term temperature-force conditions of the
welding process. According to the data of X-ray spectral studies, the width of the transition zone
in the investigated area is about 7.7 µm (Fig. 3, Table 1). According to the results of measuring
the thermo-EMF (Fig. 4), where the transition from the clad metal to the base metal is clearly
shown in the form of a sharp increase in the values of thermo-EMF, the size of the transition zone
is within (8 ±0.5) microns.
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321
5

XYZ
1

4

2

3

Fig. 3. Microstructure of the transition zone of the bimetallic sample from steels A182 and 321:
× - measurement points (1÷5) - local microvolumes from which X-ray spectra and
diffractograms X (2), Y (3), Z (4) were taken
Table 1. Results of determining the width of the transition zone in a bimetallic joint from steels
A182 and 321 by various methods
Method of determination
Molecular dynamics calculation [13]
Thermo-EMF
Micro X-ray spectral analysis

Width, µm
8,2
8±0,5
7,7

Fig. 4. Diagram of the change in thermo-EMF in the connection steel A182 + 321 from the
number of measurements N
Calculation [13] using computer simulation by the molecular dynamics method for the section
of the transition zone, on which the experimental studies were carried out, also showed the size of
the transition zone close to the experimental one (Table 1).
The nature of the distribution of chemical elements (chromium, nickel and iron) in the transition
zone, shown in Fig. 5, indicates the diffusion of chromium and nickel from the cladding layer into
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the base metal, the content of which decreases from 17% to 2% and from 11% to 1% with distance
from the layer, respectively.
120

%

100

100

97

92
80

80

72

Fe

60

Ni

40

Cr
13

20
5
3

2
1

0
1

2

3

17

7

4

11 N

5

Fig. 5. Change in the content of chemical elements in the transition zone bimetallic connection
in the transition from the base metal to the clad

321

A182

Table 2. Phase composition and characteristics of the crystallographic structure of the studied
steels in the bimetallic compound A182 + 321. * - main lines
Formula, symbol

Structural type

Fe3C
(Cr0.2Fe08)*
(Fe24Mo)*0.08

Pbnm (62), orthorhombic
Im-3m (229), cubic
Im-3m (229), cubic

(Cr,Ni)*
Cr7C3
Cr23O6
Cr3C2

Fm3m (225), cubic
P63mc (186), hexogonal
Fm-3m (225), cubic
Cmcm (63), orthorhombic

а
4.5144
2.8664
2.8679

Periods
b
5.0787
-

c
6.7297
-

3.591
14.01
10.6599
2. 85

9.25

4.532
2.98060
6.96

Fig. 6. Diffraction patterns of steels being welded: A182 (I) and 321 (II). Austenite - γ-Fe;
ferrite-α-Fe.
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The transition zone is represented by diffraction patterns (X), (Y) (Z) in Fig. 7, the analysis
results of which are shown in table. 3. The numbers indicate the main lines of austenite (1, 3) and
chromium iron (2, 4).

Fig. 7. Diffraction patterns (X), (Y) (Z), obtained from transition zone after explosion welding of
steels (A182, 321): 1, 3 - γ-Fe; 2, 4 - α-Fe.
Table 3. Phase composition and characteristics of the crystallographic structure of the
structural components of the transition zone in the bimetallic compound A182 + 321
Formula, symbol

Structural type

(Fe, Cr) – chromium iron*
(Cr, Ni) –austenite*
Fe3C- cementite*
(Fe,Cr)7C3- carbide
Cr7C3- tricarbide
Cr23C6- carbide
Mo2C- carbide (at the background
level)
Fe2C- martensite

Im-3m (229)cubic
Fm-3m (225)cubic
Pbnm (62), orthorhombic
Р31с (159), orthorhombic
Pmcт (51)
Fm-3m (225)cubic
P-63/m2 (1873) orthorhombic
I4/mmm (139) tetragonal

* - main lines;

As a result of the analysis of the diffraction patterns, it was found that with distance from the
base metal zone (see points 2, 3 and 4 in Fig. 3, 5), austenite appears in the structure, the amount
of which increases when passing from section (X) to section (Y) and maximum in the region (Z) -
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peaks 1 and 3 from γ-Fe in Fig. 7, which indicates the diffusion of chromium and nickel from the
cladding layer into the base metal. As was found by X-ray microanalysis, the concentration of
nickel and chromium also changes with an increase (Fig. 5) and correlates with an increase in the
amount of austenite in the joint zone. It should be noted that with an increase in the austenite phase
in the structure, the amount of iron carbide Fe3C decreases (see in Fig. 6 an unmarked peak in the
region of angles 2θ∼40 deg.)
In addition, along with the phases of the base metal, the structure (Table 2) contains chromium
carbides Cr23C6, Cr7C3 and solid solutions of Cr and Ni based on α−Fe in small amounts (very
weak reflections) and even tetragonal martensite, which indicates that at the explosion welding
moment, the metal of the surfaces to be joined is melted and for a short time is in a liquid state,
when mixing and diffusion of alloying elements over short distances is possible. Upon cooling,
these volumes crystallize and quench with the fixation of a high-temperature solid solution and the
phases formed in them (Table 3). Consequently, the transition zone has a complex phase
composition, represented by non-equilibrium compounds of alloying elements that make up the
original joined steels.
In fig. 8 shows photographs of the imprints of the Berkovich indenter of the bimetal sample
under study, the points of measurements at different load forces. The results obtained for the
sample loading forces of 50 and 100 mN were significant for further analysis. According to GOST
9450-76, after measurements with loads of 250 and 500 mN (Fig. 8), it was found that the distance
between the centers of the prints did not correspond to the required experimental conditions.
321
F=500 mN

F=50 mN

F=100 mN

A182

Transition zone

F=250 mN

120 μm

Fig. 8. Photographs of a bimetal sample, steels А182, 321 and the transition zone after 40 tests
for indentation with four loading forces.
A detailed series of tests of 40 - 80 indenter penetrations was carried out on a А182 steel sample.
Based on the results of the diagrams of the indenter penetration into the bimetal sample (Fig. 9),
the physicomechanical characteristics of steels А182, 321 were obtained, namely, the reduced
Young's modulus of elasticity, hardness.
Reference values of the modulus of elasticity at a temperature of 20 ºС: А182 - 216 GPa, 321 198 GPa. The average obtained values of the reduced elastic modulus of the studied steels (for a
penetration depth of 500 nm): А182 - 221.9 ± 13.2 GPa, 321 - 203.7 ± 4.4 GPa. Thus, at a given
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depth of penetration of the indenter into the sample (500 nm), the obtained average values of the
modulus of elasticity of steels А182, 321 coincide with the reference values for the macromaterial.

F, mN

F, mN

h, nm

h, nm

а)

b)

Fig. 9. Dependence of the applied force F, (mN), on the penetration depth of the indenter h, (nm)
into the sample of the bimetal under study (load - unloading diagrams), for a maximum
penetration depth of the indenter of 500 nm, 10 indentation points: a) - steel A182, b) - steel 321.
The physical and mechanical characteristics of steels A182, 321 were investigated in a wide
range of indenter penetration depths from 1 to 2 μm, with a step of increasing the penetration depth
of 50 nm. A complete indentation procedure (loading - unloading) was carried out at one and the
same point of the test specimen 20 times with increasing force up to the next, greater by 50 nm
indenter penetration depth. The following averaged measurement results were obtained for the
reduced modulus of elasticity: A182: - 204.9 ± 8.6 GPa, 321: - 185.5 ± 8.4 GPa. Thus, the values
of the reduced elastic modulus obtained as a result of measurements decrease in comparison with
the results obtained for an indenter penetration depth of 500 nm. With an increase in the penetration
depth of the indenter, the reduced modulus of elasticity and hardness most often decreases.
Different values of the reduced modulus of elasticity are a consequence of the size effect
(Indentation Size Effect). The main reasons for this effect are given in [14], namely: the influence
of external vibrations (the table of the NanoTest 600 system is installed on an air cushion, so they
are completely excluded for these indenter penetration depths); by riveting the surface of the
sample during polishing; an increase in the relative error in measuring the size of the print; the
influence of grain boundaries and inclusions; an increase in the relative influence of the indenter
imperfection with a decrease in the indentation, surface work hardening (hardening) during
indentation, and others.
The study of the mechanical properties of the transition zone is represented by the
characteristics of hardness and the reduced modulus of elasticity, obtained on the basis of the
diagrams of penetration of the indenter (Fig. 10). The required depth of penetration of the indenter
into the transition zone of the bimetal is achieved at different values of the load force, which leads
to different values of the reduced modulus of elasticity and hardness.
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F, mN

F, mN

H = 1.93 GPa

load

load

H = 1.52 GPa
Еr = 162.54 GPa

Еr = 177.12 GPa

unloading

unloading
h, nm

h, nm
а)

b)

Fig. 10. Dependence of the applied force from the penetration depth of the indenter at two points
of the transition zone and the main characteristics. (a) the width of the transition zone is 6 μm,
(b) - 8 μm.
Investigations from 20 measurements on the physical and mechanical properties of the
transition zone of the bimetal of steels A182, 321 with a width of 5-9 microns, a maximum
indentation depth of 500 nm (maximum load of 50 mN) were carried out. Each indentation was
carried out only in the center of the transition zone, the next value of the mechanical characteristics
was taken in other parts of the transition zone. Figures 11, 12 show the dependences of the hardness
and the reduced modulus of elasticity of the test sample.
H, GPa

Transition zone

Fig. 11. hardness average values of steels 12ХМ, 12Х18Н10Т and transition zone
The dependence of the reduced modulus of elasticity and hardness (Fig. 11, 12) is not constant
in nature. The values of the hardness of the transition zone at any measurement are either greater
or less than the values of the hardness of steel A182 and do not reach the values of hardness of
steel 321. The values of the reduced elastic modulus of the transition zone in most cases are less
than the values of the reduced elastic modulus of steels, the bimetal under study. This is due to the
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possible influence of a high temperature, higher than the melting point of the metal, which is
formed due to the high rate of deformation upon impact, with different thickness of the transition
zone. In this case, the structural state of the transition layer is formed, which changes from the
chemical interaction of the molten metal after cooling and the substrate base (A182). This task
requires further research.

Fig. 12. Average values of the reduced modulus of steels elasticity A182, 321 and the transition
zone
Conclusion
Investigations of the physical and mechanical characteristics of the bimetal (steels A182, 321)
were carried out at different values of the load and the depth of indenter penetration. Experimental
dependences of the reduced modulus of elasticity and hardness of the transition zone of a bimetallic
joint were obtained in a small range of the width of the transition layer up to 8 μm. The research
results have shown that the values of hardness and reduced modulus of elasticity in the transition
zone have a non-constant character of change associated with different thickness of the transition
zone, phase composition.
The width of the transition zone of a bimetallic joint based on steels A182 and 321 was
measured in various ways: according to the calculated and experimental data, which are in good
agreement, it is about 8 μm.
Determined the phase composition of the steels that make up the bimetallic compound and the
transition zone. The main phases of the transition zone are chromium iron, austenite, martensite.
Iron and chromium carbides are present in small amounts.
A relationship has been established between the phase composition and the presence of alloying
elements in the transition zone. The dependence of the amount of retained austenite on the content
of nickel and chromium in the joint zone is revealed.
The relationship between the phase composition and mechanical characteristics was not found
(the hardness of steel A182 and transition zone is practically the same). A small change in the
content of chromium and nickel 5%, 3% also does not cause a noticeable change in hardness and
reduced modulus of elasticity.
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Abstract. Provides information about the cost model associated with improving product quality.
On the example of dry building mixtures, the issues of statistical quality management are
considered. The cost model takes into account the cost of reducing the bias and variance of raw
materials.
Introduction
Analysis of the building materials market shows an increase in the share of dry building mixtures
(DBM) for various functional purposes [1,2]. In connection with the increased competition of dry
mortar producers, the issues of their quality are of particular relevance.
Measuring control is an important element of product quality management. In the process of
control, a comparison of the actually achieved results of quality indicators with the data of
regulatory documents is carried out. Any measurement process is associated with variations in its
parameters caused by a large number of factors affecting it. This undoubtedly affects the quality
indicators of the final product [3-5].
It is known that the variability of the properties of building materials obeys the normal
distribution law. With a normal distribution law, the probability that the deviation in absolute value
will be less than three times the standard deviation is 0.9973, i.e. inconsistencies are possible only
in 0.27% of cases.
Let's say the quality of a product is characterized by m properties. With the number of indicators
m = 3, the probability of obtaining quality products is 0.9919. However, given that over time, even
a well-regulated process can give shifts on average up to 1.5 sigma, it is relevant to take into
account the variations in the components of the DBM formulation [6,7].
Materials and research methods
We analyzed dry construction mixes of the New MIX company (Penza region) (CemPlast, Bundes
Koroed B2, Bundes Koroed C3). Cements Sengileevsky CEM I 42.5B (Eurocementgroup),
Haldenberg CEM I 42.5N from HeidelbergCement Volga were used for the production of dry
mixes. Quartz sand of the Makhalinsky deposit was used as a filler. The values of the standard
deviation were calculated for the indicators of compressive strength, moisture content of the dry
mixture and water retention capacity, as well as for indicators of cement activity, sand size
modulus. The average value of the quality indicator and standard deviation were calculated based
on the results of 50 tests.
The probability of compliance with regulatory requirements was calculated using the Laplace
function [8,9]
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where σ is the standard deviation;
UT, LT - upper and lower tolerances.
Research results
The results are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. The probability of defective products
DBM type
The probability of defective products
Сеm Plast
0.00007/0.00069
Bundes Koroed B2
0.09011/0.13351
Bundes Koroed C3
0.1615/0.17881
Note. Above the line are the values of the probability of the appearance of defective DBM
production when using Sengileevsky cement, below the line - Haldenberg cement.
The research results (Table 1) show that the values of the probability of obtaining high-quality
dry mixes depend on the type of cement. So, when using Sengileevsky cement, the value of the
standard deviation (RMS) of the compressive strength of the DBM СеmPlast samples was 1.8
MPa, and when using Haldenberg cement - 2.1 MPa. This difference, in our opinion, is due to the
different variability of the cement. So, the values of the standard deviation of the activity of
Sengileevsky cement are σ = 4.1-5.2 MPa, and Haldenberg cement - 4.5-5.7 MPa. Analysis of the
data (Table 1) shows that when using Haldenberg CEM I 42.5N cement from HeidelbergCement
Volga, the likelihood of defective products increases. So, the probability of the appearance of
defective DBM Bundes Koroed B2 is 0.09011 and 0.13351 when using Sengileevsky cement and
Haldenberg cement, respectively. Similar patterns are typical for DBM Bundes Koroed C3 and
CemPlast
Thus, the choice of the type of cement, as well as other components of the DBM formulation
should be carried out taking into account the variability of indicators characterizing their quality.
Considering the above, it becomes necessary to analyze the functional relationship between the
variability of the quality indicators of the DBM and the variability of the quality indicators of the
input variables (raw materials). This will allow, knowing the required variance values of the
product quality indicator, to determine the optimal variances of the input variables.
Dry mortar was considered as a system consisting of multiple input variables and one or more
output variables. Let σY denote the variance of the output variable Y, and σ1, σ2… .σn denote the
variance of the input variables X1, X2 ,. ..., Xn. We will assume that the controlled parameters are
normally distributed random variables. The results of statistical data processing are shown in Table
2.
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For DBM CemPlast, the dependence of the standard deviation of the indicator (RMS) of the
compressive strength on the RMS of the indicator of cement activity, the modulus of the size of
the sand has the form
(2)
𝑌𝑌 = 𝑎𝑎 + 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 + 𝑐𝑐𝑥𝑥 2

Fig. 1 shows a graphical model of the dependence of the standard deviation of the indicator
(RMS) of the compressive strength on the RMS of the indicator of cement activity. The values of
the coefficients in the model (2) for the RMSD of the cement activity are equal to a = 5.031; b = 2.3; c = 0.32. The correlation coefficient is r = 0.996
Table 2. Variability of quality indicators for dry mixes and raw materials
Standard deviation
Haldenberg (activity)
Sengeleevsky (activity)
Sand (fineness module)
4.5/1.18
4.1/1.05
0.16/1.1
4.7/1.24
4.2/1.1
0.18/1.3
4.9/1.4
4.6/1.3
0.23/1.5
5.23/1.8
4.9/1.6
0.267/1.92
5.7/2.3
5.2/1.8
0.8/2.3
Note. Above the line are the values of the root-mean-square deviation of the activity of cement
and the modulus of sand size, below the line - the compressive strength of DBM-CemPlast.

Fig. 1. Dependence of the standard deviation of the compressive strength of CemPlast plaster on
the value of the standard deviation of the cement activity indicator
Using the proposed models, it is possible to clarify the requirements for the RMS of raw
materials quality indicators. So, for example, with a compressive strength equal to 12.43 MPa, the
standard deviation is σ = 1.91 MPa, and the value of the coefficient of variation is ν = 15.36%.
With the tightening of the requirements for the scatter of data on the strength index of DBM to ν
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= 10.0% (σ = 1.243 MPa), the value of the RMSD of the cement activity should be in accordance
with formula (2) σ = 4.7 MPa.
The ultimate goal of a statistical management strategy is to minimize the overall cost to both
producer and consumer, or the cost of the entire system. The cost to the consumer is related to the
expected loss of quality of the output variable and is caused by the deviation from the target value.
The costs to the producer are associated with the changing probability distribution of the input
variables.
Let us consider a model of costs for improving product quality, which consists in taking into
account the average values and variance values of quality indicators. The expected loss of quality
for the customer consists of two parts: process bias and process deviation. The bias reduction
strategy is to tune the workflow until the expected quality metric matches the target value. To
reduce the variance of the Y exponent, the designer must reduce the variance of the input variables,
which will also increase the cost. The challenge is to balance the reduced expected loss of quality
with the increased cost of reducing the bias and variance of the input variables [10-12]. We denote
the cost of variance control for the i-th input variable Xi as ∑𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 (𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖2 ) and the control cost for
the i-th input variable Xi as 𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 (𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 ). The general model is:
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = ∑𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 (𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖 )2 + ∑𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1 𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 (𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 ) + 𝑘𝑘[𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦2 + (𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 − 𝑦𝑦𝑜𝑜 )2 ]

(3)

where 𝑘𝑘[𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦2 + (𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 − 𝑦𝑦𝑜𝑜 )2 ] is the expected loss of quality for the consumer;
k is a constant in the quality loss function;
Y0 is the target Y value.
In equation (3), the first two terms ∑𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 (𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖2 ) and ∑𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1 𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 (𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 ) are the costs of variances and
the mean values of the input variables or cost to the manufacturer.
Consider the costs of the manufacturer of the DBM. If the average value of cement activity does
not correspond to the target value Y0 and the standard deviation σ does not provide a low
variability of the quality indicator of the DBM, then the DBM manufacturer is not able to change
anything in regulating the quality of cement, therefore, the cement supplier should be changed to
another, supplied cement with a lower variability. In this case, the manufacturer of the DBM does
not incur additional costs. Sand for dry mixes must comply with GOST 8736-93 “Sand for
construction work. Technical conditions". As a rule, graded sand is used for DBM. If the variability
of the sand does not suit the manufacturer of dry mixes from the point of view of the variability of
the quality of dry mixes, then the costs of the manufacturer will be determined either by the
purchase of a classifier that allows obtaining two or three fractions of sand, or by the purchase of
fractionated sand.
Conclusion
A correlation has been established between the variability of the quality indicators of dry building
mixtures and the variability of the quality of the components of the DBM formulation.
A cost model is proposed that takes into account the costs of reducing the bias and variance of raw
materials. The proposed approach will allow regulating the quality of products already at the
design stage and will minimize costs for both the manufacturer and the consumer.
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Abstract. The issues of sapphire friction and wear in contact with chrome steel and zirconium
ceramics are discussed in this article. The kinetic microindentation method is used to study the
mechanical properties of sapphire in frictional contact in modelling experiments on the indentation
of a Vickers indent. Taking into account the anisotropy of the mechanical properties of sapphire,
the influence of the load and orientation of the indent on the modulus of elasticity and hardness is
analyzed. It has been established that, under dry friction conditions it is promising the use of
zirconium ceramics in the supports of devices operating under conditions in which the use of
lubricants is impossible. The possibility of using a friction couple of sapphire-zirconium ceramics
in friction units operating in open space is noted.
Introduction
Sapphire refers to superhard wear-resistant materials and is widely used in friction units of
precision instruments; high-strength steels serve as a counterface. Trends in the improvement of
heat engines are based on an increase in the temperatures of the operating environment, therefore,
there is growing interest in the use of sensors and precision mechanics instruments operating at
temperatures at which it is impossible to use lubricants. The antifriction properties of aluminum
oxides are not high; therefore, many works are devoted to reducing the friction coefficient and
improving their tribological properties. The tribological characteristics of sapphire are strongly
influenced by the surface roughness. Due to the difficulty of machining, much attention is paid to
the technological issues of processing the friction surfaces of sapphire. In [1], sapphire was tested
for friction with a pin-on-disk test. The disc was coated with agglomerated diamond grit. It was
found that sapphire is mainly removed by an abrasive by means of plastic deformation. In work
[2], the processes of grinding single-crystal sapphire with a diamond grinding wheel with a metal
bond were investigated. In the process of sapphire processing, the morphology of the processed
surface was observed in the sense of the workpiece surface roughness, the mechanism of the
influence of the wear of the grinding wheel on the surface quality of the workpiece was
investigated. It was found that when the grinding depth reaches 240 microns, the surface quality
of the workpiece deteriorates. In [3], a new abrasive tool is proposed that can provide a higher
finishing efficiency, as well as a better surface quality of a sapphire base in the process of chemicalmechanical grinding. The novelty of the development lies in the sintering technology of the
machining tool. In work [4], the issues of ultrasonic grinding of single-crystal sapphire are
considered. A new grinding method has been proposed, in which an elliptical ultrasonic vibration
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license. Any further distribution of
this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI. Published under license by Materials
Research Forum LLC.
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is applied to the workpiece using an ultrasonic vibrator. The grinding forces and the roughness of
the working surface are measured. It has been shown experimentally that improved characteristics
of diamond wheel grinding can be realized using the proposed technology. In [5], the
characteristics and mechanism of scratch formation on the sapphire surface were investigated,
namely, the force during scratch formation, the depth and specific energy for each direction of the
scratch on the sapphire plane, taking into account the anisotropy of the mechanical properties. As
a result, the direction of application of the force was established, in which the specific energy of
scratching is minimal. Was investigated [6] the mechanism of changing the characteristics of wear
and cutting throughout the life cycle of a diamond wire saw when cutting sapphire. A new scheme
for cutting sapphire with a diamond wire saw is proposed. Work [7] is devoted to the study of dry
friction of amorphous carbon nitride on sapphire and steel. A strong influence of atmospheric
humidity on friction and wear has been established. Various lubricants are used to improve the
tribological properties of friction couples containing sapphire. In works [8, 9], tests for friction and
wear of a sapphire and stainless steel contact were carried out. For contact lubrication, a waterbased lubricant is developed by adding liquid crystals of ammonium carboxylate. Tests were
carried out with linear reciprocating sliding at 75 ° C in the liquid crystal area and at 110 ° C above
its melting point. Friction reduction up to 80% was found. At 110 ° C, for the sapphire and AISI
316L contact, there is a sharp decrease in the friction coefficient to an ultra-low steady-state value
of 0.007-0.009. The influence of periodic surface structures formed by laser treatment on the
coefficient of friction of silicon under dry friction was investigated [10]. Tribological tests were
carried out in air using a "ball on a flat surface" nanotribometer with sapphire balls 3 mm in
diameter as a counterface. It was found that the coefficient of friction of sapphire on a polished
silicon surface remains approximately constant during the tests (in the range of 0.12–0.14) and
does not depend on the applied load. There are few studies of the tribological properties of sapphire
under dry friction. The aim of this work is to study the tribological properties of sapphire under
dry sliding friction over a hard chromium coating of stainless steel and zirconium ceramics.
Materials
The samples were made from a single crystal of leucosapphire (synthetic sapphire), chemical
formula Al2O3, density 4 g / cm3. The counterface was a chrome-plated stainless steel surface and
a zirconium ceramic sintered from partially stabilized zirconia nanopowders. The chemical
formula of the ceramics is ZrO2 + 3 mol% Y2O3.
Equipment and methods
The mechanical properties of the materials were determined by the kinetic indentation method
using a MNT_Z_AE_000 microhardness tester from CSM Instruments (Switzerland) in
accordance with the ISO / DIS 14577 standard with a Vickers tetrahedral indent. Friction and wear
tests were carried out on the stand of reciprocating motion with the recording of the friction force
by a strain gauge device. The wear of the samples was measured by the gravimetric method on a
lab balance.
Results
The stability of the mechanical properties of sapphire is an important condition for ensuring the
stability of the friction units of precision instruments. With regard to friction units of machines,
the following are of greatest interest: modulus of elasticity (E); hardness, in this work the hardness
is determined by the Vickers method by indenting a diamond pyramid with a square base (HV);
characteristic of the plastic properties of surface layers (WР), determined by the size of the area
bounded by the unloading curve when the indent is pressed in and by the axes of rectangular
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coordinates; force is the depth of penetration of the indent. Indentation experiments were carried
out at loads from 1 to 4 N.
Almost all crystals possess anisotropy of mechanical properties along the directions of the
crystallographic axes, the determination of the directions of which is laborious and requires special
equipment, which creates problems in the process of solving practical problems. In the
experiments, non-oriented samples were studied, therefore, to obtain a more reliable result, the
mechanical characteristics were measured at each load at three points with a rotation of 45 degrees,
according to which the average values were determined. Table 1 shows the results of processing
the indentation diagrams.
Table 1. Characteristics of mechanical properties of sapphire at loads from 1 to 3 N
N, [H]
α, [degree]
E*, [GPa]
HV, Vickers
W, [μJ]
WР, [μJ]

1
2
3
0
45
90
0
45
90
0
45
90
439 381 388 377 343 346 340 327 306
2702 2475 2581 2492 2320 2340 2258 2185 2122
0.58 0.60 0.59 1.69 1.73 1.75 3.24 3.31 3.46
0.32 0.31 0.31 0.88 0.91 0.93 1.71 1.75 1.84

There is a marked tendency towards a decrease in the values of the modulus of elasticity (Fig.
1) and hardness (Fig. 2) with an increase in the load on the indent.
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Fig. 1. Effect of load on elastic modulus
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Fig. 2. Effect of load on hardness
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The coefficient of irreversible deformations equal to the ratio of irreversible energy losses (WР)
to the total required work on the indentation of energy (W) changes little. The test equipment is
facing increasing demands, taking into account that this study of the tribological properties of
sapphire is aimed at ensuring the operability of instrumental mechanisms in the absence of
lubrication. One of the main sources of measurement errors is the presence of a hinge in the holder,
which serves for self-alignment of samples. To improve the fit of the samples, it is necessary that
the center of rotation of the hinge is as close as possible to the plane of contact of the samples. For
these tests, a holder was manufactured (Fig. 3) with a needle support for loading the sample [7].

Fig. 3. General view of the holder.
The holder of the test specimen is made in the form of two interconnected disks with a clearance
between their end surfaces, whereas on the inner side of one disk located on the side of the loading
element, a cylindrical protrusion with a conical tip is made.
The tribological test methodology is based on measuring the wear of the samples before and
after testing. Table 2 shows the results of experiments under dry friction with reciprocating motion
(p = 3 MPa, V = 4 mm/s).
Table 2. Results of comparative tests of sapphire with friction against chromium and ceramics
Friction
couple

Density
[g/cm3]

Path
friction, [cm]

Linear
wear, cm

f0

fk

1. Chromium
7,2
720
0,00299
0,228 0,243
2. Sapphire
4
0,00599
1. Ceramics
5,9
720
0,000031
0,05
0,122
2. Sapphire
4
0,0000125
1. Ceramics
5,9
1440
0,0000339
0,05
0,119
2. Sapphire
4
0,0000125
Note: f0 - initial coefficient of friction, fk - final coefficient of friction

wear rate
4,2х10-6
8,3х10-6
4,3х10-8
1,7х10-8
2,4х10-8
9,0х10-9

It was found that in the absence of lubrication, the use of chrome-plated steel axles is
unacceptable, due to very high values of the coefficient of friction and very high rates of wear of
surfaces. With friction against ceramics, the friction coefficient is 2 times less, and the wear
resistance of the samples is more than 100 times higher.
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Conclusion
Based on the determination of the tribological properties of the friction couple sapphire and
zirconium ceramics, it is advisable in the supports of devices operating under conditions of
inadmissibility of the use of lubricants, for example, in controls for high-temperature heat engines,
it is advisable to recommend to sapphire thrust bearings as a counterface ceramic composites based
on partially stabilized zirconia. This friction couple has an acceptable coefficient of friction (not
higher than 0.2) and has shown high wear resistance. Sapphire and zirconium ceramics have a very
high resistance to high vacuum and high temperatures, therefore, it is of interest to use them in
friction units designed for long-run operation in open space.
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Abstract. The article discusses the influence of technological modes of the DMD method on
the macro- and microstructure of a heat-resistant nickel-based alloy to use this technology for
heat-resistant materials in the manufacture of parts for combustion chambers in gas turbine
plants.
Introduction
In the aerospace and energy industry, products are widely used, the parts of which are made of
high-temperature alloys. Such details include flame tubes, discs, blades and turbine housings [1].
Usually, blanks for these parts are obtained by such methods as casting, metal forming and powder
metallurgy methods [2]. This requires the manufacture of expensive equipment (foundry, die), the
design and manufacture of which takes a long time [3, 4]. In this case, the mass of the initial billet
made of the heat-resistant alloy can be 10-15 times greater than the mass of the finished part, and
the waste obtained in the foundry cannot always be reused. The chips obtained in the process of
machining require special technologies for recycling.
Additive technologies (AT) make it possible to obtain products of complex geometric shapes,
which are impossible to obtain by traditional methods. This reduces the nomenclature of parts and
the time to receive the finished product. Additive manufacturing allows you to immediately
produce blanks directly from 3D models obtained from a CAD system by layer-by-layer addition
of materials, without the need for design and manufacture of additional equipment.
The use of additive technologies in the production of gas turbine engines makes it possible to
produce blanks by melting a metal powder or wire and obtaining a continuous solid-phase structure
of functional components of engines [5, 6]. The use of AT makes it possible to obtain products
with high mechanical properties, the quality of which depends on many technological parameters
of the process. A distinctive feature of the additive production of metal products in comparison
with foundry is the possibility of obtaining a homogeneous fine-grained structure by acting on the
initial material of a point source of supplied energy and high crystallization rates, which makes it
possible to avoid defects in the structure characteristic of high-chromium and intermetallic nickel
alloys. However, rapid crystallization in the local volume contributes to the formation of other
characteristic defects, such as lack of fusion and pores with insufficient energy supply and cracks
from the action of thermal stresses in the case of its excess.
The mechanical properties of parts obtained by additive technologies strongly depend on the
size and shape of the metal powder grains, as well as the geometry and parameters of the formation
of the surfacing bead [7]. Depending on the temperature and power load of the parts to which they
are subjected during operation, the requirements for the microstructure for parts made of heatContent from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license. Any further distribution of
this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI. Published under license by Materials
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resistant alloys will be different. For example, during the takeoff regime, the turbine disk is
exposed to high loads and experiences low-cycle fatigue; therefore, a fine-grained equiaxed
microstructure is required to increase the fatigue strength [8, 9]. To ensure improved mechanical
properties in castings, directional solidification technology is used, in particular, for turbine blades
of gas turbine engines, methods of producing monocrystalline blades are used. Monocrystalline
castings have enhanced mechanical properties due to a reduction in the number of transverse grain
boundaries or their complete elimination [10].
The most promising technology for the manufacture of billets of large-sized parts from heatresistant hard-to-machine steels and alloys is the direct energy deposition, when the product is
formed from a metal powder supplied by a gas-powder jet into the zone of exposure to a laser
beam (L-DED) [11, 12, 13]. Among the disadvantages of this method are high roughness, as well
as defects such as discontinuities in the form of looseness, pores and adhesions.
The aim of this work is to study the influence of technological parameters of the L-DED process
on the microstructure of chromium-nickel alloy samples and minimizing the appearance of
characteristic defects.
Materials and methods
Material. In the course of the research work, the heat-resistant alloy Inconel 718 was used.
Samples made of metal powder (the particle size of the main fraction is 40-150 μm) using the LDED technology have the shape of a parallelepiped with dimensions of 80x30x12 mm. The
chemical composition of the heat-resistant powder Inconel 718 was determined using a TESCAN
VEGA 3 scanning electron microscope, the results of microspectral analysis are shown in Table
1.
Table 1. Results of microspectral analysis of heat-resistant powder of alloy Inconel 718
Element
Percentage
Standard

Ni
52.26
50.055.0

Cr
19.22
17.021.0

Si
0.0

Mn
0.17

<0.35 <0.35

Nb
5.3
4.755.5

Al
B
0.75 0.00
0.20.006
0.8

Ti
0.99
0.651.15

Mo
2.92
2.83.3

Fe
0.11
balance

Sample Making. The samples under study were made on a robotic L-DED machine developed
at Samara University, consisting of a six-axis industrial robot-manipulator Eidos A12 with an
additive module and a pedestal on which the growing process was carried out.
Argon was used as a protective and transport gas, which was supplied to the deposition zone at
a flow rate of 4 L/min and 10 L/min, respectively. For a better heat exchange processes in the
workpiece, the deposition process was carried out on a low-carbon steel substrate, and a sacrificial
layer 10 mm high was added to the sample to equalize the deposition conditions. After growing
the samples, they were separated from the build platform and processed to a size of 80x20x12 mm.
Table 2 shows the parameters of the mode of laser fusion of powder material.
Table 2. Modes of L-DED of powder material
L-DED parameter value
Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3 Sample 4
Laser power, W
1400
1600
1700
1800
Powder consumption, g/min
32
29
20
46
Deposition speed, mm/s
20
20
23
40
Layer step, mm
0.4
0.4
0.6
0.4
Track width, mm
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
L-DED mode parameter
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Metallographic Investigation of Sample Material. During external examination of the
samples, fusion beads were clearly visible, the width of which was from 1.5 to 1.7 mm. The
metallographic analysis was carried out on metallographic specimen prepared along the growth
direction of the samples. Additionally, thin sections were made in the transverse direction with
respect to the direction of growth of the samples in the middle part with respect to the height of
the samples. Etching of specimen was carried out in Vasiliev's reagent (CuSO4 - 5 g, H2SO4 - 1.4
ml, НС1 - 50 ml, Н2O - 40 ml). The macrostructure of the samples obtained by the L-DED method
in modes 1...4 is shown in Fig. 1.

Sample 1

Sample 2

Sample 3

Sample 4

Fig. 1. Macrostructure of samples obtained by the L-DED method in modes 1...4

Microanalysis of specimen without etching revealed that the material of all samples contains
small discontinuities in the form of looseness, pores and seals (Fig. 2). The total porosity of the
material of the samples is: in samples No. 1, 2 - up to 0.015 mm, in samples No. 3, 4 - up to 0.01
mm.

а) pores, looseness (sample 1)

b) pores, seals (sample 2)

c) pores, seals (sample 3)

d) pores, seals (sample 4)

Fig. 2. Defects in sample material
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After etching, cracks with a length of 0.05 to 1.1 mm were found in all samples, located along
the boundaries of individual grains at a distance of 0.6 to 2.0 mm from the side surfaces. Samples
1, 2 have single cracks in the central part. The track structure is noticeable in sample No. 1, and in
sample No. 2 the tracks are practically indistinguishable.
Results and discussion
Microstructure. The analysis of the microstructure of the samples, obtained with an optical
microscope, was carried out. It was revealed that the microstructure of the Inconel 718 alloy is
mainly represented by columnar dendrites, which grew continuously during the deposition of
subsequent layers. An increase in the length of dendrites occurs in the direction of surfacing, which
is explained by the co-directional temperature gradient, which creates thermodynamic conditions
for solidification. It is obvious that the size of the melt pool and the characteristics of compaction
of the material as a result of a decrease in its porosity and the number of non-melts (solders) differ
significantly depending on the laser power. With an increase in the laser power, the depth and
width of the melt pool increase, and the bonding properties of the adjacent layer increase with a
constant lateral step, as a result of which the relative density of the sample increases. At the same
time, the heat-stressed state increases, which increases the likelihood of cracking. At low laser
power, the energy absorbed by the powder is insufficient. This leads to a mismatch in the required
temperature in the melt bath and complicates the melting of the powder and the penetration of
adjacent layers, which is a necessary condition for the formation of a stable bond between the
layers being fused. In addition, due to the high dynamic viscosity of liquid metal at low
temperatures in the molten bath, convection deteriorates and the flowability of the melt decreases,
which makes it difficult to remove mixed gases and contributes to the formation of pores. At
optimal laser power, the dynamic viscosity of the melt is sufficient to provide convection and gas
removal from the melt bath, as a result of which the number of pores becomes minimal.
Laves phases are harmful phases, since they are very fragile compounds, and their morphology
and size strongly affect the properties of the alloy [14]. The formation of Laves phases is greatly
influenced by the parameters of the laser, especially the power and speed of the beads deposition
[15].
Conclusion
Having studied the results of the research carried out, the following conclusions can be drawn:
1. Large discontinuities such as looseness, pores and seals were not found in the material of the
samples. The maximum size of single discontinuities is: looseness - 0.03x0.06 mm, pores - from
0.03 to 0.05 mm, seals - 0.13...0.17 mm.
2. The maximum pore size is: in samples No. 1, 2, - up to 0.015 mm, in samples No. 3, 4 - up
to 0.01 mm.
3. In the material of samples 1, 2, 3, cracks with a length of 0.05 ... 1.1 mm were found, located
along the boundaries of individual grains at a distance of 0.6 ... 2.0 mm from the side surfaces.
Analysis of the L-DED technological modes shows that the most preferred fusion mode is mode
4. The main defects for mode 4 are single pores up to 0.03 mm. In this regard, we select the values
of the 4th technological mode as the basic mode.
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Abstract. Obtaining an artificial stone based on steel-smelting slag is possible as a result of
carbonization of the feedstock in carbon dioxide. The feedstock - slag and carbon dioxide - are byproducts from steel smelting in electric furnaces, which must be disposed of in order to improve
the environmental situation in the region. The condition for obtaining the cementing ability of
steelmaking slag is the preparation of a charge with certain properties and maturation technology:
humidity, dispersion of the fine fraction and the maximum size of the coarse fraction, the ratio
between the coarse and dispersed fractions, the concentration of carbon dioxide in the gas-air
environment, temperature, pressure and flow time. carbonization reactions in the reactor, the
magnitude of the pressure during the production of pressed articles, the process of stone maturation
in the post-carbonization period.
Introduction
In the global balance of industrial waste emissions, and in particular, steel production slag is 240300 ml. tons per year, which negatively affects the environment [1]. It is required to develop a
number of measures and on their technologies for the inclusion of waste in the production cycle
of obtaining materials for construction purposes with high performance characteristics. In general,
blast furnace slags [2] are widely used in the production of a hydraulic binder, since they
correspond to a stable material and mineralogical composition. Steel-making slags are practically
not used due to the content of calcium and magnesium oxide (> 10 %), their volumetric stability,
which leads to cracking in an alkaline medium, and the pH of the medium is > 10 [2, 3].
We proposed a technological approach to obtain a durable artificial stone due to a molding
composition on an optimized compositional matrix that underwent volumetric pressure and
carbonization in a reactor, the starting material did not contain such substances as Ca(OH)2,
Mg(OH)2, SiO2.
This approach is not new. Many researchers tried to obtain a stone as a result of the action of
carbon dioxide on molded products from slag in a reactor [3, 4], but the carbonization processes
affected the surface zone and did not extend to the entire depth of the sample. The core remained
not carbonized, and as a result of holding both in the normal hardening chamber and in the reactor,
cracks formed on the surface of the samples, leading to self-destruction due to the transition of the
β-с2s phase to γ-с2s, which does not possess binding properties at high pH values ≥ 12, and free CaO
and MgO increase in volume [5, 6].
Therefore, an important role is played by the creation of an optimal internal structure of the
stone, ensuring the penetration of CO2 into the sample to its entire thickness, and the aqueous
medium played the role of an active conductor.
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Materials, research methodology
The purpose of the research is to identify the technological features of the production of smallsized elements based on steel production slags, activated by carbon dioxide.
For the study, steelmaking slags of the Novolipetsk Metallurgical Plant were used, the chemical
composition is presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Chemical composition of steelmaking slag
MgO

Al2O3

SiO2

S

CaO

MnO

FeO

Fe2O3

TiO2

R2 O

Zn

C

7,58

3,48

13,79

0,3

49,88

1,98

9,75

10,2

0,25

0,17

0,011

1,15

Slag particle size (SPS) 0-2,5 mm, moreover, 30 % of this slag has a particle size of 30 to 230
microns. The reaction medium was a reactor with the possibility of supplying carbon dioxide,
raising the temperature (up to 200 0C) and regulating the pressure inside the reactor. Samples from
the prepared mixture were molded on a press with double-sided hyper-pressing with a force of 385
kgf/cm2.
To achieve the optimum density and carbonization of SPS, the molding mixture is moistened
to a moisture content of 0,1. The reactor is preheated to 105-110 °C. After loading the samples
into the reactor, evacuation takes place - 0.7 atm., 5 min, then the CO2 pressure rises to 12 atm. at
a speed of 3-4 atm./min. The temperature of the carbonization in the reactor is 105 -110 0С. Formed
specimen cylinders with a diameter and height of 60 mm. placed on a pallet in the reactor chamber
(Fig. 1)

Fig. 1. Specimens molded from steelmaking slag of fraction 0-2,5 mm, molding mixture – 100 %
wetted slag, mixture moisture 7,1 %
Discussion
After carbonization of the slag in the reactor for 14 hours, the samples had no cracks on their
surface (Fig. 2).
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After inspecting the samples on the surface, there are 1 or 2 shots of the surface layer with a
diameter of 2-5 mm and a depth of 1-2 mm. The overall surface is smooth, uniformly gray, without
cracks or flaking. Exposure in a normal hardening chamber at a temperature of 20 °C and a
humidity of 90 % for 28 days did not affect the quality and condition of the surface of the samples.

Fig. 2. Samples from steelmaking slag fraction after carbonization in the reactor after 14 hours
The compressive strength of the samples is 15,1-25,0 MPa, the density is 2340-2398 kg/m3.
The studies carried out on the split of the sample in order to determine the depth of carbonization
showed by the intensity of the color of the indicator applied to the cut, that in the central part the
intensity is weak and is approximately 25-30 % relative to the intensity of the outer layer.
Investigations [7-9] carried out to determine the phase composition of steelmaking slag after
carbonization reactions in the reactor and in the CO2 environment after 14 hours established the
formation of the following minerals: CaCO3 calcite and calcium silicate hydrate CSH, MgCO3
magnesite, Ca3Mg(SiO4)2 merwinite and FeO wustite.
Conclusions
The studies carried out have shown the possibility of obtaining low-grade concrete by
carbonization of steel-making slag in a reactor in a carbon dioxide environment.
The use of steelmaking slag as a binder and filler according to traditional technology in the
manufacture of building products is not acceptable due to the destruction of the structure of
concrete from stresses caused by significant volumetric changes by CaO hydration products.
On the basis of steelmaking slag without adding Portland cement to the molding mixture due
to carbonization, it is possible to produce wall stones of grades 100, 150 and 200 by optimizing
the granular composition of the molding mixture, creating an optimal structure of artificial stone
for the penetration of carbon dioxide through the molded samples.
The production of small-sized materials for road construction works based on slags from
steelmaking production must strictly comply with the established technological regulations: the
moisture content of the molding mixture, the temperature of the medium inside the reactor, the
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holding of a given pressure in the reactor, the concentration of CO2 in the air of the reactor, the
time of preliminary holding of the samples before raising the pressure in the reactor.
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Abstract. Obtaining wood with high performance properties on the basis of chemical and
mechanical action as a result of optimization of technological processes and the use of temperature
exposure. The initial raw material is hardwood (aspen, alder), which are little used in construction
and in the production of finishing materials. The condition for obtaining wood with high operating
properties (increasing density, strength, reducing water saturation, ensuring the dimensional
stability of samples for a long time) is the ability of wood as a natural polymer to change properties
under the combined effect of temperature and pressure.
Introduction
Aspen and alder are practically not used in the production of building materials such as supporting
structures and finishing. Although a feature of aspen wood is the absence of knots, resistance to
moisture in the sawn state does not warp, does not crack during drying and storage in the air, but
at the same time the wood is prone to drying out and does not have dimensional stability. Alder
warps during drying, has moderate hygroscopicity and softness, is resistant to decay, which is why
it is often used for equipping wells, as well as storerooms. These types of wood have significant
advantages over other hardwoods - they are fast-growing, low purchase prices, low demand in the
construction market. To improve the operational properties in 1973 and 1983. researchers have
proposed technologies for the heat treatment of wood [1]. Using compression and high
temperatures for wood processing, the researchers significantly improved the physical and
mechanical properties of samples from beech, larch and pine.
The method of hot pressing of wood treated with formaldehyde resin was widely used [2,3]. It
was based on the modification of wood in the form of shavings and sawdust in the production of
particle boards. Treated wood with formaldehyde resins or compositions based on them is
environmentally hazardous to human life, and since the end of the 80s of the 20th century, this
technology has been banned from using in Europe and Russia.
Heat treatment of wood at temperatures of 200-280 ° C for 7-12 hours allows you to increase
the density, hardness of the material, but at the same time increases the tendency to brittle fracture
under force. Such wood is suitable only for finishing works [4, 5].
Researchers have devoted to the study of the issue of the influence of 130 0С and pressing
pressure of 7 MPa on coniferous wood [6, 7]. It has been revealed that the technology of obtaining
thermally modified wood makes it possible to obtain thermally stabilized wood with increased
density, hardness and high water resistance.
Materials, research methodology
The purpose of the research is to identify the technological features of the production of modified
hardwood (aspen, alder) in the Penza region by hot pressing with a force of 6.0 MPa. Press plate
temperature 140-160 ° C.
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license. Any further distribution of
this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI. Published under license by Materials
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For the study, we used a hot press with a working surface of 600 × 600 mm at a maximum
pressure of 12 MPa.
The wood underwent sawing and finishing to plates with dimensions of 250 × 250 × 16 mm.
The holding time on the table of a hot press under pressure is 60 min. Table 1 shows the properties
of the raw materials and technological regulations.
Table 1. Raw material properties
№

Wood

Density,
[k/m3]

Hardness,
[MPa]

Humidity,
[%]

Pressing
temperature.
[0С]

1

Aspen

510

23,6

3,56

140

2

Alder

486

27,3

4,00

140

3

Aspen

509

23,65

3,61

160

4

Alder

487

27,8

4,13

160

Exposure
time, [min.]

Pressing
pressure,
[MPa]
12

60

12
12
12

Determination of the hardness of wood samples was determined on samples with a size of 50 ×
50 × 50 mm on a universal testing machine. The hardness of the wood was redistributed in
accordance with GOST-16483.17-81, in accordance with the Brinell method. Tests for changes in
the characteristics of the environment in the laboratory at a temperature of +26 0С and ambient air
W-56 %.
The swelling of the wood was assessed by complete immersion in water for 24 hours, so that
the top of the sample was 20-25 mm high. The temperature of the water in the chamber was
automatically maintained at 20 °C.
The original dimensions of the samples before and after the tests were measured with a caliper.
The results are in Table 2.
Table 2. Properties of modified materials
№

Wood

Reducing
sample
thickness,
[%]

Density

Hardness

[kg/m3]

growth,
[%]

[MPa]

growth,
[%]

Pressing
temperature.
[0С]

Swelling
value,
[%]

1

Aspen

27,3

701

37,45

28,8

22,0

140

6,12

2

Alder

28,4

661

36,01

33,9

24,2

140

7,04

3

Aspen

30,2

737

44,79

28,3

19,6

160

2,98

4

Alder

31,4

684

40,45

32,9

18,4

160

3,56

Aspen

–

–

–

–

–

–

2,49

Alder

–

–

–

–

–

–

2,86

control

Discussion
From the analysis of the data obtained (table 2), it can be seen that after the process of hot pressing
of hardwood samples, the thickness changed significantly. In aspen and alder, the parameter
changes significantly at a pressing temperature of 160 ° C than at 140 ° C.
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Swelling also shows that the pressing temperature has a significant effect. So at a pressing
temperature of 160 °C, the swelling value is 5,56 % for alder, and 2,98 % for aspen. At a pressing
temperature of 140 °C, the swelling value for alder is 7.04%, for aspen is 6,12 %. All hardwood
samples that passed swelling tests showed that the control samples have 2,5 times lower values.
The hardness of aspen at a pressing temperature of 140 °C is greater than at a temperature of
160 °C by 12,2 %, in alder – by 31,5 %. At the same time, the increase in wood hardness is higher
at lower temperatures. It is possible to explain the processes taking place if we consider the
structure and structure of hardwood.
Wood is a composite material consisting of numerous microscopic, layered tubes oriented along
the trunk. Cellulose incorporated into the lignin-hemicellulose matrix acts as a reinforcing agent
[8, 9]. The spatial structure of the matrix is formed by interpenetrating networks: 1 – formed by
lignin and carbohydrates; 2 – lignin and hemicelluloses; 3 – three-dimensional networks of lignin
itself.
It was revealed by a number of researchers that at a relative humidity of wood equal to 27-30
%, cellulose already at 22-26 °C exhibits the properties of an amorphous-crystalline polymer in a
highly elastic state [10-12].
During the experiment, the moisture content of the wood was less than 5 %, the temperature of
hot pressing was 140 and 160 °C, according to the researchers [10], the glass transition temperature
of dry wood ranges from 130 to 190 °C. Thus, the tested wood samples acquired the
thermomechanical properties of the intercellular substance. This is a sign of an amorphous polymer
with characteristic physical states - glassy, highly elastic and viscous fluid. In this case, the state
of the samples is closer to glassy, since the samples are highly fragile. There is no reliable
information in the open press about the glass transition temperature of the ligno-carbohydrate
complex, and it is not necessary to carry out indirect studies, but rather aimed at understanding the
pseudo reticular structure of wood, taking into account the possible volumetric targeted change in
the anisotropic structure.
Conclusions
The studies carried out have shown the possibility of obtaining modified wood with high
performance properties. By optimizing the technological process, it is possible to obtain finishing
materials with high aesthetic and, most importantly, competitive with respect to rare varieties of
wood.
The unique structure of a natural polymer (wood) is endowed with such properties as
hydrophilicity, biological compatibility, thermal stability and polyfunctionality, which makes it
possible to modify wood not only through mechanical and thermal effects, but also through the
use of chemicals and various complexes.
The considered technological method for changing the natural structure of wood makes it
possible to obtain wood similar to the texture of plane tree, elm from alder and aspen, provided
that the original wood is additionally colored.
The growing need for the development of new and obtaining new cheap materials for
construction and finishing purposes is determined by the fact that cellulose, as the main component
of wood, is a renewable and rapidly growing raw material.
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Abstract. The paper is devoted to solving the problem of determining the shape of the rolls of
helical rolling mills, depending on the specified profile of the deformation zone. A universal
calculation method has been proposed, thanks to which it is possible to determine the shape of the
working surface of a roll for all types of helical rolling mills (with mushroom-shaped, cup-shaped,
barrel-shaped and disc rolls), any relative arrangement of the rolling axis and rolls axes, and
various locations of the deformation zone on the rolling axis. The proposed method is implemented
as a standalone exe-application with a simple intuitive interface. The application allows you to
output the calculation results into txt-files, which can then be imported into CAD systems to create
3D roll models.
Introduction
Recently, the development of different industry sectors [1-11] requires the solution of various
technological production problems [12-22] and also increases the requirements for the efficiency
and quality of production technologies [23-30]. One of the most promising and profitable methods
to produce high-quality seamless pipes and rods is helical rolling.
In helical rolling, metal deformation occurs between obliquely located rolls, the axes of which
are inclined relative to the rolling axis by a certain angle. Points on the surface of the billet move
along a helical line, performing both rotational and translational movements. This method of metal
forming is widely used for the manufacture of products in the form of bodies of revolution (balls,
axes, pipes, etc.)
When considering many issues related to the helical rolling process, geometric parameters are
the basis. This is explained by the fact that the shape and size of the deformation zone significantly
affect the conditions of rolling, the required shape of the rolls, etc.
Helical rolling mills are generally classified according to the shape of the work rolls into four
main types (figure 1): a - with barrel-shaped rolls, b - with mushroom-shaped rolls, c - with cupshaped rolls, d - with disc rolls.
Calculation model of the geometric parameters of the helical rolling process
The calculation method is based on the description of the relative position of the rolling and roll
axes by the values of the angle α and the distance ρ between them (figure 2).
This was done because during helical rolling the rolling axis and roll axis are skew lines, the
relative position of which is uniquely determined by the values of the angle and the distance
between them. Also, this approach is interesting in that α and ρ do not depend on the method of
adjusting the work rolls and, therefore, are convenient for analysing processes in stands of various
designs.
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license. Any further distribution of
this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI. Published under license by Materials
Research Forum LLC.
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Fig. 1. Types of rolls for helical rolling:
a - barrel-shaped, b - mushroom-shaped, c - cup-shaped, d - disc rolls.

Fig. 2. Parameters of the relative position of the rolling and roll axes.
Thus, if we introduce the assumption that each i-th section of the deformation zone is processed
by the i-th section of the roll, then to calculate the exact values of the roll radius we need to know:
α – angle between rolling and roll axes;
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ρ – distance between rolling and roll axes;
xi and yi – coordinates of the points of the deformation zone.
For a given section of the roll, the roll radius is gradually increased by the iterative method, and
the condition is checked whether the points of the circle formed by this radius are outside the billet
 ∆Z ≤ Z roll

 ∆Y ≤ Yroll

(1)

As soon as the condition is met, the calculation will be interrupted.
Figure 3 represents a diagram that shows that for all points lying outside the billet, either ΔY >
Yroll, or ΔZ > Zroll. Only for one point of the circle ΔY will be equal to Yroll, and ΔZ will be less than
Zroll, thus, at this point the condition will be fulfilled and the calculation for this section will be
interrupted. The smallest possible radius at which the condition is satisfied on the entire circle will
be the necessary one.

Fig. 3. 2D-scheme of calculation method.
Figure 4 shows the current point on the circle with coordinates X0, Y0, Z0, and the arrow shows
the direction of reference. The roll radius R increases until one of the points of the circumference
touches the surface of the billet.
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Fig. 4. 3D-scheme of calculation method.
It is important to note that, firstly, the calculation is performed for each section of the roll, and
not for the deformation zone, which makes it possible to get rid of additional transformations in
the transition from the coordinates associated with the rolling axis to the coordinates associated
with a roll axis. Secondly, a different mathematical model is used, based on simple formulas, which
makes it possible to exclude errors of the roll caliber at values of α > 60° and the correction of the
deformation zone associated with these errors, thus, the roll bends around the billet without
penetrating anywhere ... And, thirdly, this method is suitable for constructing rolls of any type of
mill, including even the cases of α = 0° and α = 90°.
Application for calculating the shape of rolls
To implement the computational method on a computer, it was decided to use Microsoft Visual
Studio 2010 with .NET Framework 4.0 as a programming environment, and C# as a language. All
this allowed us to create an application with an intuitive interface
The basic procedure for the program:
1. The values of α and ρ and the geometry of the deformation zone profile are specified.
2. The necessary calculations are made: defining the boundaries of the roll and checking the
data for erroneous values.
3. The i-th section of the roll is taken.
4. The radius of the roll in this section is calculated by the iterative method.
5. A calculation is made for each next section of the roll.
6. Data processing and output is in progress.
After entering the required data, pressing the "Roll calculation" button starts the calculation
process. Progress will be reflected to the left of the button - in the progress bar. At the end of the
calculation, a folder with calculation txt-files opens. The resulting txt-files can be used by CADsystems as input data for modeling (figure 5).
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Fig. 5. Visualization of the rolling process of a 6 mm bar obtained using the application and
CAD-system KOMPAS-3D V13.
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Abstract. A method for increasing the thermal fatigue strength of a tool used in hot forming of
bearing rings by applying circular laser tracks to the working surfaces is considered. Laser
treatment is carried out with a power of 2.0...2.5 kW by applying on the end face working surface
of the tool in the direction from the center to the periphery of the circular tracks with a common
center coinciding with the center of the circumference of the end face; the tool is rotated at a
constant angular rate, the spot diameter ds for each track is selected according to the dependence
ds,i+1/ds,i = 0.85...0.90, and the laser radiation spots of adjacent tracks have a common point of
contact. The results of pilot testing are presented, which confirmed the high technical and
economic efficiency of the use of laser quenching for ejectors and punches. A tool made by
machining, for example, an ejector of an AMP-70 automatic press, is subjected to volume
quenching and tempering. The ejector material was steel 3Kh3M3F, quenching temperature in oil
– 1030...1050 °С, tempering temperature – 580...610 °С. After volume quenching, additional
machining is carried out, usually grinding, in order to remove the decarbonized layer of material
formed during heat treatment and to give the working surface the required roughness class. The
final stage in the tool manufacturing is the quenching of its working surface by laser treatment.
Pilot testing showed that the use of laser treatment made it possible to increase the durability of
ejectors of various types by 2 ... 3 times, of deforming punches – by 2.2 times.
Introduction
Hot forming methods using one of the important properties of metals, ductility, are widely applied
in mechanical engineering due to the ability to produce parts of various sizes and diversified shapes
in a highly productive and economical way [1–4]. The undoubted advantage of hot forming is that
the resulting parts are characteristic of higher strength properties than similar parts made with
metal-cutting machines. This is due to the peculiarity of the structure of the deformed metal in
which the material fibers are located equidistantly to the part contour in hot forming, in contrast to
the use of a metal-cutting tool in which the fibers are cut across. In addition, the productivity of
hot forming is much higher than that of processing with metal-cutting machines; therefore, during
serial and mass production, the prime cost of parts and metal losses is reduced tenfold.
The productivity of hot forming processes largely depends on the operational durability of the
technological tool which fails mainly due to the heat of the working surface [5–7]. Therefore, steel
used for manufacturing technological tools for metal hot working should not only have high
mechanical properties at operating temperatures, but also have increased thermal fatigue strength.
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license. Any further distribution of
this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI. Published under license by Materials
Research Forum LLC.
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In the hot forming process, the temperature of the die is characterized by repeatedly changing
heating and cooling, as a result of which the processes of thermal fatigue develop, accompanied
by the appearance and development of hot cracks [8–10]. Theoretical and experimental studies
have shown that the greatest increase in the durability of hot-working dies is achieved with the
correct choice of the die steel grade and modes of its thermal and quenching treatment [11–13].
Heat treatment methods traditionally consisting of heating, holding and cooling not only have
a limitation in the level of strength of heat-treated materials, but also have largely exhausted their
possibilities in obtaining new structures and improving mechanical properties. A number of papers
[14–20] shows that laser heat treatment is successfully used for surface quenching of parts and
tools for various purposes, including working surfaces of a technological tool for processing
materials by pressure. At the same time, the issues of laser thermal quenching of die steel
3Kh3M3F (3Х3М3Ф) widely used for manufacturing deforming tools operating at elevated
temperatures are insufficiently presented for the development of technological modes of laser
treatment. In some papers, the issues of laser quenching of die steel 4Kh5MFS (4Х5МФС) with
surface fusion are considered, which in some cases leads to an unacceptable deterioration of the
surface morphology.
Objective
This article discusses a method for increasing the thermal fatigue strength of a tool used in hot
forming of bearing rings by applying circular laser tracks to the working surfaces. The results of
pilot testing are presented, which confirmed the high technical and economic efficiency of the use
of laser quenching for ejectors and punches.
Research carried out and analysis of the results obtained
Tool steels of the martensitic class with carbide quenching of the type 3Kh3M3F, 4Kh5MFS, etc.
are used for manufacturing tools for hot forming, for example, ejectors and punches [21]. The main
mechanism for quenching steels of this class is quenching for martensite and subsequent
tempering, during which precipitation hardening occurs due to the release of alloying elements
from the carbide matrix. Therefore, the properties of these steels are determined by the composition
and structure of martensite and carbide phases, as well as the nature of the distribution of carbides
and their interaction with the matrix. One of the most effective ways to increase the service life of
a hot forming tool by increasing its heat resistance is to create a homogeneous finely dispersed
structure on the working surface. An effective solution to this problem was obtained by using
continuous laser radiation.
The results of metallographic analysis showed that the most effective grinding of the carbide
phase is carried out when the tool material is exposed to continuous laser radiation with a power
of P=2.0...2.5 kW at power densities q=(3...5) kW/cm2. At laser power values less than 2.0 kW,
the desired structural preparation is not effective enough, which can be explained by a weak
thermal effect. At powers above 2.5 kW, there may be a decrease in the steel impact strength,
caused by a significant increase in austenite grain, which will lead to accelerated softening of the
material during operation.
The scheme of a thermal laser effect on the flat circular surface is the most optimal, which is
the application of circular tracks with a common center coinciding with the center of the circle,
and each of the subsequent circular tracks adjacent to the previous one along a closed concentric
line. Due to the fact that circular tracks are applied without gaps, the amount of the unhardened
part of the surface is practically zero; in addition, due to the absence of overlapping tracks, there
are almost no tempering zones. The alternation of pronounced tempering or unhardened zones
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causes surface structural heterogeneity of the tool material, which, as noted, causes accelerated
tool wear.
Thus, the specified scheme of laser treatment under the condition ds,i +1/ds,i = 0.85…0.90
provides a more uniform structure of the hardened layer and the axisymmetric distribution of
residual stresses in the tool material.
The ratio ds,i+1/ds,i = 0.85…0.90 was obtained experimentally; it can be justified as follows.
Due to the fact that the purpose of laser treatment is to create the most homogeneous structure of
the material, it is necessary that all the processed areas obtained by applying circular tracks have
the same structure with a minimum difference in properties and form a generally homogeneous
finely dispersed structure. Therefore, a prerequisite for laser treatment of a hot forming tool is that
the energy contribution to the material must be the same for each of the circular tracks. However,
at a constant angular rotation rate ω = const of the treated part with an increase in the radius rt of
the circular tracks, the linear treatment rate v increases, which is equal to the product of the angular
rate ω by the radius, i.e. v = ω x rt. As experiments have shown, the diameter of the radiation spot
should be changed according to the ratio ds,i +1/ds,i = 0.85…0.90 when applying tracks in the
direction from the center to the periphery in order to create the most homogeneous structure of the
hardened near-surface layer due to the fact that the laser thermal effect is carried out at a constant
value of the radiation power and, taking into account that when assessing the energy contribution
of laser radiation, for example, to the maximum surface temperature, it is inversely related to the
values of ds and v.
The proposed method is carried out as follows. A tool made by machining, for example, an
ejector of an AMP-70 automatic press, is subjected to volume quenching and tempering. The
ejector material was steel 3Kh3M3F, quenching temperature in oil – 1030...1050 °С, tempering
temperature – 580...610 °С. After volume quenching, additional machining is carried out, usually
grinding, in order to remove the decarbonized layer of material formed during heat treatment and
to give the working surface the required roughness class (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Examples of ejectors used for forming of bearing rings of various sizes
The final stage in the tool manufacturing is the quenching of its working surface by laser
treatment which is carried out as follows. To increase the efficiency of laser radiation absorption
by the metal, a light-absorbing coating 10–15 μm thick, for example, blue zinc gouache, is applied
to the working surface of the tool. Then the tool is mounted in a manipulator capable of rotational
movement, and it is possible to translocate the rotational movement in the horizontal and vertical
planes.
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After starting the laser installation, a specific value of the laser radiation power should be set,
which is included in the specified interval. The ejectors were treated with laser radiation with a power
of 2.1 kW using a CO2 laser. Having established the required radiation power using a power meter,
the laser beam is focused until the desired spot diameter ds is obtained on the end surface of the tool
fixed in the manipulator. The spot diameter ds and the angular rotation rate ω of the treated part are
chosen so that the laser treatment is carried out without surface fusion. The initial diameter of the
laser radiation spot when treating the ejectors was ds,0 = 10 mm, while ω = 0.31 s-1.
By longitudinal translocation of the tool relative to the focused beam, the radiation spot is set
on the surface so as to apply the first circular track of the minimum radius relative to the center of
the circumference of the end face of the cylindrical part, while the radius of the circular track is
considered to be the distance from the specified center to the center of the radiation spot.
Experiments have shown that it is advisable to take the radius of the first circular track equal to
the initial diameter of the focused spot on the treated surface, i.e. r tr,1 = ds,0. When treating
ejectors, the initial spot diameter is ds,0 = 8…10 mm.
After turning on the rotating manipulator and the laser, a thermal effect on the laser radiation
material is carried out by applying a circular track, the width of which is determined by the spot
diameter. Then, the spot diameter is determined using the ratio ds,i +1/ds,i = 0.85…0.90, at which
the next circular track will be applied; focusing is carried out. Focusing of each next spot is easily
done either with a lens or by translocating the tool in a vertical plane. By longitudinal translocating
of the tool before applying the next circular track, the focused spot is set so that it has a common
point of contact with the previous circular track. The latter operation is facilitated by the fact that
the boundaries of the circular heat-affected zone are clearly marked by the burnt-out absorbing
coating.
Circular tracks are applied until the working surface is completely treated. Thus, for a tool with
a diameter of 65 mm, laser treatment of the working surface is carried out by applying three circular
tracks with a spot diameter equal to ds,1 = 10 mm, ds,2 = 9 mm and ds,3 = 8 mm respectively; the
radius of the first track is equal to rt,1 = 10 mm, the second – rt,2 = 19.5 mm, the third – rt,3 = 28
mm (Fig. 2).
The proposed method has passed pilot testing in the manufacture of a working tool of an
automatic press, designed for forming bearing rings 7608 (Table 1). The most worn-out element
of die tooling is ejectors, the main reason for the rejection of which is hot crack formation. As a
result of manufacturing and quenching of ejectors according to the proposed method, a threefold
increase in durability was achieved and, therefore, the service life of the tool increased by an
average of 3 times. Experiment planning methods were used in the research [22–25].
Pilot testing of the developed technology of laser quenching of working surfaces of hot
deformation dies was carried out in the conditions of the forging shop of the bearing plant.
The quenching treatment was carried out using a continuous CO2 laser. Ejectors and punches
were previously subjected to volume heat treatment in the thermal section of the forging shop,
including quenching from a temperature of T = 1050...1100 °C in oil and tempering at a
temperature of T = 580...610 °C; as a result, the hardness of the working surface of the tool was
HRC 46...48.
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Fig. 2. Scheme of applying circular tracks on the working surface of the ejector with a diameter
of 65 mm
Table 1. Dependence of the thermal fatigue resistance of the tool on the ratio of the diameters of
the radiation spot
The ratio of the diameters of the
radiation spot,
dsp,i+1/dsp,i
No laser treatment
1
0.9
0.85
0.8
0.7

Thermal fatigue resistance
Cycles until the first cracks
Average service life of
appear
the ejector, forgings
1300
9600
2900
22000
4100
29500
3900
29100
3100
25300
3000
23400

Pilot testing showed that the use of laser treatment made it possible to increase the durability of
ejectors of various types by 2 ... 3 times, of deforming punches – by 2.2 times. In laser treatment
of punches, circular tracks were applied to the working surface by rotating the punch around its
axis.
Since the number of thermal fatigue cracks in the laser-hardened tool is significantly lower
compared to the tool treated according to the traditional technology, the possibility of reusing the
worn-out die (ejectors and punches) has been tested. The defective layer determined by the depth
of development of hot cracks was mechanically removed from the surface of laser-hardened wornout ejectors, which had already shown a threefold increase in resistance. After grinding, the
working surfaces were treated with laser radiation, while preliminary volume heat treatment was
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not required, and the ejectors were returned to operation. As a result of the tests, it was found that
the durability of ejectors re-treated with laser radiation was twice as high as the durability of the
new tool subjected to volume heat treatment according to the plant technology. It has been shown
that such an operation can be performed 2 to 4 times.
In total, according to the developed technology, 580 units of working tools for hot forming of
bearing rings on an AMP-70 automatic press in the conditions of the forging shop of the bearing
plant were processed and tested in industrial conditions. The test results and statistical data
confirmed the high technical and economic efficiency of the use of laser quenching for ejectors
and punches, while the annual savings are achieved both by increasing the operational reliability
of the tool and by extending the service life of the tool due to repeated sets and a decrease in the
production of defective forgings.
Summary
A method is proposed for increasing the thermal fatigue strength of a tool used in hot forming of
bearing rings by applying circular laser tracks to the working surfaces. Laser treatment is carried
out with a power of 2.0...2.5 kW by applying on the end face working surface of the tool in the
direction from the center to the periphery of the circular tracks with a common center coinciding
with the center of the circumference of the end face; the tool is rotated at a constant angular rate,
the spot diameter ds for each track is selected according to the dependence ds, i+1 / ds, i = 0.85...0.90,
and the laser radiation spots of adjacent tracks have a common point of contact. Pilot testing
showed that the use of laser treatment made it possible to increase the durability of ejectors of
various types by 2 ... 3 times, of deforming punches – by 2.2 times. The possibility of reusing a
worn-out die (ejectors and punches) by removing the defective layer with subsequent laser
treatment of the working surface is shown.
Taking into account the high technical and economic efficiency of the use of laser quenching
for ejectors and punches, it is planned to apply the developed approach for another die for hot
deformation [26–30].
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Abstract. The article presents the calculations of diffusion indices of saturation of high-strength
cast iron VCh 60 from powder filling. Carbide-forming elements were used as diffusers: vanadium,
chromium and manganese. As a result of the research, empirical equations have been established
for predicting the thickness of strengthening diffusion coatings depending on the temperature and
saturation time.
Introduction
Methods of chemical-thermal treatment are the most promising methods for hardening the surface
of products made of high-strength cast iron. Methods of diffusion metallization are widely used
among them [1, 2, 3, 4]. Diffusion metallization restores parts with low wear, high surface hardness
and working under conditions of friction with a variety of mating materials [5]. The diffusion
metallization process is most widely used for parts of diesel fuel equipment. It is used for parts
with fixed joint seating surfaces and which are characterized by low wear. For example, shafts,
bearing cups of gearboxes, rear axles, gearboxes and others. Diffusion metallization is also used
in movable joints, such as rocker shafts, idler shafts, water and oil pump shafts, and others.
Diffusion metallization repairs cast iron parts with wear within the coating thickness using
pastes and coatings [6, 7]. Their composition is identical to the powder reaction mixture containing
diffusing components.
Materials and methods
For the thermal diffusion hardening of specimens of high-strength cast iron VCh 60, the following
components were taken from the powder medium [8, 9]:
1. Ferrovanadium with a vanadium content of at least 50% by weight;
2. Ferromanganese with an average manganese content of 88% by weight;
3. High-carbon ferrochrome with a chromium content of more than 65%, carbon, respectively
8-8.5% and silicon not more than 2%;
4. Aluminum oxide;
5. Ammonium chloride.
These ferroalloys are widely used in the metallurgical industry for alloying cast iron [10, 11,
12]. Ammonium chloride is an activator. It has a low temperature of thermal dissociation (3500С),
as a result of which ammonia and hydrogen chloride are formed. Hydrogen chloride reacts with
the main diffusers in the charge to form chlorides and subchlorides, which are directly involved in
diffusion saturation. Ammonia thermodissociates with the formation of hydrogen and nitrogen at
temperatures of 450-500 0С. Aluminum oxide is highly refractory and inert to most reagents in
direct contact with it at high temperatures. Therefore, it is used as an inert filler.
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The preparation of charge materials was carried out in the following sequence. Crushed into
powder ferroalloys were sieved through a sieve with a mesh size of 1 mm. In the beginning, all the
components used were heated. Aluminum oxide was heated for one hour at a temperature of 700
0
С. Ammonium chloride was heated for 2 hours at a temperature of 200 0С.
The initial components of the mixture were weighed with an accuracy of 0.5 %, mixed until
homogeneous and poured into an airtight container before use. Thermal diffusion saturation was
carried out in a muffle furnace using a container with a fusible seal. Samples of high-strength cast
iron VCh 60 were placed in a furnace and covered with a powder reaction mixture. Then the
container was packed. The saturation temperature was 1020-1050 0С. The saturation time was 56 hours for vanadium coatings and 10-12 hours for chrome and manganese coatings.
Changes in the overall dimensions of the samples were carried out using a scanning electron
microscope after chemical thermal treatment [13].
Results and discussion
Based on the first law of diffusion, the thickness of the diffusion layer 𝛿𝛿 at a constant saturation
concentration is
𝛿𝛿 = 𝐾𝐾√𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷,

(1)

𝛿𝛿 2 = 𝐾𝐾 2 𝜏𝜏𝐷𝐷0 𝑒𝑒 −𝐸𝐸/𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 ,

(2)

where 𝐾𝐾 is coefficient depending on the type and conditions of saturation; 𝐷𝐷 is diffusion
coefficient; 𝜏𝜏 is saturation time.
Taking into account the temperature dependence of the diffusion coefficient 𝐷𝐷, we have
where 𝐸𝐸 is diffusion activation energy; 𝑅𝑅 is gas constant; 𝑇𝑇 is absolute temperature; 𝐷𝐷0 is preexponential factor.
At a constant temperature 𝑇𝑇 = 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐, the thickness of the diffusion coating 𝛿𝛿 depends only on
the time of the saturation process 𝜏𝜏 . We introduced the designation 2𝑝𝑝 = 𝐾𝐾 2 𝐷𝐷0 𝑒𝑒 −𝐸𝐸/𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 and
received 𝛿𝛿 2 = 2𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝.
We have built graphical dependences 𝛿𝛿 2 = 𝑓𝑓(𝜏𝜏) of the thickness of the diffusion layer on the
saturation time (Figure 1). Then the quantity 2p is the tangent of the slope of the straight lines. The
calculation results are presented in Table 1.

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 1. Dependence 𝛿𝛿 2 on the saturation time 𝜏𝜏 of VCh 60 cast iron (a) with vanadium, (b)
chromium (c), manganese at a temperature of (1) 1050 0С and (2) 960 0С
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Table 1. Calculation results 2𝑝𝑝

Temperature [0С]/ [К]
960/1233
1050/1323
960/1233
1050/1323
960/1233
1050/1323

Vanadium
Chromium
Manganese

1/𝑇𝑇 ∙ 10−3
0.811
0.756
0.811
0.756
0.811
0.756

2𝑝𝑝∙10-4

𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 (2𝑝𝑝)

2.90
4.86
1.02
2.51
0.94
2.46

-8.14
-7.63
-9.19
-8,29
-9.32
-8.33

After taking the logarithm, we got
𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 (2𝑝𝑝) = 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(𝐾𝐾 2 𝐷𝐷0 ) − 𝐸𝐸/𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅

(3)

𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 (2𝑝𝑝) = 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(𝐾𝐾 2 𝐷𝐷0 )

(4)

At 𝑇𝑇 = ∞ or 1/𝑇𝑇 = 0 equation (3) takes the form

We have built a graph 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 (2𝑝𝑝) = 𝑓𝑓(1/𝑇𝑇) (Figure 2).

Fig. 2. Dependence 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 (2𝑝𝑝) = 𝑓𝑓(1/𝑇𝑇)

The coordinates of the points of intersection of straight lines with the 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 (2𝑝𝑝) axis are obtained
on the basis of the equation of a straight line passing through two points with known coordinates
(𝑥𝑥−𝑥𝑥1 )

(𝑥𝑥2 −𝑥𝑥1 )

(𝑦𝑦−𝑦𝑦1 )

= (𝑦𝑦

.

(5)

2 −𝑦𝑦1 )

Equation (3) implied
𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(𝐾𝐾 2 𝐷𝐷0 ) − 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(2𝑝𝑝) = 𝐸𝐸/𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅

(6)
𝐸𝐸

1

𝐸𝐸

From Figure 2, taking into account 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 (2𝑝𝑝) = 𝑓𝑓(1/𝑇𝑇) was follows 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅�𝑇𝑇 = 𝑅𝑅. Then we
got
(7)

𝐸𝐸 = 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
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Substitute equation (7) into equation (8) and obtain
𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = (𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝐾𝐾 2 𝐷𝐷0 − 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙2𝑝𝑝)𝑇𝑇.

(8)

The found values of 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(𝐾𝐾 2 𝐷𝐷0 ) and 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(2𝑝𝑝) were substituted into equation (9) and found the
values of 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 and 𝐸𝐸 for the corresponding temperatures (Table 2).
Table 2. Calculation results of 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 and 𝐸𝐸
Saturated element

Equation of a straight line

Vanadium

𝑦𝑦 = −9.27 ∙ 103 х − 0.62

Chromium
Manganese

𝑦𝑦 = −16.36 ∙ 103 х + 4.08
𝑦𝑦 = −18 ∙ 103 х + 5.28

𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(𝐾𝐾 2 𝐷𝐷0 )

𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

𝐸𝐸 [J/mol]
149 702

-0.62

9 274.23

4.08

16 365.5

5.28

18 006.1

77 106

136 059

The calculated values of the activation energy of diffusion 𝐸𝐸 made it possible to obtain an
empirical formula for the dependence of the thickness of the diffusion layer δ on the temperature
𝑇𝑇 and the time of diffusion saturation 𝜏𝜏.
To determine the unknown values of 𝐾𝐾 2 𝐷𝐷0 , experimental values of δ (μm) were substituted into
formulas (2) at the corresponding values of temperature 𝑇𝑇 [K] and time τ [sec]
𝛿𝛿 2 = 192.3𝜏𝜏𝑒𝑒 −9274/𝑇𝑇 is empirical equation for vanadium coating;

𝛿𝛿 2 = 20161.0𝜏𝜏𝑒𝑒 −16365/𝑇𝑇 is empirical equation for chrome plating;

𝛿𝛿 2 = 73529.1𝜏𝜏𝑒𝑒 −18006/𝑇𝑇 is empirical equation for manganese coatings.

Thermal diffusion saturation of iron-carbon alloys with carbide-forming elements is
characterized by an increase in the linear dimensions of products due to carbide formation. The
increment of linear dimensions in cast iron is close to the thickness of the formed carbide layer.
Only a slight diffusion of vanadium, chromium and manganese into cast iron is possible at the
initial moment of saturation, when the concentration of diffusant condensed on the surface to be
hardened has not reached the stoichiometric value for the formation of carbides. However, the
concentration of the strengthening components is low. In the vanadium process of gray cast iron,
the concentration of vanadium diffusing deep into the part at the boundary with the cast iron base
does not exceed 10% by weight. After reaching the stoichiometry of carbide formation, the
diffusion mobility of vanadium, chromium, and manganese atoms is lost and the diffusion front
shifts towards an increase in the size of the part, since the settling diffusant is bound into carbides
due to the diffusion of carbon from the central layers. The counter diffusion of carbon significantly
exceeds the diffusion fluxes of vanadium, chromium, and manganese. Therefore, the study of the
kinetics of thermal diffusion vanadium, chromium plating, and manganization must be estimated
from the diffusion mobility of the counter flow of carbon through the created carbide layer to the
diffusion (reaction) front.
Conclusion
The obtained empirical regularities of the thickness of diffusion vanadium, chromium and
manganese coatings make it possible to predict the thickness of the created diffusion layers under
given saturation conditions and using the appropriate type and concentration of reagents according
to the known control parameters - saturation temperature and time.
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Abstract. Increasing the fire resistance of wooden structures is relevant because of their increased
flammability. The article describes an experimental study using NEOMID flame retardant paint
and silica powder as a flame retardant for wooden structures. According to the results of the
experiment, a group of fire-retardant effectiveness of the tested fire-retardant composition was
established with different methods of its use.
Introduction
Wood is one of the most common materials in the construction of buildings and structures for
various purposes. Increased flammability of wooden structures is one of the main problems in the
fire safety system of buildings. The main task is to reduce the fire hazard of wooden structures and
increase their fire resistance [1].
Fireproofing of wooden building structures using coatings is the simplest method. Fire-retardant
coatings protect wooden structures from fire, can release gases and water vapor during heating,
which phlegmatize the flame and prevent combustion. Unlike impregnation, the use of fireretardant coatings allows to provide the I group of fire protection of large structures, the autoclave
impregnation of which is impossible to obtain the same group of fire protection [2-5].
Methods and results of research
For the study, wood samples in the form of rectangular bars with a cross section of 50x50mm were
used, the deviation from the dimensions did not exceed 1 mm. Each bar before processing was
weighed on electronic scales.
The fire retardant composition was NEOMID flame retardant acrylic paint. Fire retardant paint
has a certificate of conformity No. C-RU.KB03.V.00216 with a validity period from 14.11.2017
to 13.11.2022.
Silicon dioxide (silica, SiO2) [6] was also used as a fire-retardant composition together with
paint.
A layered flame retardant was applied to the wood samples and dried at room temperature
(Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. A sample coated with a fire retardant
The total fire-retardant composition flow rate applied to the wood sample was determined by
summing the flow rates after each layer was applied over the surface area of the sample (Table 1).
Table 1. Sample mass data before and after treatment
Sample
number

Drying time, [h]

Number of layers

24

1
2
3
1 layer + sprinkling
silica 1 time
2 layers +
sprinkling silica 1
time
3 layers +
sprinkling silica 1
time
1 layer + sprinkling
silica 2 times
2 layers +
sprinkling silica 1
time
3 layers +
sprinkling silica 1
time

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

57

Weight of bar
before treatment,
[g]
49,5
60,5
50,0

Weight of bar
after treatment,
[g]
50,0
61,0
50,5

60,5

62,5

61,0

62,5

56,5

57,5

58,0

58,5

51,5

52,0

66,0

67,0
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After 24 hours of drying, fire tests were carried out on the Ceramic Pipe unit of samples No. 19. The samples were exposed to a temperature of 200 ° C ± 5 ° C for 2 minutes (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Sample burning
After cooling the sample, the remainder of the sample was removed from the ceramic box (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Samples after incineration
The composition flow rate, after each treatment, was determined by weight from the mass
difference of the sample before and after fire-retardant composition application. Weighing of the
coated samples was carried out after stopping the runoff from the surface of the uneaten solution.
At the end of the sample, fire-retardant composition residues were removed with filter paper.
Total absorption R, kg/m3, was determined by formula (1):
𝑅𝑅 =

𝑚𝑚1 −𝑚𝑚2
𝑉𝑉

.

(1)

Where m1 is the mass of the sample after coating, kg; m2 - sample weight before coating, kg;
V- sample volume, m3.
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Weight loss of Pi samples, %, was calculated (Table 2) by formula (2):
𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 =

(𝑚𝑚1𝑖𝑖 −𝑚𝑚2𝑖𝑖 )∗100
𝑚𝑚1𝑖𝑖

.

(2)

Where m1i - is the mass of the sample before the test, g; m2i - is the mass of the sample after the
test, g; i - is the sample number.
After the test, the arithmetic mean of the weight loss of the samples tested was determined
(Table 2) by formula (3, 4).
�𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 − 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 � ≤ 3 при 𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 ≤ 9 .
�𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 − 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 � ≤ 5 при 9 < 𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 ≤ 25.

(3)
(4)

Where Pavrg -is the arithmetic mean weight loss of the nine samples tested, %; Pi - is the weight
loss value of one of the nine samples tested, %.
Table 2. Results of the obtained calculations
Sample
number

Sample weight, [g]

Loss of sample
weight
[g]
[%]

Modulus of
arithmetic mean
weight loss, [%]

Before
After
After
treatment
treatment
combustion
1
49,5
50,0
40,5
9,5
19,0
7,14
2
60,5
61,0
54,0
7,0
11,48
0,38
3
50,0
50,5
45,0
5,5
10,89
0,97
4
60,5
62,5
54,0
8,5
13,6
1,74
5
61,0
62,5
57,0
5,5
8,8
3,06
6
56,5
57,5
51,5
6,0
10,43
1,43
7
58,0
58,5
55,0
3,5
5,98
5,88
8
51,5
52,0
44,0
8,0
15,38
3,52
9
66,0
67,0
59,5
7,5
11,19
0,67
Arithmetic mean:
51,16
11,86
Based on the results of experiments, a fire-retardant efficiency group was established for each
sample of the tested fire-retardant composition (Table 3). As such, mass loss for our samples is
not more than 9%, which corresponds to the I fire-retardant efficiency group.
Table 3. Fireproofing group of samples
Sample number

Fire protection group

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Let us present the dependence of the mass loss of the tested samples in the form of a graph (Fig.
70

Sample weight, g

65
60
55

before incineration

50

after burning

45
40

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Sample numbers

Fig. 4. Plot of weight loss for each sample
Conclusion
In the course of the study, it was found that all samples coated with fire-retardant paint and silicon
dioxide belong to group I of fire-retardant efficiency. Thus, an fire-retardant composition
consisting of a flame retardant acrylic decorative NEOMID paint and silica is an effective means
for increasing the fire resistance of wooden structures.
Sample No. 7 has the highest fire retardant efficiency of all test samples, since this sample has
a minimum weight loss. Thus, treatment of wood 1 with a layer of flame retardant acrylic
decorative paint NEOMID + sprinkling with silica twice provides the highest fire retardant
efficiency of the nine test pieces.
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Abstract. The paper considers an electromechanical surfacing technique of parts’ work surfaces.
It was found out that depending on strain temperature, rate and degree there were special type
structures formed on a surface layer with a phase change (a bright layer), i.e. a hot deformed
structure with and without recrystallization and a cold deformed structure. Depending on the
original structure and hardening conditions, during surfacing of parts a thickness of this area may
achieve 0.3 mm max. Impact of steel electromechanical treatment on the structure and the surface
layer was found out. Depending on properties of surfaces being treated it is possible to use platelike and roller-type tools for electromechanical hardening. It was shown that roller- type tools
possessed enhanced durability and enlarged areas of surfaces being treated, though ensured poorer
finish of surfaces being treated.
Introduction
Electromechanical surface hardening technique is based on a combination of thermal actions and
forces applied to the surface layer of the part being treated. The essence of the technique is that in
the course of part treatment, large current is passing under low voltage through the contact place
of tools with the article; due to this fact protruding surface crests are subject to vigorous heating,
are deformed under a pressure of tools and polished while the metal surface layer hardens [1-8].
Electromechanical surface hardening technique is used for hardening and reconditioning worn
surfaces of parts. For example, this technique is utilized for reconditioning surfaces of antifriction
bearings.
Electromechanical surface hardening technique process may be considered as a special type of
metal surface thermomechanical treatment. High temperature thermomechanical treatment is one
of thermomechanical treatment techniques. In this case depending on strain temperature, rate and
degree there are special type structures formed on a surface layer with a phase change (a bright
layer), i.e. a hot deformed structure with and without recrystallization and a cold deformed
structure. Depending on the original structure and hardening conditions, during surfacing of rotary
parts a thickness of this area may achieve 0.3 mm max. [9-16].
A bright strip was identified for the first time by V.P. Kravz-Tarnosky during impact tests of
steel specimens. N.N. Davidenkov and I. N. Mirolubov explain Kravz-Tarnosky effect so that there
is substance destruction and crushing along one shear area due to local deformation. With rapid
sliding due to high friction, primarily large amounts of heat are generated which are transferred at
high speed to the specimen basic mass and then to the steel anvil and hammer head. That’s why at
places of strain localization where the temperature is likely to exceed its limit level, there is
primarily austenitic transformation and intense quenching further on. The layer substance has
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license. Any further distribution of
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martensite texture with no specific needlelike structure since it has been formed under special
conditions of overpressure and velocity of transformation that have not been explored yet [17-20].
Similar structures were found in surface layers of various machine parts. However, there is no
consensus yet to the nature of this structure. Some persons attribute the formation of non-etching
bright area to the saturation of friction surface with air nitrogen. Other persons consider the bright
area to be a consequence of oxygen diffusion into the metal surface layer that results in formation
of solid solutions and chemical compounds. The third ones conclude that the bright area structure
consists of martensite, retained austenite and alloyed cementite. Differences of opinion about the
nature of bright area formation are apparently explained by friction dissimilar conditions [21-24].
Methods and materials
Depending on impact on the surface layer structure and properties, the following
electromechanical treatments are distinguished:
- thermal treatment when there is the bright area formed at a significant depth while there is no
ductile deformation in the transition layer. This treatment features phase changes and complete
rest;
- incomplete thermal treatment with homogeneous area viewed in the surface layer; the
transition sub-layer is severely deformed and features partial rest viewed in the homogeneous
surface layer.
Depending on properties of surfaces being treated it is possible to use plate-like and roller-type
tools for electromechanical surface hardening technique.
A holder with plate-like carbide tip (refer with: Fig. 1) works well for electromechanical surface
hardening technique of relatively small areas. Working surfaces of polishing plates should be
adequately clean. That’s why after pattern filling with a carborundum wheel they should be semifinished with boro-carbon on cast iron disk. A lapping compound should be made of boron carbide
powder and wax at a ratio of 7: 3. Due to lack of boron carbide some small enterprises provide
smoothening plates with semi-finishing on common emery wheels.

Fig. 1. Holder with plate-like tools
When processing large areas with the necessity for profound hardening under high current of
900-1,200 A the use of roller-type tools is more rational (refer with: Fig. 2). The roller-type holder
is similar to the common holder of polishing tools. The roller made of carbide material should be
installed on the axis and secured in the holder body with the help of retention screws.
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Fig. 2. Holder with roller-type tools
Test conducted on these tools demonstrated their high performance during continuous and long
term operation under high current. However the surface finish obtained in this case somewhat
poorer in comparison with its surfacing with the plate. It should be stated that holders (refer with:
Fig.1, Fig.2) may be adapted for fixed mounting of carbide rollers if structurally changed a little
bit. In this case the roller operates as the circular plate; while the best possibility for changing
contact surfaces by means of periodic rotation of the roller, dozen times increases wear-resisting
properties of these tools in comparison with the plate. Comparative analysis of roller-type and
plate-like tools (refer with: Table 1).
Table 1. Comparison of properties of roller-type and plate-like tools [25]
Parameters
Surfaces being treated
Current mode, [A]
Reduction in roughness
Wear-resisting properties
(treatment till the repeated semifinishing, [mm])

Plate-like tools
Relatively small
300-800
2-3 class

Roller-type tools
Very large
900-1,200
1-2 class

2,500-3,000

> 30,000

Conclusions
Summing up what has been said, roller-type tools possess enhanced durability and enlarged areas
of surfaces being treated, however, they ensure poorer finish of surfaces being treated.
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Abstract. The possibility of obtaining luminous phosphate coatings on steel by cold method has
been studied. Modified cold phosphating solutions containing organic additives (glycerin, trilon
B, OS-20 emulsifier) were selected as the basis to maintain the pH, stabilize the solution and
improve the quality and structure of the deposited coatings. To obtain the glow effect, a green
phosphor based on Zn2SiO4 containing manganese as a sensitizer was added to the phosphating
solution. During deposition, phosphate coatings are obtained that glow with spots, but constant
mixing of the solution during deposition contributes to the uniform distribution of phosphor in the
phosphate film. Luminous phosphate coatings have good protective properties, they can be used
as an independent protection of steel surfaces from corrosion.
Introduction
All conventional phosphating solutions are based on dilute phosphoric acid solutions based on
alkaline or heavy metal ions, which mainly contain free phosphoric acid and primary phosphates
of metal ions [1-4]. When a steel product is introduced into a phosphating solution, a topochemical
reaction occurs in which the dissolution of iron is initiated by free phosphoric acid on microanodes
present on the surface of the steel [5, 6]. Hydrogen is released on microcathode areas of the surface:
Fe + 2H3PO4 → Fe(H2PO4)2 + H2
The formation of soluble primary ferrous phosphate leads to simultaneous local depletion of
the concentration of free acid in the solution, leading to an increase in pH at the «metal – solution»
interface. This change in pH shifts the hydrolytic equilibrium that exists between soluble primary
phosphates and insoluble tertiary phosphates of metal ions present in the phosphating solution,
which leads to rapid conversion and deposition of insoluble tertiary metal phosphates [7-9]. In a
zinc phosphate bath , these equilibria can be represented as [10]:
Zn(H2PO4 )2 ↔ ZnHPO4 + H3PO4
3Zn(H2PO4 )2 ↔ Zn3(PO4)2 + 2H3PO4
A certain amount of free phosphoric acid must be present in order to suppress hydrolysis and
maintain the stability of the bath for effective precipitation of phosphates on microcathode areas
of the metal surface [11-13].
The composition of the phosphating solution and the concentration of its components determine
the nature of the coatings formed [14]. The color of the traditional phosphate coating can be from
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license. Any further distribution of
this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI. Published under license by Materials
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light gray to gray, depending on the material and pre-treatment of the surface of the phosphated
product [15, 16]. The development of phosphate films of colors other than gray is of particular
interest. Luminous phosphate coatings with good anti-corrosion and performance characteristics
can be used to protect metal structures, fences, pillars.
Materials and Methods
In order to obtain luminous phosphate coatings, a green luminophor based on Zn2SiO4 containing
manganese as a sensitizer was introduced into modified cold phosphating solutions (Table 1) [15]
at the rate of 20 g/l. Luminophors are synthetic substances capable of converting various types of
energy into light, that is, luminescent [17, 18].
Table 1. Composition of modified solution for cold phosphating of iron-carbon alloys
Components
«Majef»
Zn(NO3)2
NaNO2
Glycerin
Trilon Б
Emulsifier OS–20

Ammount [g/l]
35-45
50-65
3-4
1-2
6-8
5-10

Coatings from solutions containing luminophor were deposited on samples of steel grade St3
(the chemical composition of steel is shown in Table 2). The surface of the samples is pre-sanded,
degreased and etched.
Table 2. Chemical composition of steel samples
Components
Ammount [%]

C
Si
Mn
Ni
S
P
Cr
N
0,14- 0,15- 0,4- up to up to up to up to up to
0,22 0,3 0,65 0,3 0,05 0,04 0,3 0,008

Cu
up to
0,3

As
Fe
up to
~97
0,08

The samples were hung in a container with a solution placed in a thermostat (Fig. 1). The
deposition of the coating was carried out at a temperature of 30 °C.
The precipitated phosphate films were developed in the rays of an ultraviolet lamp.
The protective ability of oxide-phosphate films was determined by the drop method. As an
indicator, a solution containing СuSO4·5Н2О 80 g/l, NaCl 33 g/l, HCl (0,1 N) 13 ml/l was used. A
drop of the solution was applied to a surface covered with a phosphate film, and after turning on
the stopwatch, its color was monitored, which changed from blue to red. If at 15-20 °C on a steel
sample with a phosphate film free of organic substances, the color change occurred earlier than 2
minutes, then the protective ability of the film was considered low, at 2-5 minutes – average, longer
than 5 minutes – high. When tested under a drop of reagent, the release of the smallest particles of
metallic copper was sometimes observed. This phenomenon, if it was not accompanied by a drop
change, was not taken into account when assessing the corrosion resistance of the phosphate
coating.
To calculate the speed and characteristics of the metal corrosion process, polarization diagrams
are constructed graphically: φa – ia – the curve of anodic polarization of the anode areas of the
metal surface and φk – ik – the curve of cathodic polarization of the cathodic areas of the metal
surface. The analysis of the constructed corrosion diagrams consists in determining the controlling
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process, i.e. the stage of the process of electrochemical corrosion of the metal, which has the
greatest resistance compared to other stages. For the highest value of the achieved current on
corrosion diagrams, corrosion rate indicators are calculated.

Fig. 1. Scheme of the deposition device: 1 - 1 – electronic relay; 2 – glass hooks for hanging
samples; 3 – thermometer; 4 – rod; 5 – glass vessel with electrolyte (0.1 N H2SO4 solution); 6 –
test samples; 7 – water thermostat; 8 – electric heater; 9 – contact thermometer.
Results and Discussion
As can be seen in Fig. 2-a, phosphate coating with luminophor glows unevenly and is not bright
enough, so it was proposed to carry out precipitation with constant stirring of the solution. The
luminophor in the phosphate coating, when the solution is mixed, is distributed more evenly over
the surface of the sample and glows brighter when developed under ultraviolet light (Fig. 2-b).

a)
b)
Fig. 2. Luminous phosphate coatings: a – coating obtained without mixing the solution; b –
coating obtained by mixing the solution
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Tests of coatings for corrosion protection by the drip method have shown that the resulting
luminous coating has similar protective properties with modified phosphate coatings without
luminophor [19, 20] (Table 3).
Table 3. Results of testing of steel samples with phosphate coating by drip method
Test time, sec
Control time immediately
after phosphating
Control time after 24 hours

Type of coating
Modified
Luminous
135

137

375

360

By the method of contact corrosion, data were obtained to determine the corrosion rate of steel
samples with phosphated coatings (Table 4). The coating obtained from a solution with the
addition of luminophor is not inferior in protective properties to the modified phosphate coating.
Table 4. Corrosion rate of steel samples protected by phosphate coatings in 10 % NaCl solution,
g/(m2h)
Coating without the
additive
0,614

Coating with
luminophor additive
0,623

The results obtained indicate that luminous phosphate coatings can be used as an independent
protection of steel products from corrosion.
Summary
Obtaining luminous phosphate coatings at room temperature is possible with constant stirring of
the solution. In this case, the luminophor introduced into the phosphating solution is evenly
distributed in the deposited film, resulting in a uniform glow of the phosphate coating. Phosphate
coatings obtained at room temperature have good quality and high protective properties.
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Abstract. Heat treatment of ceramic-bond grinding tools during manufacture takes place at
temperature of abrasive grains up to 1250 °C, which results in variation of their phase composition,
structure, and strength. Similar phenomena may take place during grinding caused by the occurring
high-temperature processes. It primarily pertains to alloyed fused alumina. X-ray and topography
testing, as well as studying of micromechanical properties made it clear that structural
performance, material strength, and fracture pattern of single grains of Ti-containing fused alumina
affected by temperature depend on the type and ratio of alloy additives in alumina and on the
decomposition level of the Ti2O3 solid solution. In terms of aggregate properties, purple varieties
of Cr-Ti fused alumina featuring the minimum TiO2/Cr2O3 ratio of 1.5 in the solid solution after
heat treatment are preferable.
Introduction
In the course of manufacturing ceramic-bond grinding tools, abrasive-material grains are heated
up to 1250 °C [1], which unavoidably results in variation of their phase composition, structure,
and, subsequently, structural-mechanical properties. In operation, similar phenomena may take
place during grinding caused by the occurring high-temperature processes [2].
It is understood that high-temperature heating of Ti-bearing fused alumina results in
breakdowns of the Ti2O3 solid solution [3]. It is assumed to be a relationship between breakdown
of the solid Ti solution in alumina and the structural-mechanical properties of alloyed fused
alumina [4].
Studies were conducted, using 400-µm isometric-shape clear transparent alumina grains
sampled from industrial batches of Cr-Ti, Ti, Cr, and white fused alumina. A binocular
stereoscopic microscope was applied to select grains homogeneous in color: brown (Ti and Cr-Ti
fused alumina), purple (Cr-Ti fused alumina), crimson (Cr fused alumina), colorless (white fused
alumina) [1, 5, 6]. Such sampling minimized the influence of the grain size and shape and
inclusions of associated phases on the grain physical and mechanical properties.
Breakdown of the solid Ti2O3 solution was achieved by baking the sampled grains in a siliconcarbide kiln within the range of 1150–1350 °C for 2 hours. The breakdown level of the solid
solution depended on the heat-treatment temperature and duration.
The chemical composition of the initial (before heat treatment) fused alumina in terms of
alloying oxides is given in Table 1, their structural condition — in Table 2. Purple and brown
grains selected from the same batch of Cr-Ti fused alumina (samples 5–1 and 5–2) feature different
ratios of Ti and Cr oxides in the Ti2O3/Cr2O3 solid solution ≤ 1.5 (this figure has been confirmed
by analyzing more than 50 samples obtained in the course of studying Cr-Ti fused alumina at
different times). The spectral method was applied to determine the content of Cr2O3 and TiO2. The
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solid solution of alumina contains Ti3+ ions, so the spectral analysis data were recalculated in terms
of TiO2 [3].
Table 1. Chemical composition of initial alumina
Sample
No.

Type
of fused alumina

Color

1

White
fused
alumina
Ti fused alumina
Cr fused alumina
Cr-Ti
fused
alumina
Cr-Ti
fused
alumina
Cr-Ti
fused
alumina
Cr-Ti
fused
alumina

Colorless

2
3
4
5-1
5-2
6

Mass content (%)
TiO2
Initial

Cr2O3
Initial

-

Solid
solution
-

-

Solid
solution
-

Brown
Crimson
Brown

0.34
0.75

0.73
0.64

0.65
0.26

0.50
0.23

Brown

1.06

0.98

0.40

0.28

Purple

0.83

0.51

0.38

0.33

Purple

0.83

0.49

0.66

0.62

Study results
The Laue X-ray and topography methods were applied to study the structural condition of singlecrystal grains of alloyed alumina prior to and after high-temperature heating; besides, the powder
method was applied to determine the structural parameters of the lattice (interplanar spacing d41.6
and the value of micro strain ε ) of alloyed alumina (Table 2). The table comprise the structural
analysis data of alloyed fused alumina after heat treatment at 1250 °C and 1350 °C as compared
to the initial condition [4]. The single-crystal grains of white and Cr fused alumina are close in
terms of the substructure and feature a Laue diffraction pattern with single spots inherent in perfect
mosaic crystals. The substructure of Ti-bearing fused alumina (Cr-Ti and Ti fused alumina) has
no significant difference. According to the Laue diffraction pattern, the single-crystal grains of
such fused alumina feature a mosaic block structure; the topograms feature inhomogeneous
intensity contrast typical for non-uniform distribution of the defects that form strain centers within
the grain volume. The contrast pattern obtained in the topograms is associated with piling-up of
dislocations caused by non-uniform distribution of the Ti2O3 and Cr2O3 solid solutions in a crystal
and segregation of the mixture of the alloying agents that failed to completely penetrate into the
solid solution. Besides, dislocation density ρ is significantly higher than that of white and Cr
fused alumina. Thus, Ti affects straining distortion of the alumina lattice to a higher extent as
compared to Cr.
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Table 2. Alloyed alumina structure prior to and after heat treatment
Initial
0

d 41, 6 ⋅ ( A)
1. White
alumina
2. Ti
alumina
3. Cr
alumina
4. Cr-Ti
alumina
5-1. Cr-Ti
alumina
5-2. Cr-Ti
alumina
6. Cr-Ti
alumina

12500C

ε ⋅ (10 4 ρ , (см −2

0

d 41, 6 ⋅ ( A)

13500C

ε ⋅ (10 4 ) ρ , (см −2 )

fused 0.83057

3

5·106

0.83057

3

-

fused 0.83086

8

7·107

0.83072

6

fused 0.83069

8

5·106

0.83060

fused 0.83111

9

7·107

fused 0.83086

8

fused 0.83085
fused 0.83103

0

d 41, 6 ⋅ ( A)

ε ⋅ (10 4 )

-

-

9·107

0.83056

3

5

-

0.83072

5

0.83081

6

15·107

0.83093

7

5·107

0.83080

6

15·107

0.83069

5

5

5·107

0.83075

6

15·107

0.83080

5

6

6·107

0.83081

6

15·107

0.83074

6

Alumina changes its color in the course of heat treatment in air within the temperature range of
1150–1350 °C. The Ti alumina color (sample 2) changes most abruptly: initially brown grains
become milky-blue/milky-white after heating up to 1350 °C. Brown grains of Cr-Ti fused alumina
(samples 4 and 5-1) become milky-pink/milky-blue; purple grains of Cr-Ti fused alumina (samples
5-2 and 6) lose transparency. Cr fused alumina (sample 3) retains its color after heat treatment and
remains crimson, yet the color becomes more intensive. In Ti-bearing fused alumina, color
changing is accompanied by inclusions of a new phase — TiO2 rutile — and caused by breakdown
of the Ti3+ solid solution in Al2O3 and Ti3+ oxidation to Ti4+. The early breakdown stage of the
Ti2O3 solid solution features occurrence of thin-plate formations that are structurally linked to the
alumina matrix and cause diffused scattering in Laue diffraction patterns. Analysis of the diffused
scattering pattern enabled calculating the thickness of bidimensional formations equal ~ 50–100
A. As the heating temperature rises, the thin-plate formations grow and turn into rutile pins
consistently located in alumina crystals.
Breakdown of the Ti2O3 solid solution with the release of rutile results in variation of the
alumina chemical composition: the content of Ti2O3 in the solid solution gradually decreases as
the heating temperature rises (by 20–35 % after heating up to 1350 °C); the content of Cr2O3 in
the solid solution remains nearly the same.
Breakdown of the Ti2O3 solid solution in purple grains of Cr-Ti fused alumina takes place
within the range of higher temperature values, approximately by 100 °C. This is due to the fact
that alumina with higher content of Cr2O3 in the structure is nearly always saturated with beads of
the Cr-bearing alloy resulted from reduction of chromium oxide during melting. Metallic Cr
oxidizes during alumina heat treatment (besides, the Cr content in the solid solution increases);
oxidizing Cr creates oxygen deficit and thus prevents transfer of trivalent Ti into tetravalent.
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Heating of alloyed alumina is accompanied by monotonous decrease of the parameters and a
reduced micro strain level of the lattice. As the heating temperature increases up to 1350 °C, the
parameters of interplanar spacing d41.6 and micro strain value ε of Ti alumina approximate such
parameters of white alumina; in Cr-Ti alumina, the parameters decrease to a lesser degree; as for
Cr alumina, parameter d 41, 6 even increases in a measure.
Superfine rutile inclusions regularly oriented in related to the matrix and resulted from
breakdown of the Ti2O3 solid solution do not cause strain distortions of alumina, which is
confirmed by the obtained Laue diffraction patterns and topograms.
Elastic stresses release at the inclusion-matrix/rutile-alumina interface due to formation of a
dislocation structure eliminating lattice misfit between the inclusions and matrix and thus reducing
elastic distortions. According to the contrast pattern in the topograms, heating of Ti fused alumina
results in a more balanced lattice condition and stress relief [3, 4].
Relation between the TiO2 content in the solid solution of alumina and the heating temperature
is shown in Fig. 1.
After heating at 1150-1350 °C, the substructure of Cr alumina grains (sample 3) is not so
different from that of initial grains: the topograms feature inhomogeneous intensity contrast typical
for non-uniform distribution of defects (strain centers) within the grain volume.
Cr-Ti fused alumina (samples 4, 5, and 6) after high-temperature heating behaves variously,
depending on the Ti3+ content in the solid solution: the structure of brown grains (the ratio in the
TiO2/Cr2O3 solid solution ≥ 1.5) becomes more balanced; as for purple grains (TiO2/Cr2O3 ≤ 1.5),
defects are distributed non-uniformly, so the structure remains unbalanced similarly to Cr alumina.
TiO 2 ,%

1,0

0,9

5

0,8
4

0,7
3
0,6

0,5

2
1

0,4

0,3

20

1150

3+

1200

1250

1300

1350

T,0C

Fig. 1. Relation between Ti content in the solid solution of alumina (in terms of TiO2) and
heating temperature Т: 1 — sample 6; 2 — sample 5-2; 3 — sample 4; 4 — sample 2; 5 —
sample 5-1
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The study revealed higher values of Cr-Ti fused alumina micromechanical parameters [4, 7, 8,
9], besides, purple grains have the maximum values; such Cr-Ti fused alumina reaches the
maximum values of micro hardness and crack resistance after heat treatment at 1250 °C.
The wear resistance study [10] under micro cutting conditions made it clear that the wear
resistance of all initial fused alumina involving macro shears (cutting depth, depth of the last notch
before shearing) is nearly the same and fluctuates within 15–17 µm; after heating at 1250 °C, it
remains at the previous level for white fused alumina and increases up to 20 µm for Ti and Cr-Ti
fused alumina. This parameter describes structural performance of materials (the stronger the
material the deeper the notch).
Conclusion
Thus, the conducted study made it clear that structural performance, material strength, and fracture
pattern of single grains of Ti-containing fused alumina depend on the type and ratio of alloy
additives in alumina and on the decomposition level of the Ti2O3 solid solution resulting from
grain heat-treatment in open air. Purple varieties of Cr-Ti fused alumina featuring the minimum
TiO2/Cr2O3 ratio of 1.5 in the solid solution after heat treatment at 1250 °C are preferable.
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Abstract. The mechanical properties of polymer composites based on polylactide vary
significantly over a wide range of values. It has been established that photodegradation of lowdensity polyethylene – polylactide blends occurs both in the amorphous and in the crystalline phase
of the PLA matrix, which leads to deterioration of the mechanical properties of the studied
mixtures. Ozonolysis affects the strength parameters of polylactide-polyethylene samples as well
as photodegradation. By the differential scanning calorimetry it is determined that the melting
point of polylactide decreases by 2-4 °C, the glass transition temperature - by 1-3 °C, while the
degree of crystallinity increases by 3-6%. In the process of ozonolysis, the thermophysical
characteristics of PLA/LDPE have changed.
Introduction
Biodegradable composite materials are obtained from a combination of synthetic polymers with
the addition of natural additives that are susceptible to biodegradation. Among biodegradable
polymers, a special place is occupied by polylactide (polylactic acid, PLA). One of the
disadvantages of polylactide is its relatively high fragility. Unfortunately, not all materials
currently being developed are able to meet all the necessary technological requirements for full
use (mechanical characteristics, biodegradability).
A semi-crystalline PLA is preferable to an amorphous polymer when higher mechanical properties
are required. In turn, it is worth noting that the main feature of the PLA is strength and toughness,
and the development of mixed materials based on polymers that differ in their mechanical
characteristics is relevant, since it is possible to create a material with specified properties [1-4].
It is also important to study changes in the structure and physico-mechanical characteristics of
the resulting blends when exposed to environmental factors, for example, ultraviolet radiation.
Earlier in [5, 6] it was shown that UV- radiation affects the structure and crystallinity of PLA.
Some researchers suggest compositions based on boards with components that increase its
resistance to UV-radiation [7-9].
The urgency of the problem of giving biodegradability properties to well-mastered multitonnage industrial polymers (polyethylene, polypropylene, polyethylene terephthalate, etc.) is
explained by the fact that currently the share of biodegradable plastics in the global consumption
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of polymer materials does not exceed 2-3%, and in the foreseeable future it is not expected to
overcome the threshold of 5-7%.
The effect of ultraviolet on the mechanical properties of PLA/LDPE film samples has been
studied. It is shown that changes in thermophysical characteristics are observed both in the
polylactide phase and in the polyethylene phase [7, 10-12].
Several degradation studies have shown that ultraviolet irradiation of polyethylene
demonstrates a decrease in elongation due to embrittlement. It is known that embrittlement in semicrystalline polymers is caused by a decrease in molecular weight as a result of the chain splitting
process [13, 14].
Experimental
Blends of LDPE (TM 15803-020 from Neftekhimsevilen, OJSC, Russia) with PLA (4032D from
Nature works, USA) in a wide range of compositions were studied. The PLA content in the
polymer matrix was 30, 50, 70 wt % and pure polymers PLA and LDPE. The blends were prepared
by mixing at Plasticorder PLD-651 (Brabender, Germany) for 5 minutes at a temperature of 180°C.
After cooling, the samples of the obtained material were milled using a knife mill RM-120
(Vibrotechnik, Russia) and then compressed in a manual hydraulic press PRG-10 (VNIR, Russia)
at 180°C. As a result, film round samples with a diameter of 7 cm and thickness of 100±10 μm
were obtained [15].
The degree of crystallinity of polymers in the blends was studied using differential scanning
calorimeter Netzsch DSC 214 Polyma at the heating rate of 8K/min and sample weight of 10±0.1
mg. The temperature scale was calibrated against an indium standard (Tm = 156.6°C, ΔН = 28.44
J/g). The value of the degree of crystallinity χc was calculated by the formula (1):
χc (%) = 100×∆Н0 / ∆Нi,

(1)

χc - degree of crystallinity, the heat of melting of an ideal crystal PLA ∆Н0 = 93,1 J/g [16], PE
∆Нi = 293 J/g [17].
Mechanical properties were examined by tensile compression testing machine Devotrans DVT
GP UG 5 (Turkey) according to ISO 527-1:2012. The tensile strength and elongation at break were
determined. The data were averaged by six samples.
The influence of ultraviolet on the obtained samples was studied by the lamp Vilber Lourmat
VL-6.LC at λ=254 nm for 5 -100 hours.
Ozonolysis of film samples for 8 and 16 hours was carried out at atmospheric pressure and T =
(20 ± 2) ° C in an atmosphere of an ozone-oxygen mixture with a partial concentration of ozone
equal to 5.0×10-5 mol/L.
Results and discussion
Under ultraviolet irradiation, degradation processes occur differently in the thickness of the
material, demonstrating changes in the deep profiles of the carbonyl index of polymers, which can
lead to various changes in mechanical properties.
In this paper, changes in the mechanical characteristics of mixed compositions based on
polylactide during exposure to UV radiation λ = 254 nm are investigated. Due to the interest in
research of this kind, this wavelength is often used as an accelerated test method [6]. In composite
materials, there is a decrease in thermal and mechanical characteristics after exposure to UV
radiation. The melting point Tm of PLA decreased by 12°C after exposure to UV radiation for 25
and 50 h and by 30°C after exposure for 100 h. Mechanical characteristics are represented in
Figure 1.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Mechanical characteristics of PLA after 5 hours of exposure to UV radiation: a –
Tensile strength, b – Elongation at break (gray – before UV radiation; dashed line – after UV
radiation).
Tests have shown that ultraviolet radiation affects the polylactide, after 5 hours of exposure
λ=254 nm, the tensile strength and elongation at break of the PLA decrease. These results are also
confirmed by literature data, in [10] it was shown that after exposure to this wave for 12 hours, the
strength of the polylactide decreases by 5 times.
It is known that photodegradation begins with an attack of the radical of the macromolecular
chain of the PLA. By the same mechanism, ozone oxidation of polylactide occurs, only the
activator of the process is an O.-radical formed as a result of the decomposition of an ozone
molecule.
In the case of polymers, ozone treatment of the surface layer improves its adhesive properties,
and also allows to insert some specific functional components into the polymer [18-20], due to
which the latter acquires new properties. The degradation process initiated by ozone was
considered in [18, 21] in relation to various types of polymers.
Table 1. Thermophysical characteristics of samples of PLA /LDPE blends – initial and after
their ozonation for 8 and 16 hours
Composition
[wt. %]
PLA/LDPE
100/0
70/30
50/50
30/70
0/100

Тm [оС] ±0,5 оС
Initial
After 8 h
After 16 h
ozon.
ozon.
165
165
164
163/103
161/102
160/101
164/103
162/102
160/100
164/104
162/103
160/99
104
102
100

Initial
45
39/17
51/19
50/16
21

χc [%] ±0,5%
After 8 h
After 16 h
ozon.
ozon.
47
50
43/14
45/13
53/17
56/16
52/14
56/12
17
14

When ozone acts on a polymer material, many characteristics of the polymer matrix can change,
ranging from thermophysical to visible surface defects (submicro- and microcracks) with deep
degrees of destructive processes. In amorphous-crystalline polymers, as is known, the degradation
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process begins in the amorphous phase. The disintegration of the amorphous and crystalline phases
leads to a decrease in the strength of the material, a change in mechanical properties.
To control the thermophysical characteristics of PLA/LDPE mixture samples: was used the
DSC method. After an 8-hour action of ozone, a decrease of 1-3 °C in the melting point of PLA
for mixtures is observed, while for pure PLA, the Tm does not change (Table 1). After ozonolysis
for 16 hours, the tendency to increase the degree of crystallinity (χcr) of polylactide persists.
Melting temperatures in blends of PLA/LDPE decrease.
Along with the degradation of the amorphous phase, exposure to ozone may contribute to the
continuation of crystallization due to the rupture of strained flow chains, therefore, the degree of
crystallinity of polylactide increases. In turn, the χcr of pure LDPE is reduced by 5%, and mixtures
are slightly less, which may be caused by the course of an oxidative destructive process, which
also leads to deterioration of mechanical properties.
Conclusion
This study examined the processes of photodegradation and ozonolysis of PLA/LDPE films. Thus,
the effect of both UV radiation and ozone affects the structural characteristics of the components
of the mixture and reduces the mechanical properties of PLA/LDPE samples.
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Abstract. The study was aimed at microstructure investigations of melt-spun rare-earth
intermetallic compounds using atomic force microscopy. Surface morphology of R2Fe14B (R = Y,
Nd, Gd, Er) was studied with nanometric resolution. Grain structure features were discovered
depending on the rare-earth element composition and quenching regime. Grain size dependence
on rare earth elements' composition decreased with the metal's serial number and atomic weight.
Wherein structural size dependence on quenching wheel speed had non-linear character: increase
the speed from 20 to 30 m/s led to 3 times decrease of the grain size and significant surface
roughness reduction.
Introduction
Usually, modern hard magnetic materials are multi-component systems with hysteresis properties
provided by precise composition selection and formation of their proper microstructure [1–3]. That
is why identifying the relationship between magnetic properties and microstructure continues to
be relevant and of great scientific importance applying to both known R2Fe14B materials (where
R – rare earth metal (REM)) and multicomponent alloys (R,R')2(Fe,T)14B (T = Co, Mn and other)
with partial substitution in REM and iron sublattices. The rapid development of synthesis
technologies for new nanocrystalline materials requires new analysis methods. There are various
synthesis techniques such as powder metallurgy, mechanical synthesis, rapid quenching, severe
plastic deformation, and their combinations [4]. Synthesis of permanent magnets by 3D-printing
arised recently involving different methods of additive manufacturing. This filed may be divided
into two main branches: creating bonded magnets [5–8] and selective laser sintering/melting
(SLS/SLM technologies) of powders layer by layer [9–12]. Both approaches could be combined
with other technologies such as grain boundary infiltration [10,11,13]. The application of modern
additive technologies opens new prospects for permanent magnet manufacturing without any
shape limitations. In this regard, SLS/SLM technology is one of the most promising; however,
there are still many challenges. In particular, the SLM process assumes specific morphology of the
sample surface, which may significantly differ from the internal one [14–17]. Microstructure
variation with depth arises due to different cooling conditions and temperature gradients and
depends on laser scanning strategy, which usually involves special processing of the layer contour.
All described features affect crystallization behavior and thus final grain structure. SLM process
assumes high cooling rates of the melting pool (~104-106 K/s) and thus rapid solidification
resulting in superfine microstructure [18–20]. Another conventional rapid solidification technique
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providing superfine microstructure applying to Nd-Fe-B-type material is melt-spinning [21–23].
Such technique is rather more used than SLM for now.
It should be noted that all new methods of nanomaterials synthesis require the development of
precise structure analysis methods and approaches. The most common metallic materials
microstructure characterization method is scanning electron microscopy (SEM), distinguished by
relatively easy sample preparation. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is usually involved
for nano-sized objects observation, but this analytical method requires complicated and thorough
sample preparation that limits its usage. Another method of structural (mostly surface) research is
atomic force microscopy (AFM). Key advantages of AFM are the possibility of analysis on air or
in a liquid medium and the absence of strict requirements for samples (their electrical conductivity,
composition, size, magnetic properties).
Previously, the authors carried out a study of multi-component alloys (Nd,Ho)2(Fe,Co)14B using
AFM, which revealed the main features of the microstructure and morphology of their surface in
different structural states [24]. The melt-spun samples were obtained, and a study of the
topography of their contact and free surfaces was carried out. On the contact side, micron-scale
cracks were observed oriented in one preferential direction. The width and depth of the cracks
varied from hundreds of nanometers to a few micrometers. The morphology of nano-sized grains
and clusters, their size distribution, and homogeneity were determined. The study of the magnetic
properties of this material made it possible to establish their relationship with microstructural
features.
In studies performed by Jakubowicz [25, 26] Nd2Fe14B/α-Fe-type nanocomposites were
investigated using atomic force microscopy. The grain size of samples with various compositions
was estimated, and AFM identified their differences. High resolution of the AFM method allowed
to discern nanocrystalline grains with an average size of ~19 nm. Besides, small grains tended to
form agglomerates with a size of ~250 nm. Height and deflection imaging modes of AFM were
used for structural investigations.
Present research work is devoted to investigating the effect of the melt-spinning method on the
microstructure of R2Fe14B alloys with various REM (R = Y, Nd, Gd, Er) using AFM. A
comparative study of the variation in the composition of R2Fe14B alloys (light (Nd) and heavy (Gd,
Er) REMs, as well as magnetic (Nd,Gd, Er) rare-earth ions and their nonmagnetic analog (Y) on
surface morphology was investigated.
These studies aim to develop a technique for studying the microstructure and surface
morphology of melt-spun nanocrystalline magnetic materials based on REMs.. Subsequently, the
scope of application of this technique can be extended to similar materials obtained using additive
technologies, namely, by the method of selective laser sintering or melting.
Materials and methods
Bulk Nd2Fe14B, Gd2Fe14B, Er2Fe14B and Y2Fe14B intermetallic samples were obtained using
induction furnace followed by remelting in quartz ampoule and melt supply to the quenching wheel
surface (melt spinning technique). Speed of the quenching wheel surface was 20 and 30 m/s.
Ribbon-like samples with 10 mm length, 2-5 mm width and ~0.3 mm thickness were obtained.
Elemental and phase composition were controlled by means of X-ray fluorescence spectrometry
and X-ray diffraction using REAN spectrometer and Difrey-401K (both by "Nauchnie pribory",
Russia), respectively. Surface morphology was investigated by atomic force microscopy using an
Solver P-47H (NT-MDT, Russia) at room temperature using standard НА_NC Etalon silicon
probes (cantilevers) with 94 and 124 µm length and 140-235 kHz frequency range. Obtained data
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were processed in Nova RC1 software package. The magnetic hysteresis loops were measured on
a standard SQUID magnetometer in fields up to 10 kOe at a temperature of 300 K.
Results and discussions
The analysis of the sample's grain structure was carried out by the AFM method on the initial
rapidly quenched samples without any special preparation. This initial state may have a significant
effect on the surface morphology and complicate the analysis. Investigation of Nd2Fe14B,
Gd2Fe14B, Er2Fe14B samples was carried out in semi-contact method and in tapping mode using
resonance properties of the cantilever.
The structural elements of the surface revealed by this method were considered as grains. The
grain size was defined as the diameter of a circle equal to the cross-sectional area of the grain. The
average grain size was determined as the square root of the cross-sectional area of the particle at a
height corresponding to a given value (0.8). The ratio of the maximum grain section length to the
maximum width gives the aspect ratio.
Investigations and comparative analysis of the obtained contact surface structure in the case of
samples with a quenching rate of 20 m/s using AFM revealed that the largest average grain size
among the investigated intermetallic compounds was for the Nd2Fe14B compound (see Figure 1a).

Fig. 1. AFM images of the contact surface of melt-spun samples obtained at 20 m/s quenching
wheel speed (left) and their grain size distributions (right): a – Nd2Fe14B, b – Gd2Fe14B, c –
Er2Fe14B.
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The sample structure consisted of regular round shape grains with an average grain diameter of
about 70 nm. Additionally, smaller grains with sizes of 30-40 nm were obtained. Partial
agglomeration of small grains was observed, giving the total size of structural components up to
150 nm. The contact surface structure of the rapidly quenched Gd2Fe14B compound was
significantly different - see Figure 1b. Grains of Gd2Fe14B had a highly elongated elliptical shape
with dimensions of 30-35 × 90 nm, i.e. aspect ratio of 1:3. The grains' long axis is predominantly
oriented along the movement direction of the quenching wheel surface. All grains were collected
in agglomerates (bunches), combining around 8-12 grains each and the sizes of agglomerates vary
from 120 to 300 nm. The finest grain structure was observed for the Er2Fe14B melt-spun sample,
where grains had a slightly elongated shape with an aspect ratio close to unity. Most grains have a
round shape, and the average grain size of 25-30 nm was observed.
Also, some agglomerations up to 100 nm in size were detected. The observed difference in
obtained microstructures of melt-spun samples can be explained by the different melting
temperatures of the investigated compounds. Different kinetics during quenching, i.e., different
temperature gradients, leads to differences in cooling rate and crystallization speed. It is known
[27] that crystallization of Nd2Fe14B-type material during rapid quenching proceeds in two stages:
at first, TbCu7-type metastable phase arises along with a small amount of α-Fe phase. Then
decomposition of the TbCu7-type phase occurs with Nd2Fe14B-type and α-Fe phases formation.
Such a two-stage crystallization process complicates the analysis of its kinetics. However, it can
be assumed that different rare earth metals that vary from light (Nd) and heavy (Gd and Er)
demonstrate different nucleation behavior due to differences in atom radius, weight, and crystal
lattice parameters.

Fig. 2. AFM images of surface topography (left) of melt-spun Y2Fe14B obtained at 20 (a) and 30
(b) m/s quenching wheel speeds and profile of their surfaces (right).
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It should be noted that such behavior provides observed nano-sized structure with grain size
lower than critical single-domain size. Potentially, it could create optimal conditions for high
magnetic properties due to strong exchange coupling between Nd2Fe14B-type and α-Fe phases.
Moreover, described crystallization behavior could be expected during synthesis by the novel SLM
method, which is planned to attract further research.
Comparative studies of the surface topology of melt-spun Y2Fe14B samples were carried out
with quenching wheel speeds of 20 m/s and 30 m/s. The effect of various quenching speeds is
visible in Figure 2. The studies were carried out in a contact mode using the lateral force method.
In the contact mode at a distance of a few tenths of a nanometer from the tip of the probe to the
sample surface, repulsive forces prevailed. The used method allowed to construct a picture of
lateral forces (friction forces) by recording the torsion angle of the probe during scanning in contact
with the surface. Moreover, the lateral twisting of the probe was registered simultaneously with
topography. In this case, features of the surface relief, which are not resolved in other modes, are
visualized due to the different frictional characteristics of the surface. The surface of the sample
obtained at a higher speed of 30 m/s is much smoother, and the size of its structural
inhomogeneities (i.e., grains) is much smaller. For the 20 m/s sample, the average surface
roughness is around 8 nm, and the maximum deviation is 18 nm. The size of structural elements
(grains) varied from 70 to 150 nm with agglomerates up to 200 nm. In the case of a 30 m/s sample,
the average surface roughness was 1.5 nm, and the maximum emissions were up to 2.5 nm. The
size of structural elements (grains) varied from 20 to 50 nm, about 3 times smaller than in the 20
m/s sample. Thus 1.5 times increasing of quenching wheel speed reduced structural element size
by 3 times. Such obtained behavior was due to the increased heat dissipation at higher quenching
wheel speeds.
Conclusions
The conducted study revealed the structural features of the melt-spun R2Fe14B samples with
various rare earth metals and quenching speeds. The shape and size of the structural elements
(grains) were defined by the AFM method. The obtained dependence on rare earth elements in
composition demonstrated a decrease of the grain size with the increasing number and atomic
weight of the metal. Nd2Fe14B compound with the lightest rare-earth metal possessed the largest
grains among investigated samples. Wherein Er2Fe14B compound with the heavy rare earth
element, on the contrary, quenched with the finest microstructure. An increase of the quenching
wheel speed for the Y2Fe14B compound from 20 to 30 m/s resulted in a significant reduction in
surface roughness. Furthermore, the grain size decreased by about 3 times compared to lower
quenching speed. Thus, the atomic force microscopy application to nanostructured intermetallic
R2Fe14B-type compounds was proposed and worked out with the prospect of using this method for
additively manufactured magnetic materials.
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Abstract. Wear and crack resistance are important operational characteristics of brake discs. The
paper presents the most optimal concentration of sulfur in cast iron, which ensures its least wear,
and discusses the implementation of the front brake discs manufacture from Gh190 cast iron
having 0.11 ... 0.13% sulfur content at contrast to the 0.01 ... 0.03% sulfur content, and proves the
change leads to a significant increase in wear and frictional properties of the discs. In the course
of research, it is found that the increase in the crack resistance of brake discs is possible due to the
improvement of the thermophysical properties of cast iron with the increase in the carbon content
(up to 3.55 ... 3.60%) and the decrease in the silicon content (up to 1.45 ... 1.50%), while the carbon
equivalent is constant.
Introduction
The working conditions of car brake discs are considered to be especially difficult. These are
caused by the high contact pressures (up to 10 MPa) and intense frictional heating (up to 600 ° C),
regarding dry abrasive friction [1-4]. An obstacle to further optimization of the materials in the
manufacture of the "brake disc - pad" pair is the lack or insufficient information on the influence
of the composition and technological factors on the operational properties of the friction pair parts,
as well as the information on the mechanisms of friction and wear in the "brake disc - pad" pair
[5-9 ].
The purpose of the work is the improvement of the operational characteristics of ventilated front
brake discs by changing the composition of the material used for their manufacture (gray pearlitic
cast iron Gh190).
Methods and materials
The tribotechnical testing of samples made from the materials of the friction pair under study is
carried out on a universal machine testing friction and wear according to the "roller - plate" scheme.
Samples in the form of plates are made from the materials of the brake pads, and samples in the
form of rollers are made from cast iron. The test mode involves: 27 mm sample diameter; 72 H
standard load;3.12 m/s linear velocity;10-minute time test. The wear of the cast iron samples is
determined by the gravimetric method. Brinell hardness is determined using a TB 5006 device.
The ultimate resistance σвis determined by a TIRA test 2300 machine. The full-scale tests are
carried out by an inertial chassis dynamometer system. The test mode for the friction pair under
study involves: J = 4.18 kg x m2moment of inertia; N = 200 number of brakes at each initial
heating temperature of the brake disc. The initial temperatures of heating a brake disc before
braking are: 100°С, 150°С, 200°С, 250°С, 300°Сand 350°С;the deacceleration is ja=3 м/s2; the
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frictional torque isМт=38 kg×м; the initial braking velocity is Vintitisl=100 km/h; the final braking
velocity is Vfinal=60 km/h.
Results and Discussion
Gray pearlitic cast iron Gh190 is used for the manufacture of ventilated automobile brake discs.
According to its mechanical properties and microstructure it corresponds to the SCh25 grade
(1412-85 industry standard). The average chemical composition of Gh190 cast iron in a casting
includes 3.3 ... 3.4% of C; 2.1 ... 2.2% of Si; 0.5 ... 0.7% of Mn; 0.1% of P; 0.03% of S; 0.1 ...
0.2% of Cr; 0.10 ... 0.15% of Ni; 0.45 ... 0.50% of Cu (Cu + Ni ≤ 0.60%). Let us introduce a
conventional value for this chemical composition of cast iron for ventilated brake discs as
composition 1.
However, in comparison with cast irons of the same class, Gh190 cast iron has a lower wear
resistance. To increase the operational properties and service life of a given part, components
increasing its physical, mechanical and tribotechnical characteristics [10] can be added to the cast
iron in certain concentrations. In particular, the chemical composition of alternative grades of cast
iron contains such a non-scarce element as sulfur.
A comparative wide-ranging analysis of the materials to manufacture ventilated brake discs for
some domestic and foreign cars is carried out. Despite the fact that all the ventilated brake discs
are made of pearlitic gray cast iron, their chemical composition, microstructure, mechanical and
wear-friction properties have significant differences. It is found that, though the strength properties
(σв and HB) of gray cast iron for ventilated brake discs of domestic cars are higher in comparison
with the materials of the imported ventilated brake discs, the tribological characteristics are
noticeably inferior to the latter.
The metallographic analysis shows that manganese sulfides MnS (Fig. 1) play a significant role
on the wear-friction properties of gray cast iron. The manganese sulfides appear when sulfur is
bound by manganese, having an affinity to it. The influence of sulfur on wear resistance is also
studied.
In laboratory tribotechnical tests, the dependence of the wear decrease of Gh190 cast iron and
its imported counterparts on the sulfur content is established. With an increase in the sulfur content
up to 0.12%, there is a twice increase in its wear resistance.
It should be noted that the sulfur content in the materials of imported ventilated brake discs is
in the range of 0.06 ... 0.12%. Therefore, to confirm the assumption about the positive influence
of sulfur, experimental melting of brake discs are carried out, the controlled sulfur content in cast
iron are: 0.03%, 0.10%, 0.12% and 0.13% respectively.
According to the results of the comparative laboratory tribotechnical tests of samples made
from experimental castings of ventilated brake discs, the optimal concentration of sulfur is
determined. The least wear of the material (up to 2 times) corresponds to the sulfur content of 0.11
... 0.13%, which verifies the results obtained in the study of imported analogues. The higher is the
sulfur content, the greater is the amount and size of MnS. On the one hand, manganese sulfides act
as a solid lubricant. On the other hand, when the sulfur content is over 0.13%, the coarsening of
sulfides occurs, which negatively affects the contact strength of the surface [11].
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Fig. 1. Microstructure of Gh190 cast iron, when the sulfur content is 0.12% (x500) (manganese
sulfide inclusions are indicated by arrows)
Bench true-to-life tests on the experimental ventilated brake discs show that the increase of the
sulfur concentration in gray pearlitic cast iron Gh190 to 0.12%,when the manganese content is
constant, makes it possible to increase the wear resistance of ventilated brake discs and to reduce
the increase in the thickness variation by 30% respectively, taking into consideration that it directly
influences the negative operational effect “vibration at braking”[11]. Let us designate this chemical
composition of cast iron for ventilated brake discs as composition 2.
On the one hand, the decrease of the negative operational effect “vibration during braking” is
associated with the decrease in the growth of the thickness difference of the working surfaces of
the brake disc. On the other hand, it is caused by the improvement of the vibration-absorbing
properties of cast iron. Regarding that cast iron is inherently a material with a pronounced
heterogeneous structure (it has a metal matrix and graphite inclusions), it becomes clear that with
the increase of sulfur content in gray cast iron (above 0.04 ... 0.05%), the appearing spherical
manganese sulfide inclusions become additional structural components that enhance the damping
properties of the cast iron. The mechanism for increasing the damping capacity of the cast iron
with additional inclusions lies in the occurrence of local plastic deformation in the inclusion sat
the soft plastic phase, that are manganese sulfides, as well as at the interphase boundary
“manganese sulfide - perlite” [12].
The necessity to implement the 2nd stage of the research is due to the fact that ventilated brake
discs are inferior in crack resistance to non-ventilated, solid brake discs. Due to the presence of
cavities between the stiffening ribs, ventilated brake discs have improved cooling properties, but
this factor, as a rule, also causes the appearance and spreading of cracks on the working surfaces
of the disc when there is a lack of thermophysical characteristics of the material.
When developing cast iron for brake discs, one of the main requirements is to obtain the lowest
tendency to crack. It is known that the properties of cast iron are determined by the content of
carbon and silicon, as well as by a value which characterizes their combined content as a carbon
equivalent [13]:
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3

(1)

,

where C is carbon content, %; Siis Si-content, %; Pis P-content, %.

Gray cast iron with lamellar graphite, having a constant carbon equivalent, possesses improved
thermophysical characteristics (thermal conductivity, coefficient of linear expansion) with an
increased content of free graphite and a decreased content of silicon [14]. At the same time, a
decrease of the silicon content in the metal matrix makes it possible to weaken the process of
graphitization of cast iron during heating and to increase the ferrite content.
In the range of carbon content from 3 to 4% and silicon from 1 to 3% [15], the thermal
conductivity of cast iron,λ, W(м⋅К),can be accurately estimated using the following regression
equation:
λ = 17,4(%C) – 6,3(%Si).

(2)

Thus, the increase in the fracture toughness of ventilated brake discs is possible due to the
improvement in the thermophysical properties of cast iron with the increase in the carbon content
and the decrease in the silicon content, when the carbon equivalent is constant. The optimization
of the carbon equivalent of cast iron involves the correct balance of carbon and silicon content. It
is verified that the higher is the carbon content and the lower is the silicon content, the greater is
the strength and thermal conductivity, and due to this, the crack resistance of cast iron is better
while its other characteristics and indicators are the same. The mechanism of this phenomenon is
explained by the depletion of pearlite silico ferrite in silicon with a simultaneous increase in the
content of free graphite, which has a beneficial effect on both the thermophysical (due to the high
thermal conductivity of graphite and ferrite with a low silicon content) and the wear-frictional
properties of cast iron (due to the reduced brittleness of ferrite with a low silicon content and a
high content of free graphite, being a solid lubricant).
It is known that the reduction of the carbon equivalent in gray cast iron implies the use of higher
grades. In this case, under the same conditions of the smelting process, the structure of gray iron
undergoes qualitative changes. increase in the base metal content in gray cast iron at one and the
same cooling velocity causes free cementite (chill) to appear. During the experimental work it is
found that the decrease in the silicon content from 1.30 ... 1.62% to 0.95% regarding a relatively
constant carbon content (3.30 ... 3.39%) dramatically changes the morphology of graphite
inclusions. If uniformly distributed (type A) and rosette (type B) and interdendritic non-directional
(type D) graphite inclusions initially prevail in cast iron, then the lack of silicon results in the shift
of the types of graphite, they change their places, types B and D prevail, while type A is present.
Thus, during the experimental work, it is found that in practice the silicon content in the casting
should not be lower than 1.3% in order to avoid the appearance of structurally free cementite (chill)
in the cast iron structure. After carrying out a complex of studies of standard ∅30×220 mm
samples, a work program is prepared and implemented to develop the smelting technology and
optimize the carbon equivalent of gray cast iron of the pearlitic class Gh190 for ventilated brake
discs.
The purpose of the research at this stage is to change the content of carbon and silicon in cast
iron within the range of 3.55 ... 3.60% of C and 1.45 ... 1.50% of Si, regarding a constant carbon
equivalent and the same content of other elements, in order to increase the operational
characteristics of brake discs. A pilot lot of ventilated brake disc castings have the following actual
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chemical composition of cast iron: C – 3.59%, Si – 1.46%; Mn – 0.64%; P – 0.034%; S – 0.134%;
Cr – 0.12%; Ni – 0.13%; Cu – 0.53%. Let us designate it as composition 3.1.
Comparative bench true-to-life tests of experimental ventilated brake discs and discs made from
Gh190 cast iron having 0.12% sulfur content show an additional reduction in the wear of the
experimental brake disc by 10%. Consequently, the increase in the wear resistance of the
experienced ventilated brake discs in comparison with the serial ones made of Gh190 cast iron
with a low sulfur content (up to 0.03%) accounts for 40%.
With a satisfactory value of thermal distortion and according to the results of the tests with the
experimental ventilated brake discs, no cracks of a length exceeding 10 mm are found, and no
through cracks are found as well. Thus, the results obtained during the tests show that the
experienced ventilated brake discs have advantages in wear resistance and resistance to fatigue
cracking.
However, in practice, the achievement of such carbon and silicon content in ventilated brake
disc castings requires strict adherence to all technological parameters of smelting and modification
of cast iron, that is why, manufacturer 1 refuses to introduce the worked out chemical composition
of cast iron.
To eliminate the demonopolization of the supply of ventilated brake discs, a work with
manufacturer 2 is carried out to optimize the chemical composition of brake discs in order to
increase the stability of the technological process and improve the complex of operational
characteristics of brake discs. Taking into account the peculiarities of the used charge materials
for smelting, the following chemical composition of cast iron is proposed: C – 3.55 ... 3.60%, Si –
1.85 ... 1.90%; Mn– 0.50 ... 0.55%; P – 0.1%; S –0.11 ... 0.13%; Cr – 0.1%; Ni – 0.05%; Cu –0.65
... 0.70%. Let us designate it as composition 3.2.
The results of the bench true-to-life tests show that the experienced ventilated brake discs in
comparison with the serial brake discs made of Gh190 cast iron with a low sulfur content
(composition 1) have 40% lower wear. Thus, composition 3.1 and composition 3.2 for ventilated
brake discs can be considered equivalent in terms of wear resistance.
Ventilated brake discs of composition 3.2 have the same thermal distortion and crack resistance
as those of brake discs of composition 3.1. Consequently, these compositions of ventilated brake
discs can be considered equivalent in terms of thermophysical characteristics. A higher silicon
content and a lower nickel content in composition 3.2 compared to composition 3.1 is compensated
by a lower content of manganese, chromium and a higher content of copper.
The consistent development of the chemical composition of the cast iron of ventilated brake
discs to improve the operational characteristics of the brake discs is shown in the diagram (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. The diagram of improving operational characteristics of brake discs
Conclusion
The optimal concentration of sulfur in cast iron is determined, which ensures its lowest wear
(composition 2). The manufacture of front brake discs from Gh190 cast iron with a sulfur content
of 0.11 ... 0.13% instead of 0.01 ... 0.03% is introduced, and it results in a significant increase in
wear and friction properties. According to the results of bench tests showing satisfactory crack
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resistance, the decrease in the wear rate and the increase in the thickness difference of the brake
discs is 30%.
It is established that the increase in the crack resistance of brake discs is possible due to the
improvement in the thermophysical properties of cast iron with the increase in the carbon content
(up to 3.55 ... 3.60%) and the decrease in the silicon content (up to 1.45 ... 1.50%) when the carbon
equivalent (composition 3.1) is constant. The mechanism of this phenomenon lies in the depletion
of pearlite silico ferrite with silicon while having a simultaneous increase in the content of free
graphite, which has a beneficial effect both on the thermophysical (due to the high thermal
conductivity of graphite and ferrite with a low silicon content) and the tribotechnical properties of
cast iron (due to the reduced brittleness of ferrite with low content of silicon and a high content of
free graphite, being a solid lubricant).
The chemical composition of cast iron for ventilated brake discs is optimized (it is composition
3.2), which makes it possible to obtain the same level of wear (up to 40%) and thermophysical
properties (as for composition 3.1) due to the difference in the content of silicon, manganese,
chromium, nickel and copper. This chemical composition is used for the manufacture of cast
blanks for ventilated brake discs.
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Abstract. This article considers the use of radio wave method for testing polymer composites used
as structural material for manufacture of aircrafts. Measuring process, analysis and calculation by
integral equation method are described.
Introduction
Since the middle of the last century polymer composite materials are gaining widespread use and
occupy an increasingly wide scope of application across the full range of technology. The most
important feature of these materials is that their properties depend not only on the properties of the
components they are composed of, but also on the structure of the material being created, as well
as on the technology of manufacturing parts from them. This leads to the steady growth of the
range of new PCMs in order to obtain the properties most desirable for use in new areas. This
feature also has a downside: any violations of the production process when manufacturing parts
from PCM can lead to an undesirable change in the characteristics of future parts. In order to
prevent this, the process of manufacturing parts from PCM includes various methods of nondestructive testing (NDT), which allow to control the parameters of the production process of PCM
parts manufacturing, to adjust the process itself to eliminate arising defects and to reject defect
parts at an early stage of manufacturing, if the revealed defect does not seem possible to be
eliminated. The most informative NDT methods are radio wave methods with the information
parameter being the complex reflection coefficient or the complex transmission coefficient of an
electromagnetic wave, depending on the structure of the polymer material.
The complex dielectric constant ε of the PCM is measured by the wave guide technique
according to the method and the measuring scheme described in [1-3]. A sample of the material to
be measured is placed on the open end of the waveguide as a short-circuit, and the values ε and
tanδ are calculated using the Fresnel formulas from the measured complex reflection coefficient.
The complex reflection coefficient has the form

R=

1− ε
, where R is the complex reflection coefficient, ε=ε(1–j tanδ),
1+ ε

from the formula, the values of the dielectric constant - ε and the tangent of the angle of
dielectric losses - tanδ are expressed:

(1 − R 2 ) 2 − 4 R 2sin 2φ
,
ε=
(1 + R 2 + 2 Rcosφ ) 2

4 R(1 − R 2 ) sin φ
.
tanδ =
(1 − R 2 ) 2 − 4 R 2 sin 2 φ

(1)
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Fig. 1. Dependences of ε and tanδ on the modulus |R| and the phase ϕ of the reflection
coefficient
According to the formulas (Eq.1), the dependences of the relative permittivity ε and the tangent
of the dielectric loss angle tanδ on the modulus of the reflection coefficient and the phase of the
reflection coefficient (|R|, ϕ) are plotted, as shown in Fig. 1. It is seen from the analysis of the
dependences (Fig. 1) that the phase of the reflection coefficient tends to the phase of total reflection
ϕ→180° ; the graphs ascend very rapidly, which means that even a slight instrument error in
measuring the phase ϕ will lead to a large final error in determining the relative permittivity ε.
In order to improve the accuracy of calculating and processing the obtained measurement
results, a more rigorous method from an electrodynamic point of view is applied – that is the
method of integral equations (IEM). The procedure for deriving integral equations, specified in [13], is realized by studying the surface currents induced on the surface of the PCM sample and the
metal structure of the waveguide sensor by a probing electromagnetic wave.
The design of the measuring sensor is determined by the capabilities of the IEM [4-8], which
allows you to numerically calculate the complex reflection coefficient in case of a sensor created
on the basis of a round waveguide with a conical horn (Fig. 2). It is possible to measure the
dielectric parameters of electrically thin PCM samples (conductive carbon plastics with a thickness
of 1-2 mm, or fiberglass used as protective caps for the radar of an aircraft) by transmitting
electromagnetic wave through the material with a receiving antenna added at the output of the
measuring sensor.

Y
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H11

1

2

Z

l
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Z
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l
б)

Fig. 2. Waveguide Transducer Design for Transmission Measurements:
a) - on a round waveguide; b) - on a round waveguide with a conical horn.
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To measure the PCM dielectric characteristics for the transmitting an electromagnetic wave
through the material, an emitter with an increased power is used to facilitate such an intensity of
radiation at the output from the sensor, sufficient for measuring instruments. The reason for the
increase in the measurement power is caused by high attenuation of the electromagnetic wave in
the PCM.
When measuring by the transmitting electromagnetic wave, the measured PCM sample is
represented as an electrically thin body. The measured parameter is the complex transmission
coefficient [9,10].
A system of integral equations for the outer (illuminated) and rear (shaded) boundaries of a thin
body is compiled using the equations. In integral equations the described current on the illuminated
M
M
M
, and on the shaded surface as J M = J про
. On the outer
surface is represented as J M = J пад
+ J отр
surface (L1) the probing wave field is created by the current, on the rear surface (L2) the
M
transmitted wave will be described by the induced currents J 2 and J 2E . Integral equations are
derived in the same manner as in [9, 10], taking into account the boundary conditions
[n,E]=Z[n,[n,H]] at the boundaries L1 and L2, where n is the outward normal directed into the
Z
0
PCM sample, Z is the diagonal matrix of the surface impedance Z = 11
. The matrix
0 Z 22
character of the impedance shows that it can be different in different directions, in case of PCM
anisotropy. The system of equations has the form:

[

]

1~
~
~
− J 1M ( p1 ) + ∫ ξ1M J 1M (q1 )dl + ∫ ξ1E J 1E (q1 ) − ξ1M Z n (q1 ), J 1E (q1 ) dl = 0
2
L1
L2

(2)

)[

]

1 М
~
~
J 2 ( p 2 ) + ∫ ξ1M J 1M (q 2 )dl + ∫ ξ 2E − ξ1E J 2E (q 2 ) − ξ 2M − ξ1M Z n (q 2 ), J 2E (q 2 ) dl = 0
2
L1
L2

(

)

(

)[

]

1 E
~
~
J 2 ( p 2 ) + ∫ h1M J 1M (q 2 )dl + ∫ h2М − h1М J 2E (q 2 ) − h2M − h1M Z n (q 2 ), J 2E (q 2 ) dl = 0
2
L1
L2

(

)

(

(3)
(4)

where p1, q1 are points on the boundary L1, and а p2 q2 on the boundary L2.
Equation (Eq.2) for the outer surface L1 is similar to the equations for a homogeneous semiinfinite body. The last integral term on the left side of it considers the reflection from the rear
surface. Equations (Eq.3) and (Eq.4) describe the field of the transmitted wave, with the first
integral terms considering the influence of the outer surface. The boundary conditions
~
~
~
J M = − Z n, J E , Z = Z µ 0 ε 0 are satisfied on both surfaces. The resulting equations are

[

]

Fredholm equations of the second kind.
Integral equations are solved by a numerical method (Galerkin's method) [4,11-16].
The PCM sample was tested according to the proposed theory. Based on the measurement
results, the value of the relative dielectric constant ε=940±30% and the tangent of the dielectric
loss angle tanδ=1,3±40%, with a reflection coefficient modulus being 0.94, were determined.
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Abstract. This article describes a model of structural changes in austenitic chromium-nickel steel
during long-term thermal soakings. The time for reaching equilibrium content of Cr23C6 carbide at
a temperature of 600 °C is calculated. The calculation results are compared with experimental data
on the kinetics of thermal embrittlement of steel at a temperature of 600 °C after thermal holding
for up to 15000 hours.
Introduction
Long-term high-temperature operation under conditions of high diffusion mobility of alloying
elements in steel leads to changes in the structure and, as a consequence, in the mechanical
properties of structural materials. Periodic destructive testing of equipment elements of reactor
facilities makes it possible to assess the residual level of properties at the time of testing. To be
able to predict the level of mechanical properties during further operation (after destructive
testing), it is necessary to predict the structural and phase transformations occurring in the material.
The purpose of this work is a computational and experimental assessment of the kinetics of the
process of structural transformations and thermal embrittlement in austenitic steel grade
09Cr18Ni9 during long-term high-temperature holding.
Mechanism of thermal embrittlement and a description of the calculation model
To describe the mechanism of thermal embrittlement, it is necessary to establish the relationship
of structural changes with a decrease in the characteristics of impact toughness over time.
Secondary phases in steel grade 09Cr18Ni9 during long-term high-temperature holding are
formed in the following order. First, due to the limited solubility of carbon, it is released from the
solid solution with the formation of chromium carbide Cr23C6. This leads to the formation of areas
with a low chromium content near the carbide precipitates. It is known [1] that chromium with its
content in steel ~ 17% in combination with nickel, in contrast to its usual ferritizing action, strongly
contributes to the formation of an austenitic structure as a result of complex interatomic interaction.
Therefore, in zones depleted in chromium, austenite is transformed into ferrite (α). In this case, the
excess nickel content by diffusion can pass into the forming G-phase.
To confirm the stated mechanism, an experiment was carried out on a metal with different
carbon content: 0.07 and 0.09 wt. %. The samples were exposed to heat holding for various
durations at a temperature of 600 °C, during aging, the content of the α-phase was determined (Fig.
1). In the material with a carbon content of 0.07 %, the α-phase was formed significantly less,
which confirms the relationship between the precipitation of chromium carbide and the formation
of the α-phase, since at a carbon content of 0.07 and 0.09 wt. %, the amount of Cr23C6 at a
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license. Any further distribution of
this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI. Published under license by Materials
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temperature of 600 °C in an equilibrium state according to the data of thermodynamic modeling is
also significantly different and amounts to 0.87 and 1.57 wt. % respectively.
α-phase, %

Expose duration, h

Fig. 1. Influence of carbon content on the kinetics of α-phase precipitation at a temperature of
600 °C.
Of the secondary precipitates found in steel, only chromium carbide has an embrittling effect.
Therefore, the formation of chromium carbide will determine the kinetics of thermal
embrittlement. The formation of particles of the carbide phase will proceed until the equilibrium
content is reached at a given temperature. According to the results of thermodynamic modeling,
the equilibrium content of Cr23C6 at a temperature of 600 °C is 1.57 %. Let's assume that all grains
in the material structure are spherical and of the same size. Under these conditions, the process of
carbide formation in each of the grains will proceed in the same way. In the range of operating
temperatures, the carbide phase is formed mainly along the grain boundary. Fig. 2 shows a diagram
of the formation of a layer of carbide with a thickness of δ along the grain boundary γ - austenite
in the direction v from the boundary to the center of the sphere.
Cr23C6

δ

Fig. 2. Scheme of the growth of the carbide phase along the grain boundary of austenite.
The thickness of the carbide layer δ is related to the volume fraction by the following
relationship [2]:
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where Vк is the volume fraction of the carbide phase, dγ is the austenite grain diameter.
The calculation of the thickness of the layer of the carbide phase at each moment of time
can be carried out on the basis of the analysis of the physical and mathematical model of chromium
diffusion. A diagram of the growth process of the carbide phase, limited by chromium diffusion,
is shown in Figure 3 [3]. There is a transition region between carbide and ferrite, but for simplicity,
a sharp phase boundary is assumed in the scheme, at which the chromium concentration changes
α ) to a similar value in Cr23C6 carbide ( к ). At
abruptly from the equilibrium value in ferrite ( CCr
CCr
a considerable distance from the center of the new phase, the chromium concentration retains its
γ ).
initial value ( CCr
к
СCr

γ
СCr

α
СCr

x

δ(t)

Fig. 3. Schematic distribution of the chromium concentration during the growth of the carbide
phase layer [3].
The mathematical formulation of the growth problem for a layer of a new phase is given, for
example, in [4]. The redistribution of chromium in the region δ (t) <x ≤ ∞ is described by the
diffusion equation:

1 ∂C ∂ 2C
= 2
D ∂t
∂x

(2)

with the following boundary conditions:
α

к

lim C ( x, t ) = CCr ; C (δ (t ), t ) = CCr ; C ( x, t ) = CCr , at x < δ(t);
γ

x →∞

∂С (∞ )
= 0.
∂x

A mass balance must be observed on the surface of the new phase layer:

(СCrк − СCrα ) dδdt(t ) = D ∂∂Cx

(3)
x =δ (t )
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Based on the solution of the indicated boundary value problem in [5], an expression was
obtained for calculating the thickness of the new phase:
γ
α
− CCr
CCr
Dt
(4)
δ (t ) = 2 к
α
CCr − CCr π

(
(

)
)



3
к
π  dγ 1 − 1 − V
tр = 
γ
D  Сгр − CCr
2

к
 CCr − Сгр

(









2

)

(5)

Results and discussion
For the calculation, the following values of the parameters included in the expression (5): DCr =
γ
γ =1,476 %; к
8,1*10-20 m2s-1 [6]; dγ = 66,5 μm; CCr
= 14,76%; Cгр = 0,1* СCr
CCr = 81,95%. The
time to reach the equilibrium content of Cr23C6 carbide at a temperature of 600 °C, according to
the calculation results, was 12164 hours. To verify the calculated data, an experiment was carried
out, during which thermal soakings were carried out at a temperature of 600 °C for various
durations, followed by determination of the impact toughness (Figure 4). The cessation of the
precipitation of the Cr23C6 carbide leads to the stabilization of the values of the impact toughness.
According to the calculation data, the time to reach the equilibrium carbide content is 12164 h,
according to the experimental data, the thermal embrittlement process is stabilized at a holding
time of 11000 h. Thus, the calculation results are in good agreement with the experimental data,
the discrepancy is 11 %, while the calculated estimate shows a longer value of time reaching an
equilibrium content of the carbide phase, therefore, it is conservative.
KCV, J·m2

Expose duration, h

Fig. 4. Thermal embrittlement of 09Cr18Ni9 steel during holding at a temperature of 600 °C.
Summary
The time for reaching equilibrium content of Cr23C6 carbide at a temperature of 600 °C is
calculated. According to the calculation data, the time to reach the equilibrium carbide content is
12164 h, according to the experimental data, the thermal embrittlement process is stabilized at a
holding time of 11000 h. Thus, the calculation results are in good agreement with the experimental
data, the discrepancy is 11 %, while the calculated estimate shows a longer value of time reaching
an equilibrium content of the carbide phase, therefore, it is conservative.
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Abstract. Research has been carried out on the process of plastic folding of bar stocks with round
and barrel-shaped cross-sections. The dependence of the movement of the movable tool on the
bending angle has been established. The force parameters of the deformation process and the
stress-strain state in the bending workpiece are determined based on the results of finite element
modeling of plastic bending.
Introduction
Rod products formed using plastic bending operations are widely used in various industries,
railway transport, construction, etc. In particular, spring clips are widely used in modern railway
track structures [1, 2], bent reinforcing wire in the form of clamps is used in reinforced concrete
structures [3], and bent welded links are used in lifting devices for various purposes [4].
Either standard presses with special technological equipment in the form of bending dies or
special bending machines and mechanisms are used to implement the bending processes.
Plastic bending is a shaping operation in which there is a change in the curvature of the bar axis
of the workpiece [5,6]. In the process of bending, only a part of the workpiece in the form of a
deformation zone is subject to plastic deformation. The rest of the bar of the workpiece either does
not deform or deform elastically. Uneven stresses and deformations occur along the section of the
deformation zone. Linear deformation along the workpiece axis is practically absent.
Materials and Methods
Folding finds wide application among the variety of plastic bending methods [7-10]. In fig. 1
shows a diagram of plastic folding of a bar stock. The original workpiece 1 with a section radius r
is fixed on the supporting surface of the stationary tool 2, the working cylindrical surface of which
has a radius R1. Deformation of the workpiece is carried out by a movable working tool 3, the
working surface of which is made in the form of a cylinder with a radius of R2. The original length
of the deformable section of the workpiece is l. When moving the working tool by the value h, the
workpiece is bent through an angle α.
Based on the analysis of the geometric relationships of the sizes and parameters of the bending
process, the dependence of the movement of the working tool h on the angle α was established
h = [l – (R1 + r)·tg(α / 2)]tgα – (R2 + r)(1 / cosα – 1),

(1)

where l is the initial length of the deformable section of the workpiece;
R1 is the radius of the bearing surface of the stationary tool;
R2 is the radius of the working surface of the movable tool;
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license. Any further distribution of
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r is the radius of the cross section of the original workpiece.

Fig. 1. Folding scheme
Computer modeling of the process of folding of bar stocks with round and barrel-shaped
sections using the finite element method based on the widely used DEFORM-3D software package
[11-16] has been performed. Fig. 2 shows the cross-sections of bent workpieces. The main
dimensions of the sections are d = 17 mm; h = 13 mm; a = 12 mm; b = 21 mm. The cross-sectional
areas are close in size for given dimensions. The moment of inertia of the area relative to the xaxis is minimal, and relative to the y-axis is maximum for a barrel-shaped section.

a
b
Fig. 2. Cross-sections of bar stocks:
a – round section; b – barrel-shaped section.
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The workpiece material is steel 40S2A (GOST 14959-2016), which is used in the manufacture
of spring clips for fastening rails. The mechanical properties and the hardening curve of 40S2A
steel were determined from the results of tensile tests [3].
Results and Discussion
Fig. 3 shows the position of the workpiece and the tool at the intermediate stage of the cantilever
bending process and the stress intensity distribution field σi in the deformation zone.

Fig. 3. The position of the workpiece and the tool at the intermediate stage of deformation and
the stress intensity distribution field σi in the plastic zones:
a - round section; b - barrel-shaped section in bending about the x-axis;
c - barrel-shaped in bending about the y-axis
The graphs of the dependence of the bending force P on the movement of the movable tool h
were built, which are shown in Fig. 4 based on the results of the calculations. Curve a is bending
of a round section, curve b is bending of a barrel-shaped section about the x-axis, curve c is bending
of a barrel-shaped section about the y-axis.

Fig. 4. Change in the deformation force P when moving the movable tool h:
a - round section; b - barrel-shaped about the x-axis; c - barrel-shaped about the y-axis
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The polynomial of the 6th degree was used to describe the nature of the change in deformation
forces depending on the movement of the movable tool.
P = a1h6 + a2h5 + a3h4 + a4h3 + a5h2 + a6h.

(2)

Equation (2) quite accurately describes the nature of the change in the bending force P from the
movement of the movable tool h, since the coefficients of determination have a high value (R² =
0.995…0.998). The values of the coefficients of the polynomial (2) are presented in the table 1.
Table 1. Coefficients of equation (2)
Section
Round
Barrelshaped
(x-axis)
Barrelshaped
(y-axis)

a1
-10-8

a2
3∙10-6

Coefficient values
a3
a4
-0,0004
0,0187

a5
-0,4692

a6
5,8317

-10-8

4∙10-6

-0,0005

0,0277

-0,7138

8,699

-8∙10-9

2∙10-6

-0,0003

0,0138

-0,3472

4,3154

Conclusion
Based on the research results, the following conclusions can be drawn.
1. Based on the results of the analysis of the geometric relationships of the sizes and parameters
of the bending process, the dependence of the movement of the working tool h on the bending
angle α was established.
2. Finite element modeling of the process of plastic folding of bar stocks with round and barrelshaped sections has been carried out. It was found that when bending the barrel-shaped section
relative to the x-axis with a minimum moment of inertia, the maximum bending force is 2.4 times
less than when bending the round section and 1.88 times less than when bending a barrel-shaped
section relative to the y-axis with a maximum moment of inertia.
3. The obtained research results are recommended to be used when choosing equipment for
plastic bending of rod products, when designing a bending tool and assessing its service life.
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Abstract. The authors describe the analysis of the current state of the problem under consideration.
A definition of "averaged failure flow parameter" is given. The periods of traction rolling stock
life cycle are considered. The assumption of event distribution laws exponentiality is introduced,
which makes it possible to obtain expressions of the main reliability indices in the analytical form.
The work of depot service locomotives to ensure the required reliability and readiness of the rolling
stock during their normal operation has been assessed. The introduction of the term "readiness"
into the modern practice of traction rolling stock reliability estimation is considered. The initial
data for calculating the indexes of locomotive uptime and readiness are presented. Calculated
values of readiness and no-failure indices of electric locomotives in operation are obtained. The
calculated values of internal and technical availability coefficients are compared with similar
indicators established by technical specifications. Control procedures were performed to determine
the compliance of each set of locomotives (EP1, 2ES4K) with the uptime requirements. As a result
of comparing the calculated values of internal and technical availability factors (for electric
locomotives EP1 and 2ES4K with analogous values set by specifications (EP1 and 2ES4K) it was
determined that the surveyed locomotives comply with the established availability requirements.
As a result of control procedures to determine the compliance of each set of EP1 and 2ES4K
locomotives with the uptime requirements, it was determined that the set of 2ES4K electric
locomotives for the run in question does not fully comply with the uptime requirement. And the
set of EP1 electric locomotives meets the reliability requirements, but the error value is higher than
20%. To clarify both events, it is necessary to increase the mileage interval of the locomotives and
repeat the procedure for determining compliance with the uptime requirements. The method of
assessing the uptime and readiness of locomotives during their normal operation makes it possible
to identify existing shortcomings in the operation of rolling stock and to form measures to improve
the quality of rolling stock operation.
Introduction
In recent years, a lot of work has been done to improve reliability of locomotives and to improve
their maintenance and repair [1-4]. However, ensuring the required level of reliability for complex
equipment and apparatus with the existing means of control is a very difficult task. The majority
of equipment failures nowadays are detected visually during direct external inspection. In this
regard, the need has arisen to create methods and devices that allow detecting and eliminating
defects before the failure of an individual unit or the entire locomotive. Technical diagnostics
makes it possible to detect defects and predict the condition of a monitored unit or the whole
system. The greatest effect can be achieved by creating and introducing computer-based diagnostic
tools in each locomotive depot and improving the system of preventive maintenance [5-7].
Reliability of rolling stock is manifested as an objective result of a variety of acting random
factors, the laws of change of which cannot be established only by classical methods of functional
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license. Any further distribution of
this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI. Published under license by Materials
Research Forum LLC.
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analysis or mathematical physics. These laws need special research methods. The existing methods
of research and calculation of electric locomotive uptime can provide serious assistance in the
operation of traction rolling stock for a comprehensive technical and economic assessment and
development of measures to improve their quality [8-10]. Therefore, the use of special methods of
calculating locomotives for reliability and non-failure is important. One of such methods is the
assessment of reliability and readiness of locomotives during normal operation. This method
consists in evaluating the impact on the reliability and readiness of the main parts and assemblies
of a locomotive during its normal operation, the data on the reliability of which allows calculating
the total reliability of a locomotive
Statement of the essence of the solution to the problem
After the locomotives have been built during the warranty period and subsequent operation, each
of them experiences failures. Scheduled and unscheduled repairs restore their serviceability, and
the locomotives continue their operational work. The alternating failures and restores of
locomotives create some streams of failures and restores as a kind of streams of random events
[11, 12]. As a quantitative indicator of the locomotive failure flow, the "averaged failure flow
parameter" - the mathematical expectation of the number of failures N of locomotives per run - is
used [13]. The averaged parameter of the flow of failures ω(L) is used as the main indicator of
locomotive uptime. It characterizes the average number of locomotive failures over a sufficiently
small run interval ∆L and is defined as:
ω ( L ) = lim

∆L→0

{

}

{

}

∑ N ( L + ∆L ) − ∑ N ( L )

(1)

∆L

The locomotive life cycle period is divided into two periods. The first, established between the
Supplier and the Recipient, is the period of warranty operation of the locomotive. The second is
the period of normal post-warranty operation. Failure flow during the period of post-warranty
operation is assumed to correspond to the simplest Poisson flow of failures, in which the
distribution of operating time between failures is quite close to the exponential one. The simplest
Poisson flow is characterized by constancy of density of distribution of failures, mutual
independence of failures, the failures come not in groups, but one by one. Introduction of an
assumption about exponentiality of event distribution laws allows us to get expressions of the main
reliability indices in an analytical form. The exponential law plays the same role in reliability
theory as Ohm's law in electrical engineering [14,15]. Most electric circuits contain non-linear
elements, which complicates the calculation of such circuits. However, the assumption of a linear
character of the current-voltage relationship for all circuit elements, which reflects Ohm's law,
greatly simplifies the calculations. Of course, the results of such calculations will be approximate.
It will require more detailed specification of the results by other methods and circuits and reliability
indicators [16].
A characteristic sign of exponentiality of locomotive failure distribution law will be:

T = σt
where T - is the mean value of the locomotive's operating time before failure, T = 1 ;
λ
σ t -is the mean square deviation of failures, σ t = D ;
λ - failure rate;
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λ2

.

The statistical estimation of the parameter of failure flow for changing number of locomotives
during the run interval ∆L is defined as [3, 6]

ώ = ∆N

(2)

∑L
i =1

i

- ∆N - the number of failures of all M locomotives in the interval ∆L ;
Li - total mileage of the set of locomotives;
The upper bound of the one-way interval for the parameter of the failure flow
x γ2
,
ω1−β = ω ⋅
2 ⋅ ∆N

(3)

where x γ2 - value of the "xu-square" function of the distribution at a confidence probability γ
and number of degrees of freedom n − 1.
The error of an estimation of parameters of a stream of failures

=
ε

ω1− β − ω
⋅100% ,
ω

(4)

where ω1− β - is the value of the locomotive failure flow parameter, corresponding to the upper
boundary of the one-sided confidence interval.
The conditions for making a decision on the compliance of locomotives with the established
requirement of no-failure performance

ω1− β ≤ ωβ and ε ≤ ε 3 ,
where ωβ = ωTУ is the rejection value of the locomotive failure rate parameter according to the
technical specifications (TS);
ε 3 - estimation error for making a decision on compliance of locomotives with the
established requirement of no-failure performance.
According to RD 50-690-89 [19]
-error of parameter estimation ; ω ≤ ε 3 ≤ 20%

(5)

-confidence probability ; γ = 0,8

(6)

The term "readiness" is widely used in the modern practice of locomotive reliability assessment.
Before 2011, domestic normative documents on terminology in the field of technical reliability
and reliability of traction rolling stock (TCS) did not contain the term "readiness" [17,18].
According to the "Methodological provisions..." [13], introduced in 2008 in Russia, the readiness
of locomotives, taking into account the European practice, is defined as the ability of a locomotive
to perform a required function within a given time interval (year, half a year etc.) on condition it
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is provided with required resources (materials, spare parts etc.). Quantitatively, the readiness of a
locomotive, in general terms, can be defined through the readiness factor k g

kg =

Tрс

(T

рс

(7)

+ Tnс )

where Tрс - is the dwell time of the locomotive in an operable condition;

Tnс - is the time of the stay of the locomotive in a non-operational state;

(T

рс

+ Tnс ) - time fund of the period under consideration.

The readiness of a locomotive is characterized by statistical estimates of values of three
coefficients - internal kvр , technical ktg and operational (logistical) kво readiness. If the summand

in the time (Tрс + Tnс ) budget Tnс corresponds to the downtime of the locomotive for scheduled
repairs, then k g = kvg ; if the summand Tnс includes the downtime for scheduled and unscheduled
repairs, then k g = ktg ; if the logistic delays of the locomotives are added to the mentioned
downtime, then k g = kvО . Coefficients of internal kvg and technical ktg readiness in accordance
with requirements of Russian Railways are normalized and specified in technical specifications
(TS) for the locomotive. For example, for freight locomotives 2ES4K, 2ES5K the coefficient of
internal availability in accordance with TS is 0,97 and the coefficient of technical availability ktg

for passenger electric locomotives (EP1, EP2K) must not exceed 0,96. Let's use the initial data in
Table 1 to calculate readiness indicators.
Table 1. Input data for calculating indicators of locomotive uptime and readiness
No

Parameter name

EP1

2ES4K

1

Annual stock of the locomotive Tf, h 1

32334

187133

2

Idle time on scheduled repairs Tpl, h

4589.2

2824,4

247

2564

4

Average idle time of one locomotive on
unscheduled repairs Tpr, h
Number of locomotives in operation M, units

83

41

5

Number of refusals (unscheduled repairs)

20

99

6

Total mileage Li, million km

2.519

1.859

7

Internal readiness coefficient by specifications,

0.98

0.96

8

Technical readiness coefficient by specifications,

0.97

0.95

3

Initial data were provided by Locomotive Technologies group of LLC TMH-Service branch
"North-Caucasus". The calculation is made by expressions (1)...(4) with regard to (5) and (6).
2
Criterion х (K. Pirsov) was defined according to Appendix A in [14] by confidence probability
γ = 80% . The results of the calculations are summarized in Table 2.
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Table 2. Calculated values of availability and uptime indicators of electric locomotives in
operation
No

Parameter name

EP1

2ES4K

1

Total operating time of the locomotive in
serviceable condition , h
Internal availability coefficient of electric
locomotive
Technical readiness coefficient

127497.8

181744.6

0.998

0.986

0.963

0.97

Failure rate of electric locomotives in
operation (unscheduled failures), km-1
Upper limit of confidence interval of
failures flow, km-1
Error in evaluation of failure flux parameter

7.94

47.9

9.82

52.67

23.7

10

2
3
4
5
6

Let's compare the calculated values of internal and technical readiness coefficients (Table 2)
with similar indicators established by technical specifications (TS). The conditions for deciding
whether the EP1 and 2ES4K locomotives meet the established readiness requirement [19-20] are
met if
(8)

K vg ≥ K vgtu ; K tg ≥ K tgtu

The calculated values of the internal and technical readiness coefficients of the EP1 and 2ES4K
locomotives with similar values set (TU) are shown in Figure 1.

a)
b)
Fig. 1. Calculated values of internal (a) and technical availability (b) coefficients of EP1 and
2ES4K locomotives with similar indicators established (TU)
For electric locomotive EP1 K vg = 0,988 , K vgtu = 0,98 , K tg = 0,963 , K tgtu = 0,96 for electric
locomotive 2ES4K K vg = 0,986 , K vgtu = 0,97 , K tg = 0,97 , K tgtu = 0,95 .
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Requirements (19) are met - this is a sufficient condition for making a consistent assessment of
locomotive compliance in terms of reliability. However, a necessary condition is that the
locomotives meet the established requirement for reliability. We perform control procedures to
determine whether each set of locomotives (EP1, 2ES4K) meets the reliability requirement
according to the inequalities given in [14].
There are three compliance events:
-full compliance (ω1− β ≤ ωβ ) ∧ (ω ≤ ωβ ) ∧ ( ε ≤ ε ) ;

(9)

- nonconformance (ω1− β > ωβ ) ∧ (ω > ωβ ) ∧ ( ε > ε ) ;

(10)

- "limited" mismatch (ω1− β > ωβ ) ∧ (ω ≤ ωβ ) ∧ ( ε > ε ) ;

(11)

where ∧ - reads as "AND"
ωβ - the failure flow parameter according to the TU, ωβ= 10 ⋅10−6 km (EP1),

ωβ= 11⋅10−6 km (2ES4K).
Let us use the data of table 2 and for each set of electric locomotives in accordance with
inequalities (8)...(11) determine the conformity of requirements for no-failure rate.
−6
For the set of electric locomotives EP1: ( 9,82 < 10 ) ∧ ( 7,94 < 10 ) ⋅10−6 ∧ ( 23, 7 > 20 )
For the set of electric locomotives 2ES4K: ( 52, 67 > 11) ∧ ( 47,9 > 11) ⋅10−6 ∧ (10 < 20 )
−6

Thus, the control procedures to determine the compliance of each set of EP1 and 2ES4K
locomotives with the reliability requirements according to the inequalities (8)...(11) showed that
the set of 2ES4K electric locomotives for the considered run does not fully meet the reliability
requirement. In order to clarify this event, it is necessary to increase the interval of the locomotives'
run and repeat the procedure of determining compliance with the reliability requirements, as well
as to develop and implement measures to improve the reliability of the considered set of 2ES4K
electric locomotives. The EP1 set of electric locomotives meets the reliability requirements, but
the error value is higher than 20% . This means that the tabulated value of the chi-square
distribution function at confidence probability is not 80%, but 76.3%. In this case, an increase in
the mileage L of the locomotives is required. And then the error of the estimate of the failure flow
parameter can be refined . The reliability of the 2ES4K electric locomotives was significantly
affected by the number of unscheduled repairs. Unscheduled repairs increased the flow of failures,
from which the value of the upper limit of the one-sided interval was higher than the rejection
value of the parameter of the flow of failuresv . The most informative is the availability factor ,
which characterizes such reliability properties of EP1 and 2ES4K electric locomotives, as fault
tolerance and maintainability. These characteristics can be increased by reducing downtime before,
during and after maintenance and repairs, advance training of operating and maintenance
personnel, saturation of locomotive facilities with modern equipment, devices and technologies,
increasing the role of transport science, etc.
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The results of research and their discussion
Taking into account the importance of the research and calculation of the electric locomotives
uptime, as well as the absence of a universal method for assessing the work of service locomotives
in depots to ensure the required uptime, the sequence of assessing the uptime and readiness of
locomotives during their normal operation is given. As a result of comparing the calculated
coefficient values of the internal and technical readiness (for electric locomotive EP1 ; for electric
locomotive 2ES4K ) with the analogous values, established by the technical conditions (EP1
corresponds ; ; 2ES4K corresponds ), it is determined that the investigated locomotives meet the
established readiness requirements.
Conclusions
As a result of the control procedures to determine the compliance of each set of locomotives EP1
and 2ES4K with the reliability requirements, it was determined that the set of electric locomotives
2ES4K for the run in question does not fully comply with the requirement for uptime. And the set
of EP1 electric locomotives meets the reliability requirements, but the error value is higher than
20%. To clarify both events, it is necessary to increase the mileage interval of the locomotives and
repeat the procedure for determining compliance with the uptime requirements. The method of
assessing the uptime and readiness of locomotives during their normal operation makes it possible
to identify existing shortcomings in the operation of rolling stock and to form measures to improve
the quality of rolling stock operation.
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Abstract. The results of experimental studies of the efficiency of manufacturing polymer foundry
models by the FDM method are presented. Rational consumables for 3D-printing are revealed.
The optimal values of the shrinkage value of the 3D-model during printing and the parameters of
the 3D-printer operation mode are revealed. It has been established that polymer casting molds are
rationally manufactured by FDM printing, using ABS-plastic as a consumable, while making a
correction to linear dimensions at the stage of creating a 3D-model to eliminate plastic shrinkage.
Introduction
The use of additive technologies in foundry is a promising direction, since over the past few years
the cost of 3D-printers has significantly decreased, the print quality has improved and the
technology of printing parts of technological equipment has been simplified [1-5].
Currently, several varieties of 3D-printing are used to prototype parts of foundry equipment. At
the same time, each of the methods of 3D-printing has a number of advantages and disadvantages
that determine the suitability of its use for prototyping various parts of technological equipment.
For example, the method of layer-by-layer deposition of FDM, based on extrusion through a
calibrated nozzle of heated and molten fiery thermoplastic, is characterized by the relative
cheapness of the equipment and consumables used, as well as high printing speed while ensuring
the strength characteristics of the products. At the same time, due to the shrinkage of thermoplastic
during its cooling, warping and delamination of parts can occur, which, in turn, can lead to a
decrease in the accuracy of their geometric parameters and surface quality.
To assess the effectiveness of the manufacture of polymer casting molds by FDM-printing, the
authors conducted a number of experimental studies.
The experiments were carried out by printing on the FDM-printer Anycubic i3 Mega S STLmodels of parts of casting molds, pre-processed in the Ultimaker Cura slyser.
In order to find out how the dimensions of parts change in the process of 3D-printing due to
plastic shrinkage, at the first stage of research samples were printed in the form of a parallelepiped
with dimensions of 120*15*10 mm from four types of plastic: ABS, PLA, PETG and SBS. The
obtained samples measured the actual overall dimensions and compared with similar dimensions
set in the 3D-model of the sample during printing.
It is established that the shrinkage of plastic, regardless of its brand, is significantly influenced
by the value of the nominal value of the overall size. In this case, the lowest shrinkage is recorded
along the length of L samples, and the highest shrinkage value is obtained by the height of H
samples. In addition, the amount of shrinkage of the samples is influenced by the degree of plastic
filling of the 3D-model, which was installed in the 3D-model of the sample during the preparation
for printing and ranged from 40% to 100%.
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It was revealed (fig.1) that with an increase in the degree of filling the model with plastic, there
is a slight change in the shrinkage value on the one hand, and on the other hand, as the degree of
filling the sample with plastic increases, there is an increase in shrinkage fluctuations in samples
made of different materials. Obviously, a large amount of plastic filling the sample during the
printing process leads to large temperature deformations and fluctuations in the properties of
plastics.

Fig. 1. Effect of the degree of filling of the 3D-model P on the shrinkage of U
samples from the studied plastics: 1,2,3,4 - respectively ABS-, PLA-, PETG - and
SBS-plastic
In the process of research, it was established (fig. 2) that the average shrinkage value with an
increase in the degree of filling the sample with plastic decreases from 0.9% to 0.7%.

Fig. 2. Effect of the degree of filling of the 3D-model P on the average
shrinkage Umid samples from the studied plastics
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Thus, when developing 3D-models of casting mold parts for the manufacture of wax blanks, it
is necessary to make a clarification equal to 1.07 - 1.09, depending on the degree of filling of the
model.
In accordance with the developed methodology, at the second stage of research, rational
materials were selected for 3D-printing of parts of foundry molds. Varied four plastic materials
(ABS, PLA, PETG and SBS) under constant printing modes corresponding to the recommended
values from the reference literature.
As can be seen from figure 3, the lowest values of the height parameters of the surface profile
are achieved in samples made of ABS-plastic, slightly worse indicators in samples from PLA- and
PETG-plastics. The worst parameters were shown by samples made of SBS-plastic.

Fig. 3. Influence of plastic material on the arithmetic mean deviation of the
surface profile Ra
In order to draw definitive conclusions in favor of choosing a rational material for 3D-printing
of casting mold parts, studies were conducted to determine the toughness of the samples.
As can be seen from the results presented in figure 4, samples made of ABS-plastic have the
greatest toughness. PETG-plastic samples have a toughness (10-15) % less than that of ABSplastic samples. The worst result was shown by samples from PLA- and SBS-plastics - their
toughness is (40-50) % less than that of samples made of ABS-plastic. Thus, the best quality of
3D-printing is provided by this indicator in samples printed from ABS- and PETG-plastics, which
have the highest toughness.
However, the cost of PETG-plastic is 1.4-1.5 times higher than ABS-plastic with the same
degree of shrinkage of the material. Therefore, based on the results of experimental studies, ABSplastic should be recommended as a rational material for 3D printing of casting mold parts.
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Fig. 4. Effect of the degree of filling of the 3D-model P on the toughness an samples
depending on the grade of material: 1, 2, 3, 4 -respectively ABS-, PLA-, PETG- and
SBS-plastics
Increasing the degree of filling P to 100 % leads to an increase in the toughness of an samples
by (15-20) % (see figure 4). Therefore, for the manufacture of parts of casting molds with increased
toughness, they must be printed at 100 % filling of the 3D-model.
In the third stage of the research, the influence of the elements of the 3D-printing mode of
casting mold parts on the efficiency of the printing process was evaluated. The samples were made
of ABS-plastic, chosen as a rational material in the second stage of research.
It was found that the increase in the temperature of the extruder slightly affects the altitude
parameters of the irregularities of the upper and lateral planes of the samples. In this regard, Te =
240 ºС was taken as the recommended temperature of the extruder nozzle, which corresponds to
the recommended reference data.
In the course of research, it was revealed that small values of the temperature of the 3D-printer
table in the range (100-110) ºС lead to significant fluctuations in the values of the altitude
parameters of the surfaces of the printed sample. This indicates unfavorable conditions for the
formation and subsequent cooling of the layers of the product. With a further increase in the table
temperature to 120 ºC, the print quality stabilizes, which indicates an exit to the rational mode of
3D-printing.
In studies of the influence of the extruder displacement Ve on the efficiency of 3D-printing, it
was established (see figure 5) that the Ve velocity has significant changes in the roughness
(according to the Ra parameter) of the upper and lateral surfaces of the samples under study.
As can be seen from the results of the studies presented in figure 5, it is most rational to move
the extruder in the process of 3D-printing at a speed of (35-40) mm / s. When the specified limit
is exceeded, the roughness parameter Ra of the lateral plane of the samples increases significantly,
which indicates that the plastic does not have time to solidifies and it is deformed by the newly
applied layer of molten filament..
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Fig. 5. Influence of the velocity of the extruder Ve on the arithmetic mean deviation
of the surface profile Ra: 1 and 2 - respectively the upper and lateral planes of the
sample
Thus, experimental studies have shown that polymer casting molds are rationally made by
FDM-printing, using ABS-plastic as a consumable, making correction to linear dimensions at the
stage of creating a 3D-model to eliminate shrinkage of plastic.
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Abstract. Studies have been carried out to assess the effectiveness of dry processing by the current
preparations from the heat-resistant alloy CN45MVTUBR with mineral ceramic incisors with the
introduction of the ultrasound-field energy treatment zone. It has been established that the use of
ULTRASOUND in the rough treatment of mineral ceramic tools without coolant allows to reduce
the depth of the defective layer in 1.5 times.
A feature of modern machining production is the need to manufacture an ever-increasing number
of complex and non-rigid, thin-walled parts in various machines and mechanisms, primarily in
aircraft. The latter is explained, on the one hand, by an increase in the speeds of their executive
movements (and, consequently, by the desire to reduce inertial loads), and on the other, by the
removal of almost complete previous restrictions on designers in creating complex parts due to the
existing technological capabilities of modern 3–5 axial machines and CNC machining centers.
One more thing can be added to this: a decrease in structural rigidity, as a rule, is accompanied by
the simultaneous use of high-strength and, therefore, hard-to-work steels and alloys as structural
materials to maintain the necessary strength while reducing the cross sections of manufactured
parts. A feature of modern machining production is the need to manufacture an ever-increasing
number of complex and non-rigid, thin-walled parts in various machines and mechanisms,
primarily in aircraft. The latter is explained, on the one hand, by an increase in the speeds of their
executive movements (and, consequently, by the desire to reduce inertial loads), and on the other,
by the removal of almost complete previous restrictions on designers in creating complex parts
due to the existing technological capabilities of modern 3–5 axial machines and CNC machining
centers. One more thing can be added to this: a decrease in structural rigidity, as a rule, is
accompanied by the simultaneous use of high-strength and, therefore, hard-to-work steels and
alloys as structural materials to maintain the necessary strength while reducing the cross sections
of manufactured parts.
As materials for such parts, hard-to-work corrosion-resistant and heat-resistant steels are used,
as well as alloys based on titanium and nickel. Thus, the share of titanium and heat-resistant alloys
in the design of fourth-generation aircraft engines for the year was about 89% [1], in the fifthgeneration engines this percentage is even higher. The problem of ensuring the specified
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operational properties in the manufacture of non-rigid parts from difficult-to-process materials, in
which residual stresses of any sign arising due to heat-stress and structural-phase transformations
can cause significant changes in shape and spatial orientation, is much more acute than for other
structural materials. This is due to the fact that their heat and temperature conductivity is 4-5 times
less than that of structural carbon steels and all the heat that occurs in the cutting zone is localized
in the surface layer (SL) of the workpiece being processed.
In practice, this translates into the need to significantly reduce the elements of the cutting
condition, and in some cases, even the need for empirical selection of the manufacturing sequence.
The machining of workpieces of parts with complex spatial shapes is most often carried out at
expensive machining centers for which such performance losses are unacceptable. It is obvious
that a high-performance removal of stocks from blanks from any structural materials is
accompanied by a high heat-power intensity of the processing process. This leads to the appearance
in SL of preforms from difficult to process materials of significant technological residual stresses
(TRS), the negative impact of which on the operational characteristics of manufactured parts is
well known.
Traditional technologies for processing workpieces made of heat-resistant alloys belonging to
the category of difficult to work, do not allow to achieve high values of the cutting condition
elements (cutting speed, feed). This is due to their physico-mechanical properties, such as high
hardening of the material during deformation by cutting, the ability of the material to maintain its
original strength and hardness at high temperatures arising in the cutting zone, low thermal
conductivity, which contributes to insufficient heat removal from the contact zone of the tool and
the workpiece, as well as the presence of intermetallic or carbide inclusions in their composition,
leading to abrasive wear of the tool cutting edge.
The most efficient processing of workpieces made of heat-resistant nickel-based alloys can be
carried out with a tool made of such a material, which is characterized by high cutting properties,
such as high values of red resistance, stability of cutting properties over a wide temperature range
and resistance to abrasive wear. Carbide tools currently used as tool materials do not possess the
required characteristics.
The low machinability of heat-resistant alloys is determined by their physical and mechanical
properties. In these conditions, it is very necessary to disclose the reasons affecting their
machinability, and to find ways and means to increase the productivity of their processing on metal
cutting machines.
The basic structure of most heat-resistant alloys is usually an austenitic-grade solid solution
with a face-centered cubic lattice. Moreover, most of the deformable heat-resistant alloys belong
to the type of dispersion hardening, i.e.in these alloys, a structural component is released from the
solid solution — the second phase, which is different from its base and is dispersed throughout the
alloy in finely divided form.
High dispersion of the structure prevents the occurrence and development of slip processes,
while the creep resistance of the alloy increases.
Heat-resistant nickel-based alloys are characterized by a significant loss of strength and
facilitation of the cutting process at temperatures above 800 degrees C. [2]. Earlier experiments at
HALTEC Group found that the processing efficiency of workpieces made of heat-resistant nickelbased alloys can be increased by replacing conventional cutting tools with SSY ceramic tools (30
times more productivity compared to using carbide tools) with a simultaneous increase in speed
cutting up to 600 and more m / min (fig.1) [3].
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Fig.1. Results of pilot tests of new types of mineralokeramika at the production site of HALTEK
Group of Companies
The latter is explained by high values of contact temperature (800-850 degrees Celsius), which
leads to the implementation of the process of forming new surfaces under thermoplastic conditions.
Such processing is accompanied by a significant decrease in cutting forces, which explains the
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reasons for the sharp increase in the productivity of stock removal. Obviously, this method can be
used only during preliminary (rough) processing, since high contact temperatures in the cutting
zone will inevitably cause the appearance of a defective layer. Further research by HALTEC
employees and industrial testing at a number of aircraft engine companies established the high
efficiency of cermet tools for rough milling and turning of billets made of heat-resistant alloys
without cutting fluid (coolant). However, tests at the Rybinsk Motor-Building Association
established the depth of the defective layer at (0.2-0.3) mm. This is unacceptable for final machined
parts, increases the duration of semi-finishing and final processing and is unacceptable in the
manufacture of thin-walled non-rigid parts.
Further intensification of the machining processes by cutting, reducing the depth of propagation
of TRS and reducing the likelihood of other defects in the SL of the machined parts can be carried
out by external energy influences on the contacting objects [4]. At the same time, this will facilitate
the process of forming new surfaces by reducing the cost of dislocation movement, provide a
reduction in cutting force, but also reduce contact temperatures. It can reduce the depth of the
defective layer. However, the latter, on the contrary, can complicate the processes of shaping. This
will inevitably lead to a decrease in the productivity of stock removal, but can reduce the depth of
the defective layer of manufactured parts.
From the large number of types, forms and patterns of energy effects on the cutting process [5],
the most simple and economical is the introduction of the energy of an ultrasonic (ultrasonic) field
into the contact zone. Considering that the introduction of ultrasonic vibrations helps to reduce
frictional processes, and hence contact temperatures, the feasibility of such an effect when
processing billets of heat-resistant alloys with ceramic tools requires experimental confirmation.
The result of numerous studies performed in various countries was the possibility of practical
implementation of dimensional machining with ultrasonic testing by using special devices and
installations for applying the energy of the ultrasonic field to the workpiece (tool, coolant, machine
parts and tooling, etc.) [5-7]. At present, DMG MORI has developed and mass-produced a line of
18 models of the ULTRASONIC series machines, in which a device for superimposing ultrasonic
cutting on the cutting tool is integrated in the design of the spindle unit. AXILE Machining
machines are similar. At the same time, ultrasonic mandrels (Altrasonic, CRENO Industry,
Pulchertool companies) are commercially available, the use of which is permissible on CNC
machined centers equipped with spindles with ISO40 cone (SK40, BT40) [8]. Under these
conditions, it is extremely important to identify the possibility of reducing contact temperatures
without reducing the intensity of stock removal by introducing the ultrasonic field energy into the
contact zone of the cutting tool and suggest new effective means of reducing the cost of
manufacturing complex non-rigid parts from heat-resistant chromium-nickel alloys.
During the research, preliminary results were obtained on evaluating the efficiency of turning
blanks from the heat-resistant CN45MVTUBR alloy (analog of the Inconel 718 alloy) dry (air
cooling) with RNGN120400HRSA mineral ceramics cutters SSY series (South Korea) with the
introduction of ultrasonic field energy into the processing zone. The experiments were performed
on a Quantum Opti D420x 1000 DPA screw-cutting lathe. During the processing, the components
of the cutting force Pz, Py, Px and the torque M cr. were measured using a UDM-600 dynamometer
equipped with Kyowa kfg-5-120-c1-11 strain gages. In addition, using the TemPro1200/1600/2200 thermal imager-pyrometer, the temperature on the front surface of the ceramicmineral plate was monitored as close as possible to the contact zone with the workpiece. In the
first series, workpieces were processed without introducing ultrasonic vibrations into the shaping
zone, in the second, ultrasonic testing from an ultrasonic generator UZG 641 A was applied to the
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cutting tool, with a frequency f = 18.6 kHz and an amplitude A = 10 μm. In both series, elements
of the cutting condition were used: cutting depth t = 1.5 mm, feed S = 0.1 mm / rev, cutting speed
V = 600 m / min.
The introduction of the energy of ultrasonic vibrations into the shaping zone, according to the
authors, can change the nature of the movement of dislocations in the shaping zone and reduce the
size of the defective layer. To verify this assumption, before and after processing, the samples for
research were evaluated by the non-destructive method of phase transformations in the surface
layer of metals and alloys on the RIKOR-7 X-ray measuring complex and technological residual
stresses of the first kind on the SITON ARM device.
As the analysis of research results shows, the assumptions made are fully confirmed. The
introduction of the energy of ultrasonic vibrations into the turning zone reduces the contact
temperature on the front surface of the cutter by (12-17) %, however, no reduction in processing
productivity (estimated by the cutting force components) was observed. The control of the quality
parameters showed that the depth of the defective layer (evaluated by the magnitude and depth of
propagation of the technological residual stresses and phase changes) decreased in 1.45 times.
Thus, the performed studies have proved the feasibility of introducing ultrasound field energy
into the turning zone of billets from heat-resistant alloys.
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Abstract. The method of investigation of residual temperature stresses in the butt contour of the
welded joint "shell – plate" made of carbon and high-alloy structural steels during multi-pass
welding is described. The temperature problem was solved on the basis of the obtained
experimental data of temperature measurement at the reference points of the structure during the
application of the rollers. A solution is proposed that takes into account several stages, each of
which corresponds to a specific intermediate temperature field due to the peculiarities of welding
technology. The evaluation of residual stresses was carried out on the basis of the energy theory
of plasticity, taking into account the dependences of the yield strength and elastic modulus of
welded metals on temperature.
Introduction
In engineering practice, when designing welded structures made of low-carbon or alloy steel, it is
assumed that local deformations themselves cannot exhaust the plasticity reserve of mild steel and,
consequently, cracks cannot form [1]. In fact, a sharp drop in thickness in the places of the welded
joint of individual parts of the bearing body leads to the formation of local zones with high values
of temperature stresses and deformations. The different thickness of the shell structure leads to an
uneven distribution of the temperature gradient between the front and inner surfaces, one of which
experiences tensile stresses, the other, on the contrary, compressive. In addition, the mechanisms
of the occurrence of shrinkage stresses have not been sufficiently studied, which, together with the
acting force factors during operation, can be "dangerous" and contribute to the formation of
microcracks and further crack development [2].
In many cases, when welding, studies of thermal processes with sufficient accuracy are carried
out using the results obtained in the theory of thermal processes [3, 4].
However, exact quantitative dependences cannot be obtained only theoretically, since the
assessment of welding stresses and deformations includes consideration of issues of a number of
scientific disciplines: thermal conductivity, elasticity, plasticity and creep of metals in a wide range
of rapidly changing temperatures [5].
In this paper, methods for estimating residual stresses and deformations caused by welding
processes are proposed based on an experimental study of the thermal process of multi-pass
welding.
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Characteristics of the investigated welded structure Fig. 1. shows the welded joint and the
scheme of applying the weld. A welded joint from the position of mechanics can be conditionally
considered as a "shell – plate" joint. A pipe of considerable length is welded to the base of sufficient
thickness. The material of the plate is low-carbon steel 20, the material of the shell (tube) is highalloy austenitic steel. The technological properties of these steels in terms of weldability are good.

Fig. 1. Sample (a) and scheme of welding seam (b): 1 – footing; 2 – tube; 3 –distribution of the
temperature gradient along the contour of the welded joint "shell - plate"
A distinctive feature of the welded joint is the welding of a pipe of considerable length, which,
under conditions of thermal loading by a movable heat source, can lead to significant warping of
the structure. The welded joint is non-reversible. The welding method is manual electric arc
melting of the electrode. The roller was applied manually with the breakdown of the welded
contour into sectors "0-1", "1-2", "2-3", "3-4".
In accordance with the typical welding process, the recommended welding current values range
from 20 to 70 A per welding pass. Thus, in one pass of the electrode when welding butt joints,
depending on the value of the welding current, the effective thermal power can vary between 22
and 32%.
Purpose and methodology of the experiment
The purpose of the experiment was to study temperature fields and deformation processes in the
zone of technological influence during multi-pass welding of the shell –plate joint under various
conditions of thermal loading by welding current: with a decrease and increase in welding current
by 6%. within the normal mode.
The experimental work included two stages. The first stage included multi-pass application of
the welding seam in accordance with the accepted welding modes.
The second stage consisted in measuring the temperature in the vicinity of the points
corresponding to the sector welding in one pass (points 1, 2, 3, 4, Fig. 1 (b)). Temperature
measurement was carried out at these points three times with a time interval of 2, 5, 5 minutes after
each measurement. The measuring device is a contact digital thermometer of the TK 5-0.1 brand.
The measurement accuracy is 1°C. The welded joint was cooled in natural conditions in air at a
temperature of 20°C.
Table 1 shows the obtained data on the temperature distribution in the welded circuit after the
fifth pass.
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Table 1. Temperature change in the contour connection after the fifth pass
Time, s
Temperature,
ti
°С
∆t
120
120
Т1
420
300
Т2
∆Т, °С
Rate of temperature
change|∆Т| / ∆ t, °С/sec
Average value of the rate of
temperature change, °С/ sec

0
200
250
+50
0.166

Characteristic points
1
2
3
250
245
270
225
245
210
–25
0
–60
0.083
0
0.2

4
303
250
–53
0.176

0.125

The rate of temperature change was determined by the formula
∆T T2 − T1
.
=
∆t
t2 − t1

(1)

Here Т1 and Т2 are the temperature at the first and second measurements, t2 and t1 are the
intermediate values of the temperature measurement time: t1 = 120 s, t2 = 420 s. The time interval
during which the rate of cooling of the welded joint in air was determined was ∆ t = 300 s.
The graph of the temperature gradient distribution along the contour of the welded joint at the
fifth pass is shown in Fig. 1 (c). The results of the conducted studies of the distribution of highgradient temperature fields and modeling of the thermal process are presented in [6-8].
For welding processes, in approximate calculations of welding stresses, it is necessary to have
dependences of the yield strength and elastic modulus of the metals being welded on temperature.
Moreover, residual stresses occur after the complete cooling of the welded structure. The reason
for the formation of residual stresses is uneven heating and plastic deformation of the metal during
heating [5]. Approaches and methods to the determination of residual stresses in the butt contour
of the welded joint will be based on the work [5, 9, 10]
To determine the level of residual stresses in the contour of the weld and the near-weld zone,
we will use the methodology described in [10], where the value of the yield strength of the material
is taken as the boundary above which residual stresses appear. In accordance with this , we will
determine the residual stresses from the equality
σres = σmax − σT ,

(2)

Where σres are residual stresses; σmax are maximum stresses; σТ is the yield strength of the
material.
The determination of the maximum values of temperature stresses will be determined from the
solution of the temperature problem by the graphoanalytic method, using experimental data of
temperature measurement at reference points (Fig. 1), taking into account the methodology of work
[5]. Thus, the solution of the problem is divided into two stages: the solution of the temperature
problem and the problem of stresses in the elastic-plastic formulation.
The graphoanalytical method for determining temperature fields as a function of T (r, θ, t) in
the welded contour of the shell–plate joint is based on a step-by-step solution, each of which
corresponds to a specific intermediate value of temperature in time measured experimentally,
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Table 1. Figure 2 (a, b, c) shows the graphical distribution of temperature fields in the radial
direction according to the results of the experiment.
Fig. 2 (a) shows the distribution of the temperature field in the contour of the "shell – plate"
welded joint two minutes after applying the roller along the entire contour in accordance with the
scheme of Fig. 1. There is a relative uniform temperature redistribution from point " 0 "to point"
4». After 7 minutes after applying the roller over the entire contour, the distribution pattern
changed, Fig. 2 (b). The greatest heat capacity is observed in the sector of the contour "2-4".

Fig. 2. a, b, c – distribution of temperature fields in the radial direction of the contour; d –
Stress distribution zones
The distribution of the temperature field in the contour of the welded joint for the time ∆ t =
300 s = 5 min is shown in Fig. 2 (c). The highest rate of temperature redistribution is observed in
the vicinity of point "1", and in the sector of the contour "0 – 1" at the intersection of the two
curves, the temperature is redistributed to its increase in the coordinate ϕ = 23.928°С.
In accordance with the theory of welding deformations and stresses [5, 11, 12], it should be
assumed that the vicinity of the near-weld zone 0-1-2 is most susceptible to the formation of hot
cracks. The stress problem will be considered in the first approximation as axisymmetric, despite
the fact that the circular seam is not welded at the same time and the conditions for the formation
of metal deformations are different in the zones around the circumference. We divide the section
of the welded joint into three zones (Fig. 2 (d)): inner, middle and outer, we have three rings with
conditional boundaries of transition from one ring to another in the radial direction 1-2, 2-3.
Zone 2 corresponds to the tensile stress zone in a conventional straight seam and is characterized
by high stresses σt2, close to the yield strength. The voltage σr1-2 acts on the inner zone, the voltage
σr2-3 acts on the outer zone. Since ring 2 is balanced, then the inequality is valid
σr 2−3 > σr1− 2 .

(3)

In low-carbon and austenitic steels, zone 2 is in a plastic state. Let's write down the plasticity
condition [5]
σ 2r 2 + σt22 − σ r 2 σt 2 − σT2 = 0 .

(4)

Taking into account (4), we write the differential equilibrium equation for our case in the for

r

d σr 2
σ
3
=− r 2 − σT2 − σr22 .
dr
2
4

(5)
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We write down the boundary conditions at the boundaries of the transition from one ring to
another in the radial direction 1-2, 2-3
r = r1 ; σr 2 =
σ r1− 2 ; and r = r2 ; σr 2 =
σ r 2 −3 .

(6)

Taking into account (6), we find the solution of the differential equation (5) in the form


3
σr 2−3 − 2 σT2 − σr22−3

r
1
4
ln 2 =
− ln 
2 
r1
3 2
2
 σr1− 2 − 2 σT − σr1− 2
4




 3 σ r 2 −3 
 3 σr1− 2  
3
−
arcsin 
 − arcsin 
  .
4 

 4 σT 
 4 σT  



(7)

It follows that a specific value of σr1-2 in the radial direction corresponds to a specific value of
the voltage σr2-3 and a very specific distribution of stresses in zone 2. The temperature stresses in
the radial direction are determined by the formula [9]
αE ∆T ( t , r )
,
σr ( t ) =
2 (1 − ν )

(8)

where ∆T (t, r), is the rate of temperature change in the radial direction.
To estimate the temperature stresses in the welded circuit, we will take into account the
distribution of the temperature field in the contour of the welded joint, using the proposed
graphoanalytic method, Fig. 2 (a, b, c). The temperature stresses obtained by calculation, which
exceed the value of the yield strength, can be considered residual stresses in the weld contour.
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Abstract. Work has been carried out to determine the physical and mechanical properties of ABS
plastics for the manufacture of aerodynamic models using the additive technology of layer-bylayer synthesis FDM for testing in wind tunnels. The samples were tested at normal and negative
temperatures. The features of the structure of the samples and the features of their destruction are
revealed. The possibility of using ABS plastic for the manufacture of various models used in
experiments in wind tunnels is evaluated.
Problem statement
The analysis of aircraft and rocket and space technology products shows that modern aircraft, and
in particular objects for testing in wind tunnels, are characterized by a variety of materials used,
small series of manufacture, consist of parts with a wide range, complex geometric shape and use
a wide range of technologies that carry a huge fleet of various equipment. The FDM printer, which
performs 3D printing by layering molten polymer filament (Fused Deposition Modeling – FDM),
allows for the manufacture of these models to print plastic parts of a given configuration, taking
into account their design features (holes, grooves, etc.), increase the accuracy of the dimensions of
the working surface, expand functionality, increase reliability, resource, and improve other
performance characteristics of the product as a whole, not to mention reducing production time
[1,2].
One of the most popular thermoplastic copolymers in the production of complex molded
products requiring high manufacturing accuracy is ABS plastic (acrylonitrile butadiene styrene) –
thermoplastic triple copolymer of styrene, acrylonitrile and butadiene, a resistant and durable
polymer suitable for the manufacture of parts for various purposes using FDM technology and is
the best material for working with a 3D printer [3].
Introduction
The material of the models obtained by FDM technology consists of a set of volumes with
unidirectional stacked threads. Therefore, to determine the strength properties of the material, it is
necessary to investigate the strength of a model material with unidirectionally laid threads and to
assess the anisotropy of the properties, tests should be carried out along and across the direction
of laying the threads. The physical and mechanical characteristics of the selected ABS plastics for
samples are given in Table 1.
The samples were printed on a MakerBot Replicator 2x Experimental 3D printer with a print
area of 24.6×15.2×15.5 cm, a layer resolution of 100 microns and an extruder nozzle diameter of
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license. Any further distribution of
this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI. Published under license by Materials
Research Forum LLC.
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0.4 mm [6]. REC ABS plastic samples for tensile testing (at normal, elevated and lowered
temperatures) they were manufactured according to GOST 11262-2017 "Plastics. Tensile test
method" (Figure 1). For impact strength tests, ten samples were made in accordance with GOST
4647-2015 "Plastics. The method of determining the impact strength by Sharpie". A sample of
type B (with an incision) is selected, the parameters of the samples are shown in Figure 2.
Table 1. Physical and mechanical characteristics of REC ABS plastic in comparison with
analogues
Indicator Name
ABS-plastic REC
ABS-M30
Injection Molded ABS
Density [g/cm3]
1.03*
1.04
1.04
Tensile strength [MPa]
33±7
36
35–50
Elongation [%]
1,8
–
4
Young's modulus [MPa]
1168±515
2413
1700–2930
* This density was obtained using the hydrostatic weighing method and is not a valid value due
to the presence of pores/voids in the samples.

Fig. 1. Sketch of a sample for conducting tensile tests

Fig. 2. Sketch and parameters of the impact strength test sample
Tensile testing of ABS plastic samples at normal, elevated and lowered temperatures
The input control of the samples was carried out using an electronic caliper MATRIX with a
measurement accuracy of ±0.01 mm (GOST 166-1989).
The tests were carried out in accordance with the methods of GOST 11262-2017 "Plastics. Tensile
test method" and GOST 9550-81 "Plastics. Methods for determining the modulus of elasticity in
tension, compression and bending". Tests at normal temperature were carried out on the IR
breaking machine-5047-50-11. Tests at elevated and lowered temperatures were carried out on a
bursting machine IR-5047-50-11. To ensure the set temperature in the test area of the samples, a
thermal cabinet STI-1 was connected to the bursting machine.
Three samples of REC ABS plastic were subjected to tensile tests at normal temperatures from
+22 °C to +27 °C. The tensile strength was 33±7 MPa, the tensile strength was 32±6 MPa, the
modulus of elasticity was 1168 ±515 MPa.
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Tensile tests at elevated temperatures from +70 °C to +80 °C (the temperature was selected
based on the literature data [4, 5]) with an exposure time of 15 minutes were subjected to samples
from REC ABS plastic in the amount of 3 pieces.
The tensile strength was 21±3 MPa, the tensile strength was 17±8 MPa.
Tensile tests at a negative temperature of –60 °C in nitrogen vapor with an exposure time of 15
minutes (the mode is selected based on literature data) samples from REC ABS plastic were
subjected in the amount of 4 x.
The tensile strength was 41±18 MPa, the modulus of elasticity was 1550±308 MPa.
When trying to test the sample at a temperature of –196 °C in a snap-in that ensures a constant
stay in liquid nitrogen with an exposure of 15 minutes, the sample collapsed during its installation
in a bursting machine without fixing the moment of destruction. An optical study of the destruction
sites was carried out on the destroyed sample.
Testing of samples made of ABS plastic for impact strength
The MK-30 pendulum coper was used for testing. In accordance with the GOST 4647-2015
methodology, when the sample is destroyed, the minimum reduction in impact energy should be
at least 10%. To do this, the impact mechanism of the pendulum copra was installed at different
impact heights to perform the technique. Due to the design features of the MK-30 pendulum copra,
the reduction in impact energy, even from the lowest possible height, was less than 10%.
It was not possible to obtain reliable values of impact strength. To obtain reliable data, it is
necessary to test samples on pendulum copra with lower impact energy and higher sensitivity.
Identification of structural features of ABS plastic samples
The visual inspection of the samples made of ABS plastic from REC company that passed the tests
was carried out using optical devices (a camera and an Olympus SZX10 digital microscope).
During the visual inspection, it was revealed that the surface of the samples is white with a gloss
that makes visual inspection difficult, while:
- the bottom layer, which was applied first to the technological platform of the 3D printer, is
smooth, repeats its surface. If dirt particles or irregularities were present on the surface of the
platform, then depressions and defects are formed on the lower layer, repeating the irregularities;
- the upper layer has a ribbing, the lateral surface of the samples also has this defect (Figure 3).
The number of layers on the side surface of the sample corresponds to twenty, which corresponds
to the application of the material in layers 0.2 mm thick.

a)
b)
Fig. 3. Photos of the ribbing on the side and upper surfaces of the sample
a) – the lateral surface of the sample with a thickness of 4 mm; b) – swellings on the upper
surface
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In order to determine the interlayer contact, some samples were destroyed by striking with a
tool that creates delaminating forces in two directions: perpendicular and parallel to the plane of
the layers. The material withstands a blow perpendicular to the plane of layer construction with
deformation, a blow parallel to the plane of layer construction led to the destruction of the sample
into two parts (Figure 4). The interlayer boundary and the ordered placement of internal structures
are clearly visible, which makes it possible to declare the non-monolithicity of the samples and the
presence of oriented pores in the sample structure.

a)
b)
Fig. 4. Photos of parts of samples after impact with a tool that creates delaminating forces in
two directions: a – impact perpendicular to the layers; b) – impact parallel to the layers
Figure 5 shows the place of destruction of the sample during a tensile test at a temperature of –
196 °C and an exposure time of 15 minutes. At very low temperatures, there are no plastic
deformations in polymer materials during destruction, and they break down brittle. Accordingly,
the internal structure of the sample is visible in the places of destruction without plastic
deformations. Triangular-shaped pores with a base from 60 to 90 microns are clearly visible. These
pores are formed during the creation of the layer and are regular throughout the entire volume of
the sample. A single applied structural element (a thread with a D-shaped profile) is clearly fixed.
The lower platform of the structural element occupies approximately 320 microns, the upper
platform is ≈380 microns, the lateral contact between the structural elements is up to a pore
of160160 microns with a layer thickness of ≈200 microns.
Zone 2
Structural element is
perpendicular to previous

Zone 1
Structural element

Fig. 5. Photo of the place of destruction of the sample after mechanical action during
installation in the bursting machine at a temperature of –196 °C
In addition, the orientation of individual elements is clearly fixed. You can easily allocate 2
zones:
– zone 1 – a chain of threads (shaped like the letter D), the layer has a direction to the observer;
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– zone 2 is a strip with a light (side surface of a single element) and a dark (pore area) area, the
layer has a direction along the drawing.
The hydrostatic weighing method determined the density 1.03 g/cm3, however, due to the
presence of air pores in the material, it is likely that the obtained value is not correct. The pores
pass through the entire material in directions that coincide with the orientation of the structural
elements, so the declared technological mode of 3D printing "100% filling" actually corresponds
to approximately ≈95%. It was not possible to obtain photos of the destruction site at the edge of
the sample due to the glossy surface of the material and large height differences (focusing optical
devices does not give a clear image).
Figure 6 shows photos of the destruction of REC ABS plastic samples at normal and elevated
temperatures. The internal structure is clearly visible, which (in comparison with Figure 5) is
distorted by deformation from the mechanical load of the sample during testing.

a)
b)
Fig. 6. Places of destruction of samples during tensile tests at positive temperature: a) – photo of
the place of destruction near the lateral edge, the separation of structural elements after
stretching is visible; b) – the place of destruction, capturing all layers, layers with different
orientations are visible
Analyzing Figure 6, it is possible to determine the distribution and orientation of structural
elements along the cross-section of the sample (Figure 7).
Section A-A

Fig. 7. Distribution and orientation of structural elements in the sample (the sample has 20
layers with a thickness close to 0.2 mm):
Zone 1. Structural elements forming the contour of the layer during the construction of the
sample.
Zone 2. Outer surface, thickness is 4 layers with alternating orientation of layers of structural
elements ± 45°.
Zone 3. The internal structure of the sample, the thickness is 12 layers with alternating
orientation of layers of structural elements 0° and 90°
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Results and discussion
Based on the tests of ABS plastic, the following conclusions can be drawn. Using 3D printing, it
is possible to obtain plastic parts of a given configuration, taking into account structural features,
in relation to the manufacture of models for testing in wind tunnels with different flow rates. The
mechanical characteristics and features of the internal structure of the ABS plastic material of
various brands are determined. During the tensile testing of the samples at normal temperature, an
average tensile strength of 30 MPa was obtained, which is approximately 70% of the strength of
the injection grades (the average tensile strength of injection grades is 42.5 MPa) and 83% of the
Polish equivalent of the ABS-M30. The average value of the tensile modulus of elasticity is 1570
MPa, which is approximately 70% of the modulus of elasticity of injection molding grades (the
average value of the modulus of elasticity of injection molding grades is 2300 MPa) and 65% of
the Polish equivalent of the ABS-M30. The lag of ABS plastic from injection-molded ABS brands
is due to a feature of 3D printing technology, namely, layer-by-layer application of the material.
In the process of tensile testing of samples at elevated temperatures, an average tensile strength
of 21 MPa was obtained (it drops by 30% compared to the tensile strength at normal temperature).
When testing the samples for tensile strength at a reduced temperature, an average tensile
strength of 41 MPa was obtained (it increases by 37% compared to the tensile strength at normal
temperature) and the average tensile modulus of 1550 MPa (compared to the elastic modulus at
normal temperature practically does not change).
The temperature range of the tests (from –60 ° C to +70 ° C) was wider than the operating
interval from –40 ° C to +75 ° C and shows that when the temperature drops to –60 °C the material
is operable. The peculiarity of this material is the presence of several links in the molecular chain
of the material (styrene, butadiene and acrylonitrile), which complicates the construction of a
complete picture of the behavior of the material. To clarify the temperature of frost resistance, a
number of different tests are required at lower temperatures.
In the process of optical examination of the destruction sites , the following structural features
of the samples were revealed:
The temperature range of the tests (from –60 °C to +70 °C) was wider than the operating interval
from –40 °C to +75 °C and shows that when the temperature drops to
–60 °C, the material is operable. The peculiarity of this material is the presence of several links
in the molecular chain of the material (styrene, butadiene and acrylonitrile), which complicates
the construction of a complete picture of the behavior of the material. To clarify the temperature
of frost resistance, a number of different tests are required at lower temperatures.
In the process of optical examination of the destruction sites , the following structural features
of the samples were revealed:
- during the application of the layer, pores are formed along the thread of the material
throughout the part (the presence of pores raises the question of water entering the pores and
turning it into ice at negative temperatures with the creation of tension from the inside);
- the pores have a shape close to triangular, with the side of the base of the triangle from 60 to
90 microns and a height of 40 microns;
- filling of samples with 100% 3D printing settings is actually approaching 95% due to the
peculiarity of the technology – the pores formed;
- anisotropy of the strength index is observed depending on the direction. Interlayer strength is
the weakest part of this material, which must be taken into account when manufacturing products
using 3D printing technology.
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Conclusions
The conducted studies have shown the possibility of using additive technologies and ABS plastic
for the manufacture of various geometrically similar models of aircraft and rocket and space
technology for testing in wind tunnels. The use of such models significantly reduces the actual
cycle of their manufacture – from one year to several days, reduces manufacturing costs by more
than 60%, reduces the volume of documentation for the manufactured model by an order of
magnitude, and also increases the reliability of their design. However, due to the presence of pores
in the structure of ABS plastic, which is a feature of FDM technology, it is impossible to
manufacture drained aerodynamic models, since the material does not ensure their tightness.
Samples made of ABS plastic have a rough surface and require additional processing to ensure a
given purity. To create models with high requirements, it is necessary to use a different type of
technology, or the use of a material that ensures the absence of internal defects and high quality
geometry.
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Abstract. The article discusses the developed graphical method of calculating the size rolls
diameter and the radius of their contact with the jaws.
Introduction
In the manufacture of gears (planetary gears, gearwheels), in the process of their production, there
are difficulties related to ensuring the shape and size accuracy of the gearwheel hole involute
profile, as well as their relative position relation to each other [1]. During chemical-thermal and
heat treatments (cementation, hardening, etc.) of the gear, warping of its surfaces appears, an error
of eccentricity arises. Therefore, finishing operations (grinding of working and base surfaces) are
introduced into the technological process. The influence of the gear hole shape is described in [25].
In the gears manufacturing the final processing of its central hole, two fixing charts (locating,
clamping) are mainly used:
1) along an involute profile through size rolls in a self-centering chuck [6–15];
2) along the outer contour of the gearwheel (without size rolls) in a self-centering chuck;
Initial data: α = 20̊ - profile angle of the initial contour; r = 22.5 mm ̵ the radius of the gearwheel
pitch circle; Re = 25 mm ̵ outer radius of the gearwheel; m = 2.5 mm ̵ gearing module; z = 18 ̵
number of teeth. The analytical calculation of the device structural elements can be performed
according to the method described in [16, p. 183].
The fixing chart calculation by the graphical method is carried out using a simplified way of
drawing the tooth profile with the subsequent selection of the size rolls diameter, so that the contact
points of the teeth profile with the rolls lie as close as possible to the radius of the gearwheel pitch
circle. Let's consider this tracing with an example.
All tracings are performed on a computer in the modern computer-aided design system
Compass V19.1 (Any other CAD system can be used for tracing).
Main body
From point O the radiuses of the circles rVP, rO, r, Re (Fig. 1) are drawn. From point O at the gear
vertical axis, angle φ is postponed. From the point of intersection of the right angle φ with the
radius of the pitch circle, are being drawn a chord in both directions equal to SH/2 (the tooth
thickness along the chord of the pitch circle). At both ends of the chord, points A and B are being
mark. Point A is being connected with center O by a straight line. The center О1 are being found
by dividing the line OA by 2. From the center О1 the radius of the circle R1=OA/2=r/2 is being
drawn crossing point A, draw it to the intersection with the main circle radius rО, find the point О2.
Draw an arc CAE from point O2 with radius R2. The resulting curve is a tooth involute. Point B
is being connected with center O with a straight line. Dividing line ОВ by two, we find the center
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О1 '. From the center О1 'draw the radius of the circle R1’=OB/2 = r/2, crossing point B, draw to
the intersection with the radius of the main circle rО, find the point О2 '. Draw an arc KBF from
point О2 'with radius R2’. The resulting arch is a tooth involute. The CAEFBK points are the tooth
profile outline. Using the function (mirror image relative to the gear vertical axis), is being
obtained the profile of the second tooth. The teeth root is being constructed using a circle (a circle
tangent to three curves - two involutes and the radius of the circle of the root rVP). Circle is being
entered d '= 5 mm between two teeth (diameter of the size rolls).

Fig. 1. Calculating chart for the roll diameter and the contact radius with the jaws by the
graphical method.
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To determine the radius value of the circle on which the contact points of the roll with the teeth
are located, using the snapping from the center O, a circle draw through the contact points of the
circle d ’with the teeth, graphically defining that R’ = 22.973 mm.
To determine the value of the chuck jaws contact radius with the rolls at the moment of fixing
when the gearwheels are being machined, from the center O a circumscribed circle is being drawn
around the size rolls. Graphically are being determined that ХО’= 26.572 mm.
Conclusion
The developed graphical calculation method is convenient for use in production, easy to
understand, does not require calculating the engagement angle involute or finding its value in
tables. It is possible to fully automate the construction of a tooth profile in CAD - Compass V19.1.
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Abstract. The article discusses the possibility of obtaining biodegradable films based on
polyolefins and beet pulp by the extrusion method. Biodegradable composites of two mixes with
15% and 25% beet pulp content have been obtained. Compounding was carried out on a twinscrew extruder, and then samples of biodegradable films were obtained by cast film extrusion. The
influence of the vegetable filler particles’ orientation on the composites mechanical properties has
been studied. It has been shown that composites mechanical properties significantly increase in
the direction of polymer melt stretching.
Introduction
Filling polymers with vegetable fillers such as wood flour, straw, husk of cereal crops reduces the
cost of polymer compositions and can significantly reduce the environmental burden after their
use, which is especially important for disposable packaging materials [1-12]. Recently, there have
appeared a lot of studies [4-25], which describe the compositions of biodegradable composites
based on thermoplastic polymers and natural fillers such as starch, cellulose, rice husks, wood
flour, and cereal straw.
The use of film polymer materials in agroindustrial complex is becoming more and more
widespread [20-21]. This is due to their low price and excellent operational characteristics.
However, after the end of their service life, these materials accumulate in landfills, where they
slowly decompose and pollute the environment. Therefore, the development of compositions of
biodegradable polymeric materials as well as the development of their production technological
processes are currently the priority tasks [24]. The effect of biodegradability can be achieved by
introducing vegetable fillers into synthetic thermoplastics [4-17]. In the Russian Federation, the
main by-product of sugar beet production is beet pulp. Beet pulp - de-sugar beet shavings
remaining after extraction of sugar from it by the diffusion method. The pulp is dried, granulated
and pressed into briquettes. Fresh beet pulp contains (in% of dry matter weight): pectin – 24…32,
cellulose – 22…30, glycans – 22…30, proteins – 1.5…3.0, ash – 3.0…8.2, lignin – 1.5…3.0,
simple sugars – 0.2…0.3. In our opinion, the priority direction of beet pulp recycling can be its
use as a filler for polymers.
Studies [11-15] show the use of polyolefins, wood and flax flour to obtain biodegradable
compositions. Malaysian scientists [16-19] studied the biocomposites based on various binders
with plant waste from sugar palm. These biocomposites have high mechanical properties and
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thermal stability. However, as the authors note, these biocomposites are limited in widespread use
in everyday life.
The purpose of this study was to refine the technological extrusion process for obtaining
biodegradable films and study their mechanical properties.
Methods and materials
To produce biodegradable film, the following materials were used:
- low-pressure polyethylene of 273-83 grade, high-pressure polyethylene of 15303-003 grade,
ethylene-vinyl acetate copolymer of 12206-007 grade, functionalized by the method of alkaline
alcoholysis, were used as a polymer matrix;
- polyethylene glycol of 115 (4000) grade was used as a lubricant;
- crushed beet pulp with a particle size of less than 200 microns and a moisture content of less
than 5% was used as a vegetable filler.
Table 1 shows the percentage ratios of polymer composites components used to develop the
technological process for biodegradable films production.
Table 1. Compositions of biodegradable polymer composites
HDPE 273-83
LDPE 15303-003
Sevilen 12206-007
Beet pulp
PEG 115

Composition 1
37
37
10
15
1

Composition 2
32
32
10
25
1

At the first stage, the components were mixed in a co-rotating twin-screw extruder to obtain
homogeneous granules [2].
At the second stage, a laboratory line was assembled for the biodegradable films production by
the cast film extrusion method (Fig. 1), including a drive and measurement unit HAAKE
RheoDrive 7 OS, single-screw extruder Rheomex 19/25 PolyLab OS with barrel length L/D = 25,
screw 3: 1 Standard Metering, forming extrusion sheet die with 150 mm width and adjustable
thickness 0.2 ... 1.2 mm, three-roll sizing device with a pulling unit.

Fig. 1. Laboratory line for the production of films by cast film extrusion method
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The extrusion temperature was 160° C in all areas. Screw rotation speed was 200 rpm. The
torque of the screw shaft during the extrusion process did not exceed 50 Nm. The pulling device
speed was 60% higher than the linear speed of rolls rotation of the sizing device, i.e. the
longitudinal deformation of the film (stretching) was 1.6 in this case.
The mechanical properties of the composites were obtained in accordance with GOST (State
Standard) 11262-2017 and GOST 9550-81. The methods used correspond to international test
standards [4]. The tests were carried out on a UAI-7000 M tensile testing machine at a temperature
of 23 ± 2° C and a clamping speed of 10 mm/min.
Results and Discussions
The obtained results of mechanical properties are presented in the Table 2.
Table 2. Physical and mechanical characteristics of biodegradable composite materials with
15% and 25% beet pulp filling.
Elastic modulus,
Filler content, %
MPa
15
25

195 ± 8
170 ± 11

Relative
extension, %
141
32

Nominal
strength limit,
MPa
10,5 ± 0,50
10,4 ± 0,50

Fracture
strength, MPa
25,3
13,7

Table 2 shows that the mechanical characteristics of the developed composites are at a high
level, which makes it possible to use them for the production of biodegradable packaging films.
Figure 2 shows the appearance of the extruded melt and the entry melt zone from the sheet die
into the three-roll sizing device.
Figure 3 shows the films appearance with 15% and 25% filling.

Fig. 2. Appearance of the extruded melt and the entry melt zone from the sheet die into the
three-roll sizing device.
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b

Fig. 3. Appearance of the obtained films with the content of beet pulp
15% (a) and 25% (b)
The films obtained were tested for strength along and transverse the direction of stretching
according to the above methods. The test results are presented in Table 3.
Table 3. Stress-strain indicators of films from compositions filled with beet pulp.
Composition and loading conditions of
films
Along stretching
15 % of
pulp
Transverse stretching
Along stretching
25 % of
pulp
Transverse stretching

Elastic
modulus, MPa
244 ± 21
189 ± 5
201 ± 15
155 ± 4

Tensile
strength, MPa
28,3 ± 3,8
10,9 ± 0,12
16,4 ± 2
10 ± 0,4

Relative
extension, %
91 ± 19
38 ± 10
92 ± 29
31 ± 4

According to the results obtained, it follows that during the films stretching a significant
increase in strength and elastic modulus in the direction of stretching are achieved. For composites
with 15%-filling, the increase in strength was more than 240%, and the increase in elastic modulus
was about 30%. For composites with 25%-filling, the increase in strength was more than 160%,
and the increase in elastic modulus was about 20%. In the transverse direction, the elastic and
strength indicators correspond to the physical and mechanical characteristics of the composites
obtained by the compression molding method. The obtained results of biodegradable composites
mechanical properties correlate with the results of previous studies [3, 10, 14, 25].
Conclusion
Thus, under laboratory conditions, the possibility of producing films strengthened by uniaxial
stretching from the developed biodegradable composites by the method of cast film extrusion has
been shown. These characteristics determine the possibility of producing reliable products for
packaging agricultural and food products by pneumatic vacuum molding.
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Abstract. The research presented in the article shows the possibility of using some polymer
materials in the composition of asphalt concrete. The analysis of scientific works in the field of
asphalt concrete design shows the efficiency of using plastic waste to obtain asphalt concrete with
specified physical, mechanical and operational properties. This technology allows not only to
reduce the amount of accumulated plastic waste, but also to improve the condition of highways by
increasing the strength of asphalt concrete. Polymers PP and LDPE were selected for the study.
As PP samples, we used a nonwoven material used for the production of disposable medical masks,
which is suitable for creating linear or dispersed reinforcement of asphalt concrete. LDPE was
used as the second polymer sample. The obtained asphalt concrete samples differ from the
traditional composition by their increased compressive strength at high temperatures while
maintaining plasticity at low temperatures.
For the implementation of a number of state programs of the Russian Federation, in particular
"Development of the transport system" and the national project "Safe and high-quality highways",
it is necessary to solve a large number of tasks. The main goal of which is aimed at increasing the
speed of goods movement, reducing the cost of transportation, improving road safety and
improving the quality of highways. To fulfill the tasks set in these programs, large volumes of
high-quality road-building materials, in particular asphalt concrete, are required, which would
satisfy the growing external loads and have a low cost. It is possible to reduce the cost by using
industrial and consumer waste in the structure of asphalt concrete, which makes it possible to
obtain asphalt concrete with increased physical and mechanical properties at a low cost. [1-5]
The composition of the asphalt concrete mixture includes a large mineral aggregate (crushed
stone), which constitutes the main power frame of the asphalt concrete, small mineral materials
(sand, mineral powder) that regulate the mobility of bitumen and fill the voids in the structure.
Bitumen of various viscosity is used as a binder material, which combines mineral materials of
various sizes into a single monolith. To impart targeted properties, additives are used in the asphalt
mixture. Additives can have various purposes, in particular stabilizing (ТОРСЕL, ITER PPS,
KMA), dispersed reinforcement (FORTAFI), adhesive (ITERLENE PE, BN-1401b, APGS-1),
plastomers and others. As a rule, additives have a structure and chemical composition different
from rocks and bitumen, an increase in the characteristics of asphalt concrete is achieved by
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changing the structure or physical and mechanical properties of the raw materials used in the
composition of the asphalt concrete mixture.
Analysis of scientific literature shows that one of the promising waste for regulating the
processes of structure formation in asphalt concrete is polymer waste. They make it possible to
obtain asphalt concrete with physical and mechanical properties that meet regulatory requirements
and reduce the cost of producing asphalt concrete by saving natural raw materials. [6-10] The use
of polymer waste (plastic) in asphalt concrete also solves the issue of waste disposal. The
technology of replacing a part of natural raw materials in the composition of asphalt concrete and
regulating the physical and mechanical properties with wastes of various nature is known and
widely used. In particular, the following are used as mineral components: metallurgical slags;
construction waste; waste molding sands; ash from solid fuel combustion; waste from drilling oil
and gas wells; chemical production waste and other types of industrial waste with a similar
structure to rocks. [11-15] Efficient use of the material resource of waste is possible if the physicalmechanical, chemical and environmental properties of the waste will be close to the properties of
the substituted raw material. It is possible to use the specific properties of waste with a structure
different from the structure of rocks, which can increase the strength or other characteristics of
asphalt concrete. The involvement of waste in the technology of asphalt concrete production
requires scientific justification and a large number of preliminary tests of samples of the resulting
asphalt concrete, as well as the creation of pilot sites to clarify the operational properties.
Studies published in recent years show the efficiency of using plastic waste to obtain asphalt
concrete with specified physical, mechanical and operational properties. [16-17] This technology
allows not only to reduce the amount of accumulated plastic waste, but also to improve the
condition of roads by increasing the plasticity of asphalt concrete. The optimal content of plastic
waste in the composition of asphalt concrete, when part of the bitumen is replaced, is from 5% to
10%. This variation in content is due to the difference in the chemical composition of the plastics.
Different types of plastic have different chemical composition, density, and melting point. The
properties of the most common groups of plastics are presented in table. 1.
Table 1. Properties of the most common groups of plastics.
Plastic type
Chemical
composition
Melting temperature,
°C
Density g/cm ³

PET

HDPE

PVC

LDPE

PP

PS

(C10H8O4)n

(С2H4)n

(C2H3Cl)n

(С2H4)n

(C3H6)n

(C8H8)n

260

129-145

150-220

125-140

160-170

240

1,38-1,40

0,96

1,35-1,43

0,93-0,97

0,90-0,92

0,90-0,92

The melting point of plastic largely determines the technology of its use in the composition of
asphalt concrete. The temperature for preparing the asphalt concrete mixture ranges from 140 to
160 ° C, depending on the type of bitumen used. In this case, two points must be taken into account.
The use of higher temperatures in the preparation of asphalt concrete mix leads to rapid aging of
bitumen, with a loss of binding, adhesive and plastic properties. Heating plastics increases the risk
of formation and release of environmentally hazardous chemicals that are added to plastics to add
color, UV resistance, and strength. Studies show that when PET plastics are heated, antimony (a
toxic substance of hazard class II) and other carcinogenic compounds are released. Plastics HDPE,
LDPE are less hazardous, when they are heated up to 160 ° C, no hazardous substances are
released. PVC plastics are one of the most dangerous plastics in existence, since when they are
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heated to a temperature of 160 ° C and above, carcinogens and lead compounds are released into
the atmosphere. PP plastics are considered to be quite safe, however, under some conditions,
polypropylene, when heated to more than 160 ° C, can release a biocide into the atmosphere.
Polystyrene (PS) is hazardous due to the fact that when it is heated above 100 ° C, styrene is
released, which belongs to the III hazard class. In this regard, HDPE, LDPE and PP plastics are
the most suitable groups of plastics for the technology of producing asphalt concrete mixtures with
ensuring environmental safety. Other groups of plastics can also be effectively used in the
technology of producing asphalt concrete mixture, but for its implementation it will be necessary
to change the technological scheme and modernize technological equipment to prevent
environmental pollution.
The technologies for the use of plastics in the composition of asphalt concrete considered above
use only material resource plastics in the form of a melt, replacing part of the volume of bitumen
in the composition of an asphalt concrete mixture or acting as a modifier of bitumen, changing its
physical and mechanical properties. Currently, there is the formation of polymer waste in the form
of: disposable medical masks; a sheet; napkins; overalls; robes, as well as non-woven material
used for the needs of agriculture, which are characterized by a homogeneous fine-fiber structure.
This makes it possible to consider these wastes as a material for dispersed reinforcement or as a
stabilizing component, which is a more efficient technology for using the material resource of the
waste. Exposure for 30 minutes at 70 ° C and above effectively destroys the viruses that cause
COVID-19.
The study involved medical masks made of spunbond nonwoven material, according to the
standard GB 19083-2010 Technical requirements for protective face mask for medical use,
manufactured by TESTE (China). The basis of the material is polypropylene. This material is part
of the outer and inner layers of the mask. The appearance of the material is shown in Fig. 1. The
outer layers of the disposable medical mask are made of larger PP threads, the inner layer is made
of thinner PP. A cross-section of a three-layer disposable medical mask is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. Outer layer of the medical mask. Increased 100 times.
The structure of the nonwoven fabric used for the production of disposable medical masks is
suitable for creating linear or dispersed reinforcement of asphalt concrete. Initially, before adding
to the asphalt concrete mixture, you can adjust the length of the threads, which will be determined
by the size of the pieces into which the material will be cut. Thus, it is possible to create linear or
dispersed reinforcement of the asphalt concrete structure.
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Fig. 2. Cross section of a three-layer medical mask. Increased 300 times.
The second plastic was polyethylene, plastic of the LDPE group (Polyethylene film, ST GOST
10354-82), 0.15 mm thick. The choice is justified by the fact that it is used in large volumes, the
melting temperature is sufficient for the transition to a plastic state, linear reinforcement of asphalt
concrete is possible, as well as partially dispersed. In view of the fact that the melting point is close
to the temperature of preparation of the asphalt concrete mixture, it is possible that part of the mass
of the film passes into the composition of bitumen, with the formation of modified bitumen.
The most widely used type of asphalt concrete mixture B, the second grade, was chosen as the
basis for designing the composition of asphalt concrete samples. The composition of the mixture
was used: crushed stone of igneous rocks, fractions 5-20 mm, quarry "Khromisty", Alapaevsk,
Sverdlovsk region; sand from screenings of crushing of igneous rocks, fraction 0-5 mm, open pit
"Volkovsky mine", Kushva, Sverdlovsk region; activated mineral powder from sedimentary rocks,
open pit "Vereskovy", Nevyansk, Sverdlovsk region. BND 100/130 bitumen was used as a binder
component of the asphalt concrete mixture. The amount of binder in all formulations was the same
- 4.9% over the mineral part. Shredded medical masks and polyethylene were added in an amount
of 0.5% by weight of bitumen. Forming and testing of asphalt concrete samples were carried out
in the accredited laboratory of LLC Road Service Company, Alapaevsk, Sverdlovsk region in
accordance with GOST 12801.
For a preliminary assessment of the performance of bitumen, in which polyethylene was
partially dissolved, in particular, strength (shear, bursting), elasticity (determining frost resistance
and durability of asphalt concrete), adhesion indicators that determine adhesion properties with
mineral particles). With partial dissolution of plastic in bitumen, the obtained indicators of
bitumen: the softening temperature of bitumen by KiSh was 58.6 ° C; penetration index 0.94;
extensibility at 25 ºС - 71 cm, at 0 ºС - 4.5 cm.
The data obtained indicate that when plastic is introduced into bitumen, it is partially modified
with an improvement in its elasticity at low temperatures and increased resistance to external loads
at high temperatures. The modification took place in part due to the low heating temperature of
the bitumen of 155 ° C, which was not enough to completely melt the plastic.
Comparative tests were carried out of asphalt concrete samples obtained from traditional raw
materials (composition 1), using polyethylene in the form of pieces of 10x10mm film with a
thickness of 0.15 mm (composition 2) and using pre-crushed (up to 20x20 mm) disposable medical
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masks ( composition 3) .The main physical and mechanical parameters of the obtained asphalt
concrete samples of various compositions are presented in table. 2.
Table 2. Physical and mechanical properties of asphalt concrete samples
Indicator name

Requirement of
GOST 9123
Not standardized

Content 1

Content 2

Content 3

2,51
3,12

2,51
3,12

Water saturation, %

from 1.5 to 4.0

2,53
2,69

Compressive strength:
at t = 50ºС, MPa

not less than 1.0

1,80

2,18

1,98

at t = 20ºС, MPa

not less than 2.2

at t = 0ºС, MPa
Water resistance

no more than 12.0

4,03
8,85

4,15
8,25

4,10
7,83

not less than 0.85

0,92

0,90

0,89

Average density, g/cm3

The above test results of asphalt concrete samples allow us to conclude that polyethylene
(LDPE) and used disposable medical masks (plastic type PP) can be used as a structure-forming
element in technologies for producing various types and grades of asphalt concrete. The obtained
asphalt concrete samples differ from the traditional one by increased compressive strength at high
temperatures (strength limit at 50 ° C) and a reduced strength index at low temperatures (strength
limit at 0 ° C). This indicates the best performance properties of the asphalt concrete pavement to
external loads in summer and winter. This is achieved through dispersed reinforcement of the
asphalt concrete structure and bitumen modification.
It is planned to continue research on the effect of plastics of the LDPE and PP group on the
structure formation of asphalt concrete, on the change in physical, mechanical and operational
properties. During the study, various results were obtained with different technologies for
introducing plastics into the composition of the asphalt concrete mixture. The best results were
achieved by heating and mixing bitumen and LDPE together.
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Abstract. Design features of a flange connection with a seal made of an alloy with shape memory
and the most commonly used methods of researching of the stress-strain state of such connections
are estimated. Alternative approach for stress-strain state analysis is proposed, it is based on
modeling of the contact zone of the sealing surfaces by means of an equivalent gap between the
layers, the value of which changes during axial compression of the multilayer ring and goes into
tension. Formulas for determining of contact stresses at the border of layers, which take into
consideration the variable physical and mechanical properties of the materials of each layer are
presented.
Introduction
Currently, a lot of practical experience has been accumulated in the sphere of design and
exploitation of various constructions of flange connections.
Among many constructions, flange connections with a shape memory alloy coupling are
promising, which allow to connect and produce pipelines with spatial branches or a large length.
Construction of connection of two flanges by means of clutch, made of an alloy with shape
memory, is presented in the figure 1 (a). Such connections are called thermomechanical
connections.

Fig. 1. Flange connection: a – construction; b – analysis model; 1, 2 – flanges, 3 – seal.
Thermomechanical connections of pipelines are a traditional and sufficiently proven field of
application of shape memory alloys in terms of production. High operational characteristics and
wide technological capabilities have led to the mass use of these connestions in shipbuilding,
nuclear and aerospace engineering. The research of the strength of such connections is an urgent
problem in ensuring operational reliability and issues of prolonging of the life of technical units.
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Problem statement
Flange connection construction with shape memory alloy coupling is estimated.
Flange connection consists of flanges 1 and 2, connected to the edge of pipes by means of
welding. There are grooves, maiden on the end face of flanges. There is seal 3, mounted in it, made
of alloy with shape memory. End faces of the grooves are bearing for the seal.
During the tightening of the bolts, the flanges converge in axial direction. Bearing surfaces of
the grooves press on the seal, compressing it. Material of the seal deforms and expands radially
under the action of compressive forces, filling the groove cavity. Contact stresses appear at the
contact borders of the flange and seal surfaces in the radial and axial directions. The proposed
model of the seal is a ring. Therefore, in many cases, well-known equations of the theory of
axisymmetric deformation of rings are used for analyze it’s stress-strain state, taking into account
plastic deformation at small displacements, Fig 1 (b), [1-3].
The proposed formulas for determining the main stresses in the elastic and plastic zones of the
analysis model are functions of the radius only [2], and do not depend on the physical and
mechanical properties of materials. For our case, the elastic modulus of the flange and seal
materials is different. In addition, the material of the seal has a shape memory effect. The
phenomenon of pseudoelasticity is of the greatest interest here, in which plastic deformation,
reaching tens of percent, is restored after the load is removed [4].
The engineering analysis of contact stresses in the structures of thermomechanical connections
is based on modeling of the thermodeformation loading of a clutch, made of an alloy with shape
memory by means of thermomechanical diagram [5]. It is a nonlinear dependence of the reactive
return stresses on the magnitude of the under-recovery deformation.
However, the resistance of the pipe during forming is the cause of incomplete restoration of the
original dimensions of the clutch during manufacturing, which leads to a contact load in the sealed
joint.
Here, modeling of the stress-strain state based on the representation of the contact zone of the
sealing surfaces by means of equivalent gap can be quite an acceptable way. We suppose, that the
bolts are tightened and material of the seal has filled the groove cavities under the action of a
compressive normal force. Then a multilayer ring can be used as analysis model, figure 2.

Fig. 2. Multilayer ring: a – number of layers is n; b – number of layers is 3.
The problem statement is formulated as follows. We suppose, that there is a complete multilayer
ring in the disk with n number of layers, and the number of layers is not limited. The ring is under
the action of internal pressure q, axial force Pz = qπa2 and under heating conditions T = T (r)
provided by the thermomechanical connection technology, Fig. 2 (a). There are gaps or tights
between the layers before loading, which are small compared to the thickness of the minimum
layer of the construction.
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Following the work [6], it is required to determine the stresses and contact pressures at the
boundary of the ring layers, taking into consideration micro-gaps and micro-dimensions of
surfaces under given initial conditions.
From the point of view of the engineering approach, all the considered layers in the form of
mating surfaces refer to smooth cylindrical conjugations consisting of enclosing and encompassing
smooth cylindrical surfaces. These interfaces are provided by the presence of gaps or tightnesses,
which determines the freedom of their relative movement or the degree of resistance to mutual
displacement during the thermomechanical connection.
Basic approach and method description
Let's denote the gaps or tightnesses which have place before loading in the multilayer structure
∆i0, and we assume that the gap corresponds to a positive value of ∆i0, the tightness – to negative
one. The thickness of the layer is determined by the value hi, and the layer itself is formed as a
segment ci - ci-1`, i = (1, 2, 3).
Under the influence of internal pressure, the layers work in conditions of mutual contact, as a
result of which, a contact pressure p is formed between them. In this case, the micro-dimensions
of the surface layer deform and move in the radial direction. The magnitude of such a displacement
∆р is a function of the contact pressure and it is expressed by the dependence

∆ p =∆ p ( p ) .

(1)

The surface layer has roughness, the magnitude of which depends on the manufacturing
technology of the product. When rough surfaces come into contact, contact is formed between
them at separate points. If there is a temperature effect during the manufacturing process, then a
thermal contact resistance RK arises, the value of which is determined by the ratio

RK = RK ( p ) .

(2)

The values (1) and (2) are determined experimentally, so we consider them known.
The stress-strain state of the ring is described by the equilibrium equation:
for the highlighted element of the ring
r

d σr
= σt − σ r ;
dr

(3)

for the highlighted segment of the ring:
b

qa 2
,
∫a σ z rdr =
2

(4)

where σt, σr, σz are circular, radial and axial stresses, correspondingly.
In the case of thermal action, the equation of state of any point on the surface of the ring can be
expressed by the following relation:

=
εr

1
σr − ν ( σt + σ z )  + α ( ci ) T ,
E ( ci ) 

(5)
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where Е (ci) is the modulus of elasticity; ν is the Poisson's ratio; α (ci) is the coefficient of thermal
expansion of each layer of the material. We consider the case of a plane deformation when εz =
const. Let 's write down the equation of thermal conductivity for a multilayer cylinder with
stationary heat exchange in the following form
dT
Q  1
 c
=−
+ ∑ RK ( pi ) ci ⋅ δ 1 − i

dr
r
2πr  λ ( ci ) i



 ,


(6)

where Q is the heat flux, acting in a unit of cylinder length; λ (ci) is the thermal conductivity
coefficient of each layer of material; δ is the Dirac delta function.
If the deformations are compatible, radial displacement and relative radial deformation are
expressed by the equalities [7]
du
 c
= ε r − ∑ ( ∆ i0 + ∆ p ( pi ) ) ⋅ δ 1 − i
dr
r

i


.


d εθ εr − εθ 1
 c
=
− ∑ ( ∆ i0 + ∆ p ( pi ) ) ⋅ δ 1 − i
dr
r
r i
r


(7)

.


(8)

Here εr, εθ are radial and circumferential deformations; pi = |σr (сi)|; σr (сi) ≤ 0.
By integrating the system of equations (3), (6) – (8) we obtain
E ( ci )
0
a
 a  QE ( ci ) α ( ci )
f rT r , p −
f r ∆ r , p, ∆ ;
σr = −qψ1   + σ0θ ψ 2   +
2
1− ν
r
 r  (1 − ν ) 4πλ ( ci )

(9)

E ( ci )
0
a
 a  QE ( ci ) α ( ci )
σt = −qψ 2   + σt0 ψ1   +
ftT r , p −
f t ∆ r , p, ∆ ;
2
1− ν
r
 r  (1 − ν ) 4πλ ( ci )

(10)

(

( )

(

( )

σ z =σ0z +

T= T0 −

QE ( ci ) α ( ci )
νE ( ci )
0
f zT r , p −
f z ∆ r , p, ∆ ;
2
1− ν
(1 − ν ) 4πλ ( ci )

( )

(

Q
f zT r , p .
2πλ ( ci )

( )

)

)

)

(11)

(12)

where frT, fθ T, fzT are radial, circular and axial functions depending on the temperature distribution,
the contact pressure between the layers and the thermal resistance, determine the name from article
[7].
Expressions (9) – (12) use the following notation: vector of the contact pressure value is
p = ( p1 , p2 ,..., pn −1 ) ; vector of initial gaps between cylinder layers is ∆ = ( ∆1 , ∆ 2 ,..., ∆ n−1 ) ; σt 0,
T0, are stress and temperature at points on the inner surface of the cylinder.
The boundary conditions on the inner and outer surfaces of the cylinder are formulated as
follows, when r = a; σr = – q; r = b; σr = 0, then
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E ( ci )
a
 a  QE ( ci ) α ( ci )
σt0 ψ 2   − qψ1   +
f rT b, p −
f r ∆ b, p, ∆ =0 .
1 − ν2
b
 b  (1 − ν ) 4πλ ( ci )

(

)

(

)

(13)

Substituting the values of r = ci, (i = 1,2,3) into equation (9), we obtain a system of nonlinear
equations regarding to the values of the contact pressure between the layers
E ( ci )
a
 a  QE ( ci ) α ( ci )
pi = qψ1   − σt0 ψ 2   −
f rT b, p +
f r ∆ b, p, ∆ = 0 .
1 − ν2
b
 b  (1 − ν ) 4πλ ( ci )

(

)

(

)

(14)

The solution of the system of equations (13) and (14) has mathematical difficulties. Therefore,
to determine the contact pressure between the layers, we use the well-known formula for
elongating of the radius of the cylinder δ under the action of internal pressure from the work [8],
which forms the contact pressure between layers 1, 2, 3 at the border сi, Fig 2 (b) Taking into
consideration the thermal expansion of the material under thermal action, we believe that [6]

( δi − ∆i ) Ei hi .
qa 2  ν 
;
Th
=
δi
−
+
α
p
=
1
i
T
i
(
)
i


n
2
 ν
Ei ∑ hi 
a 2 1 − 
 2
i =1

(15)

Conclusion
The proposed approach makes it possible to evaluate the stress-strain state of a flange connection
with a seal made of shape memory alloy and determine the maximum contact pressure between
layers with acceptable accuracy in engineering practice. According to the strength criterion, the
calculated values of the contact pressure should not exceed the permissible values of the contact
stress.
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Abstract.The article provides a brief overview of modern methods of thermal spraying. Particular
attention is paid to high-speed flame spraying. The theoretical substantiation of the adhesion of
coatings formed on machine parts using the methods of thermal spraying is presented.
Introduction
The term "thermal spray" refers to all coating processes with wire or powder materials that do not
degrade at high temperatures. They are introduced into the high-temperature zone and sprayed
with a gas jet or compressed air, thus forming small particles that move at high speed and fall on
a prepared surface, where they form a coating with desired properties [1, 2].
The Swiss inventor Max Ulrich Schoop (1870-1956) is considered the founder of the thermal
spray coating method, in which heated metal particles are sprayed onto the surface of the part.
Depending on the source of heat, the methods of thermal spraying are divided into the following
types [3-7]: flame spraying, plasma spraying, plasma arc spraying, high-frequency plasma
spraying, detonation spraying, spraying in a controlled atmosphere, spraying in a dynamic vacuum
and crucible spraying.
[Crucible metallization, plasma spraying, electric arc metallization, PN-21 plasmatron,
supersonic gas-dynamic spraying, supersonic gas-flame spraying, detail spraying, supersonic
plasma-jet spraying, supersonic plasma-channel plasma spraying, oxygen-kerosene-suction
spraying]
Flame spraying is a process in which the sprayed powder material is fed into the flame of an
acetylene-oxygen or propane-oxygen burner, melted and transferred by compressed air to the
surface of the part, where, while cooling, it forms a coating [2].
Flame sprayed coatings can harden the surfaces of parts and protect them from wear, corrosion
and thermal stress.
Methods of flame spraying can be divided into two groups [6-11]: conventional (subsonic)
spraying and high-speed (supersonic) spraying. The main disadvantages of gas-flame coatings
obtained by subsonic spraying are their low adhesion strength to the surface of the part and low
mechanical properties. The most interesting is high-speed spraying. When used, coatings can be
thicker and stronger, and therefore can better protect operating parts from wear, corrosion or high
temperatures.
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license. Any further distribution of
this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI. Published under license by Materials
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In supersonic gas-flame spraying, a sprayed metal powder is introduced into a gas stream, with
which it is heated, accelerated (usually more than 5 speeds of sound) and directed to the surface of
the part.
There are two types of high-speed gas-flame spraying: high-speed air-fuel spraying and highspeed oxy-fuel spraying.
High-speed air-fuel spaying (HVAF-spaying) is based on acceleration and heating of sprayed
particles in a high-speed flow of hydrocarbon fuel combustion products in compressed air (Figure
1) [2, 7-10]. Combustible gases (methane, propane, hydrogen) or liquid fuel (kerosene, diesel fuel)
are used as fuel. The maximum temperature attainable in the combustion chamber of the burner is
about 2200K, the maximum gas flow rate is up to 1800 m / s. The speed of the sprayed particles
can be 300-600 m / s. The advantages of this type of spraying are efficiency, productivity and high
quality of the resulting coatings. The coatings of aluminum, zinc, copper, their alloys and mixtures
applied by this method are of high quality.
High-speed oxy-fuel spraying (HVOF-spraying) is based on acceleration and heating of sprayed
material particles in a high-temperature high-speed flow of hydrocarbon fuel combustion products
in oxygen [2, 6-8]. With a temperature in the combustion chamber reaching 3300K and a gas flow
rate exceeding 2300 m / s, the method makes it possible to apply coatings from most existing
refractory materials. The speed of the sprayed particles can be 400-900 m / s. This type of spraying
is suitable for creating very hard wear-resistant coatings on expensive parts of machines and
mechanisms.

а)

b)

Fig. 1. Spraying the coating with high-speed air-fuel spraying using an HVAF-burner (a) and
high-speed oxy-fuel spraying using an HVOF burner (b).

In gas-thermal spraying, the physical characteristics of the sprayed particles are largely
determined by the adhesion energy of the sprayed materials to the base [12].
Analysis
The concept of adhesion energy is closely related to the concept of surface energy [13]. Surface
energy is energy concentrated under a unit of free surface area of a body. If we assume that the
surface energy is distributed continuously over the volume, concentrating mainly near its boundary
Sa, then for a body occupying a semi-infinite space, it is determined by the equality [13]:
∞

W p = ∫ w(h )dh ,

(1)

0

where: Wp – surface energy, J / m2;
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w(h ) – bulk density of the potential of internal forces at a distance h from the area Sa, J / m3.

The layer of material in which the surface energy is concentrated under real conditions is very
small in comparison with the dimensions of most of the investigated bodies - on the order of ten
interatomic distances. Therefore, in many cases, a real body in relation to its surface layer can be
considered semi-infinite, and the value W p distributed along Sa evenly. The consequence of this
is the formula (1).
Adhesion is caused by various types of interactions between molecules and atoms of contacting
bodies [14]. Their long-range character [15] gives grounds to use nonlocal models to describe the
state of adhesion within the framework of continuum mechanics. For example, it was shown in
[16] that a nonlocally elastic medium can be approximated by a model of a medium of class N (the
energy density depends on the displacement gradients up to the Nth order inclusive). In this paper,
it is proposed to use a linear medium of the second class [16]. In [17], it was generalized by
introducing the assumption of the presence of a nonclassical initial stress state in each of the
bodies. This is what made it possible to describe the effects of surface energy, the energy of
adhesion. The bottom line is as follows.
It is assumed that any body B, limited by the surface S, is obtained by instantaneous separation
from the infinite medium Q, not subject to any external influences. State B before selection is taken
as reference. Particles B in this case are in a force field created by a set of particles that form the
exterior of B in Q. Its configuration is determined by the shape of the boundary S, the lines of force
have a unit vector as a tangent e . The action of the external field is balanced by the action of
internal forces. The theory proposed in [16, 17] uses not one, as the classical model of the medium,
1

but two stress tensors. First − P performs work on the generalized displacements that form their
2

first gradient. Second − P does work on the components of the second displacement gradient. The
stress state in the body B, mentally isolated in an infinite medium, caused by the above-mentioned
field, is described by a tensor of the second type, determined by the equality [17]
2

P 0 = T0 ⋅ e ,

(2)

where: T0 = π 0δ ijδ rk ei e j ek el − tensor of the fourth rank, characterizing the ability of an
isotropic medium to develop the described stress state, N / m [18];

π 0 − newly introduced

physical constant; ek − orthonormal basis; k =1, 2, 3.
With a real selection B, the appearance disappears, the uniformity of the distribution of internal
forces is disturbed. The consequence is a change in the state of affairs in the border area.
This qualitative description is quantitatively expressed by the dependence of the potential on
the characteristics of the deformed state, determined by the relation [19]

w=

A
2 A1 − A2
g ij g ij + 2 g kk g ll + 2 A1b 2 Z ijk Z ijk + π 0δ ij ek Z ijk ,
2
2

2 A1 = E

ν
Eν
1 −ν
;k =
; A2 =
;
(1 + ν )(1 − 2ν )
(1 + ν )(1 − 2ν )
1 −ν
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where: E − Young's modulus, Н/м2;
ν − Poisson's ratio;
In formula (3), the rule for repeated indices is used, the expression g ij ⋅ g ij means the amount:
3

∑g

i , j=1

ij

⋅ g ij = g11 ⋅ g11 +g12 ⋅ g12 + g13 ⋅ g13 + g 21 ⋅ g 21 + g 22 ⋅ g 22 + g 23 ⋅ g 23 + g 31 ⋅ g 31 +

+ g 32 ⋅ g 32 + g 33 ⋅ g 33
where:

g ij =

1
(ui , j +u j ,i )
2
components of the classical strain tensor in the basis e k ;

Zijk = u i , jk − components of the second displacement gradient;

δ ij − Kronecker symbol;
ek − vector components e ;
π0 =

Wp
k

;b =

3W p
4k 2 A1

(5)

,

where: b, π 0 − additional constants introduced in the theory [16] to take into account the
properties of an elastic medium.
1

2

Components P и P are determined by differentiating the right-hand side of formula (3) with
respect to g ij и Z ijk respectively.
Energy of adhesion of bodies B and B is usually determined by the loss per unit area of
the formed adhesive seam of their free energy [13]. This definition is realized in the equality
(1)

( 2)

Fa = W p(1, 2 ) − W p(1) − W p( 2 ) ;

(6)

The theory makes it possible to take into account the volumetric distribution of the mentioned
energy changes. Therefore, to determine Fa In the general case, we proposed to use the value S a
averaged over the contact surface determined by the equality

Fa = Fa =

1
Sa

∑ ∫ (w
2

j=1 V ( j )

( j)

− w 1( j) )dV ( j)

,

(7)

where: w1 − the density of the potential of the body with number (j) before it enters the
adhesive contact;
Fa − average Fa on the surface Sa.
( j)

Density w( j ) are determined when solving the problem of the stress-strain state of a system of
two bodies stuck together in the absence of external influences [20]. For a system of two plates
with thicknesses h ( j ) , this formula takes the form (6), in which the terms are determined by the
equalities
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=
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=
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(x )dx + ∫ w (x )dx;

(8)

( 2)

0

∫ w (x )dx;
(1)

W

−h(1)

( 2)
p

=

h( 2)

∫ w (x )dx ,
0

(9)

( 2)
1

where: x - coordinate measured from the contact plane in the direction perpendicular to it.
The result of the calculations was a rather cumbersome expression that determines the
dependence of the adhesion energy on the constants characterizing the mechanical properties of
( j)
( j)
the materials of parts, and the ratios h / b ; j = 1,2. Their order for coatings with a thickness
of ≈10-6 m is such that one can neglect the dependence of the adhesion energy on the thickness of
the coatings. For multilayer structures, this would mean neglecting the mutual influence of states
in the vicinity of adjacent adhesive joints. As a result, to calculate the adhesion energy, we obtained
the formula:

Fa =

Wp(1) Wp( 2 ) (k (1) + k ( 2 ) ) 2
Wp(1) k ( 2 ) 2 + Wp( 2 ) k (1) 2

;

(10)

Let us assume that the contacting bodies consist of the same material. In other words, these are
two parts of the same body, consisting of only one material with characteristics constant
throughout the body. Then

W p(1) = W p( 2 ) ; k (1) = k ( 2 ) ;

(11)

Both expression (9) and expression (10) in this case indicate that

F = 2W p( 2 ) ,

(12)

That is, the adhesion energy is equal to twice the surface energy of the body - the work required
to divide a body of a unit cross-sectional area into two parts. This result qualitatively confirms the
correctness of the stated views. In addition, they were confirmed quantitatively by comparing the
calculations of the F value with the data known in the literature [21].
Introducing the notation:

x=

F
k ( 2)
; f = (1) ; β = (W p( 2 ) / W p(1) ) >1,
(1)
Wp
k

(13)

based on formula (10), we obtain the dependence

β (1 + x )
f = 2
,
x +β
2

(14)
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β , at x → 0 : f → 1. That is, if k (1) → 0 , then the adhesion

energy tends to the largest of the surface energies – W p .
( 2)

If k ( 2 ) → 0 , then F → W p . At
(1)

xm = β function (14) has a maximum equal to f m = 1 + β

.

k ( 2)
If x = (1) coincides with the ratio of the surface energies of the contacting bodies, then the
k
(1)
( 2)
energy of their adhesion reaches the maximum (given W p and W p ) value equal to
F =W

(1)
p

+W

( 2)
p

=

2W p(1) + 2W p( 2 )
2

,

(15)

For real materials, the determination of surface energy W p is difficult. Therefore, it is proposed
to determine it approximately on the basis of the following assumptions. W p
In [22, 23], based on the theory of Griffiths cracks, it was assumed that

σ f = EW p / 4c

,

(16)

where: 2c – length of cracks observed in the fractured layer;
σ f – tensile strength, N/m2.
It is also noted there that the value of the ultimate strength usually observed during the
destruction of a body is determined by the formula
E ,
(17)
500
This corresponds to the presence of cracks with a length of 2s = 10-6 m.Taking into account the
above estimates, we can obtain the expression of interest to us for determining the value of the
surface energy

σf =

Wp = 8E ⋅ 10 −12 ,

(18)

Conclusion
Thus, knowing Young's moduli and Poisson's ratios of materials of parts and coatings in fixed
contact conditions, it is possible to quantify the maximum degree of their possible adhesion.
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Abstract. The article presents the technology of covering abrasive grains with a protective
polymer shell, which allows to reduce the wear of the focusing tube of the nozzle of a
hydroabrasive installation. A description of the manufacturing process of a prototype abrasive with
a polymer coating in a fluidized bed is presented in order to determine the critical processing modes
at which a high-quality product will be obtained in a minimum operating time of the installation.
Introduction
The productivity of applying a polymer shell to the surface of an abrasive grain is estimated as the
mass of the processed material per hour of operation of the installation. At the same time, important
processes must be ensured that take place during the encapsulation of the abrasive in a fluidized
bed. The speed of their passage affects the processing performance. These processes include the
adhesion of the polymer to the abrasive surface followed by drying. In this case, it is necessary to
exclude the agglomeration of particles and their deposition on the gratings, meshes and walls of
the equipment.
The performance of fluidized bed encapsulation of abrasives is achieved through selection of
equipment, polymer type, spray parameters and abrasive properties.
The choice of polymer affects the flow rate of the spray solution during the coating process on
the abrasive. The amount of polymer sprayed determines the processing efficiency and the
performance of the encapsulation process. However, it is necessary to control the volume of
consumption of the polymer solution and the increment in the mass of the processed abrasive. An
increase in processing productivity requires an increase in the consumption of the sprayed polymer
and the acceleration of the processes occurring in the coating zone. The processing modes should
ensure the rapid passage of the processes of polymer spraying, its deposition and adhesion on the
abrasive surface, followed by drying. Such modes will be critical and will provide the highest
possible processing performance [3].
Main part
The process of encapsulation of a polymer shell on an abrasive under critical technological
conditions depends on the following characteristics:
1. Construction and size of the coating booth:
- air flow;
- the temperature of the supplied air.
2. Characteristics of the polymer solution:
- type of polymer and composition of the coating solution;
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license. Any further distribution of
this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI. Published under license by Materials
Research Forum LLC.
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- consumption of polymer solution;
- the initial temperature of the polymer solution;
- humidity.
3. Parameters of polymer solution spraying:
- characteristics of the spray nozzle (spray angle, nozzle flow rate, orifice diameter);
- the position of the sprayer (above or below the abrasive layer);
- distance from the nozzle edge to the abrasive layer;
- the concentration of the polymer solution;
- spray pressure.
4. Parameters of abrasive particles:
- the size of the abrasive;
- the mass of the processed material in the installation chamber;
- roughness of the abrasive surface;
- wettability of the abrasive surface.
The intensification of the coating process on the abrasive surface is limited by the capabilities
of the equipment used. The parameters of the fluidized bed are determined by the volume of the
loaded abrasive and the dimensions of the treatment chamber. The speed and productivity of
processing in this case is defined as the ratio of the consumption of abrasive to the surface area in
the processing zone[4,5,6].
This is due to the fact that when passing air through the loaded abrasive, it is necessary to ensure
the flow rate ω, when the particles become fluidized and begin to move. Further increasing the air
flow rate to a critical value ωкр2 will increase the height of the fluidized abrasive bed and, as a
result, the distance between the particles. Subsequent increase in speed above the critical value
ωкр2 will lead to the carryover of the abrasive from the processing area (Figure 1).

а)

b)

c)

Fig. 1. Influence of the air flow rate on the process liquefaction of abrasive a) - abrasive layer
without movement; b) - fluidized abrasive layer; c) - removal of abrasive from the processing
area
Thus, an increase in the productivity of applying a polymer coating to an abrasive due to a larger
loaded volume of abrasive leads to an increase in the size of the installation and the need to use
more powerful air injection equipment. Therefore, the critical processing conditions will be
determined by the choice of the type and characteristics of the corresponding equipment.
The parameters and characteristics of the equipment will determine the required air flow rate
and air flow rate to ensure and maintain a stable fluidized bed.
Another way to increase the productivity of processing on the existing equipment can be an
increase in the speed of application of the coating and its subsequent rapid drying. This can be
achieved through the use of a fast-drying polymer and an increase in mortar consumption.
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However, an increase in the volume of the applied polymer per unit time will lead to an increase
in the mass of the abrasive particle to a critical value, when it cannot be and be maintained in
suspension. This will lead to agglomeration of particles and their deposition on the lattice and
walls of the installation and to stop the encapsulation process.
Unvaporated droplets of sprayed coating solution are more likely than in the central flow area
to form agglomerates with a liquid, uncured coating.
The appearance of liquid drops in the near-wall zone may be due to the fact that the flow rate
of the sprayed polymer solution is increased [1,2].
In the upper part of the layer, where liquid drops of a polymer coating solution appear, as well
as along the walls of the chamber, where these drops can be carried by turbulent air pulsations,
both independently and together with abrasive particles, agglomerates of abrasive grains with an
unhardened coating may appear. Their large weight, as well as vertical pulsations of the speed of
air and abrasive particles, contribute to the fall of agglomerates to the bottom.
The reason for the ingress of wet abrasive particles to the bottom of the chamber and the
formation of agglomerates caused by this process can be the slow evaporation of the solvent water, not only due to the lowered temperature in some areas of the chamber, but also due to the
excess of not evaporated polymer solution.
To intensify the process of applying a polymer coating to an abrasive, it is necessary to improve
the conditions for blowing the polymer solution through the fluidized bed, to reduce the likelihood
of adhesion of abrasive agglomerates on the walls of the chamber, to reduce the vortex movement
of particles from the bottom of the chamber to the fluidized layer and back. This is largely due to
the difference in the movement of the abrasive flow in the center of the chamber and on its walls,
where the operating temperature decreases due to heat losses and the speed of the moving flow
decreases.
It is possible to ensure the uniformity of drying temperature and flow rate from the center of
the chamber to the boundaries of the liquefied bed by constructive modernization of the
liquefaction chamber. A decrease in porosity is equivalent to an increase in the frequency of
collision of abrasive particles with a wall at low kinetic energy. You can get rid of this by reducing
the wall resistance to air flow. This can be achieved by blowing additional air into it through the
walls.
To do this, we will install a mesh cylinder in the liquefaction chamber. The abrasive is loaded
not into the installation chamber, but inside the cylinder (Figure 2).

Н
Fig. 2. The design of the chamber for creating a liquefied abrasive layer with a mesh cylinder
for operation in critical modes of polymer coating
There are no abrasive adhesion conditions on the walls of the mesh cylinder of the chamber. There
is no stable boundary layer near the mesh wall, in which the air flow speed is equal to the operating
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speed. The likelihood of the deposition of agglomerates or wet abrasive particles on the gas distribution
grid is reduced due to the uneven distribution of the working speed of the gas flow over the section of
the working chamber, the uneven distribution of the air temperature over this section, the near-wall
feature of reducing the flow rate in the chamber for applying a protective coating to abrasive particles.
Consequently, the introduced design changes make it possible to increase the absolute velocity of
the fluidizing agent near the walls of the mesh cylindrical chamber and equalize its value with other
parts of the value. This means that the concentration of abrasive particles near the walls will be
commensurate with other zones of the processing chamber. Increasing the relative particle velocity
significantly reduces the likelihood of agglomeration.
In the course of the study, it was found that the agglomeration of adhering pairs of particles will
proceed faster where the probability of their collision is more likely, that is, where their concentration
is greater. Maintaining a liquid state, the viscosity of a polymer liquid significantly depends on the
local temperature of the process, the length and shape of macromolecules. Further, the influence of
each of the reasons is considered separately [7,8].
The homogeneity of the coating was studied (table 1). At the first stage, the abrasive surface was
examined at low magnification (Figure 3). If, during the study, defects in the uniformity of the coating
were found, the surface area of interest is considered at the highest possible resolution.

Fig. 3. Photos of a prototype abrasive inpolymer shell (LeicoMZ 16 microscope, × 150
magnification)
Table 1. Assessment of coating uniformity
№
p/p

Coating uniformity index

Result

Grade

кn

1
2
3
4

Holes
Integrity
Chips, delamination
Dust splashes

Not detected
Not broken
Not detected
Not detected

1
1
1
1

5

Coverage uniformity

Yes

1

The value of the uniformity of the coating for each selected grain is determined by the formula:

Оа =

∑к
n

n

* 100%,

(1)
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where к n - indicator score;
n – the number of indicators of uniformity of the coating, is defined.
Based on the results of the assessment, it was concluded that the uniformity of the coating of
the abrasive in the polymer shell is 100%.
Next, the thickness of the polymer coating on the abrasive was determined by determining the
difference between the linear size of the outer surface of the abrasive with polymer coatings and
the size before applying the shell (after dissolving the polymer shell in water) (Figure 4).

а)

b)

Fig. 4. Measurement of abrasive grain with polymer coating a - abrasive in a polymer sheath, b
- abrasive without a polymer sheath
Measurements at selected points on the grain surface were recorded in the test report (Table 2).
Then the thickness of the polymer coating for the studied abrasives was determined by the formula:

Та =

(а п − а а )
, mkm
2

(2)

where ап – coated abrasive grain size;
аа – abrasive grain size uncoated.
Table 2. Results of measurements of abrasive grain

0,260

0,265

0,286

0,269

Abrasive grain with polymer
coating No №3

0,301

0,275

0,294

173

mkm

25

0,274

0,288

3

3

13,5

9,5

0,263

Abrasive grain with polymer
coating No №2

Тср,

8,8

8

0,310

2

2

9

Abrasive grain with polymer
coating No №1

1

11,5

1

0,310

3

0,295

2

0,304

1

0,298

3

0,273

2

0,281

1

10,5

Та,mkm

5

аа, mm

8

ап, mm

9,5

Test object

0,320

№
p/p

9,6
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The final result is the arithmetic mean value of the coating thickness on the test sample of
abrasive:

Т ср =

∑Т
т

а

, mkm

(3)

where m – number of measurements.
According to the measurement results, it was found that the thickness of the polymer coating
does not exceed 50 mkm.
The sphericity of the abrasive polymer was estimated as the ratio of the horizontal projection
area of the abrasive with a polymer shell to the area of the circle approximating the grain contour.
To assess the spherical shape of the abrasive in the polymer sheath, a microscope with a
magnification factor of 50 to 1500 was used with the ability to shoot with a digital camera, a
computer and the KOMPAS-3D V17 software (Table 3).
The evaluation of the spherical shape of the abrasive grain in the polymer shell was carried out
according to the formula:
Oш = (1 - Sa / Sкр)100 %,
(4)
where Sa – area of the abrasive contour with a polymer sheath;
Sкр – area of a circle.
Table 3. Evaluation of the spherical shape of the abrasive in the polymer shell
№
abrasive

Picture

Abrasive
area, mm2

Circling
area, mm2

Meaning
Oш, %

1

0,078761

0,089404

11 %

2

0,049881

0,058215

15 %

3

0,091652

0,106631

14 %

Based on the results of the assessment, it was found that the deviation from the spherical shape
of the abrasive in the polymer shell does not exceed 15% [9].
Conclusion
Based on the data obtained for the manufacture of a prototype abrasive in a polymer sheath, the
following conclusion was made:
1. The bulk density is determined by the original abrasive and does not depend on the processing
modes.
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2. The spray pressure and the concentration of the polymer in the solution play an important
role in the formation of the mass and size characteristics of the abrasive polymer. According to the
results obtained, with an increase in the spraying pressure to 100 kPa, the uniformity of the coating
increases to 100%, and a coating thickness of about 30 μm is formed.
3. The moisture content of the abrasive in the polymer shell is not affected by all factors, so the
processing modes are selected taking into account the work on the critical values of the input
factors.
4. The value of the concentration of the polymer in the solution does not significantly affect the
quality of the surface. The greatest influence is observed on the value of the air flow rate. Its value
should be chosen based on the maximum installation possibility. In our case, this is 40 m2 / h.
5. The deviation of the specific gravity of the abrasive in the shell practically did not exceed
10%. However, for some values with the maximum concentration of the polymer in the solution,
the values of the increase in specific gravity up to 12% are recorded.
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Abstract. The authors describe the method of calculating the magnetic forces in the working gap
in the case of magnetically abrasive machining of flat surfaces of billets from magnetic materials
by the periphery of a circular inductor on permanent magnets. The application of the software
package ANSIS Maxwell for the calculation of the magnetic induction method in the working gap
and the magnetic forces of the magnetically abrasive powder acting on the grain is shown. As a
result of the work, the magnetic induction in the working gap was calculated for magnetically
abrasive machining of flat surfaces of billets from magnetic materials by an inducer on permanent
magnets. Also, calculations showed the distribution of the magnetic abrasive powder in the
working gap, depending on the material of the workpiece being processed. In the case of
magnetically abrasive machining of a magnetic workpiece, the powder in the working gap is
concentrated in the zones with the greatest density of force lines - under the inductor poles. An
analysis is made of the distribution of magnetic forces in the working gap during magnetic abrasive
machining.
Introduction
Magnetic abrasive machining is one of the most effective finishing operations [1]. The essence of
magnetic abrasive processing is the effect on the workpiece of a powder ferromagnetic mass,
compacted by the forces of a magnetic field. It is from the magnitude and distribution of the
magnetic induction that the ferromagnetic mass will be distributed in one way or another in the
working gap between the magnetic inductor by the workpiece surface being processed.
In magnetic abrasive processing, the role of the cutting tool is performed by a portion of the
ferromagnetic powder, and the workpiece for processing is placed at a certain distance from the
magnetic inductor. This space is partially or completely filled with a magnetic abrasive powder.
Under the influence of the magnetic field, the grains of the ferromagnetic powder are formed into
chains, forming a kind of "brush". This brush is held by the forces of the magnetic field in the
working space, and when the workpiece moves relative to the inductor, it removes from the surface
of the workpiece [2]. Knowing the magnitude of the magnetic forces in the working gap, it is
possible to determine the location of the grains of the magnetic-abrasive powder in the working
gap.
Calculation of magnetic forces in the working gap during magnetic abrasive processing
It is known that the complexity of calculating the magnetic forces acting on the grains inside the
working gap is aggravated by the fact that they have different shapes and sizes. It is not possible
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license. Any further distribution of
this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI. Published under license by Materials
Research Forum LLC.
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to take this manifold into account and it is advisable to assume that the working gap is filled with
a continuous medium homogeneous in density and magnetic properties [1].
The magnetic forces acting on the grains of the ferromagnetic powder in the process of magnetic
abrasive processing are calculated by the finite element method. The Ansys environment [3] will
be used for this.
In this study, a planar problem is solved, and at the same time, a continuous medium
homogeneous in density and magnetic properties is divided into individual grains. In this case, it
is assumed that the grains of the ferromagnetic powder are ordered and have the shape of a ball.
During magnetic abrasive processing, permanent magnets are located in the inductor so that the
magnetic system of the inductor consists of magnetic cells, each of which consists of a magnet and
two steel magnetic circuits located at the pole side surfaces of the magnet (Fig. 1) [4].

Fig. 1. Magnetic system
In this study, the calculation of the magnetic forces in the process of magnetic-abrasive
processing of a workpiece from a non-magnetic material, for example, aluminum was made. It was
a non-magnetic material that was taken as a sample, since it does not affect the acting magnetic
forces in the working gap. When polishing a non-magnetic workpiece, the lines of force pass from
one pole of the inductor to another mainly along the working gap under the magnet, concentrating
at the side edges of the steel magnetic circuits (Fig. 2) [5]
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Fig. 2. Pattern of magnetic field lines
Because of this, the magnetic-abrasive powder in the working gap is concentrated under the
magnets (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Magnetic abrasive powder concentration
The next step is to calculate the magnetic forces acting on the grains of the ferromagnetic
powder from the side of the magnetic field. These magnetic forces keep the powder on the working
surface of the magnetic inductor [6]. Depending on the location of each specific grain in the
working gap, the corresponding magnetic field force acts on the grain in a state of equilibrium.
As a result, the values of all magnetic forces acting on all grains of the ferromagnetic powder
located in the working gap in a state of equilibrium were obtained [7-10]. Each grain has its own
individual number, and its own value of the magnetic force.
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Analysis of the magnetic forces acting in the working gap
The graphs show the magnetic forces applied to the grains (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Magnetic forces acting on grains
Analysis of the graphs shows that horizontal forces compress the rows of grains, ensuring their
horizontal stability in the rows. This is due to the fact that for the leftmost grains the force is
positive and tries to move the row to the right, and for the rightmost grains it is negative and tries
to move the row to the left. The vertical force Py presses the first row of grains against the inductor
(the force is positive - directed upwards), and the lower row - against the workpiece (the forces are
negative - directed downward).
If we consider only 1 row of grains (at the inductor), then it is, in fact, in equilibrium: (Fig. 5,
6) shows the forces acting on the inductor and between the grains of the 1st row. All forces are
positive - the grains are in balance.
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Fig. 5. The graph of forces between the grains of the first row and the inductor Fpi

Grain number

Fig. 6. Plot of forces between grains of the first row Fij
However, if we consider the second row of grains, the equilibrium is disturbed. For the first
row, equilibrium is maintained. This is due to the fact that for the extreme grains, some forces
between the first and second rows have negative values. For the first row, equilibrium is
maintained. If we consider all three rows, the instability becomes even greater. The instability is
enhanced by the grains of the third row, which "break away" from the grains of the second row. It
should be noted that the equilibrium of grains is considered without taking into account their
interaction with the workpiece - cutting forces are not taken into account. With the addition of the
normal components of the cutting forces acting on the grains of the third row, the stability of the
grain system can be restored.
To take into account and determine the cutting forces, they must be applied to the grains of the
third row, adding them with magnetic forces directed along the Y-axis - perpendicular to the
workpiece surface (normal components). In this case, the maximum values of the cutting forces
are determined from the condition of equilibrium of the grain system - the absence of negative
forces between the grains. In fact, the cutting forces should eliminate the negative values of the
contact forces between the grains of the first and second rows and the second and third rows, but
not cause the appearance of negative forces between the grains of the first row. The calculation of
the values of the cutting forces is reduced to their selection by the method of least squares to ensure
that the forces between the grains of the first row are close to zero. The limitation is the absence
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of negative forces both in the first Rada and between the rows. Figure 7 shows the cutting forces
calculated using this criterion. The curve is well approximated by the expression
Pi = A[1-exp(ai+bi2)].

(1)

where i - is the number of the third row grain.

Fig. 7. Cutting forces, N
Due to the symmetry of the curves, the approximation was carried out for grains with numbers
1...18. The right half of the dependencies is symmetrical. Therefore, for grains 19...36, the
dependence has the same form, but the numbers of grains are calculated by the formula i = 37-i1,
where i1 = 19...36.
Summary
As a result of the work done, the state of equilibrium of the grains of the magnetic-abrasive powder
in the process of magnetic-abrasive processing was investigated. For this, the values of the
magnetic forces in the working gap have been calculated. This calculation is carried out by the
finite element method, and its result is the values of all magnetic forces acting on all grains of the
ferromagnetic powder located in the working gap. Knowing the magnitude of the magnetic forces,
it is possible to determine the location of the grains of the magnetic-abrasive powder in a state of
equilibrium. The next step is to calculate all mechanical forces in the working gap by solving the
problem of static equilibrium. In contrast to the finite element method, this calculation method
allows one to neglect the stresses arising from point contact of powder grains in a state of
equilibrium. The result of solving this problem will be the identification of the configuration of
the grains of the ferromagnetic powder in the state of static equilibrium.
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Abstract. Premature destruction of asphalt concrete can be caused by the aging of bitumen, which
is associated with a change in the physical and chemical properties of bitumen. The article shows
that in most cases, the improvement of the characteristics of asphalt concrete is achieved through
the introduction of additives that affect the basic properties of the bituminous binder, such as
penetration, softening temperature, viscosity. The influence of the chemical composition of the
mineral filler on the rate of bitumen aging has been experimentally proved. The obtained research
data show that the increase in the rate of aging of bitumen is influenced by the compounds of
silicon and aluminum. On the other hand, metals such as iron and titanium contribute to the
preservation of the initial plasticity of bitumen, and the accumulation of asphaltenes in the structure
of the bitumen-mineral mixture slows down.
Introduction
Currently, asphalt concrete remains the most common material for road construction. The
construction of a modern transport infrastructure requires a large amount of asphalt concrete with
increased performance indicators. This is due to an increase in the load on the pavement structure
and the requirement to increase the operating time of the pavement before major repairs, to reduce
the cost of work and used road materials, including asphalt concrete. Currently developed new
technologies for producing asphalt concrete make it possible to obtain asphalt concrete with higher
performance, but they imply the use of expensive polymer or composite materials, new
technological equipment, expensive raw materials in the compositions and are not always feasible
due to the climatic features of the construction area. [1-7] This leads to a significant rise in the cost
of road construction. Premature destruction of asphalt concrete (wear, destruction of the surface
layer of the road surface) can be caused by the aging of bitumen, which is associated with a change
in the physical and chemical properties of bitumen. [8-10] The aging process of bitumen can occur
during the preparation of an asphalt mixture at high temperatures or during operation asphalt
concrete. The last aging process is of great importance for the initial physical and mechanical
properties of bitumen, the presence of polymer and stabilizing additives in the asphalt concrete
mixture, and the chemical composition of stone materials used as coarse and fine aggregates. [1113] Analysis of scientific literature showed that the chemical composition of stone materials used
in the composition is not fully taken into account when choosing raw materials for the production
of asphalt concrete. As a rule, the content of silicon oxides in the composition of the rock is taken
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license. Any further distribution of
this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI. Published under license by Materials
Research Forum LLC.
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into account, which determines the adhesion of bitumen to the surface of stone materials. [14-17]
There are practically no studies on the effect of other chemical elements on the physicalmechanical, technological and operational properties of asphalt concrete. The relevance of such
studies is due to the need to use local rocks for road construction, which have generally similar
physicochemical properties, but differ in the presence of one or two chemical compounds
characteristic of a given area. The use of local raw materials allows to reduce the cost of road
construction by reducing transport costs. This is especially true for areas where there are no
quarries for the extraction of stone materials suitable for use in the composition of asphalt concrete.
In this regard, the study of the influence of the chemical composition of rocks on the aging process
of bitumen is an urgent topic of research.
Bitumen for asphalt pavements does not always have the required parameters, such as adhesion,
increased elasticity, resistance to aging, heat, workability of the mixture. To improve the quality
properties of bitumen and asphalt concrete mixtures, additives and modifiers are used, for example:
to increase elasticity, improve adhesion to mineral aggregates, reduce viscosity, increase resistance
to the aging process, and prevent the binder from flowing off the aggregate surface. In some cases,
the required properties can be changed by changing the properties of the mineral filler. [18-21]
Adhesion improvers are surfactants that lower the surface tension in the bitumen-aggregate
phase and thus improve wetting. A number of scientific articles present the results of testing the
use of additives and indicate their positive effect on the adhesion of bitumen to aggregate to acidic
and neutral aggregates (granite, quartz). However, a number of researchers show that these
additives also affect the basic properties of the bitumen binder, such as penetration, softening point,
viscosity. [22, 23] In the production of low-temperature asphalt mixtures (WMA), organic
compounds such as amide waxes are used as additives. mountain waxes, low Fischer-Tropsch (FT)
paraffin wax, zeolites. Each of them has different characteristics, while others affect the asphalt
production process. Waxes and paraffin’s also affect the physical and mechanical properties of
asphalt concrete, and zeolites improve the workability of the mixture. The type of additive should
be chosen carefully so that the melting point of the additive is higher than the expected operating
temperatures. This reduces the risk of permanent deformation and minimizes cracking of the
asphalt at low temperatures. Surfactants reduce the surface tension when bitumen comes into
contact with the aggregate and improve wetting. Modifiers, unlike additives, are part of the
bitumen structure and create a three-dimensional network. Bitumen modified by the addition of
high molecular weight substances, such as synthetic polymers, changes the thermo viscous and
elastic-viscous properties of bitumen. The quality level depends on the type of modifier and its
amount in the bitumen, the type of bitumen and chemical composition, as well as on the
technology, mainly the homogenization method.
All of the above additives and techniques can improve the characteristics of asphalt concrete at
the time of its production and the initial period of operation. Little attention is paid to such an
indicator as thermal aging of bitumen, which determines the service life of asphalt concrete.
Methods and materials
At the Perm National Research Polytechnic University, at the Department of Roads and Bridges,
together with the Perm Agrarian-Technological University, studies were carried out on the effect
of the chemical composition of the mineral filler on the aging of bitumen. The following materials
were used for the study: crushed stone of the Alapaevskoye deposit, the Khromisty open-pit mine;
crushed stone of the Druzhininsky deposit, the Druzhininsky quarry; crushed stone of the
Gusevogorsk deposit, open pit "KGOK". The chemical composition of crushed stone from
different quarries is presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. Chemical composition of crushed stone from different quarries
Mass fraction
Calcium oxide, %
Magnesium oxide,%
Silicon dioxide, %
Sulfur, %
Phosphorus, %
Iron oxide, %
Aluminum oxide, %
Manganese oxide,%
K2O+Na2O, %
TiO2, %
CrO5, %

Quarry
"Chromisty"
29,88
11,58
46,22
2,94
9,50
0,06
0,28+4,94
0,24
-

Open pit "KGOK"

Quarry
"Druzhininsky"
63,30
10,32
26,22
0,02
0,03
0,06
0,16
0,02
0,04+0,15
0,005
-

30,64
12,58
39,74
0,02
0,02
14,55
0,14
2,26
0,05

Crushed stone before mixing with bitumen was crushed to a fraction of 2.5 - 5.0 mm. The
research used bitumen BND 100/130 produced by PJSC "Lukoil". To determine the indicators of
bitumen, the methodology GOST 18180 Petroleum bitumen was used. Method for determining the
change in mass after heating. During the experiment, heated crushed stone and bitumen were
mixed and kept in a heating cabinet. The crushed stone / bitumen ratio was ¼. The study was
carried out using the equipment: glass cups, type ЧБН in accordance with GOST 25336 with an
outer diameter of (100 ± 1) mm; drying cabinet with a volume of 67 dm3, equipped with a
thermostat that maintains the temperature with a deviation of no more than ± 1 °C, with a
ventilation hole with a diameter of 10 mm; metal sieve with mesh N 07 in accordance with GOST
6613; glass thermometer technical performance P with a graduation value of 1 °С, up to 200 °С in
accordance with GOST 28498; desiccators according to GOST 25336; technical laboratory scales
with a weighing error of no more than 0.01 g.
Results and discussion
The data obtained on the study of the indicators of bitumen after aging and contact with mineral
filler from different quarries are presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Indicators of bitumen after testing.
Indicator

1 KiSh
2 Depth of needle
penetration, at 25 ° С
3 Penetration index
4 Mass loss after testing
5 Extensibility at 25 °
C, cm
6 Extensibility at 0 ° C,
cm

Initial
Initial
bitumen bitumen
, after
testing
46,8
52,8

Bitumen with Bitumen with
Bitumen
crushed stone crushed stone with crushed
quarry
quarry
stone
"Chromisty" "Druzhininsky" "KGOK"
52,5
52,5
51,7

100

66

58

64

77

-0,23

0,09
0,06

-0,23
0,24

0,02
0,20

0,33
0,17

149,3

117,1

66,0

99,3

118,6

5,5

4,2

4,4

4,0

4,1
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Aging of bitumen can occur under the influence of many factors: temperature, light, chemical
reactions. The process of bitumen aging itself can be represented as the transition of the constituent
parts of bitumen from one form to another. Oils turn into resins, resins into asphaltenes. As a
number of researchers show, the process of conversion of oils to resins is much slower than the
conversion to asphaltenes. Over time, the asphaltene content increases in bitumen, which leads to
the loss of such important properties of bitumen as extensibility and plasticity, while brittleness
increases. Aging of bitumen causes irreversible structural changes in asphalt concrete, leading to
the destruction of road surfaces. Asphalt concrete largely loses its ability to absorb tensile stresses.
With a sharp drop in temperature in winter, the formation of cracks on the asphalt concrete
pavement is observed and the process of destruction of the surface layer intensifies. Joint heating
with mineral materials can increase the rate of bitumen aging. In this case, some mineral materials
act as catalysts, in the presence of which the transition of the bitumen constituents occurs more
intensively. Aging of bitumen-mineral mixtures can be divided into two periods. Until a certain
time, the processes of aging of bitumen can be characterized only as processes of strengthening
the structure of asphalt concrete, due to improved adhesion to the mineral surface (the acid number
increases in bitumen), as a result of which the water resistance and frost resistance of asphalt
concrete increases. An increase in the viscosity of bitumen during this period leads to an optimal
increase in the strength and deformation resistance of asphalt concrete. Further, due to an increase
in the brittleness of bitumen, adhesion decreases, leading to a decrease in the corrosion resistance
of the road surface, and due to excessive rigidity, cracks appear in it more often.
Conclusions
Aging of bitumen and bitumen-mineral mixtures differs in the ratio of the duration of these periods.
For the most resistant to aging bitumen, the first period lasts a long time, and is practically
commensurate with the service life of asphalt concrete pavements. For coatings with bitumen that
are not resistant to aging, after a year or two, a period of intense aging may occur, which is due to
the presence of certain chemical elements. Additionally, it can be assumed that other chemical
elements can, on the contrary, hinder the aging process of bitumen. The obtained research data
show that the increase in the rate of aging of bitumen is influenced by the compounds of silicon
and aluminum. On the other hand, metals such as iron and titanium contribute to the preservation
of the initial plasticity of bitumen, and the accumulation of asphaltenes in the structure of the
bitumen-mineral mixture slows down. In this regard, it can be concluded that when selecting
materials for the design of an asphalt concrete mixture, it is necessary to take into account the
chemical composition of rocks and their ability to influence not only the adhesion of bitumen, but
also its ability to thermal aging upon direct contact of bitumen and mineral particles.
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Abstract. Vibration during turning is a consequence of premature tool wear and an increase in the
roughness of parts. The designs of tool bits that increase their durability, reduce vibrations arising
during the cutting process, and improve the quality of processing are of practical and scientific
interest. Existing developments of vibration-damping bits with elastic damping inserts of constant
rigidity, in which a holder or mandrel with a cut-off insert is installed, do not meet the requirements
for the efficiency of vibration reduction due to the impossibility of the necessary vibration
damping; the consumption of insert materials is high. Innovative designs of tool bits with inserts
formed by semi-inserts with different rigidity are proposed, which allows improving the quality of
processing by increasing the efficiency of vibration damping, reducing material consumption,
because the length of the semi-inserts is less than half the length of the full insert. The tool bits can
be used in the area of cutting materials, mechanical engineering and tool manufacturing.
Introduction
Reducing the vibration level during cutting is the most important problem, especially taking into
account the increasing requirements for the quality of processing [1-4]. One of the ways to solve
this problem is to improve the designs of cutting tools in order to increase the stability of the cutting
process [5-10]. In particular, the designs of damping tool bits which make it possible to address
the most important task of mechanical engineering to increase the efficiency of processing
structural materials are being developed; this task involves achieving the highest productivity
while ensuring a given level of quality of the surface layer of parts [11-15].
However, at present, the development of damping tool bits does not fully meet the imposed
requirements. A significant drawback of most of the existing designs of tool bits is that they are
rigidly attached to the machine [11-14], which does not allow achieving effective vibration
reduction during processing. Many damping bits also have complex designs [11,13,14],
technologies of their manufacturing are very sophisticated, and normal operation of some
machines is highly doubtful.
New designs of bits to increase their durability, reduce vibrations arising in the cutting process,
and improve the quality of processing are of practical and scientific interest.
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Experimental procedure
Materials and methods for solving the problem. There is a damping tool bit containing a cut-off
insert with a unit for its attachment in a holder which has a rabbet and an inserted element made
of a material with a high damping property; the rabbet is made evenly along the perimeter of the
end of the holder along the length from its end to the projection with the cut-off insert; the end of
the holder with the rabbet is placed in a metal body made in the form of a rectangular parallelepiped
with the same gaps along its base and walls and the gaps are filled with the material of the
mentioned inserted element, and the holder is installed without the possibility of contact with the
body [15]. The tool bit has the following drawbacks:
1. When turning a product, the perturbation cutting force causes vibrations of the tool bit,
however, a material with a high damping property has constant rigidity for the solid inserted
element, therefore, the pair of restoring forces arising in it, although creating a moment that makes
the tool bit return to the position of static equilibrium and dampens vibrations, is not sufficient to
minimize vibrations to the desired level, and does not allow achieving the required processing
quality.
2. Excessive consumption of the material used for inserted element due to the fact that it fills
the gaps along the entire length of the rabbet of the holder; the gaps between the surfaces of the
holder with the rabbet and the inner cavity of the metal body have the form of rectangular
parallelepipeds and are rather large.
The technical purpose of the use of the proposed damping tool bit is to improve the quality of
processing and reduce the consumption of the material used for insert element.
Figure 1 shows a general view of the tool bit.

Fig. 1. A tool bit with damping semi-inserts of different rigidity:
1 ‒ cut-off insert; 2 ‒ insert fastening unit; 3 ‒ holder; 4 ‒ body; 5, 6 ‒ damping semi-inserts.
The damping tool bit operates as follows. The required cutting conditions for structural material
are specified. During workpiece processing, the perturbation cutting force causes the tool to
vibrate. In the case of making the inserted element along the entire length L of the cylindrical
rabbet of holder 3 of diameter d or consisting of semi-inserts 5, 6 of materials with high damping
properties of the same rigidity (j1 = j2), a pair of restoring forces arise in the solid inserted element,
and two identical pairs of restoring forces arise in semi-inserts 5, 6 creating moments that tend to
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return the bit to a static equilibrium position and damping vibrations, which are insufficient to
minimize vibrations to the desired level.
In the proposed tool bit, the inserted element is formed of cylindrical semi-inserts 5, 6 of
materials with high damping properties of various rigidity (j1 ˃ j2), and the lengths l1, l2 of semiinserts 5, 6 are less than half the length L of the rabbet (l1<L/2, l2<L/2). Accordingly, in the semiinserts, there arise restoring parallel forces directed in opposite directions and not equal in
modulus, while the moduli of forces in semi-insert 5 are more than the moduli of forces in semiinsertion 6. Therefore, in addition to the moment from a pair of forces equal in modulus to the
forces in semi-inserts 5 and 6, in semi-insert 5 there are still forces equal to the difference in force
moduli in the semi-inserts and creating an additional restoring moment, which increases the
efficiency of damping tool bit vibrations. (The additional moment is equal to the product of the
difference between the moduli of the indicated forces by the arm). So, we get highly effective
damping of longitudinal, transverse vibrations and impact loads arising in the cutting process; the
reliability of this process increases in both turning and planing technological operations. Thus, by
selecting different rigidity materials with the of high damping properties for semi-inserts 5, 6, it is
possible to minimize tool bit vibrations to the required level and achieve the required processing
quality.
The design allows:
1. To improve the quality of processing by increasing the efficiency of tool bit vibrations
damping due to the use of the inserted element formed of two semi-inserts made of materials with
high damping properties and having different rigidity; in this case, the regidity of the semi-insert
located at the end of the holder at the bottom of the body base is higher than the rigidity of the
semi-insert placed on opposite end of the holder with rabbet.
2. Reduce the consumption of the material used for inserted damping element, since it consists
of two semi-inserts placed at a distance from each other; moreover, the length of both semi-inserts
is less than half the length of the rabbet of the holder end; in addition, the insert fills the annular
gap between the cylindrical rabbet of the holder and the cylindrical rabbet of the body, minimizing
the consumption of materials used for semi-inserts.
This leads to the technical result of improving the quality of processing and reducing the
consumption of the material used for inserts.
Results and discussion. The originality of the proposed damping tool bit is that in the rabbet
made in the shape of mandrel 3, the lower end of mandrel 3 is placed with gaps t uniform along
the bottom and walls of the rabbet filled with an inserted element made of material with high
damping properties, the inserted element is formed of two spaced apart from each other semiinserts made of materials with high damping properties and having different rigidity; the first of
the semi-inserts ‒ centre bearing 5 is placed at the end of mandrel 3 at the bottom of the rabbet,
and the second semi-insert 6 is placed at the upper part of mandrel 3 placed in the rabbet; in this
case, the length h1 of centre bearing 5 and h2 of the second semi-insert 6 is less than half the depth
h/2 of the rabbet, and the rigidity of centre bearing 5 is higher than the rigidity of the second semiinsert 6, which makes it possible:
1. To improve the quality of processing by increasing the efficiency of damping vibrations of
the cut-off insert rigidly mounted on the upper surface of the mandrel by forming an insert element
from a centre bearing and a semi-insert, made of materials with high damping properties and
having different rigidity, and the rigidity of the centre bearing is higher than the rigidity of the
semi-insert.
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2. To simplify the design of the tool bit in such a way that the lower end of the mandrel is placed
directly in the rabbet, made in the shape of the mandrel, with uniform gaps along the bottom and
walls of the rabbet, which does not require additional structural elements to be placed.
3. Reduce the consumption of the inserted element material, since it consists of a centre bearing
and a second semi-insert placed at the lower end of the mandrel at a distance from each other, and
the length of the centre bearing and the semi-insert is less than half the depth of the rabbet; in
addition, material consumption for manufacturing additional structural elements for placing the
mandrel in the rabbet is not necessary.
Summary
Thus, the proposed damping tool bits make it possible to achieve a technical result to improve the
quality of processing, simplify the design of tool bits and reduce material consumption for their
manufacturing. The tool bits can be used in the field of materials cutting, mechanical engineering
and tool production.
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Abstract. Analytically, the dependences for calculating the grinding forces with flap wheels are
obtained. The forces were defined as the sum of the forces associated with dispersion and friction
of the cutting and plastically deforming petal grains against the workpiece. The dependencies take
into account the change in the depth of penetration of the grain into the workpiece material along
the length of the arc of the contact of the circle with the workpiece. Numerical modeling and
experimental study of forces have been carried out. The discrepancy between the calculated and
experimental values of the forces does not exceed 20%.
Introduction
Abrasion with flap wheels made of abrasive paper is used to polish and remove the defective layer
from the surfaces of the workpieces.
In the process of processing, the petal circle is positioned relative to the workpiece surface to
be processed at a distance at which the petals are deformed. The radial force with which the flap
wheel acts on the workpiece during processing is made up of centrifugal and elastic components
[1]. This force can be varied by changing the speed of the circle and deformation of the petals. The
radial force with which the flap wheel acts on the workpiece must be equal to the radial component
of the force of dispersion of the workpiece material by the circle. Otherwise, the required rate of
material removal from the workpiece will not be provided. Therefore, it is necessary to know the
forces arising in the process of grinding with flap wheels.
Mathematical models for calculating grinding forces analytically were developed by S.N.
Korchak [2], L.N. Filimonov [3], V.I. Ostrovsky [4], V.V. Efimov [5], J. Peklenik, A. Pahlitzsch
and other researchers.
S.N. Korchak [2] established the relationship between the cutting forces of a single abrasive
grain (AG) and shear and compression stresses, which depend on the strength of the workpiece
material at the deformation rate and temperature in the grinding zone. L.N. Filimonov [3] obtained
equations for calculating the cutting forces by a single AG, taking into account the inertial
component. This is important for grinding at high wheel speeds, when the inertial component is of
great importance. V.V. Efimov [8] switched from calculating cutting forces with a single grain to
cutting forces with a grinding wheel. Not only grains producing microcutting are taken into
account, but also grains performing plastic deformation. Models of grinding forces, including those
with superimposed vibrations, are presented in [6], [7], [8].
The dependencies for calculating the grinding forces with flap wheels are given in [9].
However, they do not take into account the change in the depth of penetration of abrasive grains
on the trajectory of their contact with the workpiece and the dispersion of the workpiece by
plastically deforming grains.
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Analytical research
The components of the grinding force were presented as the sum of the forces associated with the
dispersion of the workpiece material and the friction of the petal grains against the workpiece,
which carry out cutting and plastic deformation. We took into account the peculiarities of the
location of abrasive grains along the depth of the working layer of the petals made of a grinding
belt [10]. The geometric shape of the grains was presented in the form of a truncated cone, the
diameter of the small circle of which is equal to the size of the blunt area formed on the grain
during wear.
The radial Py and tangent Pz components of the grinding force were determined as:
Ру = Руr1 + Pyr 2 + Руd 1 + Pyd 2 ; Pz = Pzr1 + Pzr 2 + Pzd 1 + Pzd 2 ,

(1)

where Руr1 and Pzr1 , Руr 2 and Pzr 2 – radial (index y) and tangential (z) components of the

force due to microcutting of the workpiece material and friction of the cutting grains of the petals
on the workpiece, N; Руd 1 and Pzd 1 , Руd 2 and Pzd 2 – components of the force due to plastic
deformation of the workpiece material and friction of plastically deforming grains on the
workpiece, N.
Cutting grains are located at a distance y from the conditional outer surface of the petal:
0 ≤ y ≤ y ( l ) , where y ( l ) – a function describing the dependence of the depth y of occurrence of

AG on the length l of its contact with the workpiece. In determining Руr1 multiple integration is
used to sum the microcutting forces from the individual AG.
lk  y ( l )

(2)
=
Pyr1 ∫  ∫ Pyr1i ⋅ nzk1 ⋅ сk ⋅ dy  ⋅ dl ,


0 0

where lk – arc length of contact of the cutting grain with the workpiece, m; Pyr1i – microcutting
force by individual AG, N; nzk1 – the number of AG on the surface of the petal in the section by a

plane parallel to the axis of the circle, 1 / m; ( nzk=
1 Z 0 ⋅ H , where Z0 – number of AG on a single
2
lobe area, 1 / m ; H – the size of the workpiece surface to be machined in a direction parallel to
the axis of the circle, m); сk – coefficient characterizing the distribution of grain depths in the
working volume of the petal, 1 / m.

y (=
l ) hur + az ( l ) ,

(3)

where hur – deterioration of grain performing microcutting, м; az ( l ) – function describing the

change in the depth of penetration of AG into the workpiece material along the contact length l.
Forces to cut the workpiece material with a single grain:
Pyr1i =τ s ⋅ Fm ⋅ k y ,

(4)

where τs – shear strain during microcutting by grain of the workpiece material, Pa; Fm – area of
the workpiece metal removed by a single grain, м2; k y – coefficient [5].
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( 2hur + air ) ⋅ air ⋅ tg γ ,

F=
m

(5)

where air – the depth of penetration into the workpiece of the i-burning AG, m [5]; γ – half of
the angle at the apex AG, degree.
To calculate az ( l ) used the dependence [11]:

az ( l ) =

Vs ⋅ sinα max ⋅ lm ⋅ l
,
π ⋅ Dk ⋅ nk ⋅ lk

(6)

where lm – average distance between the cutting grains of the petal, m; Vs – flap wheel
longitudinal feed speed, m / min; Dk – circle diameter, m; nk – wheel speed, 1 / min; α max – angle,
degree [11].
The result is the dependence:
l2
2
⋅ аkr ⋅ lk + (6 ⋅ hиr ⋅ аkr + 7 ⋅ hи2 + аkr 2 ) A ⋅ k + hиr ⋅ аkr 2 ⋅ lk +
Pyr1 = k y ⋅ τ s ⋅ B p ⋅ (2 ⋅ hиr
2
3
h ⋅l
2
+(hиr + аkr ) ⋅ hиr
⋅ lk + иr k ),
3
(7)
where аkr – critical depth of microcutting, when exceeding which the grain performs
microcutting, m;

A=

Vs ⋅ sinα max ⋅ lm
;
π ⋅ Dk ⋅ nk ⋅ lk

Bр= tg γ ⋅ nzk1 ⋅ сk .

To calculate Pyр2 dependences were obtained:
π ⋅ l22r ⋅ k y ⋅ nzk1 ⋅ сk

A ⋅ lk2
),
12 ⋅µ s
2
where l2r – the size of the blunt area on the cutting grain, m; μs – internal friction coefficient.
To calculate the radial component of the force from plastically deforming grains associated with
deformation of the workpiece material ( Руd 1 ) and friction of plastically deforming grains against

=
Pyr 2

⋅ τ s ⋅ (hur ⋅ lk +

the workpiece ( Руd2 ), dependences were obtained.
2
c ⋅ σts ⋅ nzk1 ⋅ сk ⋅ tg γ
akr
2
sin
γ
+
µ
⋅
cos
γ
⋅
l
⋅
a
⋅
− hud
(
);
(
) k1 kr
0
2
3
k y ⋅ π ⋅ l22d ⋅ nzk1 ⋅ сk
Pyd 2 = с ⋅ σts ⋅
⋅ akr ⋅ lk1,
12

=
Pyd 1

(8)
(9)

where lk1 – length of the trajectory of contact of the plastically deforming grain of the tape with
the workpiece, m; c – coefficient [5, 11]; σts – yield strength of the workpiece material at the
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temperature and speed of grinding, Pa; l2d – the size of the blunting area on the plastically
deforming grain, m; hud – deterioration of grains carrying out plastic deformation, m; µ0 –
coefficient of friction of grain on the workpiece.
To calculate the tangential component of the force Pz dependences were obtained:

Pzr1 =

kz
Pyr1 ; Pzr 2 =µ0 ⋅ Pyr 2 ;
ky

(10)

2
akr
2
Pzd=
Bd ⋅ ( µ0 ⋅ sinγ + cosγ ) ⋅ lk1 ⋅ akr ⋅ (
− hud
) ; Pzd 2 = µ0 ⋅ с ⋅ σ т ⋅ Dd ⋅ akr ⋅ lk1,
1
(11)
3
where k z – coefficient [5].
When calculating the average distance between the cutting grains of the petal, it was assumed
that the number of AG in contact with the workpiece increases linearly with increasing depth of
their occurrence in the working volume of the petal. The number of AG on a single area of a petal
made of a grinding belt was calculated from the dependence [10].
When calculating the shear stresses averaged over the shear plane, which determine the
microcutting force by the petal grains, we used the data of the work [2].
A numerical simulation of the grinding force and their components during the processing of
workpieces made of aluminum alloy D16 with a flap wheel with an outer diameter of Dk = 150
mm, abrasive grain material – 25A; grit P60; wheel height H = 0,02 m. Grinding mode: working
speed of the petal circle Vk = 26 m / s; longitudinal feed speed Vs = 1,2 and 3 m / min; grinding
depth t = 0,0048 mm.

Experimental research
Experimental studies were carried out on a surface grinding machine under the same conditions
under which the numerical simulation of forces was performed. The components of the grinding
force were measured with an UDM-100 dynamometer, the signal from which was fed to the TDA
amplifier and then to the 16/16 – SIGMA / USB ADC. Used the ZetLabStudio software.
The results of numerical modeling and experimental research are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Results of numerical modeling and experimental study of the grinding force component
Py
Longitudinal feed speed Vs, m / min

1,2

3

Calculated value Py, N

24,8

26,3

Experimental value Py, N

26,9

30,0

With an increase in the longitudinal feed rate from 1,2 to 3 m / min, the calculated and
experimental values of the force Py increased by 6 and 12%, respectively.
The maximum discrepancy between the calculated and experimental values does not exceed
14%, which indicates the possibility of using the obtained analytical dependences for calculating
the grinding forces with flap wheels.
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Key findings
Summing up the forces associated with the dispersion and friction of the cutting and plastically
deforming petal grains on the workpiece, we obtained analytical dependences for calculating the
grinding forces with flap wheels,
Numerical modeling and experimental studies have confirmed the possibility of using the
obtained analytical dependences for calculating the grinding forces with flap wheels.
With an increase in the longitudinal feed rate 2,5 times, the component Py of the grinding force
increases by 12%.
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Abstract. СVD chromium coatings are evaporated on steel substrate from chrome-organic
compounds. For crystallization with forming of nano-particles of chromium carbides, subsequent
heating (annealing) of tool steel with hybrid coatings is carrying out. Significant increase of microhardness of the coating up to 27000 MPa is observed due to the dispersion strengthening. Optimal
annealing parameters (temperature and duration) are determined, which maximally strengthen the
coatings and increase their adhesion to the steel substrate.
Introduction

Different techniques of surface strengthening are actively used for increase of service life of cutting tools.
Among these techniques, the methods of coatings deposition are of special interest [1-3]. CVD method
(Chemical Vapour Deposition) consists in condensation of a metal at a substrate after its reduction from
decomposed chemical compound [4-5]. The technique of vapor deposition of chromium coatings from socalled MOC (metal-organic compounds) is an effective method for tool steels strengthening [3, 5]. CVD
chromium coatings have high physics-mechanical properties; however, the problem of peeling exists for
coatings receiving without noticeable diffusion penetration of deposited element [6]. Precipitation of new
phases may cause unfavorable stresses in the surface layer, which also lead to decrease in adhesion.

For coatings structure modification, subsequent heat treatment is used after the deposition [78]. The effect of additional heating of a coating on increase its adhesion to the steel substrate
appears due to the forming of transition diffusion zone under the coating [9]. Heat treatment of
amorphous chromium coatings gives the opportunity of carrying out controlled crystallization with
precipitation of nano-dispersed chromium carbides and forming of strengthened composite layer
[10]. In this paper, the influence of thermal effects of annealing on structure and properties of CVD
chromium coatings on a tool steel is studied. The purpose of the study consists in definition of
optimal deposition mode and subsequent annealing regimes for forming the structure for better
adhesion and high strengthening level.
Methods of experimental study
CVD chromium coatings were received on substrates of low-alloyed tool steel grade T31507 by
vapor deposition from chrome-organic compounds. In the reactor, condensation of chromium on
a steel substrate occurs with forming of coatings with the thickness depending on the deposition
time. The main parameters influencing on structure and properties of the coatings are: temperature
of deposition, partial pressure in the reactor, velocity of vapors delivery to the reactor, and duration
of the process. Samples of steel with chromium coatings were annealed directly in the reactor in
vacuum with addition of argon at temperatures 510…560ºС during the time up to 180 min.
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Microstructure of coatings was investigated by standard methods of metallographic analysis and
scanned electronic microscopy. Strengthening of coatings was evaluated by measuring of their
microhardness with loading of 50 grams.
Residual stresses parameters of samples with coatings (-σϕ1) were determined by measuring of
their deflection. Adhesion strength of chromium coatings to the steel substrate was assessed during
tensile tests with measuring the relative adhesion index RAI = (mC/m0)∙ 100%, where mC is the
mass of the specimen after compression tests; and m0 is the initial mass of the specimen before
tests.
Results and discussion
The lowest temperature of deposition (420…430⁰С) is limited by the intensity of evaporation
process. At these temperatures, the kinetic mode of deposition is realized; and the coatings are
fully amorphous. At high temperatures (510…520⁰С), the diffusion mode of deposition provides
intensive mass transfer of initial chemical compound to the surface of a substrate forming fully
crystallized coating morphology. At intermediate temperatures (450…480⁰С), growth of the
coatings occurs according to the hybrid diffusion-kinetic mode. Hybrid coating have layered
structure (Fig. 1 a) consisting of alternating amorphous and crystalline interlayers that is the
consequence of cyclic delivery of MOC.

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 1. Microstructures of chromium coatings on tool steel deposited at 470оС (time of
deposition is 15 min) , х500: a) – as-received; b) – annealed at 550⁰C 0.5h; c) – annealed at
550⁰C 1.5h
The total thickness of hybrid coatings after 15 min of deposition is about 6 microns. The light
layers are amorphous solid solution of carbon in chromium, whereas the dark layers have crystal
structure composed of chromium and its carbides Cr7C3, Cr23C6. Changes of MOC concentration
near the substrate leads to redistribution of carbon between the layers: crystal phase contains more
carbon than the amorphous one.
The mode of deposition affects the residual stresses in the coating and, consequently, influence
on its adhesion. The minimum stress level corresponds to the kinetic mode of deposition and
formation of amorphous coatings (Fig. 2). With transition to the hybrid deposition mode an
increase in stresses is observed. This effect is associated with the appearance of crystalline carbides
interlayers in the amorphous phase, which is accompanied by an increase in volume. In the
coatings received in the diffusion mode of deposition (510⁰C), the stresses reach their maximum.
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As the diffusion deposition temperature increases, carbide inclusions become larger, which leads
to a decrease in internal stresses.
The level of residual stresses depends not only on the deposition temperature, but also on the
coating thickness, which is determined by the time of deposition: the value of residual stresses is
higher with increasing coating thickness (Fig. 2).

Residual Stresses, -σ1,
GPa

0.4
0.3
0.2

1

0.1
0

2
430

470

510
550
590
Deposition temperature, ⁰C

Fig. 2. Residual stresses in chromium coatings with the thickness of 3 μm (1) and 6 μm (2)
deposited at different temperatures.
Annealing of coatings deposited in the kinetic and in the diffusion modes does not results in noticeable
modification of their structure. Amorphous coatings formed in the kinetic mode of deposition have no
conditions for nucleation of a crystal phase. Coatings received in the diffusion mode of deposition are
sustainable to heating due to the fully formed crystal structure.
Heat treatment of hybrid coatings allows implementing the crystallization of amorphous layers.
Dispersed precipitations of chromium carbides in crystal interlayers may serve as the nucleuses for
crystallization process. As far as the amorphous phase is unstable, the system drives to the equilibrium by
forming crystal structure based on chromium carbides.
Annealing at temperatures below 500⁰С does not result in any changes of coatings’ structure. At
temperatures higher than 600⁰С, the initial layered structure of the coating disappears; and they receive
crystal-grained structure.
For precipitation of crystal nucleuses in amorphous phase, the annealing at intermediate temperatures
540-560⁰С should be used. After soaking at these temperatures, precipitations of carbide particles are
observed in hybrid coatings (Fig. 1 b). Increase of the annealing time leads to further activation of
crystallization process; as a result, crystal structure is spread progressively to the whole coating, and
amorphous phase disappears (Fig. 1 c). A transitional zone is formed under the coating with the thickness
up to 20 microns that makes micrihardness profiles smoother (Fig. 3).
Strengthening achieving in chromium coatings just after deposition depends on the deposition mode
(deposition temperature). Microhardness of amorphous coatings received in the kinetic mode of deposition
is up to 14000 MPa. Maximal microharness (up to 19500 MPa) is achieved after deposition at temperatures
of initial diffusion regime (500…510⁰С) when fine-grained structure of coatings is formed. Chromium
coatings of hybrid deposition mode (450…480⁰С) have microhardness value about 16000 MPa.
Annealing of hybrid coatings may increase their microhardness additionally (Fig. 3). Strengthening of
heat-treated coatings depends on the temperature of annealing (Fig. 4 a). Annealing at the temperatures
below 500оС does not make changes of microhardness. Increase of the temperature enough for starting the
crystallization (540…550⁰С) results in the explosive growth of microhardness up to 22000…27000 MPa.
This is the effect of dispersion hardening by nanoparticles of chromium carbides coherent with solid
solution. Increase of the annealing temperature leads to slight decrease of microhardness due to the
coagulation of chromium carbides.
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Fig. 3. Microhardness profiles of coatings on tool steel after deposition in hybrid mode (1), and
after subsequent annealing at 550⁰С, 1 hour (2)

a

b

Fig. 4. Influence of annealing temperature on microhardness of CVD coatings (a) and on their
adhesion (b)
Adhesion resistance of coatings depends on the degree of crystallization: crystallized carbides
appearing during the annealing increases the level of internal stresses. Completion of
crystallization at higher temperatures decreases distortions and weakens cohesive interaction in
the coating. The level of adhesion resistance slightly decrease (by 7-10%) at combined
crystallizing treatment (Fig. 4 b).
Conclusion

The formation of strengthened composite chromium-carbide layers on the surface of tool steel has been
experimentally confirmed by annealing of chromium CVD coatings deposited in a hybrid (kineticdiffusion) temperature mode. The microstructure of the composite coatings is a result of crystallization of
amorphous interlayers and formation of nano-particles of chromium carbides. This increases the
microhardness of the coating due to dispersion strengthening.
Heating the coating at annealing temperatures of 540 ... 560⁰C activates diffusion processes. A transition
layer is formed between the coatings and the substrate, which increases their adhesion. This correlates with
the increase of the compressive residual stresses after the crystallization and precipitation of coherent
carbides.
There are optimal annealing parameters (temperature and duration), which maximally strengthen the
coatings and increase their adhesion to the steel substrate. The lower limits of these parameters are
associated with the crystallization initiation, and the upper limits are determined by the coagulation of
carbide particles, which causes stress relaxation.
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Abstract. The article is devoted to the study of the gas nitriding process, which makes it possible
to obtain high-quality diffusion layers in high-speed steel M2 on the basis of an internal nitriding
zone without a brittle nitride zone. The results of studies of the nitrided steel phase composition
with a change of the saturating atmosphere during dilution of ammonia by hydrogen are presented.
An increase in the resistance of the nitrided tool when drilling structural steel is shown, which is
associated with the dispersion hardening of the internal nitriding zone with tungsten nitrides.
Introduction
Today, the constantly developing industry is tightening the requirements for the service life of
tools designed for processing various machine parts and devices. The most stringent requirements
are imposed on tools made of high-speed steels (HSS) [1-2], working in complex conditions where
high wear resistance and heat resistance are required along with resistance to shock loads.
Increasing the durability of a high-speed tool contributes to resource saving, since it provides
savings in metals used for alloying steels, such as tungsten and molybdenum, which makes it
relevant to research on improving technologies for hardening the cutting parts of the tool. The
advantages of surface hardening are not only in reducing the consumption of alloying elements,
but also in maintaining a ductile core, which provides resistance to shock loads.
Currently, many different methods of surface hardening of the tool are used, which have their
advantages and disadvantages [3-5]. An unique position among such processes is occupied by
chemical-thermal treatment (CTT) [6-7]. For example, nitriding is widely used to increase the
reliability and durability of a wide range of steels, both structural and tool [8-9]. One of the main
advantages of the nitriding process is the ability to control the nitrided layers phase composition
in various steels, depending on the required surface properties. The structure of the diffusion layer
is regulated by controlling the nitrogen potential of the saturating atmosphere. The advantage of
the process in relation to high-speed steels is a relatively low saturation temperature, which makes
it possible to preserve the core structure formed by the basic heat treatment.
The optimal phase composition of the nitrided cutting edge, which provides the necessary tool
durability, differs depending on the cutting conditions, the type and size of the tool, as well as on
the material being processed. To prevent the compact nitrides zone formation at the surface,
technological techniques based on changes in the nitrogen potential of the atmosphere are used:
dilution of ammonia, for example, with an inert gas, hydrogen or with products of ammonia
dissociation.
The purpose of this work is to study the structure of the nitrided layer in high-speed steel during
nitriding in ammonia and hydrogen, as well as to determine the composition of the saturating
atmosphere to increase the drills durability.
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Methods of experimental study
The studies were carried out on samples and drills with a diameter of 5 mm made of high-speed
tool steel HSS M2, the chemical composition of which according to ASTM A600 Standard is given
in the Table 1.
Table 1. Chemical composition of M2 steel
Element
Weight %

C
0.78-0.88

Cr
3.75-4.50

V
1.75-2.20

Mo
4.50-5.50

W
5.50-6.75

P
0.03

S
0.03

Steel samples and drills were used in the condition after standard heat treatment. Quenching
from 1250⁰C and triple tempering at 560⁰C forms the structure of the steel cutting edge with
dispersed tungsten carbides in solid solution (Fig. 1a).

Fig. 1. Microstructure of M2 steel after standard heat treatment (a) and after nitriding in pure
ammonia (b), in a mixture of 75%NH3+25%H2 (c), in a mixture of 50%NH3+50%H2 (d)
Nitriding was carried out on a laboratory equipment in a muffle furnace comprising a nitriding
reactor. Process temperature of 540⁰C was selected below the tempering temperature to keep the
matrix hardness at the initial level. Saturation was carried out in mixtures of ammonia and
hydrogen; variation in the degree of ammonia dissociation was achieved by changing the hydrogen
content in the atmosphere (25%H2, 50%H2, and 75% H2). The regulation of the gas mixtures
composition in the furnace was carried out using a control unit for the dosing of gas components.
The atmosphere composition at the entrance and the temperature in the furnace were set using
software and maintained automatically using the control of the process technological parameters.
The nitrided steel microstructure was studied by metallographic analysis using an Axiovert 25
CA optical microscope after electrolytic etching of microsections in an aqueous solution of oxalic
acid. Studies of the substructure and layer phase composition were carried out by electron
microscopy (SMM 2000), scanning probe microscopy (SPM NanoEducator) after electrolytic
etching and by X-ray diffraction analysis (DRON-3). Identification of precipitations,
determination of their size and volume fraction were carried out using images on micro-diffraction
patterns and dark-field images obtained in the corresponding reflexes. X-ray examinations were
taken in monochromatic FeKa radiation.
A comparative assessment of the drills service life with different nitrogen potential was carried
out by the method of studying the degree of bluntness during cutting holes by recording sound
using a microphone fixed to the workpiece. During the mechanical processing of carbon steel sheet
(0.2%C) with a thickness of 2 mm on a drilling machine, sound waves were recorded on a personal
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computer. The number of holes made by the drill until blunting (N) was determined before the
appearance of a specific sound when the critical value of the amplitude of sound vibrations was
exceeded.

Thickness of layer, μm

Results and discussion
Nitriding of high-speed steel in pure ammonia forms a brittle nitride zone on the surface (Fig. 1b).
This layer easily crumbles during cutting, which leads to catastrophic destruction of the cutting
edge. Therefore, nitriding processes were carried out in diluted ammonia to determine the
conditions under which a nitride zone does not form.
To determine the saturation time to obtain a layer of a given thickness, studies of the nitriding
process kinetics in atmospheres of various compositions were carried out, and corresponding
nomograms were obtained. For example, it takes 1 hour to form a diffusion layer with a thickness
of 50 μm when nitriding in a mixture of 50%NH3+50% H2 (Fig. 2).
150.0
100.0
50.0
0.0

0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0
Time, h

Fig. 2. Nomogram for determination of diffusion layer thickness during nitriding in
50%NH3+50%H2 depending on saturating time.
It is known that the saturating atmosphere composition during nitriding is related to the nitrogen
potential of the atmosphere πN, which is determined by the partial pressures ratio of hydrogen and
ammonia in the system. Formation of phases in the nitrided layer depends on the nitrogen potential
and the process temperature. According to the known regularities, nitriding with a low nitrogen
potential (in highly dilute ammonia) may form nitrided layers of α-solid solution without a surface
nitride zone. With an increase in the nitrogen potential, ferrous nitrides are formed in order of
increasing nitrogen content: γ'-Fe4N→ε-Fe2-3N. Table 2 shows the phases identified by X-ray
analysis on the surface of M2 steel nitrided in various mixtures of ammonia with hydrogen. In Fig.
1c the nitride zone of ε+γ' is observed, formed in the steel saturated in a mixture of
75%NH3+25%H2. When nitriding in a mixture of 50%NH3+50%H2, a nitride zone is not
discovered in the microstructure (Fig. 1d).
Due to the high concentration of carbon and alloying elements in the M2 steel, the area of γ'–
phase existence significantly narrows, and the area of α-phase expands, while the thermodynamic
possibility of formation of alloying elements nitrides appears. No alloying elements’ nitrides were
detected directly on the surface, whereas in the internal nitriding zone at a distance of 10 microns
from the surface, nanoparticles of tungsten nitrides (no more than 10 nm) are determined in solid
solution (Fig. 3). Reflexes of α–phase (335) and of WN nitride (001) are indicated on X-ray pattern.
Such a structure of the internal nitriding zone is a prerequisite for the internal nitriding zone
dispersed strengthening.
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Table 2. Phase composition of the nitrided surface on M2 steel
Saturation
environment
Without nitriding
100%NH3
75%NH3+25%H2
50%NH3+50%H2
25%NH3+75%H2

Phases on the nitrided surface
ε-Fe2-3N
ε-Fe2-3N+γ'-Fe4N +Feα(N)
γ'-Fe4N +Feα(N)
Feα(N)

Fig. 3. Detection of tungsten nitride particles in the nitrided layer of M2 steel by SEM
Fig. 4 shows a comparison of drill resistance by the number of drilled holes measured during
drilling tests. In general, the service life of drills, estimated by the sound change when drilling
holes, increases after nitriding in ammonia-hydrogen mixtures. The operating time of a drill until
the specific sound of blunting depends on the composition of the saturating atmosphere, i.e. it is
determined by the nitrided layer phase composition.
N 60
50
40
30
20
10
0

1

2

3

4

5

Fig. 4. Comparison of drills resistance (numbers of drilled holes until blunting): 1 – non-nitrided
drill; nitrided in: 25%NH3+75%H2 (2), 50%NH3+50%H2 (3), 75%NH3+25%H2 (4), 100%NH3
(5)
The sound amplitude during drilling reaches a critical value faster when using a non-nitrided
drill, which has a minimum resistance index. Drills with the nitrided layer without a surface nitride
zone formed in an atmosphere of 25%NH3+ 75%H2 increase the durability of the drill slightly.
Drills nitrided in pure ammonia also do not provide a large increase in durability, since they have
a brittle ε-phase zone on the surface, which quickly cleaves off during drilling. Drills nitrided in
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75%NH3 +25%H2, having the nitride zone of ε+γ', work the longest before blunting; their
resistance is 4 times higher comparing to un-nitrided tool.
Conclusion
Nitriding process of high-speed steel at t=540⁰C is investigated in mixtures of ammonia and
hydrogen. The nitriding modes are determined that from diffusion layers of an internal nitriding
zone with precipitation of dispersed tungsten nitrides and without brittle ε-phase zone at the
surface. Nitriding in this mode significantly increases the durability of drills, due to the dispersion
hardening of the internal nitriding zone. The tools nitrided in ammonia diluted with 25%H2 and
with 50%H2 has the best resistance. Strong dilution of ammonia (25%NH3+75%H2) significantly
reduces the nitriding effect, which is associated with a small layer thickness and a low level of
solid solution hardening.
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Abstract. The ability of solid structures to absorb a certain part of the energy of dynamic impacts
has not been properly reflected in impact theories. Meanwhile the effect of material properties on
the various structures in the impact is so much that ignoring it when the solution of a large number
dynamic problems makes it impossible to explain without distorting quantitatively and
qualitatively, many of the actually observed phenomena, for example, equalization of dynamic
stresses in places of their concentration and fluctuation of other parameters. In the article, two
independent parameters for conventional reinforced concrete beams and those made of limestone
concrete are compared, namely dynamic coefficient and the values of elastic rebound in impact.
The effect of the reinforcement is not discussed in the paper.
Introduction
Research were carried out in the field of dissipative properties under different aspects of concrete
and the use of screenings for crushed carbonate rocks and other staff for use as a filler in the
preparation of fine-grained concrete to be the solid staff of reinforced concrete beams at different
treatment as well as in view of crack resistance [1,2,3]. The main criterion of concrete properties
considered in there were dissipative properties, enclosed by the area of crack resistance and critical
stress intensity factors. In addition to internal forces, dissipative forces also resist the action of
loads, which cause energy dissipation in structures during vibrations. These forces, which are nonconservative, are divided into external and internal. External dissipative forces include
aerodynamic and bond-drag forces that occur during deformations of the base of the structure.
Internal forces (or internal friction) are caused by microplastic deformations of the particles of
concrete and bonds with reinforcement and friction in the joints of the elements (structural
hysteresis). The influence of all these contra-forces on the work of structures is different and
depends on many factors [4,5,6]. For example, at relatively small impact (cyclic) loads, weak
bonds between elements carried out by dry friction intensively affect the energy dissipation. Under
certain conditions, friction in the joints can dissipate energy several times greater than the internal
friction in the construction material [7,8]. The aerodynamic drag for conventional structures is
insignificant and it can be ignored. It was also shown in papers that limestone aggregate and filler
together with a superplasticizer increases crack resistance and reduces creep deformations, which
makes fine-grained carbonate concrete durable material [9]. Knowledge of the stress-strain
distribution in concrete through the crack-bound energy dissipation with limestone aggregate and
filler in impact is necessary when designing certain types of reinforced concrete structures. These
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license. Any further distribution of
this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI. Published under license by Materials
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structures are made with the addition of limestone filler which performs elastic energy absorbing
effect, critical in impacts. The last consists in increasing the level of crack-forming-stress
extinguishing areas [10], plastic by nature and creepy, contributing to dynamic features of
reinforced concrete structures.
Experiment
In the process of deformation in impact, the beam passes, as in case of static loading, three stages,
prior to the formation of cracks, after the formation of cracks, until the yield is reached in the
longitudinal stretched reinforcement; after the yield is reached until destruction. At the same time,
a number of significant features occur during shock loading. In general, they depend on the
dynamic properties of the structure (usually characterized by the lowest natural frequency 𝜔𝜔1), the
ratio of the masses of the impactor and the beam, the impact velocity 𝑣𝑣0, the impact time and a
number of other factors. For a complete understanding of the mechanisms of failure in impact,
data on mechanical properties are combined with some parameters describing the patterns of
destruction. Such are dynamic coefficient, the values of elastic rebound. All this data can be
obtained in dynamic and, partly, static tests. For the experiment, a class A300 reinforcement was
taken, longitudinal with a diameter of 12 mm, transverse-8 mm. The coupling of the frame was
performed using electrodes that are designed to connect low-carbon and ordinary steels by manual
arc welding. They are metal rods with a length of 350 mm and a diameter of 3 mm. Longitudinal
rods were 1.45 m. The rutile coating ensures stable arc burning regardless of the type of current.
Before welding, dirt and dust are removed from the reinforcement. With a small amount of work,
they are cleaned to a metallic shine, which has a positive effect on the quality of the seam. The
preparation of the concrete mixture of components was carried out by semi-dry mixing. At first,
cement and sand were filled into a mixing container with subsequent water filling. Everything was
mixed until there were no lumps and dry sediment on the bottom visually. After that, granite rubble
was slowly dosed down. The whole mixture was mixed for about 10-15 minutes, with one pause
of 5-6 minutes. Compositions per 1 m3 consisted of cement – 414 kg., water-201.4 kg., sand
(limestone filler – 515-762 kg., aggregate (granite and limestone) -968-1170 kg. Sledgehammer
tip weighed 5 kg. The following are the 6 beams (Fig. 1), three – conventional (to obtain a medium
value), three – made of carbonate concrete and impact device (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1. Formwork with reinforcement (left) and test 6 beams (right)
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Fig. 2. Impact device (overall view) with a beam (left)) and impact device scheme (right)
Photo and video documentation were made using a camera aimed at a measuring scale, which
is a measuring tape measure, tied with glue tape to a concrete beam. With the help of the recording
on the camera, a storyboard was made in order to determine the rebound of the tip from the beam
after a dynamic impact. Rebound values were obtained from direct measurement (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Sledgehammer tip rebound measurement technique
The table 1 represents Medium sledgehammer tip impact rebounds.
Table 1. Medium sledgehammer tip impact rebound, mm
N b/o

Beam

Medium impact rebound, mm

1

Of conventional concrete

72,5

2

Of carbonate concrete

38,5

According to the obtained data of the impact experiment, it can be concluded that the rebound
of ordinary concrete is almost twice as much as that of carbonate concrete, extinguishing the elastic
part of the total inner energy of microcracking process.
The following is a procedure to determine dynamic coefficient. Let's determine the impact force
by the formula
𝐹𝐹d ⋅ ∆𝑡𝑡 = 𝑚𝑚 ⋅ 𝑉𝑉;

(1)

Hence,

Fd = m⋅V/∆𝑡𝑡

here, Fd - is an impact force, 𝑚𝑚 – tip weight, 𝑉𝑉 – tip impact velocity, ∆𝑡𝑡 - contact time in
seconds. It is the period within one rebound (taken from video frames interim time) of the impact
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part of the impact machine, we can take this time equal to half the time of one video frame, i.e.
0.01 seconds.

Fig. 4. Dynamic coefficient values for conventional concrete beams (1,2,3) and carbonate
concrete beams (1.1,1.2,1.3)
Hence, the dynamic coefficient (Fig. 4) medium values in relation to the impact force according
to the results obtained from the formula above:
Table 2. Dynamic coefficient medium values
N b/o

Beam

dynamic coefficient medium value

1

Of conventional concrete

0.0448

2

Of carbonate concrete

0.0441

From the table 2 it is obvious that dynamic coefficient of carbonate concrete is less than that of
conventional concrete.
This means that the “dynamic versus static” mechanical parameters (failure-forces, deflections)
of carbonate concrete in general are less and therefore better than those of an ordinary concrete.
This also indicates that carbonate-cement matrix of carbonate beams, even apart from steel
reinforcement effects, is a good external impact energy absorber.
Conclusions
The carbonate filler helps to seal the cement stone and strengthen the contact zone between the
cement stone and the filler, accumulates part of the water, increases the degree of hydration of
cement and, on the other hand, contributes to the formation of microplastic centers, absorbing the
impact energy, thereby reducing elastic rebounds and the values of dynamic coefficient, making
the beams on carbonate concrete more resistible to impact loads. It is established that the
introduction of a fine limestone filler into the mixture about 50% of cement contributes to the
extinguishing the local stress concentrators effect on internal micro crack formation, a great deal
due to internal friction. In this case, a more uniform and durable composite structure is formed
between the filler and the binder. This increases the crack resistance of carbonate concrete and the
dynamic strength and reduces the level of elastic canvas failure, which leads to an increase in the
efficiency and improvement of the physical and mechanical properties of carbonate concrete. It is
shown that the use of carbonate concrete allows achieving more uniform inner matrix and crack
good resistance by increasing the operational and technological properties of carbonate concrete
and at the same time reducing the energy and material costs of its production and contributing to
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an increase in the efficiency of carbonate concrete. The limestone filler has a wide range of granule
sizes, which contributes to filling the voids between the cement particles during processing, which
leads to a reduction in the need for water, improving the uniformity of the mixture and unifying
the microstructure of the composite. Due to the short-term volumetric plastic deformation of the
matrix, the volumetric alignment of the composite microstructure improves the dynamic
characteristics of carbonate concrete, restraining the growth of deformations, especially in the long
term, without significant losses of technological properties at the initial stage. Higher dynamic
parameters of carbonate concrete also occur due to better packing of particles inside the concrete
matrix and a decrease in porosity caused by the transfer of microcracks from air and capillary
regions to micro-subzones and compression of microcracks to internal microstructural nuclei,
depriving the composite structure of microplastic energy-consuming regions. This makes the base
composite (ordinary heavy concrete) more brittle and unconnected at the micro level than the
carbonate composite.
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Abstract. The results of research of characteristics of highly dispersed titanium carbide powder
obtained from carbide waste of TN-20, TN-25, TN-30 types are presented. The powder particles
were studied using analytical methods including scanning microscopy, X-ray diffraction,
differential thermal analysis. The obtained results confirm the formation of nanosized particles of
titanium carbide of monocrystalline form.
Introduction
Titanium carbide is one of the most demanded materials widely used in industry, modern
engineering and medicine [1-3]. The wide range of applications is due to the unique combination
of chemical and physical properties of titanium carbide (high wear resistance, corrosion resistance,
chemical inertness, high melting point, flexural modulus, etc.) [4-7]. The use of high-dispersity
titanium carbide powders (micro- and nanopowders), which provide a significant improvement of
the properties of materials based on titanium carbide, is becoming increasingly important [8-11].
The most studied methods of titanium carbide nanopowders production are chemical vapor
deposition, self-propagating high-temperature synthesis with laser ignition, sol-gel method, selfpropagating high-temperature synthesis, etc. [12-16]. All these methods are characterized by very
low productivity and rather high cost of the final product. Increasing industrial use makes it
necessary to reconsider the attitude to the methods of production of titanium carbide nanopowder
both in terms of ensuring its high dispersity and purity and in terms of productivity, energy
intensity and economy of its production technology.
In this regard, an alternative technological approach is the production of highly dispersed TiC
powders from titanium-containing carbide waste by the technology [17]. This method offers ample
opportunities for the production of nanopowders on an industrial scale, as it is characterized by
minimal technological equipment, environmental safety, rather low operating costs and
competitive prices.
Experimental part
The powder obtained from the scrap of titanium hard alloys of TN-20, TN-25, TN-30 grades was
investigated. The chemical composition is presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. Chemical composition of initial raw materials for obtaining titanium carbide powder
Alloy grade
TN-20
TN-25
TN-30

TiC
79.0
74.0
70.0

Component content in titanium alloy scrap, mass %
Ni
Mo
Nb
14,0
6.0
0,05
19,3
6.0
0.01
22,5
7.0
-

WС
0,95
0.69
0.50

The main component of the slab is titanium carbide TiC cemented by nickel-molybdenum bond
(Ni+Mo), there are also small impurities of niobium (Nb) and tungsten carbide (WC). As a result
of treatment of alloys by technology [17] specially prepared dispersing solutions, there is a
destruction of the alloy matrix and particle refinement due to the improvement of the machining
process.
The crystalline structure of the fillers was investigated by X-ray diffraction (ARL X'TRA,
ThermoTechno) with CuKα source in the 2θ angle range from 4 to 56° in asymmetric coplanar
mode with sliding angle of incidence α=3o (θ-scan). Phase identification and peak indexing were
performed using the ICDD (International Centre for Diffraction Data) PDF-2 database.
The microstructure of the obtained powder was studied using a scanning electron microscope
"TESCAN MIRA 3 LMU" (Poland).
For the analysis of the particle size we used the Particle Metric software of the scanning electron
microscope PHENOM proX (Phenom-World B.V. (Netherlands).
Differential thermal analysis of the powder was carried out on a NETZSCH STA 449F1.
Thermal analysis of the powder was carried out in a platinum crucible in an argon atmosphere in
the temperature range of 25...1000 °С at heating of 10 °С per minute.
Analysis of experimental results
Fig. 1 shows a diffractogram of the powder obtained from carbide scrap.

Fig. 1. Powder diffractogram
Two characteristic reflexes at angles 2 θ 36 and 42°, which correspond to pure titanium
carbide, are present on the X-ray image (PDF card No. 31-1400).
The microstructure of the powder is shown in Fig. 2
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Fig. 2. Microstructure of titanium carbide (TiC) powder
As can be seen from the presented microphotographs (Fig. 2) the powder under study is prone
to agglomeration. The microstructure of the particles is heterogeneous, the particle shape is
irregular. The average particle size is 60-150 nm, the size of agglomerates is 200 nm–2.5 μm (Fig.
3).

Fig. 3. Titanium carbide powder particle size distribution.
Elemental analysis of the powder (Fig. 4) showed the presence of impurities of molybdenum
and tungsten, which is associated with the initial composition of raw materials used for the
synthesis of titanium carbide powder.
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Elemental composition, wt.%
C
O
Ti
Mo
W
21.63 4.53 60.03 6.15 7.66
18.10 7.07 64.92 6.33 3.58
55.58 8.30 30.94 3.35 1.82
58.29 6.79 29.49 3.55 1.88

Fig. 4. Results of spectral analysis of titanium carbide powder
Differential thermal analysis (DTA) and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of the powder
under study are shown in Figure 5.
Analysis of the thermogravimetric curve analysis (Fig. 5) showed that when increasing the
temperature to 1000 °C the sample practically does not lose mass (-0.32%), indicating its relatively
stable behavior in this temperature range. The endothermic process peaks at 133.1 °C, associated
with the removal of adsorbed water. Differential thermal analysis (DTA) results indicate the
presence of two exothermic effects with peaks at 441.9 °C and 476.4 °C. The first peak is
associated with the oxidation of free carbon, with a loss of mass, the second peak indicates the
oxidation of titanium carbide. The increase in mass during oxidation of the sample begins at 476.4
°C and is 1.26 % up to 900 °C, which indicates partial oxidation.

Fig. 5. TGA and DTA curves of titanium carbide (TiC) powder
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Conclusions
The powder obtained from TN 20, TN-25, TN-30 carbide wastes contains single-phase titanium
carbide and impurities of molybdenum and tungsten. The carbide particles have the size of 60...150
nm and are mainly agglomerated. The particle size of agglomerates is 200 nm...2.5 μm. It is
relatively stable in the high temperature range.
Thus, titanium carbide powder obtained from carbide wastes can be used as an alternative to
those available on the market as a component in the production of heat-resistant hard alloys,
reinforced alloys, abrasive materials, coatings for cutting tools, etc., but this requires further
research.
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Abstract. The results of photocatalytic activity of tungsten oxide in visible light are analyzed. It
was shown that tungsten oxide has photocatalytic activity under the action of visible light in the
photodegradation of the dye methylene blue. It was determined that the concentration of 15 mg/L
provides the highest rate of photodecomposition of methylene blue. The optimum temperature for
the process was determined. The process of methylene blue decomposition is most effective at
25 °С.
Introduction
In recent years, considerable attention has been paid to obtaining materials with unique properties.
Over the years, a large number of semiconductors have been developed and used as photocatalysts.
Among various semiconductors, TiO2 is considered the best photocatalyst and is widely used to
detoxify water from a number of organic pollutants [1-3]. However, photocatalysis using titanium
dioxide has a number of significant drawbacks. Thus, the energy-gap width of titanium dioxide is
3.0-3.2 eV; light absorption by titanium dioxide lies in the UV region of the spectrum, that is why
the efficiency of photocatalysts under visible radiation is less than 10%. There is also insufficiently
high quantum yield of phototransformation, which is connected with the high degree of
recombination of charge carriers, low specific surface, as well as low adsorption capacity of TiO2
[4,5]. Therefore, it became necessary to find an alternative to TiO2. In turn, photocatalysts based
on tungsten oxide WO3 are among the best materials operating under visible light [6-8]. WO3 has
a energy-gap width of 2.6 eV, is stable under acidic and oxidizing conditions, has chemical stability
in the pH range (pH <8), significant photocurrent conversion efficiency, is resistant to corrosion
processes, stable in various electrolytes and, most importantly, is considered harmless.
The analysis of works of similar studies revealed that mainly the studies of photocatalytic
activity of tungsten trioxide are aimed at studying and developing methods of chemical synthesis
of nanodispersed tungsten oxide in forms suitable for its subsequent use [9-13]. Meanwhile, there
are no studies on the photocatalytic activity of tungsten trioxide obtained by recycling tungsten
carbide waste. Studying the properties of tungsten trioxide will enable the development of more
effective photocatalysts for the oxidation of organic pollutants to CO2 and H2O.
Methodology for investigating the photocatalytic activity of tungsten oxide nanopowder
The decomposition process of methylene blue was studied by spectrophotometry and by the color
change of the solution during the photocatalytic reaction. A sample of nanopowder weighing 0.2
g was placed in a round flat-bottomed flask and 200 ml of methylene blue solution (solution
concentrations of 9, 13, 15, and 20 mg/L) was added.
The solution was irradiated with a standard white LED lamp with a temperature of 4000 K in
the wavelength range of 380 ... 780 nm. Stirring was performed on a magnetic stirrer "Ritm-01"
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license. Any further distribution of
this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI. Published under license by Materials
Research Forum LLC.
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with a speed of rotation of the armature of 500 rpm. Centrifugation was performed on a
"CentriFuga 80-1" centrifuge, at 3000 rpm. UV-vis spectra were recorded for aqueous solutions
on spectrophotometer "Expert 003" in quartz cuvettes with a width of 1 cm.
Sampling was performed every 2 hours to control the course of the photochemical reaction and
to observe changes in the concentration of the pollutant in the solution, and 10 ml of the sample
was centrifuged for 15 min at 3000 rpm, separating the sediment. After that the solution was
decanted and the dye concentration was evaluated on a photometer "Expert 003" by the degree of
discoloration of the solution. After analysis, the sample was returned to the original solution.
From the works [14,15] it was revealed that the decomposition of solutions of methylene blue
passes through the kinetics of the first order, which is expressed by the equation:
ln(C0/C)= kapp∙t
Where C0 – is the initial concentration of the methylene blue solution;
C – concentration at a given time;
kapp – decomposition rate constant.
To determine the rate constant of decomposition in our case, we plotted ln(C0/C) as a function
of time shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. - Rate constant of decomposition at different concentrations of methylene blue
The linear dependence of the data between ln(C0/C) and irradiation time confirmed the
applicability of this model with correlation coefficient values of 0.9489; 0.9995; 0.9984 and
0.9931. The decomposition rate constant (kapp) obtained from the slope of the plot was 3.7 × 103
min-1, 3.45 × 103 min-1, 3.9 × 103 min-1, and 1.53 × 103 min-1.for concentrations of 9, 13, 15,
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and 20 mg/L, respectively. Thus, the higher the kapp, the shorter the time required for complete
decomposition of methylene blue.
The presented data show that the photocatalytic activity of tungsten oxide is most effective for
the concentration of methylene blue 15 mg/l.
Study of photocatalytic activity at temperature exposure
We also studied the effect of temperature on the photocatalytic activity of tungsten oxide. For this
purpose, aqueous solutions of methylene blue with a concentration of 15 mg/L were heated with a
magnetic stirrer at constant stirring for 10 hours at temperatures 15, 25, and 30 0C. Methylene blue
concentration drop was measured after 10 hours.
The results of the calculations are shown in figure 2.

Fig. 2. Photocatalytic activity data for different temperatures
After 10 hours of continuous process, the dye spectrum value decreased by 90, 94 and 89%.
From the analysis of the data obtained, we can conclude that the decomposition process of
methylene blue is most effective at a temperature of 25 0С.
Conclusions
It was found that tungsten oxide has maximum photocatalytic activity under the action of visible
light in the photodegradation of the dye methylene blue at a concentration of 15 mg/l. It was shown
that the temperature optimum of the process is 25 0С.
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Abstract. The change of Ni-, Cr-, Cu- contents in maraging steel composition occurring on heating
in the subcritical and intercritical interval has been studied by the X-ray spectral microanalysis.
Heating in the temperature range from 490° to 550°C has resulted in increasing of Ni- Cuconcentrations in the 1iquation austenite when the latter is present in the steel structure as a
consequence of several reasons (the large ingot, low level of forging reduction ratio, etc.). The
significant enrichment of surface layers of austenite inclusions may probably occur if there are
great differences between interphase and intraphase diffusion rates. By varying the thermal
treatment and thus the Ni-diffusion in austenite it is possible to create austenite layers with
different Ni-contents within a grain or massive martensite and it is also possible to control the
material properties.
Introduction
Fe-Ni binary system state diagram, the kinetics of phase transformations in binary alloys in the
"iron corner" of the diagram have been thoroughly studied since 1940-50 by [1-5].
The available information about Fe-Ni-system is quite sufficient except the definition of
conditions of γ→α - transformation process where one can observe the occurrence of
decomposition, i.e. γ →α+γern where γern is nickel enriched austenite. All practically realized
transformation models with γern-occurrence include two stages: (1) γ→M (on cooling bellow Ms temperature), and (2) M→α+ γern (sufficiently slow heating above AH - temperature).
Data on the study of the kinetics of γ→α→γ- transformations in iron-nickel alloys are given in
[6-9]. Modern methods investigated the inhomogeneity of the γ-phase [6] as a result of the
redistribution of system components between the phases [7]. In work [8] the assessment of the
degree of heterogeneity in terms of nickel, depending on the mode of heat treatment of low-carbon
chromium-nickel steel, was carried out.
Iinteresting data on γ→α→γ transformation kinetics study in Fe-Ni alloys have been presented
in work [9]. The investigation of cosmic iron containing nickel has shown that realization of
γ→α→γern scheme is possible after million years under the condition of cooling rate in order of
several degrees Celsius. In the work the new data on Fe-Ni diagram obtained by electron spectral
analysis using Ø 0,03 μm (10-6 m) sonde are also presented. According to the refined data in the
temperature range about 500°C and below this temperature the equilibrium line between α and
α+γ-regions becomes vertical increasing differences equilibrium nickel concentrations in α and γ
-phases. The authors as it seems to us have unreasonably averaged the values of nickel
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concentrations at the interphase boundary and inside the phases having thus distorted the positions
of equilibrium lines.
Experience in the manufacture of forgings with a low reduction ratio has shown that their
structure often contains residual nickel-enriched liquation austenite (γliq). Despite multiple
heatings to high enough temperatures for deformation (1200oC) and the deformation with forging
reduction ratio of 3 the homogeneous austenite is very often unobtainable [8]. It was of interest to
study the chemical composition of liquation austenite in one of the maraging chromium-nickel
steel.
Liquation austenite (γliq) is a metastable phase. It is known that interphase equilibrium 1ines
may be drawn further in the diagram area where the temperatures are lower and phase ratio is
different. With these lines it is possible to identify metastable phase compositions.
Let us consider the alloy with Co, concentration at the temperature t. For the bulk mass of the
sample the heating temperature t lies below As temperature and the state is stable. When the
liquation austenite is present in the steel, its structure presents some sort of conglomerate of two
steel compositions, i.e. Co, and C1, or C2 (fig.1). For the 1iquation austenite two positions (above
and below AH) and two ways of transformation are possible under these conditions. In the case of
liquation austenite composition corresponding to the point "1" with C1 concentration (i.e. it is to
the left from equilibrium line and lower than AH) it is possible to expect two processes to occur:
either the dissolution of liquation austenite, or the appearance at the interface of the concentration
"C3".

Fig. 1. Nickel heterogeneity formation (scheme)
Transformation (γ→α) at the temperatures above Ms practically cannot be realized. It would be
therefore unreasonable to expect the disappearance of γliq which has not been dissolved before at
the higher heating's. The viability of γliq with C2-composition 1ocating at point "2" depends on its
sizes. If the size of the area is more than the critical value then "C3" concentration must be expected
to be at the interphase boundary. When the size of γliq is less than the critical value then one could
expect the beginning of γ→α-transformation, and the probability of this process has already been
discussed.
Thus, nickel concentration in the outer layers of the liquation austenite may be considerably
increased if the duplex structure has artificially been formed. The actual degree of their enrichment
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must depend on Ni-diffusion rate from α-phase and the rate of Ni-atoms removal into the inner
bulk of the area of γliq. Hence, it is more probable to get nickel encroached layer at the lower
temperatures as the difference of nickel content in α- and γ-phases, being in equilibrium, is
increasing with decrease in the temperature and the rate of Ni atoms removal from the phase
boundary into the austenite is decreasing.
Even in work [2] A.A. Popov has shown that the phase equilibrium at the interphase boundary
is rapidly reached. The diffusion rate inside a grain is determined by the temperature of heating, it
is possible therefore to change concentration gradients in the grain considerably by varying
thermotemporal parameters. In relatively short period of time the great difference in nickel content
may occur at the interphase boundary. The removal of Ni-atoms from the boundary in the austenite
would be defined by the rate of diffusion. The formation of the considerable layer of the austenite
at the interphase boundary at the lower temperatures is expected to take a certain period of time as
well. When the thickness of the enriched layer is several lattice parameters, such a layer cannot be
observed using the available methods. Consequently, the thickness of the nickel-enriched
(detectable) layer should be of the order of 10-1 m with a probe diameter of Ø 3 10-6 m and a nickel
resolution of no worse than 0.1%.
Material and experimental procedure
In order to check the above mentioned statements we have examined 08X15H5D2T steel having
the 1iquation austenite in its structure. Samples of steel in the hotforged state have been heated up
to 490°C, 520°C and 550°C with holding of 20 hours, and to 650°C with holding of 6 hours. Heating
below 450°C has not resulted in any appreciable redistribution of nickel in the given steel. Polished
sections have been exposed to weak electrolytic etching in 10% oxalic acid. Chemical analysis of
the structure components after regimes has been carried out with X-ray spectral microanalyses.
X ray spectrometer JEOL used in the present work has the sonde diameter of 3 10-6 m therefore
much time is required to get the enriched layer of the indicated thickness at the temperatures about
500°C. The examinations with the help of the magnetometer have shown that at the temperatures
around 550o the formation of the enriched austenite in the given steel starts after about 6 hours
[10].
Results and discussion
X-ray spectral microanalysis of the areas of the polished microsections, containing the liquation
austenite, has shown approximately 1% increase in nickel in them, i. e. about 5,5% for medium
nickel-content in melting about 4,5%. This minor, at the first sight, change in Ni -content should
not result in the qualitative changes in the structure. Our magnetometric investigations have shown
that this is the nickel content interval for the given steel where Ms temperature transition into the
range of the lower temperatures (below 0°C) has taken place. Indeed, the sub-zero treatment has
resulted in the occurence of the martensite pattern on the surface of the 1iquation austenite areas.
In figures 2 A) B) C) the results on mesuring Ni- Cr- Cu- concentrations in α and γ-phases are
summerized. In fact, at the temperature 490°C the conditions are such that due to differences in
diffusion rates of nickel at the interphase boundary and in the austenite the accumulation of Ni in
the surface layer of the austenite area occurs. With the temperature increase from 490°C to 650°C,
with the acceleration in the intraphase diffusion and decrease in the magnitude of the equilibrium
concentration of nickel in the austenite the nickel "peak" is smearing and gradually the change in
nickel concentration is normalized and becomes characteristic of the monophase dissolusion. The
exposed appreciable copper diffusion from α-into γ-phase is of interest. Copper concentration
sometimes is twice as big as that in ferrite. Probably, this diffusion is made easier by isomorphism
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of copper and austenite. The change of chromium concentration occurs gradually. The inner layers
of the 1iquation austenite contain approximately 1% less of chromium than the adjacent α-phase
does.

Fig. 2. Redistribution of nickel, copper and chromium during heating of
08Kh15N5D2T steel into the two-phase α +γ-region.
A - 490°C, 20h; B - 520°C, 20h; C - 550°C, 20h.
Enrichment of austenite with nickel in the two-phase region occurs in the steel under study,
both in the presence of liquation [8] and without it, stabilizing the γ-phase [11]. This is also
evidenced by the data of [7], in which the morphology study of α→γ-transformation in massive
martensite carried out by V.I. Zeldovich has shown that the interphase boundary may 1ie inside
the massive martensite itself [7]. Electron microscopy study of steel structure after heating to
650°C with 6 hours holding, which causes the formation of about 50% of austenite and after
cooling 25-30% of austenite remains, has shown the formation of the duplex structure. Outer layers
of the structure element have remained in the austenite state alter cooling, and inner layers have
been in the martensite state
Thus the variation of the thermotemporal parameters under the thermal treatment 08X15H5D2T
steel has made it possible to obtain different and among them anomalous distributions of nickel in
the steel microstructure and to form the duplex structure. On the slow heatings the liquation
austenite is "replenished" by nickel, starting from the subcritical temperatures, this may result in
increasing of the austenite stability.
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Abstract. In this work was investigate the corrosion behavior of the TiNi alloy in a coarse-grained
state in inorganic field with different concentration and holding time. An increase in the
concentration of the solution leads to a significant acceleration of corrosion processes in the
Ti49.1Ni50.9 alloy with a high Ni content, including until the samples are completely dissolved. It
was revealed that solutions of 1 M sulfuric and hydrochloric acids after a month's exposure did not
change in color and no precipitations were found, while solutions of 5 M hydrochloric and sulfuric
acids acquired a violet and then green color, which is due to the predominant release of titanium
ions (+4) and nickel (+2).
Introduction
In recent decades, materials with an ultrafine-grained structure have been created, having a grain
size of 100 - 300 nm, which have a unique structure and properties, they change fundamental
characteristics, such as the Debye and Curie temperatures, saturation magnetization, etc. Shape
memory materials (SME) have already found wide application in medicine as long-term
functioning materials implanted into the body. A special class of shape memory alloys are nickel
and titanium alloys - alloys (NiTi). The range of their application depends on the temperature of
martensitic transformation and mechanical properties [1-6]. They exhibit high elastic properties,
were able to change their shape when the temperature changes and do not collapse under conditions
of alternating load. Phase transitions in such alloys are characterized by a wide hysteresis and a
long temperature range, in which the material exhibits shape memory and superelasticity effects.
It is known that various metal alloys have the ability to change their shape as a result of temperature
changes. This effect is called "austenitic transformation", and another transformation, from
austenitic state to martensitic state, is called "martensitic transformation" [7-8]. The biochemical
compatibility of physiological fluids and metal implants is largely determined by the
electrochemical interaction between them, which usually leads to the transfer of metal ions into
tissue fluids. In this case, the implant may also contain heavy elements that are toxic to the body.
However, it is impossible to assess biochemical compatibility by the concentration of toxic
elements, especially if their introduction into the composition of the implant leads to a significant
increase in its corrosion resistance [9-14]. Since the corrosive properties of the implant are the
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license. Any further distribution of
this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI. Published under license by Materials
Research Forum LLC.
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most important indicators of biochemical compatibility, it is necessary to take into account both
the direct corrosion processes associated with the transition of ions through the interface, and the
reactions leading to the formation of poorly conducting protective films. As a rule, such protective
films delay the release of toxic ions into the tissue, as a result, the implant containing toxic
elements weakly interacts with the surrounding tissues and becomes practically inert with respect
to biological media [15-20].
Corrosion resistance is largely determined by the degree of defectiveness of the material and
the peculiarities of its implantation into the human body as one of the most active carriers of
aggressive media. Tissues are a complex biological system that reacts to the introduction of an
implant by changing its own structure up to physical and mechanical destruction [21-23].
Therefore, it is important to know the features of corrosive behavior, affecting biochemical and
biomechanical compatibility with body tissues.
Material and methods
The study material was a two-component alloy: Ti49.1Ni50.9 alloy, which has a B2 austenite
structure at room temperature, with a bcc lattice of the CsCl type. To form a solid solution based
on TiNi and to exclude the prehistory of obtaining the material, the alloy was quenched from the
homogeneity region (from 800 °C) into water. The average grain size of the hardened alloy was
200 μm. To reveal the microstructure of the initial titanium nickelide, an etchant of the following
composition was used: 60% H2O + 35% HNO3 + 5% HF. The study of the microstructure was
carried out on an optical metallographic microscope OLYMPUS GX51, as well as using scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) JEOL JSM-6490LV, an inverted microscope AXIO OBSERVER
Z1M in the dark field mode (the studies were carried out in the laboratory of solid state physics of
the Institute of Physics of Molecules and Center of the Russian Academy of Sciences). Before
testing, pre-prepared samples were weighed on an analytical balance, the samples were placed in
a desiccator, where the test sample was in contact with an aggressive medium at a temperature (25
°C). The samples were placed in the solution for a certain time until the appearance of noticeable
traces of corrosion. After testing, the samples were washed with water, treated with alcohol, dried,
and weighed on an analytical balance.
Results
Figure 1 shows optical microscopy of the surface of samples of the Ti49.1Ni50.9 alloy in a coarsegrained state.

Fig. 1. Photographs of the surface of Ti49,1Ni50,9 alloy specimens before corrosion tests in
coarse-grained state
Figure 2 shows the surface structures of alloy samples in a coarse-grained state after corrosion
tests in a 1 M H2SO4 solution with different holding times. At a given concentration of the solution,
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no noticeable corrosion damage is observed; only corrosion products are observed on the surface
of the samples. At the same time, with an increase in the exposure time in the solution, the amount
and volume fraction of corrosion products increase linearly.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)
f)
Fig. 2. Photographs of the surface of Ti49.1Ni50.9 alloy samples obtained using an optical
microscope (a-d), SEM (e) and an inverted microscope (dark field) (f) in a solution of 1 M H2SO4
in a coarse-grained state: a) 1 day; b) 3 days; c-d) 15 days; e-f) 30 days
Corrosion tests in 1 M HCl also do not lead to damage to the samples, accompanied by an
insignificant loss of sample weight, corrosion products are observed on the surface, the volume
fraction is maximum at the maximum exposure time, small pitting is observed in some areas (Fig.
3, e).
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)
f)
Fig. 3. Photographs of the surface of Ti49.1Ni50.9 alloy samples obtained using an optical
microscope (a-d), SEM (e) and an inverted microscope (dark field) (f) in a solution of 1 M HCl
in a coarse-grained state: a) 1 day; b) 3 days; c-d) 15 days; e-f) 30 days
Studies in 3% NaCl showed that, compared to tests in acid solutions, there is a smaller amount
of corrosion products (Fig. 4). In this case, in the structure of the alloy, regions of different contrast
with a size of about 400 ± 30 µm are distinguished at the maximum exposure time in the solution
(Fig. 4, e). The maximum amount of corrosion products on the surface of the samples is observed
after 15 days of exposure (Fig. 4, c-d).
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)
f)
Fig. 4. Photographs of the surface of Ti49.1Ni50.9 alloy samples obtained using an optical
microscope (a-d), SEM (e) and an inverted microscope (dark field) (f) in a solution of 3% NaCl
in a coarse-grained state: a) 1 day; b) 3 days; c-d) 15 days; e-f) 30 days
Investigations of samples after corrosion tests in 5 M HCl on an inverted microscope (Fig. 5, fg) made it possible to determine the nature of corrosion damage. In the case of a coarse-grained
state, deep pits are observed, occupying more than 50% of the sample surface. Studies using
scanning electron microscopy also made it possible to estimate the average size and depth of pitting
corrosion pits in the coarse-grained state (Fig. 5, e). The average size of the holes is about 100 ±
10 µm. After 1 day of holding the samples in the solution, a large number of corrosion products
are observed on the surface, significant damage with the formation of corrosion pits is observed
on the 15th day of exposure (Fig. 5, c-d).
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

g)
Fig. 5. Photographs of the surface of Ti49.1Ni50.9 alloy samples obtained using an optical
microscope (a-d), SEM (e) and an inverted microscope (dark field) (f-g) in a solution of 5 M HCl
in a coarse-grained state: a) 1 day; b) 3 days; c-d) 15 days; e-g) 30 days
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Studies in solution showed that after 1 day, significant corrosion damage to the sample is
observed (Fig. 6, a); after 3 days, the sample weight decreased by 50%, followed by complete
dissolution of the alloy sample in a 5 M H2SO4 solution.

a)

b)

c)
Fig. 6. Photographs of the surface of Ti49.1Ni50.9 alloy samples obtained using an optical
microscope in a solution of 5 M H2SO4 in a coarse-grained state: a, b) 1 day; c) 3 days
Сonclusions
An increase in the concentration of the solution leads to a significant acceleration of corrosion
processes in the Ti49.1Ni50.9 alloy with a high Ni content, including until the samples are completely
dissolved (5 M H2SO4 after 3 days of exposure; 5 M HCl is a significant proportion of corrosion
damage after 30 days). It was revealed that solutions of 1 M sulfuric and hydrochloric acids after
a month's exposure did not change in color and no precipitations were found, while solutions of 5
M hydrochloric and sulfuric acids acquired a violet and then green color, which is due to the
predominant release of titanium ions (+4) and nickel (+2). The process of dissolution of the
Ti49.1Ni50.9 alloy in acid solutions at high concentrations follows the mechanism of pitting, which
is confirmed by the photographs of the microstructures presented.
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Abstract. This paper is dedicated to the features of the processes of 3D printing of polymers with
a high melting point such as PEEK, CarbonPEEK, ULTEM, PPSU using FDM (FFF) technology.
The results of 3D printing with high-performance polymers using different conditions of the heated
chamber are presented. Conclusions about the advantages of a heated chamber are made.
Introduction
Additive manufacturing technologies, in particular FDM or FFF 3D printing technologies, have
become widespread and are of great interest in industry, medicine, science and other fields of
activity due to their potential to simplify and reduce the cost of complex industries and the
attractiveness of specialized research.
FDM technology implies the creation of 3D objects by applying successive layers of material
that follow the contours of the digital model (Fig. 1). Typically, thermoplastic polymers supplied
in the form of filaments or rods are used as printing materials.

Fig. 1. FDM printing scheme. X, Y, Z - directions of movement of the extruder.
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Currently, the manufacture of parts and devices using FDM technologies has reached a new
level in connection with the use of high-performance polymers such as PEEK [1], CarbonPEEK
[2], ULTEM1010, ULTEM9085, PPSU, etc. as filaments (fig. 2). Products made from such
materials have a thermal resistance above 100°C, have good chemical resistance to many
aggressive environment, and in terms of strength characteristics are approach to the properties of
some metals [3, 4].

Fig. 2. Filaments of high-performance polymers: 1 - PPSU; 2 - CarbonPEEK; 3 - ULTEM; 4 –
PEEK
For example, Airbus (a European manufacturer of aviation equipment), under the program for
the development of plane of the A-350 type, has mastered the manufacture of more than 3,000
parts from high-performance polymers using FDM technologies. These are elements of the interior
of the passenger compartment, fasteners, fittings, air ducts and supporting unloaded elements.
It is known that 3D printing with high-performance polymers is associated with some
technological difficulties. To overcome such difficulties, a 3D printer must have certain
characteristics. For a better understanding of what characteristics a 3D printer that prints with highperformance polymers should have, we will consider the main aspects of 3D printing technology
with such materials.
When using the FDM technology, the filament is first heated above the melting temperature
and the polymer passes from a solid to a liquid state. Liquid polymer is extruded through a thin
channel - a nozzle. After extrusion, the polymer is cooled in the environment and a reverse
transition from liquid to solid occurs. Thus, in the process of 3D printing, there are two phase
transformations of the polymer: from solid to liquid and from liquid to solid.
High-performance polymers have a very high melting point, and the extrusion process is carried
out at even higher temperatures. For example, PEEK polymer is extruded at temperatures around
450°C. When such a polymer is extruded into the environment at room temperature, a large
temperature difference (temperature gradient) is obtained between the plastic and the environment.
The high temperature gradient between the liquid polymer and the environment leads to intensive
cooling of the surface layers of the product, during which there is a rapid transition from the liquid
phase to the solid phase.
During rapid polymerization, the molecules of the material remain in a disordered position. This
phenomenon causes increased stresses in the surface layers of the material. On finished products,
this manifests itself in the form of delamination or cracks between the printed layers, a strong
deviation from the initial dimensions and shape of the virtual model, high surface roughness and
other negative effects are observed. As a result, such products have reduced thermal and
mechanical properties.
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High-performance polymers have increased viscosities resulting in high shrinkage rates on
rapid cooling. It also makes it difficult to obtain the desired dimensional tolerances on the
manufactured parts.
Thus, the presence of a high temperature difference between the extruded polymer and the
environment leads to a number of negative effects.
To overcome or minimize these problems, several functions can be implemented to ensure that
high-performance polymers are 3D printed with the best possible quality.
There are currently only a few companies capable of printing high-performance polymers with
high precision and high quality. The reason for this lies in the knowledge of the chemical and
physical features of these high-performance materials and the ability to translate these features into
the designs and settings of 3D printers, allowing to provide the necessary conditions for the
production of quality products.
Effect of polymer viscosity
When extruded, the filament melts and becomes a liquid, so viscosity will affect its behavior.
The viscosity of a liquid polymer is the amount of resistance to flow due to internal friction
between adjacent layers of liquid sliding against each other.
In a traditional extruder design, the flow of liquid polymer exiting the extruder nozzle is limited
by the friction generated on the inner surface of the channel. This leads to a decrease in the flow
area of the nozzle channel and periodic clogging of the extruder. In addition, during the passage
of the melt inside the nozzle channel, air enters together with the polymer, creating air cavities
between the polymer layers. This causes a sharp deterioration in the mechanical properties of the
part being created. As the diameter of the extruder nozzle decreases and the print speed increases,
the negative effect of polymer viscosity affects print quality more intensively.
To solve the problems arising from the negative influence of polymer viscosity, a new extrusion
system was needed. The research department of VOLTEKHNO LLC has developed its own design
of the extruder (Fig. 3), which is completed with the 3DLIFE THERMO printer [5].

Fig. 3. Liquid-cooled 3DLIFE THERMO print unit.
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The use of a friction-reducing ceramic inner bore facilitates the extrusion of highly viscous
polymers. The special profiling of the inner channel allows for an acceleration of the polymer flow.
The narrowing of the extrusion section leads to an increase in the shear stress acting on the polymer
melt, which reduces its viscosity. Equipping the extruder with liquid cooling is very important for
the thermoregulation of individual parts of the extruder, especially when the printing temperature
reaches 450°C.
The technical solutions used in the design of the extruder allow creating an optimized polymer
flow, reducing the negative phenomena of shrinkage, ensuring low dimensional tolerances for the
finished product and maintaining the chemical-physical properties of the material [6].
Shrinkage rate and warpage of polymers
Shrinkage rate is a property of polymeric materials that determines the accuracy and size of parts,
expressed as a percentage. This parameter is defined as the rate of volumetric contraction during
the transition of the polymer from the liquid phase of the melt to the solid phase of the cooled state.
When the polymer is extruded into an environment with room temperature (20-30°C), there is
a large temperature difference between the melt and the medium, which leads to a high cooling
rate of the polymer. The cooling rate affects the processes occurring during the crystallization of
the material, namely: the higher the printing temperature, the higher the cooling rate and the higher
the shrinkage rate.
The shrinkage rate of polymers depends on the material and varies for most thermo polymers
in the range from 0.2 to 1%. Shrinkage of high-temperature polymers can be up to 2%, which
causes certain difficulties in printing.
Parts printed with highly shrinkable resins often have a warping effect. The warping effect is
manifested in the detachment of plastic layers from the surface of the heated table on which the
product is printed. The warping effect is especially pronounced at the edges of the first layer around
the perimeter of the part being created. This is due to the fact that when the first layer is printed,
the melt is extruded onto the table surface, and upon cooling, the polymer adheres to the table
material. Thus, during the phase transition of a liquid into a solid state, adhesion of dissimilar
bodies occurs: liquid and solid due to the forces of interfacial adhesion. Further cooling of the
polymer is accompanied by shrinkage, which results in increased stresses in the surface layers of
the material. When the second polymer layer is applied to the first, similar processes occur, which
lead to an increase in surface stresses in the first layer. If the forces of surface stresses in the first
layer exceed the forces of interfacial adhesion of the polymer to the table material, then the first
layer will detach from the table surface. This leads to the curvature of the lower layers of the
product, that is, to the appearance of the warping effect shown in Figure 4. With a further increase
in the number of printed layers of the product, the stresses from the curvature of the first layer
decrease, the warping effect decreases and the layers are aligned.
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Fig. 4. Effects of warping and delamination of the product.
The high degree of polymer shrinkage rate, at which increased stresses arise between the layers of
the product, affects not only the appearance of the warping effect. If surface stress forces appear
in the product between the polymer layers, which exceed the interfacial adhesion forces of these
layers, then the delamination effect will be observed, that is, the layers will detach (detach) from
each other. Figure 4 schematically shows the effect of delamination on the surface of a product.
Figure 5 shows the delamination effect of a PEEK polymer product.

Fig. 5. The delamination effect of a PEEK polymer product
Annealing of polymer products
When the polymer is extruded into an environment below the glass transition temperature (Tg),
there is a large temperature difference between the melt and the environment, resulting in a high
cooling rate of the polymer.
The high polymerization rate is accompanied by increased shrinkage, causing increased internal
stresses between the layers. This leads to the appearance of the effects of warping and delamination
and, as a consequence, to significant deviations of the geometric dimensions from the given shape
of the product.
Figure 6 shows the main characteristics of the printing processes of high-performance polymers
at temperatures below the glass transition temperature.
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Fig. 6. Characteristic of the printing process below the glass transition temperature.
When printing with high-performance polymers at ambient temperatures below the glass
transition temperature, parts are not completely crystallized. An example of such a PEEK polymer
print is shown in Figure 7.

Fig. 7. Sample of PEEK polymer 3D printing at ambient temperature below glass transition
temperature.
To improve the quality of products printed by the method described above, thermal annealing
is used.
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Annealing is a special heat treatment process that optimizes the molecular structure of the
polymer and reduces the interlayer stresses that occur during rapid polymerization.
This process is carried out as follows. The product is placed in an oven, the air temperature is
raised above the glass transition temperature of the polymer, and held for a certain period of time.
The holding time is calculated depending on the minimum wall thickness of the product. This is
followed by slow cooling at a rate of about 10°C per hour to ambient temperature.
Figure 8 shows the temperature changing of time during the thermal cycle of annealing PEEK
polymer parts [7].

Fig. 8. Annealing thermal cycle for PEEK parts.
When using thermal annealing, some disadvantages of this process must be taken into account:

- annealing takes quite a long time and can last more than eight hours, which is not always economically feasible,
especially under conditions of mass production;

- in the process of annealing, some change in the size of the product occurs, caused by the
rearrangement of polymer grains at the microscopic level;
- heterogeneity in the crystal structure of the product in the presence of walls of different
thickness. Thicker walls remain unannealed;
- using thermal annealing, it is impossible to eliminate the distortion of the product shape caused
by the effects of warping and delamination.
Heated chamber and what is it for
The use of a heated chamber in the printing process allows you to change the ambient temperature
in which the polymer is cooled. That is, in the heated chamber, it is possible to create favorable
conditions for the desired cooling rate, depending on the properties of the polymer to be printed.
Providing a controlled polymerization process, allows you to control the degree of polymer
shrinkage, leads to a decrease in interlayer stresses and the elimination of the causes of the effects
of warpage and delamination. In this case, the process of polymer crystallization occurs with the
formation of regular crystal lattices, which provides a more uniform structure of the material and
the product does not require further thermal annealing.
When comparing the results of printing products from high-performance polymers made
without using a heated chamber and with a heated chamber, it is observed that the product made
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in a heated chamber minimizes deviations of geometric dimensions from a given shape, reduces
surface roughness, and products have improved thermal and mechanical properties.
To solve the problems associated with the negative effects of a high degree of shrinkage of
high-performance polymers, the research department of VOLTECHNO LLC has developed a
heated chamber (Fig. 9), which is used in the design of 3DLIFE THERMO printers. The insulated
heated chamber allows you to maintain a constant air temperature up to 250°C. This makes it
possible to provide a controlled printing process with high-performance polymers with good
repeatability of the geometric shapes of the finished products. The air is heated to the required
temperature by heaters located inside the chamber. Uniform heating of the entire volume of the
chamber is carried out using a fan built into the chamber, providing convective heat exchange
between the heating elements and the air of the chamber.

Fig. 9. Heated chamber of the 3DLIFE THERMO printer
It has been found that the optimum ambient temperature maintained in a heated chamber is the
glass transition temperature (Tg) of the polymer used.
The Tg parameter is one of the most important thermophysical properties of amorphous
polymers. At this temperature, the polymer chains are randomly oriented and can move freely,
while the polymer is in structural relaxation and cools smoothly and uniformly. Thus, the strength
and dimensional accuracy of 3D printed high performance polymer parts is achieved [8].
Optimum chamber temperatures for some high performance polymers: PPSU - 225 ° C; PEI 1010 - 220 ° C; PEKK /
PEEK - 160 ° C.

Figure 10 shows the main characteristics of the printing processes of high-performance
polymers at temperatures above the glass transition temperature.
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Fig. 10. Characteristic of the 3D printing process above the glass transition temperature
When printing with high-performance polymers at an ambient temperature above the glass
transition temperature, the parts are completely crystallized. An example 3D print from PEEK is
shown in Figure 11.

Fig. 11. Sample of PEEK polymer 3D printing at ambient temperature above glass transition
temperature
Summary
The main advantages of the heated chamber:
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1) a high degree of crystallinity of the product is achieved, which leads to improved chemical,
mechanical and thermal characteristics;
2) the uniformity of the crystalline structure of the material is ensured, this leads to the same
properties throughout the entire volume of the product and eliminates the negative effects of
warping and delamination;
3) there is no need for additional heat treatment processes, such as annealing, which leads to a
reduction in the production time of finished products;
4) there is no limitation on the minimum wall thickness due to the lack of heat treatment after
printing the product;
5) no deformation due to heat treatment, resulting in better shape tolerances and dimensional
accuracy.
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Abstract. The article describes the features of ultramarine, its modifications, viz. ultramarine blue.
The requirements for ultramarine blue grades are observed, the one-stage and two-stage
technologies for the production of ultramarine blue are described, the advantages and
disadvantages of both methods are listed, new recommendations for the production of ultramarine
blue are offered.
Introduction
Ultramarine is a natural pigment applied since the middle ages [1, 2, 3]. Chemically, ultramarine
is a sodium aluminosilicate of the chemical composition (Na2O·Al2O3·mSiO2)·x·Na2Sn
containing sodium sulphides and polysulphides. This inorganic pigment is found naturally as a
lazurite mineral in various mountainous countries extracted from lapis lazuli rocks [4, 5] and, due
to the time-consuming extracting process, is very expensive [6].
The applications of ultramarine are as follows: the production of plastics, paints, powder
coatings, rubber and thermoplastic elastomers, detergents, cosmetics and soaps, art colours, leather
finishes, synthetic fibers, etc.
Ultramarine, depending on customer needs, comes in the following colour modifications:
ultramarine blue, ultramarine green, ultramarine purple and ultramarine red, of which ultramarine
blue has found the widest application in various industries [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12].
Properties of Ultramarine Blue Grades
Blue ultramarine having the composition of m=2.5...3.0; n=2...5, x=2.5...3.0, is produced in the
following grades [13, 14] as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Basic requirements for ultramarine grades
Parameter

Ultramarine grade
UHK-A

UHK

US

UM-1

UM-2

0.02

0.03

0.10

0.6

0.75

Intensity in relation to the standard, no less than [%] 240

200

180

140

120

Mass content of sulphur, no more than [%]
Ratio of the remainder after wet sieving, no more
than [%]

–

0056K

0.75

0.1

0.1

0.7

10

0045K

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

0.03

016K
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UHK-A ultramarine grade is applied in art watercolours, UHK grade is applied in all other art
colours, the US grade is applied in sugar production, UM-1 and UM-2 grades are applied in paintand-varnish and other industries. In oxidizing environment, ultramarine is stable up to 300°C, and
it does decompose up to 500…600°C, whereas and in carbonic environment it is stable even at
700°C. The quality parameters of ultramarine are significantly affected by the chemical
composition of the used raw materials and the production technology.
Methods for the Production of Ultramarine Blue
Ultramarine is yielded from kaoline having the chemical formula Al2O3·2SiO2·2H2O [5, 6, 13],
and also diatomite, sulphur and sodium carbonate as raw materials by means of heat treatment. All
the above-listed raw materials must match the following requirements:
1. All the raw materials must be dry to avoid decomposition of the resulting sodium
polysulphides.
2. The soda must not contain bicarbonates.
3. The kaoline and diatomite must not have iron impurities.
4. The sulphur must not contain arsenic.
The ratio of the raw materials used in ultramarine charge is maintained within the following
requirements [13, 14] as given in table 2.
Table 2. The formulation of raw materials in ultramarine charges [%]
Raw material

Charge #1

Charge #2

Base material

Kaoline

30.3

25.6

96.9

Sulphur

29.4

34.6

99.5

Soda ash

28.9

28.8

97.7

Diatomite

5.5

7.5

86.9

Pitch

3.6

3.5

97.8

Ultramarine is yielded not only from kaodine, but also from amorphous sodium alumosilicate,
the mixture of sodium aluminate and silica, the mixture of amorphous alumina and silicon dioxide,
as well as from the mixture of aluminuim-containing and siliferous waste after special treatment
[15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. For example, while yielding UM-1 and UM-2 ultramarine grades,
silicon is substituted with ferrosilicon dust, technical sodium aluminate is substituted with alkalineetched aluminium products, and while yielding UHK and UHK-A ultramarine grades, amorphous
aluminium is substituted with dead aluminuim-containing catalyst.
The heat treatment of ultramarine charge is performed in either the one-stage or the two-stage
technology.
According to the one-stage technology, the charge is fed from the fireclay into the porous
crucibles, with each crucible containing a specified amount of charge. The crucibles are installed
in the furnace in rows, one on top of the other. The roasting process consists of three steps.
The first step proceeds from the beginning of the roasting process during the furnace
temperature increase up to 450°C, without air access in the reducing medium. The result of the
first step is the obtaining of sodium sulphides and polysulphides.
The second step proceeds during the reaction of polysulphides (obtained at the first step) with
kaoline, and during the furnace temperature increasing to 725…780°C, without air access into the
reducing medium, and with the attained temperature maintained for several hours. The result of
the second step is the obtaining of ultramarine green.
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The third step, also known as malleablizing, proceeds during the oxidation of ultramarine green
(obtained at the second step), and during the furnace cooling with atmospheric oxygen access,
which is maintained for 8…15 days. The result of the third step is the obtaining of ultramarine
blue.
The main disadvantage of the one-stage technology is the yielding of a heterogeneous product,
which is due to the uneven furnace temperature. Another disadvantage of the one-stage technology
is its long duration, which is very time-consuming. The two-stage technology, which is invented
recently, obtains ultramarine green and ultramarine blue separately with the overall process
duration decreasing to 40…50 hours, which is 2…8 times less time-consuming than the one-stage
technology.
As a result of either of the two above-described technologies, only a semi-finished ultramarine
product is yielded, which requires further washing from impurities, drying and, finally, grinding.
Besides, other disadvantages of the above-described technology of yielding ultramarine are,
firstly, the process stoppability, or discontinuity; secondly, the application of ball mills for grinding
raw materials and semi-finished products, thus providing insufficient dispersion of the products;
and, thirdly, comparatively low drying temperatures of 150...200°C in drum dryers, thus reducing
the process productivity.
In this regard, the introduction of a continuous process for yielding ultramarine with the use of
advanced types of equipment, such as bead mills and combined spray dryers, will increase not only
the process productivity, but also the final product quality.
Conclusions
The above-stated research allow us to make the following conclusions.
1. Ultramarine is a pigment used in various industries.
2. Ultramarine blue, as the most applicable ultramarine pigment, is traditionally yielded by the
one-stage technology consisting of heating, reducing and malleablizing steps.
3. The disadvantage of the one-stage technology is the long process duration equal to 8…15
days due to the malleablizing step.
4. The invented two-stage technology separates the yielding processes of ultramarine green and
ultramarine blue, and reduces the overall process duration to 40…50 hours.
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Abstract. The injection molding process is one of the most efficient and economical casting
processes. The process is becoming increasingly common in various industries in large-scale and
mass production of castings. It should be noted that by having great advantages over other methods
of obtaining high-quality castings of higher accuracy, injection molding makes it possible to bring
the dimensions of the castings as close as possible to the dimensions of the finished parts.
Introduction
The article discusses the injection molding process, the general presentation and its features. The
main types of this technology and its classification are considered. Conclusions on positive and
negative aspects of each technology are formed. Special attention is paid to the capabilities of
mathematical and computer modeling, which allows to ensure control and optimization of the
parameters of the injection molding process.
Principle of Injection Molding Process Implementation
The injection molding process is one of the most efficient and economical casting processes. The
process is becoming increasingly common in various industries in large-scale and mass production
of castings [1-3]. It should be noted that by having great advantages over other methods of
obtaining high-quality castings of higher accuracy, injection molding makes it possible to bring
the dimensions of the castings as close as possible to the dimensions of the finished parts.
Injection molding is a very difficult process to control, since a number of manufacturing factors
constantly change in the process, on which the quality of the resulting product depends, such as
the temperature ratio or injection rate of molten metal, the accuracy of the manufacture of the
matrix and its lubrication, and many other dynamically changing factors. In conventional
manufacturing, success depends on the experience and qualifications of specialists, sometimes
parts require secondary processing to eliminate defects and ensure their compliance with the
highest quality standards.
The classic injection molding machine is shown in Fig. 1.
Injection molding is a relatively old technology, it has been used since the late 1800s. Injection
molding was first used by G. Brouss in 1838 in the manufacture of a letter depicting letters for
newspaper printing machines. In 1839, the first patent was taken for a piston machine for pouring
metal under pressure. In mechanical engineering, injection molding began to be used in 1849 for
the production of small parts from tin-lead alloys. The V Sturgis machine used for these purposes
had a manual piston drive, with the help of which a pressure of 100-150 Pa was created in the
pressing chamber located inside the crucible with molten metal.
In injection molding machines, a huge screw (screw) is installed, which directs molten plastic
into the mold under high pressure. This screw transmission method was invented in 1946, and is
still used. Injection molding machines are, of course, not the same as modern high-tech 3D printing
machines [4]. There is nothing innovative in them, but the use of injection molding is a prerequisite
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license. Any further distribution of
this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI. Published under license by Materials
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for creating most new innovative products. The mold consists of two halves (die and punch),
which, when closed, form a cavity in the form of a desired part. Hot liquid plastic is poured into it
under high pressure. High pressure is required for the molten plastic to fill each portion in the mold
cavity. When the plastic cools, the two mold halves are moved apart, and the finished part is
removed from them.

Fig. 1. Machine of Injection Molding
Developing the design and design of the case for mass production is a rather difficult task, and
the cost of the molds themselves is in the tens of thousands of dollars. At the same time, injection
molding remains one of the most popular technologies, because only it allows you to produce
millions of identical parts at an incredibly low price per piece.
The technology of injection molding and high pressure casting is described in the following
works [5-7].
Advantages and disadvantages of injection molding technology
The advantages of the injection molding method include the possibility of obtaining complex thinwalled castings, which are quite difficult to obtain by other casting methods; high physical and
mechanical properties of castings due to specific conditions of casting formation; strength
characteristics of parts as compared to casting into sand molds increase by 15-20%; obtaining highquality castings with low surface roughness and high dimensional accuracy; high productivity of
the process due to minimum casting cycle duration, complex mechanization and automation of the
production process; low cost of casting due to reduced labour input for manufacturing parts;
ensuring favorable sanitary and hygienic working conditions of workers.
The disadvantages of the injection molding method include: the high cost of molds, the
complexity and duration of their manufacture; low resistance of molds, especially at casting of
alloys with high melting point (steel, cast iron, copper alloys); difficulty of casting with complex
cavities and undercuts; unsuitability of the metal mold, which contributes to the appearance of
stresses in castings during cooling; therefore, injection molding alloys must have a narrow
crystallization interval, high fluid flow, and sufficient strength and ductility.
As a rule, in Russia, the raw material for the production of cast parts is scrap metal of nonferrous metals or "churks" of aluminum, or other non-ferrous metal, which are bought by the
relevant smelters of this metal (more often scrap metal). The raw material is processed into a
powder - a finished raw material for the casting process.
The injection molding process includes:
1) mixing metal powders with polymers such as wax and a polypropylene binder to form a
mixture;
2) injecting the liquid material into the mold by casting machines;
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3) the molded part or "raw part" is cooled and pushed out of the mold;
4) removal of the binder by means of solvents, catalytic method or combination of methods.
The resulting part is brittle and porous (40 percent of the volume of "air"). The finishing
processes of parts after casting vary greatly depending on what the final product is required. The
most common option: the part is transferred to the agglomerate furnace in a protective atmosphere
at a temperature close to the melting point of the material. To seal the particles using capillary
forces. The high diffusion rate leads to shrinkage and thickening of the material.
In addition, the difference in injection molding processes is due to the variety of alloys from
which castings are made. Along with zinc, magnesium and aluminum alloys, widely used in
production, alloys of copper, iron, titanium, heat-resistant alloys are increasingly being used.
Special conditions for filling the mold with melt, which include evacuation and oxygen blowing,
are also introduced into the technological processes.
There are several different injection molding technologies. The variety of injection molding
processes is primarily associated with different types of pressing chambers and the arrangement
of the pressing mechanism relative to the mold in the machine. The most common technological
processes are carried out on machines with hot and cold horizontal and vertical pressing chambers.
Machines with a hot horizontal pressing chamber and machines of vertical layout are not widely
used.
Injection molding is divided into high pressure casting (HPDC), injection molding (LPDC),
injection molding, gravitational casting (GDC).
High-pressure casting (HPDC) is divided into two types: cold-cast or hot-cast. Almost most
often, the third version of the heated form is also used: (warm). In this method, the desired
temperature is maintained by means of thermoregulators which are connected directly to the mold.
HPDC is an important process in the production of large volumes and inexpensive components
for automotive, household appliances and electronics.
Advantages and disadvantages of injection molding technology
Digital manufacturing is the concept of technological preparation of production in a single digital
environment using the tools of planning, verification and modeling of production processes, the
so-called Industry 4.0 [8-9]. The CPU involves a single information space and end-to-end
automation of all production processes, which is possible due to the translation of all information
about the product, production processes and operation into digital form, that is, a parallel product
creation chain is created, in other words, a digital twin of the enterprise and the product is created.
For example, using specialized CAE systems (AFS, SIMTEC, ProCAST, NovaFlow,
PowerCAST, CastCAE) [10] allows you to visualize the injection molding process. Due to this, it
is possible to identify various defects and deformations, residual stresses, determine volumetric
and linear shrinkage, optimize casting and solidification modes, and, based on the results of the
visualization, make adjustments at the stage of designing the casting design and process, which
will significantly reduce the percentage of scrap, and therefore, there will be significant savings in
metal, working time and electricity.
Automation of injection molding [11] provides increased resistance of mold parts and pressing
chamber due to stable thermal conditions and regular lubrication of working and friction surfaces,
improving surface quality and density of castings by regulating and stabilizing the thermal
condition and lubrication of the mold and the pressing chamber; reducing losses due to metal
burning, increasing productivity due to combining several operations in a casting cycle; reduced
costs of muscular energy of the foundry and increased safety of its operation.
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Automation of injection molding is a multifaceted and difficult task. Depending on the specific
production conditions, the quality of castings is managed at three different levels. In order to
ideally follow the given process and the corresponding quality of the part, it is necessary to
simultaneously monitor all three levels of control of the injection molding process with an instant
reaction when detecting deviations taking into account the influence of the parameter of one level
on another.
Conclusions
The most accurate machine-building workpieces are obtained by the injection molding method, its
main advantages are the possibility of obtaining workpieces with minimum allowances for
mechanical treatment or without it and minimum roughness of unprocessed surfaces, ensuring high
productivity and low labor input of making parts, mainly from alloys based on zinc and aluminum.
The main parameters affecting the filling and casting process are: the pressure on the metal during
filling and underpressure, the pressing speed, the design of the runner-ventilation system, the
temperature of the poured alloy, lubrication and vacuumizing modes.
The presence of the digital twin of the casting section will allow real-time monitoring of
readings of sensors whose data are in a single information space from the casting machine installed
in the pressing chamber, the mold, on manipulators designed to pour metal and extract the casting.
This will allow an analysis of the injection molding process and quality control of castings, which
will provide an opportunity to carry out an automated correction of the casting process modes
without stopping production.
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Abstract. New elastomeric composites were synthesized with filler particles from rice husk
products both in micro and sub-micron sizes. The obtained composites surface structure was
investigated by scanning electron and atomic force microscopy. The application as a prospective
strengthening sub-micron sizes filler for the composite complexes creation with high elastic and
strength properties have been shown.
Introduction
When creating elastomeric composites, structures and products made from such materials,
considerable attention is paid to environmental issues, as well as to improving economic efficiency
and energy efficiency in its production. The current interest in elastomeric composites is the
problem to find effective fillers [1-6]. In this work we have investigated the surface structure of
elastomeric composites based on industrial synthetic butadiene styrene rubber SBR 1500 with
filler particles from rice husk products [7-8], both in micro and sub-micron sizes. These
experiments are important to understand the structure-property relationships for polymer
composites and are taken into account in the mathematical models creation for predicting these
materials mechanical properties [9-10].
Materials and methods
Two type composites were prepared: samples 1 with micro dispersed fillers and samples 2 with
sub-microdispersed fillers. High-dispersed filler particles were obtained from the micro dispersed
feed using a PM100 planetary ball mill (Retsch, Germany). The composites main components
were: rubber SBR 1500 -100 wt %, fillers-65 wt % (filling 30% by volume). The obtained
composites surface structure was investigated by JSM-6700F-field emission scanning electron
microscope with JED-2300F energy dispersion microanalyzer (Jeol, Japan). The tests were carried
out in high vacuum conditions. Platinum sputtering 50 nm thickness was preliminarily applied on
the samples surface. The sample surfaces were examined using an atomic force microscope (AFM)
easyScan (Nanosurf, Switzerland) operating in half-contact mode in air at room temperature. The
phase-contrast mode was additionally used in the AFM. The AFM was protected from external
excitations using a TS-150 dynamic anti-vibration stage (Fabrik am Weiher, Switzerland).The
vulcanizes elastic-strength properties were tested on a UTS-10 (Zwick Roell, Germany) tensile
machine.
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Results and discussions
The elastomeric composites surface structure SEM image for samples with micro- or submicrodispersed fillers is shown in Fig. 1 a, b. The filler particles (light areas) in the elastomeric
matrix (dark areas) are visualized in these images. The determined sizes filler agglomerates in the
rubber matrix with SPIP program (Image Metrology, Denmark) for samples 1 are in the range
from 200 nm to 10 mkm, distances between fillers about 500 nm; for samples 2 – sizes from 30
nm to 1 mkm, distances - about 100 nm. The surface structure AFM images of these industrial
synthetic butadiene styrene rubber SBR 1500 composites with a micro- and nanostructured
amorphous silicon dioxide filler are shown in Fig. 2 a, b (left - topography, right - phase contrast).
In these images also the filler particles are visualized as a light area in the elastomeric matrix dark
areas. The AFM image data analysis with respect to the filler sizes are in agreement with the SEM
data.

a)

b)
Fig. 1. SEM images of elastomeric composites with different fillers: a) microdispersed
amorphous silicon dioxide, b) sub-microdispersed amorphous silicon dioxide.
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a)

b)
Fig. 2. AFM images of the surface structure on industrial synthetic butadiene styrene rubber
SBR 1500 filled with:
a) microdispersed amorphous silicon dioxide. Scans 37.7 x37.7 µm;
b) sub-microdispersed amorphous silicon dioxide. Scans are 28.3 x28.3 μm.
(In each image on the left is topography, on the right-phase contrast).
The data analysis images presented in Figs. 1-2 show that when the filler particles size
decreases, there is a noticeable decrease in the inclusions size (particle agglomerates), which
indicates a noticeably better filler particles distribution in the elastomeric matrix. For example,
sample 2 filled with sub-micron particles shows a decrease in the agglomerate average size to
about 30 nm from the initial 200 nm obtained for sample 1 filled with micro filler particles. As
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follow from our strain – stress measurements on these composites performed on UTS-10 tensile
machine this leads to a significant improvement in the elastic strength properties in sample 2
compared to sample 1. Thus, sample 2 shows a 5-fold increase in strength compared to sample 1,
and 1.5-fold increase in tension at 300% elongation.
Conclusion
The synthesized elastomeric composites study by scanning electron and atomic force electron
microscopy shows a noticeable influence the surface structure parameters of the fillers from rice
husk on the complex mechanical properties. The data obtained on the used fillers distribution
features in the elastomeric matrices correlate with the measured physical and mechanical
properties of the synthesized composites. The efficiency of directional control over the initial
particles size in amorphous silicon dioxide derived from renewable raw materials (rice husks) and
their use as promising strengthening filler for creating composites with reinforced mechanical
properties have been shown.
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Abstract. The structural characteristics of samples of a four-component superconducting material
(YBCO) after exposure to X-ray irradiation during a long time are investigated. The effect of Xray beam processing on angular positions (corresponding parameters of the crystal lattice) and the
width of Bragg reflections is established. The phenomenon of oscillatory behavior in the unit cell
dimension with long-time irradiation is found. The analysis of the profiles of reflection also
demonstrates the presence of reversible changes phase composition with the exposure time. The
observed phenomena reflect the presence of a nontrivial and specific process of compression and
expansion of the unit cell due to the accumulation and then disengagement outside of ionized
oxygen, which is formed under such irradiation exposure on the surface of the samples.
Introduction
Irradiation processing is widely used for alloying. This type of impact on materials needs to be
considered in some applications. For example, after the exposure to neutron irradiation of
substances in which there are covalent chemical bonds, there happen either a change in the unit
cell dimension [1-2], or even transformation of part of the volume into another element.
There is a class of substances in which, along with rigid covalent and ionic types of chemical
bonds, there also exist weaker chemical bonds. We observed the impact of soft X-ray irradiation
on the structural characteristics of the known material DKDP (potassium dihydrogen phosphate)
for the formation of biocrystals and the used in laser devices [3]. We also [4-5] studied the effect
of maturing in the long-term X-ray exposure on the well-known superconducting four-component
ceramic material YBCO (YBa2Cu3O7-x, yttrium barium cuprate).
The distinctive feature of this substance is that oxygen, when chemically bound with these
metals - Y, Ba, Cu - exist in three different charge states. These include oxygen bound with copper
atoms in unit cell and which is in a nearly neutral state. Also, in [4] the changes were observed
after a long maturing of the samples. Note that breathing modes of behavior of atoms are inherent,
and most likely observed, for large macromolecules in bioactive substances. This phenomenon is
unique for inorganic materials.
In this article, we present the results from a new time-series experiment for YBCO samples,
when measurements were carried out continuously, and discuss the possible mechanism of the
observed oscillatory processes in it.
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Samples and procedures
YBCO samples were taken from a batch prepared as certified standard materials of composition
and diffraction properties (GSO PRF-23) and had the composition YBa2Cu3O6.93. The
superconducting transition temperature, Tc = 91,5 K, has been maintained for over 30 years since
the creation of this batch. Also during this period, the characteristics of the full diffraction pattern
were repeatedly measured. The calculations of the structural characteristics, carried out using the
Rietveld method, confirmed the invariability of the composition of these samples.
More detailed continuous measurements of the characteristics of the diffraction pattern during
the X-ray exposure on the surface of the samples were carried out on the DRON-4 diffractometer
(CuKɑ-radiation) and followed by additional measurements having much softer VKɑ-radiation
and CrKɑ-radiation and then much harder MoKɑ-radiation. The oscillating changes in the angular
positions and the shape of the profiles were revealed; however, after some time in the course of
the measurements, the angular position of the reflections, corresponding to the change in the
crystal lattice parameter, began to return to the initial state. A typical picture is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. An example of changes in a diffraction reflection with Miller indices (002) at different
time intervals of observation.
To analyze the profiles the «Profan» program was used. The results showed that after the
exposure to the X-ray beam, they can be described as a set of several profiles and in terms of the
appearance of reflections corresponding to compositions with higher oxygen content. For softer
VKɑ- and CrKɑ-radiations, the changes started faster and were more pronounced, and the opposite
picture was observed under MoKɑ-radiation.
Discussion
The structural characteristics and properties of ceramic and single-crystal YBCO samples with
different oxygen contents were studied in great detail by various methods [6]. When studying the
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effect of laser irradiation of YBCO films, a change in the relief was found due to growth defects
which are the results of relaxations of the accumulating strains [7].
The investigation of the photoresponse of YBCO films [8] showed that the relaxation of excited
quasiparticles can occur owing to localized states near the Fermi level. The mechanism of similar
photoinduced reactions based on the results of X-ray crystallographic and spectroscopic data was
considered for proteins [9] and other substances [15].
The X-rays with different wavelengths, applied by us, gave the penetration into the analyzed
sample volume of different depths. The obtained results indicate that the observed phenomenon
occurs mostly in the near-surface regions of the samples. The appearance of additional reflections,
reflecting higher oxygen content, means the oxygen penetration into the layers of surface. This
process is possible because when exposed to X-rays, the air is noticeably ionized, and there is a
part of more active oxygen (ozone) in it. Such oxygen saturates vacancies in the basal plane of the
unit cell. In that part of the vacancies some also contained oxygen with the charge of such atom
being close to neutral. An anomalously high diffusion rate was then observed several times for this
compound of this atomic plane.
An increase in the oxygen content in a unit cell leads to a noticeable compression waves in this
cell and the appearance of micro- and macrostresses in the sample. Indeed, we observed
spontaneous bending of plates made of this material after a long maturing, which may be associated
with relaxation of macrostresses due to the arising of compression waves. The presence of the
compressed powder in quartz cuvettes for X-ray diffraction also led to cracking of the cuvettes
holding this powder. This observation reflects a very high level of such macrostresses, capable of
destroying a sufficiently strong material.
The YBCO unit cell appeared because of the replacement of lanthanum and strontium in the
LaSrCuO4-x compound for yttrium and barium, which led to a strong chemical contraction of this
cell, along with an increase in Tc from 39 to 92K. We considered a similar chemical contraction
effect for another superconducting compound V3Si [10]. In this case, due to the chemical
contraction of V atoms by Si atoms with covalent bonds, the value of Tc also increased almost
three-fold.
Moreover, we observed the phenomenon of strong swelling of V3Si, milled to a fraction of 20
microns and pressed in cuvettes when the maturing process took place. In some cases, when the
milled particles decreased to 3-5 microns, the cracking of quartz cuvettes was also observed,
similar to that observed for YBCO.
The nonlinearity of the response of a multicomponent system to external influences at the
electronic and atomic level of structure was inherited during the transition to a larger scale of the
structure [11-12] and vice versa. For several samples this manifested itself in the appearance of
chaotic phenomena and avalanches when exposed to a strong magnetic field [13-14] of near the
superconducting state.
It should be noted that the process of self-organization in highly nonlinear systems can be
associated with bifurcations and different trajectories of the dynamic process. Therefore, the longer
observation we made, we were able to see different sequences of changes in the diffraction pattern
and the contribution of the emerging regions with different oxygen contents. However, despite the
different levels of oscillations of the structural characteristics, they all returned to their initial state.
The oscillatory phenomena are well studied in the reaction-diffusion systems [15]. In [16], on
the basis of synergetic approaches, as a theory of self-organizing systems, it is shown that the
controlling of the structure and properties is related to establishing conditions of spontaneously
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released elastic energy as the system loses its space-time symmetry being an independent source
of energy.
At the atomic level, however, this observation is considered to be rather unique. Therefore, the
YBCO samples were also provided to the Division of Material Reliability, NIST, USA, where they
were analyzed on their X-ray diffractometer. The presence of oscillatory changes in the
characteristics of the diffraction pattern was confirmed, which shows the reproducibility of the
observed phenomenon.
Summary
The emerging of spatio-temporal patterns demonstrates the process of self-organization in this
ceramics at the atomic and microscopic levels as well as the presence of peculiar ‘breathing’ modes
of behavior of this multicomponent material. At the same time, the added complexity of the
structure of the material by several components with variable concentration leads to the dynamics
of processes, which has a more pronounced nonlinear character, and a variety of the observed
spatio-temporal patterns.
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Abstract. The titanium samples alloyed with molybdenum and aluminum are used to conduct full
high-precision X-ray experiments enabling to determine the characteristic of the atomic
interrelations - the unit cell dimension, and to establish the phase components of the doped single
crystal. An orthorhombic phase is found, the volume of which increases after the deformation
impact.
Introduction
The refractory elements added to the alloys of titanium with aluminum change their strength and
other functional characteristics. The alloying significantly extends the application of these
materials in biomedicine and other applications. Currently, in order to create new compositions
based on titanium, a comprehensive study of these alloys by various methods and modeling of
their characteristics based on quantum-mechanical calculations is used [1-2].
The concentration dependence of microhardness, corrosion as well as other characteristics оf
the atomic and electronic structure are studied in [2] for alloys of the Ti-Mo binary system. Both
the calculations and the experimental data allowed to establish the factors of the relationship
between the energy chains of composition-structure properties, ranging from the atomic and
electronic level to the meso-, micro- and macrolevels of the real macroscopic properties of
products made of these alloys. The influence of molybdenum additions on the phase composition,
microstructures, and mechanical properties of initial composition of the Ti6Al4V with a gradual
increase in the Mo content up to 6 wt.% is studied in [3]. It is shown that the element hardening
the solid solution such as Mo improves mechanical properties like yield strength, ultimate tensile
strength, ductility, and hardness, compared with the pre-alloyed Ti6Al4V alloy.
The impact of mechanical treatment on the strength properties of samples of titanium with a
higher molybdenum content is studied in this work. For the beta-phase of the samples, highprecision experiments were carried out for the first time, using single crystal X-ray diffractometry,
and the comparison was made with the undoped composition. These experiments enabled to
determine the basic thermodynamic characteristic of atomic interrelation after crystallization of
alloys – the unit cell dimension (the parameter of the formed crystal lattice) [4].
Samples and procedure
To investigate microhardness by the Vickers (HV50) method the plates cut from ingots were used.
The electric spark cutting was followed by electropolishing with the surface layer of 20 µm and
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license. Any further distribution of
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60 µm being removed. Then the surface was treated with an emery cloth coated with corundum of
an average size of 40 µm, after which the surface was polished using diamond paste (with the
particle size of 9 µm) and colloidal silicon. 49 times the measurements (matrix 7*7 on each plate)
were carried out using a PMT3 microhardness-meter with the applied load of 50 grams. The
deformed layer having been measured, the electropolishing was again carried out bringing the
surface to the initial state, and the measurements of the microhardness of the same samples were
repeated.
For the measurements performed on a four-circle single-crystal diffractometer ("Xcalibur"
Rigaku-Oxford Diffraction) cubes with the face size of 1 mm were cut from large grains of a
composition containing 15% Mo and 6% Al. To improve the measurement accuracy, spherical
samples with a diameter of no more than 0.3-0.4 mm were prepared from them. After rolling, the
surface layer was removed by etching. The preliminary diffraction patterns exhibited high quality
of the analyzed samples and suggested a reliable and detailed analysis of the intensity distribution
in each recorded Bragg reflection.
In the measurements a short-wavelength MoKα1 radiation with a wavelength of 0.070932 nm
was used, which enabled the recording of the diffraction pattern of total volume analyzed samples.
The samples were sequentially rotated making possible to record the intensity of the reflected
beams on the ССD-detector with a full display of the Ewald sphere, during 80-180 hours (two
control reflections were recorded every 50 frames to take into account possible drifts; however,
voltage fluctuations did not exceed 0.1 V at a voltage of 50 kV).
From 8 to 24 sets of the independent system of Bragg reflections were obtained (depending on
the Miller indices of these reflections), which ensured additionally an increase in the accuracy and
reliability of the measurement results. The lattice parameters of the beta-phase were calculated in
accordance with the Bragg-Wolf law and cubic symmetry of the unit cell. Unlike powder
diffractometry, when from 6 to 40-60 averaged reflections are recorded, the use of the geometry
of 4-circle diffractometer and a single-crystal form of the samples made possible to record more
than 2600 Bragg reflections in the diffraction pattern of each sample at room temperature (297300) K.
Results and discussion
The study of alloys based on titanium, including bimetallic products, showed the presence of
synergy of effects at the micro- and macro-level of the material structure during various kinds of
machining [5-8]. For the investigated composition, also considered sequentially were the data at
the microstructural and then at the atomic level of the structure.
The microhardness of the samples remained invariable after a layer of thickness of 20 µm and
60 µm was removed. The use of diamond pastes for surface treatment increased microhardness
and the use of larger corundum particles of an average size of 40 μm, which are commonly used
in surface treatment technology, led to an additional increase in microhardness more 11%.
It was shown in [3] that phase shifts of diffraction reflexes occurred when the stabilizer Mo
from 2 to 6 wt.% was added, exhibiting the occurrence of the lattice distortion. It was found that
the lattice parameter changed from 0.3228 nm for Ti6Al4 to 0.3232 nm, 0.3243 nm, and 0.3251
nm for Ti6Al4V-2Mo, -4Mo, and -6Mo, which the authors considered was due to the increase of
stabilizer Mo content from 2 to 6 wt.%, which acting as hardening agent in the solid-solution in
the pre-alloyed Ti6Al4V alloy, and which is seen in the improved mechanical properties of the
alloys - microhardness. Ti6Al4V-6Mo had the highest value among these compositions.
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The lattice parameters for our alloy containing 15% molybdenum and 6% aluminum,
demonstrated a further increase in the crystal lattice parameters of the beta-phase - 0.330595 (2)
nm and 0.330628 (2) nm for two studied samples.
An analysis of references was also carried out, for related to the crystal lattice parameters of the
alpha-phase of pure hexagonal titanium [9] and the beta-phase [10] of titanium. Two methods were
used to estimate the values of the lattice parameter of the beta-phase at room temperature. For the
undoped beta phase, in one method the lattice parameter at room temperature was determined by
extrapolating the values measured for the beta-phase at high temperature, which gave a value of
aextr= 0.3276 nm; in the other method it was near-this values of aextr= 0.3279-0.3282 nm. They
were obtained by extrapolating data from the dependences of the lattice parameters on the
concentration of substituent varied elements (Mo, Nb, V, Zr, Cr, Ta, Fe, Al).
The experimental data in [11] indicate that as the Mo content increases, on parts of the volume
of sample a martensitic transformation can occur, including under the action of the applied stress.
The martensite has a hexagonal structure denoted as α`-martensite, in dilute compositions with a
higher solute content as ortorhombic α``-martensite in alloys.
It should be noted that in this study the full diffraction pattern from the analyzed sample is
recorded. The use of single-crystal samples increases the intensity of the observed reflections by
3-4 orders of magnitude. The software (CrysAlis) allows for such samples to detect the presence
of a second phase, though it may be in small quantities. In fact, along with the predominant betaphase, a family of reflections was found in the samples, with a unit cell belonging to the
ortorhombic phase. The amount of this phase may differ in different parts of the sample and
probably be the cause of small scattering of values of the parameters of the two studied samples.
Preliminary estimates show that the number of reflections of this second phase can be more than
25% of the number of reflections of the beta phase.
It is well known that the presence of a metastable anisotropic phase in samples leads to the
appearance of noticeable distortions in the matrix and to an increase in the density of dislocations
in the matrix. This, in turn, can be one of the reasons for the observed increase in strength
characteristics during deformation action on the surface of the samples.
Summary
The use of single crystal samples enables to increase the accuracy and reproducibility of the results
of diffraction experiments. The addition of molybdenum results in an increase in the crystal lattice
parameter of the beta-phase of titanium and in the appearance of a second metastable orthorhombic
phase in this alloy. The mechanical surface treatment, inducing more micro-distortions and
providing the formation of a second phase, leads to an increase in the strength characteristics of
the surface of products made from this alloy.
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Abstract. The article is devoted to the applicability of radio wave methods of testing and
diagnostics of aviation composites for newly launched products. The description of the
measurement process is also considered by the method of integral equations.
Introduction
Recently, fundamentally new types of radio-absorbing structural composite materials (CMs) for
aviation purposes have appeared, such as: conductive polymers, carbon nanotubes, nanostructured CMs. In electrodynamics, such materials are classified as low impedance –polymer
composite materials (PCMs), which are characterized by large values of the relative permittivity ε
and the tangent of the dielectric loss angle tgδ simultaneously. The carbon-fibre-reinforced
plastics (CFRPs) are widely used in aviation technology as structural materials for creating loadbearing structures, and as radio engineering materials: to reduce the effective reflective surface of
aircraft, to protect radio engineering systems from powerful electromagnetic radiation.
In order to increase the accuracy of processing the measurement results and control the
characteristics of the product by its dielectric parameters, a more rigorous from the electrodynamic
point of view, a mathematical method, the method of integral equations (MIU), is used [1-5]. The
procedure for drawing up integral equations is carried out through surface currents induced on the
surface of the PCM sample and the metal structure of the waveguide sensor by a probing
electromagnetic wave. The dielectric parameters of the PCMs and the characteristics of the
reflecting surface are set through the surface impedance. The information parameter is the reflected
wave, and the measuring problem is reduced to the problem of exciting a circular waveguide by
currents induced in the PCMs by the field of the incident wave. The measurement results are
processed by numerical methods. The methodology of drawing up integral equations for bodies of
revolution is given in [1-5]. On its basis, a multilayer model of a PCMs sample is compiled.

E ( p ) = ∫ ξ E ( p, q, ε a , µ a )J E (q ) + ξ M ( p, q, ε a , µ a )J M (q )dl ,

(1)

H ( p ) = ∫ h E ( p, q, ε a , µ a )J E (q ) + h M ( p, q, ε a , µ a )J M (q )dl ,

(2)

L

L

A model of a PCM sample with a rough surface (RS) is represented as a multilayer structure
consisting of homogeneous layers, the number of layers is determined by the discrete partition in
ε. Integral equations for a multilayer structure are based on the equations obtained earlier (1) and
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(2) for each layer, using both of its boundaries. The method of drawing up integral equations for a
multilayer medium is carried out as for a single layer, taking into account the distribution of
currents at the interfaces. The compound is carried out according to the boundary conditions of
Shchukin-Leontovich since PCMs haveε,µ - electrical and magnetic permeability and σ conductivity. The sample is divided into N-th number of layers; their boundaries have no common
points. Each layer can contain third-party sources; the layers are numbered in the direction from
the observation source into the interior of the PCM sample. Equations are drawn up, for layers K
and K+1 having a common boundary ΣK using (1), (2), the equivalence theorem is applied to the
K-layer. The normal at the interfaces between the layers is directed towards the primary sources.
For the K-layer, the equations are:

[

]

[

]

1
~
~
E K ( p ) = ∫ ξ E J KE (q ) + ξ M J KM (q ) dσ q + ∫ ξ E J KE−1 (q ) + ξ M J KM−1 (q ) dσ q + E KП ( p ) , p∈ΣK
2
ΣK
Σ K −1

[

]

[

]

1
~
~
H K ( p ) = ∫ h E J KE (q ) + h M J KM (q ) dσ q + ∫ h E J KE−1 (q ) + h M J KM−1 (q ) dσ q + H KП ( p ) , p∈ΣK
2
ΣK
Σ K −1

(3)

Integral equations are written in matrix form for the K-layer, similarly written for the K+1layer, the integrals are taken over the surfaces ΣK and ΣK+1 as (3).

[

]

[

]

[

]

[

]

1
~
~
E K +1 ( p ) = ∫ ξ E J KE+1 (q ) + ξ M J KM+1 (q ) dσ q + ∫ ξ E J KE (q ) + ξ M J KM (q ) dσ q + E KП+1 ( p ) , p∈ΣK+1
2
Σ K +1
ΣK

1
~
~
H K +1 ( p ) = ∫ h E J KE +1 (q ) + h M J KM+1 (q ) dσ q + ∫ h E J KE (q ) + h M J KM (q ) dσ q + H KП+1 ( p ) , p∈ΣK+1
2
Σ K +1
ΣK

(4)

In order to obtain excitable currents on the surface, equation (3) is conjectured vectorially on
the normal εK+1, but (4) on the normal εK, then equations (3) and (4) are added.
In the process of describing the RS ε will change from layer to layer, but ε will be constant
inside the PCM sample. Integral equations inside the layer will be simplified. In the description of
the reflection process, one can replace the internal structure with one layer, and in the description
of the process, the transmission can be replaced by one layer of finite thickness. An integral
equation is drawn up for each layer, for the boundaries Σ-1 и ΣN+1 there are no integral equations,
as well as the boundaries themselves. At the outer boundaries of the PCM sample, the ShchukinLeontovich boundary conditions are applied. Equations are stitched inside the polymer composite
materials. The multilayer model described by the International Innovative University is convenient
for describing, predicting and modeling the temperature characteristics of PCM.
Discussion of the results
Integral equations are solved by numerical methods. The most common is the projection numerical
method (Galerkin method) [1].
According to the given theory, a control was carried out and the value of the relative dielectric
constant of the PCM sample was determined, material U-PU ε=950±30% and the tangent of
dielectric loss angle tgδ=1,3±40%, having a reflection coefficient modulus of 0.94 [6].
The main problem of constructing simple design engineering formulas. Difficulties are caused
by the surface roughness (RS) of the measured material. For conducting polymers, it can be of 4-
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8 classes, which significantly introduces uncertainty in the final result. The final result is the
complex dielectric constant ε of the PCM sample. We measured PCM samples with a rough
surface, the level of which was 5-7 microns, which corresponds to an additional phase incursion
of the order of 0,1° in the three-centimeter wavelength range. The RS level of the reference
standard, relative to which the control is carried out, is 1 micron.
The assessment of the level of surface roughness of the measured sample must be carried out
in the instrumental part - the introduction of additional intermediate exemplary measures, as well
as in the methodical part - the introduction of corrective additives, taking into account the surface
roughness of the measured PCM sample. Other types of uncertainties are present in traditional
methods and ways to measure and can be considered known.
Analysis of the influence of the RS of PCM on the control results
To control the dielectric characteristics of PCMs, first of all, the quality of their technological
preparation, that is, the roughness of the measured surface, will be of interest. Methods for
measuring RS of products regulated by GOST 2789-73 and GOST 27964-88 [7], turned out to be
unsuitable for controlling the surface roughness of PCM products, because measurement of RS is
carried out at some points and in small areas. In addition, the surface condition of PCM products
is characterized by the following features: characteristic color, porosity, cracks, texture of the
reinforcing filler, cavities, chips, sooty formations, and roughness [9-11]. Some of these features
relate to the structural features characteristic of a given composite material, the other is due to the
modes of mechanical processing of the product, the rest of the features refer to the technology of
manufacturing the product from this composite. The RS is an initial requirement for the
technological process of surface formation, and it is directly or indirectly related to various
indicators of its quality. The control of the RS of PCM products is the most difficult due to the
peculiarities of the PCM structure. So, for example, the structural features of the surface of carbon
composite materials are: pores, shrinkage cavities, pile of fibrous fillers, coke grains up to 3 mm
in size, etc. The RS, in the form of inhomogeneities, with sizes from 0.5 mm to 3 mm. For example,
in the technical documentation for a product made of carbon-containing PCM, the RS parameter
is usually set by the numerical characteristic Rz, which is determined on the basis of a profilogram.
The RS of PKM can vary from 1 micron to 0.5 mm, so that the uncertainty of measurement of the
RS will be determined by the uncertainty of the measured device. PCM samples for measurement
are checked for conformity to the plane, according to the RS, in terms of geometric dimensions, in
homogeneity, in the absence of mechanical damage, etc. The uncertainty in the manufacture of
samples is ±0,005 mm.
In the process of preparing PCM samples for measurements, they have an unremovable RS,
which leads to additional instrumental and methodological uncertainties. As noted earlier, the
uncertainties caused by the RS of the measured PCM sample are predominant. The uncertainty of
the phase of the reflected signal caused by the displacement of the reflection plane is large,
comparable in magnitude with the value of the instrumental uncertainty in measuring the phase.
Since in dielectric measurement it is considered that the plane of reflection from the dielectric
material coincides with the plane of contact with the measuring sensor, the RS of traditional
materials (ε<100) is not taken into account. In reality, when measuring PCM with the RS, the
question arises about the location of the reflection plane. Depending on the nature of the
irregularities of their height on the surface, the geometry, the reflection plane will be above or
below the median surface of the PCM irregularities. The RS model, presented in the form of a
multilayer structure, makes it possible to verify this numerically. Therefore, it is necessary to carry
out an analysis to take it into account in the process of calculating of ε.
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There is a known method of representing the RS through an intermediate layer, in which ε
changes, along a gradient deep into the material. This method is complicated in the process of
numerical implementation. A more accurate representation of this rough layer is represented as a
multi-layer structure in which each layer has its own average value of ε.
This method of representing RS gives the best accuracy, the disadvantage of this method is the
need for accurate knowledge of the geometry of the relief of a rough surface in order to determine
the average value of ε in each layer.
To improve this technique, it is proposed to represent the WB in the form of a multilayer structure.
From a mathematical point of view, a WB consisting of sublayers of thickness di - can be
considered with an average value of ε calculated by the Lichtenecker equation [12] for complex
dielectrics

εΣ=ε0V1+ε1V2,

V1+V2=1 ,

where ε0 is the dielectric constant of the consolidated space, ε1 is the dielectric constant of the
PCM, V1 is the filling factor of the sublayer with the consolidated space from the entire volume,
V2 is the filling factor of the sublayer of the PCM from the entire volume of the sublayer. As a
result, we get an intermediate layer representing the RS between free space and PCM, consisting
of several thin sublayers in which ε changes according to a certain mathematical law.
The distribution law ε over the layer is mathematically represented as a sum of sublayers
N

∑ [ε V
i =1

1 1i

+ ε 2V2i ], where V1i , V2i are the filling factors i-sublayer from the entire volume. The

RS of PCM is presented in the form of a multilayer structure, in which each of the layers has a
different filling of the PCM. A mathematical model of a complex RS is presented, which is divided
into several sublayers, representing it in the form of a plane-parallel structure. Each sublayer of
such a structure is characterized by a different coefficient of filling the layer with a dielectric, and
its ε is considered averaged over the layer, while the sublayer is considered homogeneous and
isotropic. The reflection of a plane wave from such a structure is calculated through a transmission
matrix describing each sublayer. The number of layers is selected depending on the level of the
RS and the distribution of irregularities was uniform over the selected discrete ∆ε.
Each sublayer is described through a characteristic matrix [8], which is a transmission matrix.
The characteristic of each layer is represented by the transmission matrix of the sublayer depending
on the filling factor of the PCM sublayer. So for the i-sublayer of the transfer matrix Mi is equal
to
1


ch jkd i ε i
sh jkd i ε i 

εi
Mi = 

 ε i sh jkd i ε i
ch jkd i ε i 
,
(5)

(

(

)

(

)

(

)

)

where k is the wave number, di is the thickness of the i-sublayer, εi is the dielectric constant of the
i-sublayer. The generalized matrix of the entire rough layer is represented as a product of
intermediate matrices (7).
N
M 12 
M
M = ∏ M i =  11

i =1
 M 21 M 22  .
(6)
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From the general matrix, there is the reflection coefficient of the electromagnetic wave from
the RS of PCM according to the formula (7) and the transmission coefficient according to the
formula (8)
R=

T=

(M 11 + M 22 ) − (M 12 + M 21 )

M 11 + M 22 + M 12 + M 21 ,

(7)

2
M 11 + M 22 + M 12 + M 21 .

(8)

Therefore, in order to accurately determine the plane of reflection from a rough surface, it is
necessary to introduce a definition of εΣ to represent the phase characteristics of the RS through a
multilayer structure. The introduction of the location of the plane of reflection from the RS makes
it possible to compose a simpler mathematical model for describing the formation of the front of
the reflected wave reflected from a smooth surface. That is, a smooth surface moves away or
approaches the source of the sounding wave by a certain amount∆. Then the rough layer is
expressed as a layer having a certain average value ε over the layer. The RS of PCM varies from
1 micron to 0.5 mm, the geometry depends on the manufacturing technology of the PCM (internal
structure) and the method of machining. According to the analysis of PCM samples, it was revealed
that: the range of values of ε ranges from 100 to 1500; The RS varies from 5 to 500 microns. On
the basis of the multilayer structure of the RS, mathematical modeling was carried out to find the
complex reflection coefficient R from different levels of the RS.
The obtained calculated dependencies make it possible to correct the measured value of the
complex reflection coefficient. The procedure for using phase correction is carried out during the
control of the measured sample of PCM with the RS using a traditional exemplary standard. The
next step is to measure the profile of the RS by measuring the profilogram of the PCM sample,
and using the profilometer, the level of the RS is determined. According to the measured data, the
distribution and the level of the RS, the corresponding value of the phase shift is found, according
to the value of which the result of the complex reflection coefficient from the PCM sample with
the RS is refined. As a result, the value of the complex reflection coefficient from a PCM with a
smooth surface is obtained. Then ε is calculated. The result will be corrected and it will have
reduced methodological uncertainty.
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Abstract. The cyclic mechanism is one of the basic automatic machines components. It is the
cyclic mechanisms that define the performance and reliability limits of these machines. The
methods for assessing the automatic machines reliability are based on data of dynamic forces
acting on the mechanism's links, leading to their deformation and possible destruction under
certain operating conditions. Simulation modeling of dynamic processes in cyclic mechanisms is
based on its representation in the form of interconnected typical objects, the allowable properties
and limits of which are known. The article presents the dynamics study results one of the basic
high-speed automatic machines mechanism in the object-oriented representation. Mechanism
performs translational motion and allows the possibility of one-way kinematic connection
breaking.
Introduction
Any mechanism can be considered as a collection of some elements, interconnected by various
kinds of connections. Through these links, the elements of the mechanism interact with each other,
thus ensuring its functioning [1, 2]. The term element will denote a single mechanism detail, its
fragment, or, conversely, several details at once. This definition of an element corresponds to the
concept of an object, one of the basic in the component modeling theory of complex dynamic
systems and object-oriented technologies [3, 4].
For a visual representation of mechanisms, schemes (principle, kinematic, hydraulic, pneumatic
and others), flat and three-dimensional drawings, as well as dynamic models are used. Let us
juxtapose each element of one mechanism with an object, according to the term given above.
Obviously, this object can contain as one single detail or even a fragment of it, or several details.
Any processes in such an object can be modeled in any way and, in accordance with the principles
of encapsulation and polymorphism, at this stage, their nature and description, mathematical,
software or physical, is not considered.
This approach is of interest both when solving problems associated with the development of
dynamic and mathematical mechanisms models, and, which is especially important, their software
implementation for further computer processing [5, 6].
Mathematical model of the pusher object
A pusher is a translationally moving link, for example, the cam mechanism pusher of an ejector
from the dies (Fig. 1) of a cold stamping machine (CSM) for nuts manufacture [7, 8]. The pusher
object provides the possibility of one-way kinematic connection breaking with the object
preceding it (Fig. 1, positions 1 and 2).
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Fig. 1. Kinematic diagram of the CSM ejection mechanism:
0 – block of cams, 1, 2 – forward and reverse levers, 4 – axle, 5, 6 – parts of a composite ejector
rod, 7 – springs, 8 – adjusting screw.
A conventional image, the object itself and its model are shown in Fig. 2 and 3.

a
b
Fig. 2. Pusher object: a – object model (i-th object), b – kinematic diagram.

Fig. 3. The dynamic model of the pusher object.
Masses motion equations of the object dynamic model [3]:
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m1 x1 = −c1 ( x1 − U i ( xk )) − b1 ( x1 − U i′( xk ) xk ) +

+ c2 ( x2 − x1 ) + b2 ( x 2 − x1 ) + W1

m2 x2 = −c2 ( x2 − x1 ) − b2 ( x 2 − x1 ) +

+ c3 ( x3 − x2 ) + b3 ( x3 − x2 ) + W2

... ... ...

mn xn = −cn ( xn − xn −1 ) − bn ( xn − xn −1 ) + Wn + Ωj

(1)

In Eq. 1, as in Fig. 3, the parameter xk is not necessarily linear. For example, if the object
corresponds to a cam disc mechanism with a linear follower, xk is the cam angle. Rigidity c1 is a
piecewise linear function, the value depends on the size of the gap η1.
Stability of the pusher object model
The main parameters that determine the object behavior under the dynamic force influence are its
mass and stiffness. The currently used 3D modeling methods in the design of mechanical
engineering products [9, 10, 11] allow to be calculated these parameters with a high degree of
accuracy. The object under study is adequate to the real link of the mechanism if, within the
specified limits of its parameters variation, the values of the criteria for its stability are close when
using models of varying complexity in calculations [12, 13].
In Fig. 4 shows the details of the CSM ejection mechanism (see Fig. 1, positions 5, 6) and the
tested object, 20 mm in diameter and 200 mm length. The object mass is m ≈ 0.49 kg, the rigidity
is c ≈ 3.3∙108 N/m (density of the steel: ρ ≈ 7800 kg/m3, Young's modulus E ≈ 2.1·1011 N/m2).

Fig. 4. Test object and details of the CSM ejection mechanism.
The maximum speed of the model output link and the accuracy of its positioning δmax are taken
as criteria for the object stability. The parameters of the model varied within the following limits:
weight – 0.05...1.5, rigidity – 108...4∙109.
We will assume that the movement of the link is carried out according to a harmonic law with
amplitude equal to 0.01 m, which, in particular, corresponds to the stroke of the CSM ejector. The
pusher movement speed (ω) is assumed equal to 10 strokes per second (600 strokes per minute),
closing load 1000 N, dissipation coefficient ѱ = 0.4.
U = 0.01 ⋅ sin 2πωt,
U ′ = 0.01 ⋅ cos 2πωt.

(2)

The calculation data carried out on models of varying complexity (single-mass, dual-mass, and
ten-mass) in the Maple software [14, 15] turned out to be practically the same (coincidence in the
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sixth decimal place). Fig. 5-6 show the calculated dependences of the objects kinematic parameters
and positioning accuracy.

Fig. 5. Kinematic characteristics of the object: 1 – displacement (10-4 m),
2 – speed (10-2 m/sec), 3 – acceleration (1 m/sec2), 4 – positioning accuracy (1 m).

Fig. 6. To calculate the stability of an object: ω = 10, ѱ = 0.4, P = 1000 N.
It should be noted that the influence of the dissipation coefficient on the behavior of this object
is insignificant. At the same time, the elastic-inertial parameters of the object noticeably affect the
dynamic processes occurring in the object in a mode when a break in the kinematic chain of the
object with the previous link is possible. This situation is shown in Fig. 7. The closing force in this
case is 20 N. At the same time, there is a significant difference in the calculation results obtained
for the single-mass and dual-mass models. The calculation results obtained on the basis of the twomass and ten-mass models are close (the difference is about 10%).
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Fig. 7. To the calculation of the object stability. Ten-mass model: ω = 10, ѱ = 0.4, P = 20 N.
Conclusion
A technique is proposed for assessing the limits of objects applicability, from which a simulation
model of a mechanical system (mechanism) is formed.
The software implementation of this technique can be used as an integral part of software
systems for the dynamic analysis of mechanical systems, which are based on the component
modeling methods of object-oriented technologies.
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Abstract. In this work, using a series of numerical experiments, the dependence of the magnetic
field strength of the response of the reinforcing bar to an external magnetizing field on the magnetic
properties of the reinforcing bar was investigated. The possibility of determining with high
accuracy the diameter of reinforcing bars, regardless of the magnetic properties of the material
from which they are made, has been proven.
Introduction
An urgent task in the field of materials processing and materials science is to assess the current
state of reinforced concrete structures reinforced with steel reinforcement. The solution to this
problem consists in finding the location of the reinforcing mesh, determining the strength
characteristics of concrete, detecting delamination of reinforcing bars from concrete, as well as
determining such parameters as the depth (thickness of the concrete cover) and the diameter of the
bars. It is believed that the strength of concrete after pouring only increases over time, so the
current state of the concrete itself can be estimated based on the initial mechanical properties of
concrete (concrete grade). For this, a destructive method is used, based on casting samples in the
form of cubes, followed by placing them under a press. The value of the critical load at which
concrete destruction occurs is an indicator of its grade.
During the operation of reinforced concrete structures, it is necessary to monitor the separation
of steel reinforcement from concrete. The integrity of the reinforced concrete structure must be
preserved, therefore, methods and means of non-destructive testing play an important role in the
operation of reinforced concrete products. If the method of impedance spectroscopy is often used
to determine delamination [1], then to determine such parameters as the diameter of reinforcing
bars and the distance from the reinforcing mesh to the surface of a reinforced concrete product, the
greatest success has been achieved using the magnetic method of non-destructive testing. The
essence of the method is reduced to the formation of a primary magnetic field of a certain
configuration (or a set of configurations), registration of the spatial distribution of the measured
parameter and, on this basis, reconstruction of the initial three-dimensional distribution of
ferromagnetic objects in the controlled area. The thickness of the concrete cover and the location
of the steel reinforcement in the structure are usually determined based on the experimentally
established relationship between the parameters of the stray field and the specified controlled
parameters of the structure [2]. To determine the distance, you need to know the value of the stray
field, and the diameter of the reinforcement can be calculated from the magnitude of the stray field
only with a known distance to the measuring point. The magnitude of the measured stray field will
be influenced by both the magnetic properties of the armature and the magnitude of the
magnetizing field.
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Today, there are a number of ready-made devices that implement the magnetic method of nondestructive testing of reinforcement in concrete (for example, IPA-MG4.1 (SKB Stroypribor),
Profoscope (Proceq, Switzerland), Ferroscan PS 250 (Hilti, Liechtenstein)). Despite the great
variety, all existing products and technologies solve the problem with approximately the same
accuracy. In [3], an experimental study of the magnitude of the error that accompanies the
magnetic control method in determining the diameter of reinforcement and a protective layer of
concrete using IPA-MG4.1 and Profoscope was carried out. As a result, it was concluded that the
investigated devices determine the depth of the reinforcement with an error of 5-10%, and the
diameter of the reinforcing bars with an error of 15-30%. It should be noted that the experimental
results were obtained under conditions close to ideal: the depth of occurrence was determined with
a known diameter of the reinforcement; the diameter was determined at a known burial depth;
there are no adjacent parallel and perpendicular reinforcing bars. In real studies, it is almost
impossible to achieve these conditions, therefore, the error in determining the depth of occurrence
can be 50-60%, and the diameter of the rods - up to 100%.
Earlier in [4], a dipole model of local magnetization of reinforcement was proposed, which
makes it possible to significantly increase the reliability of the application of the magnetic method
for determining independently of each other the distance to the reinforcement and the diameter of
the reinforcement. To determine the distance, the amplitude of the stray magnetic field from the
locally magnetized section of the armature and the gradient of the magnetic field were measured.
A permanent magnet acted as a magnetizing system; magnetic field sensors were located on the
side of the magnet. It was shown that the magnitude of the magnetizing field and the diameter of
the reinforcement do not affect the determination of the distance. Also, a scientific position was
formulated that the diameter of the reinforcement can be determined regardless of the magnetic
properties of the reinforcement, provided that such fields are created in the material, close to the
coercive force, at which the magnetic permeability of the reinforcing bar tends to its maximum
value ( 𝜇𝜇(𝐻𝐻) → 𝜇𝜇𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ). The purpose of this work is to confirm the advanced scientific position,
as well as to study the influence on the measured field of the geometric parameters of the
magnetized section of the reinforcement and its magnetic properties.
Main part
The magnetic induction in the magnetized section of the reinforcement, taking into account the
demagnetization coefficient, can be calculated by the formula:
𝐵𝐵 = 𝜇𝜇0 𝜇𝜇𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 𝐻𝐻𝑒𝑒 =

𝜇𝜇0 𝐻𝐻𝑒𝑒
1
𝜇𝜇(𝐻𝐻)−1)
+𝑁𝑁�
�
𝜇𝜇(𝐻𝐻)
𝜇𝜇(𝐻𝐻)

(1)

,

where Не – field created by a permanent magnet dipole:
𝐻𝐻𝑒𝑒 =
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Provided that 𝜇𝜇(𝐻𝐻) → 𝜇𝜇𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 , that is 𝜇𝜇𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ≫ 1, then:
𝐵𝐵 ≈
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If we assume that the magnetized section of the reinforcement is an ellipsoid, then the
demagnetizing coefficient can be easily estimated as the ratio of the diameter of the reinforcement
to the length of the magnetized section.
𝑁𝑁 ≈

𝐷𝐷

𝐵𝐵 ≈

𝜇𝜇0 𝐻𝐻𝑒𝑒

𝐿𝐿

(4)

⋅ 𝛼𝛼.

Then, if the length of the magnetized section of the reinforcement does not exceed ten of its
1
diameters, then 𝑁𝑁 ≈ 0.25…0.33 and 𝑁𝑁 ≫ 𝜇𝜇(𝐻𝐻), those:
𝑁𝑁

(5)

.

In reality, the shape of the locally magnetized section of the reinforcement can differ
1
significantly from the ellipsoid, therefore, 𝑁𝑁 and 𝜇𝜇(𝐻𝐻) may be comparable in magnitude and it is

necessary to be guided by formula (3). In addition, the length of the magnetized section varies
depending on the length of the magnet and the distance from the magnet to the reinforcing bar,
therefore, using formula (4), only a qualitative estimate can be obtained. More precisely, the
demagnetizing coefficient should be determined based on the results of numerical simulation by
the finite element method.

Fig. 1. Distribution of magnetic induction obtained in the FEMM software package 4.2
This work contains the results of a series of calculations in the FEMM 4.2 software package. The
response of a reinforcing bar to an external magnetic field created by a permanent magnet is
considered for various reinforcement diameters of 8, 12 and 16 mm and a range of μ = 100 ... 5000.
The magnetic field strength was determined at a point near the bottom surface of a permanent
magnet (black square in Fig. 1): at this point, the location of the magnetic field sensor in a real
device that implements this method is assumed. For example, in this Fig. 1 shows the distribution
of magnetic induction when solving an axisymmetric problem for a reinforcing bar with a diameter
of 8 mm and an annular magnet with a section of 100x12.5 mm and μ =1000. The calculation
results fully correspond to the planar problem with the magnet dimensions 100x100x12.5 mm,
since the characteristics of the permanent magnet were selected based on the correspondence of
the volumes of the sector of the ring magnet and the magnet in the form of a parallelepiped. The
volume of the latter is 0.125 dm3 (mass 1 kg), while the volume of the ring magnet is 10 times
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larger, therefore, in the calculation, the coercive force of the magnet was reduced 10 times
compared to the nominal value. In this case, the distributions of the magnetic field from the sector
of the ring magnet, which occupies 1/10 of its total volume, and the magnet in the form of a
parallelepiped, will be similar.

Fig. 2. Magnetic field strength of the response of the reinforcing bar to an external magnetizing
field, depending on the magnetic properties of the reinforcing bar.
Sectional dimensions of the ring magnet 100x12.5 mm
The results of calculating the strength of the magnetic field created by the magnetized section
of the reinforcement, depending on the magnetic properties of the reinforcing bar, are shown in
Fig. 2. The cross-sectional dimensions of the ring magnet are 100x12.5mm. It can be seen from
the figure that there is an interval of μ values, at which it is possible to unambiguously determine
the diameter of the reinforcement at a known magnetic field strength - from 2000 to 5000. In this
interval, the graphs have a linear character and the unique correspondence of the H value to a
single 𝜇𝜇 value on one of the graphs for different d.

Fig. 3. Magnetic field strength of the response of the reinforcing bar to an external magnetizing
field, depending on the magnetic properties of the reinforcing bar.
Sectional dimensions of ring magnet 50x25 mm
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Structural steels from which reinforcing bars are made, according to national standards, can
have 𝜇𝜇𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 values from 1500 to 3500, therefore, it is necessary to expand the range of unique
definitions of reinforcement. This can be done, according to expressions (4, 5), by changing
(downward) the length of the magnetized section of the reinforcement. Such a case was also
considered, the results are presented in Fig. 3. The cross section of the ring magnet did not change,
and the dimensions were 50x25 mm. Analyzing the graphs, we can say with confidence that the
minimum of the interval for the unambiguous determination of d has expanded to 𝜇𝜇 = 1000,
therefore the proposed method can be applied to all structural steels with the properties stated
above
Conclusion
1) In the work, using a series of numerical experiments, it was proved that due to only one
measurement of the absolute value of the magnetic field strength, it is possible to determine the
diameter of the reinforcing bars with great accuracy, regardless of the magnetic properties of the
material from which they are made.
2) Expansion of the range in which the diameter of the reinforcement is determined
unambiguously is possible by reducing the length of the magnetized section of the reinforcing bar.
This is achieved by changing the geometric parameters of the magnetizing system.
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Abstract. Research is devoted to the possibility of obtaining a composition based on a
microdispersed ash additive and a plasticizer. Waste from sewage sludge ash used. They are
formed at thermal power plants. Such ashes are distinguished by the presence of a large amount of
organic matter and a low calcium content. Therefore, they are rarely used in construction. The
activation of the waste fuel and the use of a plasticizer can improve the performance of cement
compositions with the inclusion of sewage sludge ash.
Introduction
Modern approaches to construction production are based on the formation of comfortable
conditions for the existence of humans, animals and plants, provided that natural resources and
energy are saved. Therefore, the attention of researchers and manufacturers is directed to the
involvement of waste in the resource-intensive production of building materials and products. One
of such wastes is ash waste from the fuel industry. It is formed when coal is burned. More than 1
billion tons of ash have been accumulated in Russia. It occupies large areas of the urban area and
is the cause of environmental pollution [1-9]. Ash can be a source of air and groundwater pollution
with heavy metals, which pose a potential threat to the environment even in small quantities [2, 3,
4].
At the same time, in the construction industry, fuel ash is used as a raw material for cements
[8], clinker-free binders, concretes [5-9], the production of porous aggregates, silicate materials,
ceramic products, as well as for thermal insulation and other materials [1, 10, 11, 12, 13]. Ash is
also used in compositions for roadway construction, strengthening of soils and foundations.
However, not all ashes are used in production, in most cases due to their composition.
Waste fuel can have a different chemical and grain composition. Fly ash consists mainly of
highly basic aluminosilicate glass, of several crystalline phases, including quartz, hematite,
magnetite, mullite, anhydrite [5], and may contain varying amounts of unburned coal in the form
of a coarse fraction (depending on the conditions combustion) and other components [1, 6].
Unburned coal - organic residue can reduce the corrosion resistance of concrete, can swell when
interacting with water, have low adhesion with a binder, and can form hazardous compounds.
These compounds can destroy the cement stone. The efficient use of fly ash requires the removal
of unburned coal and the separation of an aluminosilicate microsphere [6]. Aluminum-containing
microstructures - glass-crystalline aluminosilicate balls (microspheres) are the most valuable
component in ash [7]. According to the chemical composition of the shell, the microspheres are
oxides of silicon and aluminum in combination with small amounts of oxides of iron, calcium,
magnesium, sodium, etc. Aluminosilicate granules can participate in the formation of the structure
of an artificial stone and contribute to an increase in strength without disturbing the technology of
its cementation.
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license. Any further distribution of
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Dispersion and granulometry of fuel ash are also the most important characteristics [11].
Fly ash as a raw material component of geopolymer binders is responsible for the reactivity in
the medium of the alkaline activator and the formation of the optimal pore structure of the
composite [11].
The value of fly ash from the standpoint of obtaining aerated concrete composites based on
geopolymer binder is in obtaining cheap raw materials. A raw material source in the synthesis of
energy-efficient cementless cellular materials can be acidic fly ash [11]. The amount of acidic fly
ash in aerated concrete can vary from 15 % to 80 % by weight of the cement. Replacing part of
the cement with ash can reduce production costs and improve the environmental situation.
The use of high-calcium ash with a significant content of free CaO as a component in various
cements is hampered by their low durability. This is due to an increase in the volume of lime during
its delayed hydration, which leads to the formation of cracks and a decrease in strength [9, 13].
The formation of cracks in artificial cement stone using high-calcium ash can be avoided. For
this, ash grinding to a higher specific surface area can be used [13]. Additionally, it is proposed to
grind ash together with a superplasticizer. In this case, a nanomodified organomineral additive is
formed, which has a high homogeneity and chemical activity [14].
Ash, when combined with a superplasticizer, is capable of at the same time reducing the water
demand of the concrete mixture [14]. According to K.S. Stenechkina the use of ash-based
modifiers reduces delamination, water separation, and also reduces the formation of fine-grained
concrete efflorescence [14].
According to S.V. Samchenko [15, 16], the use of a superplasticizer can lead to the formation
of a large number of crystallization centers and the growth of fine-fibrous or fine-acicular crystals
of the ettringite phase. This will contribute to the formation of a dense and durable structure of the
future stone [15, 16, 17]. Conditions can be created in the system under which the rate of nucleation
exceeds the rate of crystal growth [15, 16].
Partial replacement of cement with fly ash reduces heat generation during the hydration of the
binder [2], therefore, the risk of cracking of concrete at an early stage is reduced, following this
one can consider their use in massive structures, for example, in foundations, platinum used up to
50 % of ash by weight of the binder [4, 9].
The durability of concrete is additionally favorably influenced by calcium hydrosilicates. When
a nano-modifier based on mechanically activated fly ash is introduced into a multicomponent
binder, a greater number of crystals are formed. In a concrete system, an increase in strength and
density occurs [14, 18]. In addition, according to the authors of [1] fly ash has the properties of an
independent hydration-hardening binder, which are enhanced by mechano-chemical activation of
ash by additional grinding with cement and a setting regulator.
The introduction of up to 50 % fly ash contributes to the preservation of the strength of finegrained concrete [1, 14]. The introduction of up to 40 % of activated fly ash contributes to an
increase in strength up to 50 %. The strength of concrete is increased by 30-50 % if a nanomodifier
is used. It is an additive of mechanically activated fly ash in the amount of 0.5-1.0 % in
combination with a superplasticizer [14]. It is noted that the superplasticizer is able to improve the
technological properties of the concrete mixture and the physical and mechanical characteristics
of the concrete stone at the same time [10].
However, it is necessary to establish limits for the use of ash in cements and concrete. An
increase in the proportion of ash in the binder to 50 % reduces the strength of concrete after heat
treatment by 6-7 MPa [18]. But it is noted that the proportion of replacement of Portland cement
with ash does not affect the strength of concrete after 6 months of hardening. Therefore, the
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crushed ash is considered as a slowly hardening binder component. On the other hand, the progress
of the reaction with ash depends on the presence of capillary pores where hydrates are precipitated,
i.e. the degree of ash reaction is higher in a system with a large amount of water-filled space [19].
Another type of waste is sewage sludge ash.
Such ashes are composed of inhomogeneous particles with a rough surface texture and a porous
microstructure. This can lead to high water uptake and increased water demand. For example, in
the composition of cement stone and concrete. This was established in [20]. To achieve the desired
workability of the mixture with hydro removal ash, a higher water content was required compared
to the control mixtures with fly ash. This was expected given the benefits of fly ash on the
rheological properties of the mixtures.
In addition to the high organic content of sewage sludge ash, the main oxides are SiO2, Al2O3
and CaO. Oxides Fe2O3, Na2O, MgO, P2O5, SO3 and others are present in smaller quantities. The
average aluminum content is approximately 14 %. This indicates the suitability of such ash for the
production of aerated concrete. The high aluminum content of acidic sewage sludge ash can also
incr21ease the resistance of concrete to chloride attack due to the ability of amorphous alumina to
bind chlorides.
With a higher content of sewage sludge ash - up to 11 % - the content of heavy metals, sulphates
and in particular phosphorus becomes excessively high. This leads to an increase in the setting
time and suppression of the development of strength.
The characteristics of such ash, in particular its fineness, suggest that this material may be
suitable for use in concrete. Ash is introduced as filler and fine aggregate. Thus, the use of sewage
sludge ash led to an increase in strength (up to 70 %) due to the filling effect from a higher content
of fine particles. Despite the increase in the permeability of the resulting mixtures. There is a
decrease in the thermal conductivity of concrete due to the porous nature of the organic part of
sewage sludge ash [20].
With the dispersion of the hydro removal ash, the area of intergrowth contacts between the
particles increases and the transfer of electrons in the surface layer becomes much easier [2, 14].
This is reflected in the change in the performance characteristics of the created material in
comparison with the original. Fibrous crystals are observed in the microstructure of ash-cement
stone [20]. They "pierce" the pore space of the artificial cement stone, contributing to its
strengthening.
When ash is used as an ultradispersed filler, the physical and mechanical characteristics of ashcement stone, ash-cement-sand concrete are improved. At the same time, for ash-cement-sand
concrete, the compressive strength increases to 35 %, and in bending up to 32.4 %. In the case of
ash-cement stone, the compressive strength increases up to 30 %, and the thermal conductivity
decreases by 6.5 %. The optimal ratio of ash to cement in this study was 30:70 [21].
Fly ash, hydraulic removal ash - each of them has its own advantages and disadvantages.
Therefore, when designing compositions, it is necessary to provide for measures to improve the
quality indicators of composites, concretes and solutions based on them.
In this work, we investigated the possibility of obtaining an ash-cement composition based on
activated acidic sewage sludge ash to obtain a sulfate-resistant binder.
Materials and methods
In the studies, the following raw materials were used to obtain ash-cement compositions: sewage
sludge ash (fig. 1) – waste from the Kashirskaya SDPP, Moscow Region. Ash dispersion varied
from 0 μm to 100 μm; cement – manufacturer “LafargeHolcim” company, Kolomna, Moscow
region, standard compressive strength - at least 50 MPa; quartz sand was used as a fine aggregate
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(fig. 2) (Tver region). The work also used an organic plasticizing additive - hyperplasticizer
(produced in St. Petersburg). In the composition of raw mixtures, the ratio of cement and sand was
taken constant – Cement : Sand = 1: 3. The conditions for varying the components in the
composition of the adopted mixtures are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Composition of mixtures
№
composition
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Cement
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Composition components
Sand
Ash,%
+
5
+
15
+
5
+
15
+
5
+
15
+
10
+
10
+
10

Fig. 1. Sewage sludge ash

Plasticizer,%
0
0
0,2
0,2
0,1
0,1
0
0,2
0,1

Fig. 2. Quartz sand

Studies of the physical and mechanical characteristics of cement compositions were carried out
at the age of 7 days (fig. 3). Compressive strength tests of specimens with natural moisture were
carried out on a hydraulic press (fig. 4).
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Fig. 3. Testing a sample on a hydraulic press

Fig. 4. Fracture of sample

The amount of ash and organic plasticizing additive in table 1 is given as a percentage of the
weight of the cement.
To determine the ultimate compressive strength and average density of the cement composition
containing a complex additive, standard cubes (fig. 5) were made from mixtures with a normal
consistency. All investigated compositions of cement compositions before testing were stored in a
chamber with a humidity of at least 90 % at a temperature of (20 ± 2) °С (fig. 6).

Fig. 5. Sample molding

Fig. 6. Samples in the hardening
chamber

Results and Discussion
In order to improve the properties of the ash component, its mechanical activation was carried out.
Based on its results, a microdispersed additive was obtained with a wide particle size distribution
and a decrease in the average particle diameter in the mixture to 13 μm.
The results of studies of physical and mechanical characteristics are shown in table 2.
Table 2. The results of testing the compositions of cement compositions with additives
№
composition
Compressive
strength, MPa
Density,
kg / m3

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

15.4

17.9

22.1

14.1

22.4

24.9

22.5

21.4

20.3

1851

1946

1963

2092

2168

2186

2184

2213

2184
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Compressiv strength, MPa

The effect of the material composition of cement compositions on the compressive strength is
shown in fig. 7. The change in the average density of artificial stone depending on the material
composition of cement compositions is shown in (fig. 8).
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Состав Состав Состав Состав Состав Состав Состав Состав Состав
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Fig. 7. Compressive strength of cement compositions.
According to the results of density studies, it was found that the average density of the
compositions increases with an increase in the content of the ash component. The maximum
density value is achieved by adding 10 % ash (composition No. 8). The content of the
hyperplasticizer in it was maximum – 0.2 %. With the introduction of ash over 10 %, the density
of the composition decreases monotonically. The minimum density value has been reached for
composition No. 1. The ash content in it was 5 %, organic additive – 0 %.
The maximum value of the ultimate compressive strength of the samples was obtained for
composition No. 6 with an ash content of 15 % and a plasticizer - 0.1 % by weight of cement. The
average density of this composition has reached a value of 2186 kg / m3. The decrease in density
relative to the maximum achieved result was less than 1 %.
2300

Average density, kg/m3

2200
2100
2000
1900
1800
1700
1600

Состав Состав Состав Состав Состав Состав Состав Состав Состав
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Fig. 8. Average density of cement compositions
Analysis of the conducted studies on the strength and density of cement compositions with the
addition of acid ash and a plasticizer showed that the best results were achieved when testing
composition No. 8. An increase in strength correlates with an increase in the density of artificial
cement stone. This is due to the formation of a stone structure with a dense packing of particles
due to the presence of ash particles as a mechanical filler at different structural levels. In addition
to compaction, activated ash acts as a physicochemical agent. She participates in physical and
chemical transformations in the hardening cement system. This is confirmed by the test results.
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The process of structure formation is activated. The introduction of an active mineral additive in
the form of ash accelerates mineral formation. The results of tests of this composition for sulfate
resistance for 7 months confirm the high resistance of the cement composition with an activated
microdispersed ash additive. Cement stone shows no signs of sulfate corrosion. Research is
ongoing. The compressive strength of composition No. 8 on the 7th day of hardening was 24.4
MPa, the density of the stone was 2213 kg / m3.
Conclusion
The analysis of the combined effect of the activated microdispersed additive and the plasticizer on
the properties of cement sulfate-resistant compositions showed that the addition of ash and an
organic additive can both worsen and improve the performance of cement stone and concrete. The
optimum amount of activated ash is 10% with a plasticizer content of 0.2 %.
The results obtained are in good agreement with the results of studies of the effect of mechanical
activation of fly ash with a superplasticizer on the properties of the material obtained in [6]. The
combined plasticizing effect of ash and organic polycarboxylate component favorably affects the
properties of the resulting cement stone. All of its main characteristics are increased. The activation
of the ash component allows to improve the structure of the stone, to increase its strength due to
the formation of additional structural bonds. The combination of high density and strength relative
to other series of samples also predetermines the best operational characteristics of this
composition - water absorption, water resistance, frost resistance, etc.
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Abstract. An important task of thermal treatment of carbidostals having different composition of
titanium carbide and steel I2XI8H10T is the possibility of improving their strength properties
during operation under abrasive wear conditions. This question is new and little studied.
Introduction
Carbidostals obtained by impregnating the carbide carcass with a steel melt generally have a higher
density and toughness than those obtained by conventional pressing and sintering methods. This
is achieved by obtaining a structure with isolated fine inclusions in the steel matrix, a significant
technological advantage of the process of producing carbidostal by impregnation is the fact that
when forming a carbide frame, small pressures are used to compress titanium carbide powders,
this makes it possible to manufacture articles of complex shape.
Carbidostals, like alloyed steels, are subjected to all types of heat treatment (annealing,
quenching and tempering), the structure of the carbidostals depends significantly on their heat
treatment, which can also cause diffusion redistribution of components between the refractory
phase and the steel matrix. The physical and mechanical properties may depend on the method of
producing the carbidostals.
Therefore, the study of heat treatment modes for this carbidostal chemical composition was a
pressing issue. The ability of carbidostals to anneal allows them to reduce their hardness so much
that they can be machined and the possibility of using one or another machining after annealing is
determined by the ratio of carbide and steel components, the greater the content of refractory phase,
the higher the hardness of the carbidostal and the more difficult its treatment in annealed state. The
annealing modes of the carbidostal are determined by the steel class used as a binder and generally
correspond to the annealing modes of these steels.
Theoretical provisions
All types of heat treatment (annealing, quenching and tempering) were carried out in a resistance
furnace in an argon atmosphere. The prototypes were 16 x 16 x 10 mm in size.
The annealing operation was carried out to homogenize, relieve internal stresses, and obtain a
more uniform structure. Annealing mode is selected according to literature data [1, 2]. Heating
was carried out to 1140 K, holding – 1 hour, cooling – with the furnace to 990 K, holding at this
temperature b hour, subsequent cooling with the furnace. Microstructures of carbidostal TiC –
45% I2XI8H10T after impregnation and annealing are given in Figure 1. As can be seen from the
above micrographs, after annealing there were no noticeable changes in the structure of the
carbidostal on the non-etched grinding. Quantitative analysis of structural constituents (Table 1)
showed a tendency to increase carbide grains after annealing. The ratio of carbide to metal phases
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license. Any further distribution of
this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI. Published under license by Materials
Research Forum LLC.
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after annealing also remained substantially unchanged (Table 2). However, the composition of the
metal matrix appears to have changed as the austenite became ferrite after annealing. If before
annealing, according to the X-ray structural analysis, the austenite lattice parameter a = 3,602 A,
then after annealing, doped ferrite was fixed with the lattice parameter a = 2,864 A. Magnetic
weighing of the samples confirmed the data of X-ray structural analysis: after impregnation, the
carbidostal was not attracted by the magnet, after annealing, it was attracted well. Results of
magnetic weighing before annealing – 4,4 g, after – 404,5 g.
The conversion of γ-α during annealing can be explained by the fact that during annealing, part
of the titanium and chromium carbides leave the solid solution, carrying carbon with them.
attracted, after annealing - attracted well. Results of magnetic weighing before annealing – 4,4 g,
after – 404,5 g.

Fig. 1. The microstructure of the carbidostat TiC - 45% X18Н10Т after impregnation (a) and
annealing (b), x 800
A decrease in the carbon content of stainless steel and possibly an increase in the titanium
content which is transferred from the carbide of the non-stoichiometric composition leads to a
narrowing of the γ-region and an expansion of the α-iron region. This is the reason for the
conversion of austenite to ferrite during annealing. The separation of titanium carbides and
possibly chromium from the solid solution during annealing is indirectly confirmed by some
decrease in the microhardness of the metal bond (Table 1).
It should be noted that with sufficiently slow cooling of the samples after impregnation, a ferrite
structure of the steel matrix is also obtained. Since the ferrite structure reduces the wear resistance
of the carbidostal, it is necessary to apply heat treatment after impregnation to form the austenitic
structure of the steel matrix. As experiments have shown (Table 2), such heat treatment is
quenching followed by tempering. On the other hand, the presence of ferrite, that is, the possibility
of carbidostal being magnetic, is a positive point. In some cases, the article must be subjected to
grinding treatment. Consequently, the article will be held firmly on the magnetic plate of the
grinding machine.
The hardening modes of the carbidostals are also determined by the composition of the steel
bond. Carbidostals are characterized by no changes in linear dimensions after quenching, in order
to carry out the following task, wrapping the hardened parts in stainless steel foil or heating neutral.
The most complete dissolution of carbides in austenite is observed when heating the carbidostal
under quenching to a temperature of 1270 K and holding at this temperature for 1 hour [3].
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Magnetic weighing after quenching in this mode detected the minimum weight of the a-phase, and
the lattice parameters of the alloyed austenite after quenching - a = 3,656 A.
Table 1. The dimensions of carbide grains in the carbidostal are TiC-45% I2XI8HI0T
Alloy State

Sample area

After impregnation
After annealing
After quenching

Top
Middle
Bottom
Top
Middle
Bottom
Top
Middle
Bottom

Grain distribution TiC by size %
Under
2-3
3-4
4-5
5-7,5
2 µm
µm
µm
µm
µm
63,0
27,3
7,6
2,0
no
71,5
25,6
2,8
1
no
78,5
18,7
2,0
1
no
46,9
31,2
17,4
0,7
0,34
57,5
26,0
11,8
4,0
no
72,8
22,3
3,2
0,7
0,20
46,6
45,1
7,8
0,4
no
51,2
39,7
8,4
0,7
no
49,8
47,4
8,6
0,2
no

Average
grain size,
µm
3,10
2,95
2,82
3,28
3,25
2,87
3,27
3,23
3,46

Thus, the hourly holding at the quenching temperature allows the required amount of titanium
carbides to be dissolved in the austenite, and subsequent cooling at a high rate helps to fix a
sufficiently large amount of the carbide phase in the solid solution, which provides the necessary
austenitic structure to the steel matrix.
The samples were quenched from the heating temperature into oil. No leash, warps and changes
in sample sizes were detected during the hardening process.
Table 2. The characteristic of the steel binder is carbidostal TiC - 45% I2XI8HI0T

Alloy State

After
impregnation
After
annealing
After
hardening and
vacation

Sample
area
Top
Middle
Bottom
Top
Middle
Bottom
Top
Middle
Bottom

Content, vol.%
TiC

Steel
bundle

32,5
31,7
40,4
36,6
39,6
38,9
37,9
40,6
40,4

63,5
68,3
59,6
61,2
60,4
61,2
63,1
59,4
59,6

Average
size
steel
interlayer,
µm
2,80
2,50
2,20
3,05
3,00
2,89
2,36
2,46
2,41

Length of
contact line TiC
- bundle,
mm-1

Steel matrix
microhardness,
kgf/mm2

30,9
29,6
31,5
24,4
26,4
28,2
25,9
26,8
30,9

400-550
400-550
400-550
360-380
360-380
360-380
650-750
650-750
650-750

The conversion of α→γ during hardening of the carbidostal TiC - I2XI8HI0T is explained by
the dissolution of titanium carbides in austenite during the heating and holding of the alloy. As a
result of rapid cooling, carbon and titanium remain in the solid solution. This is indirectly
confirmed by the increase in the microhardness of the metal matrix (Table 2) as well as the total
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hardness of the carbidostal. As shown in Tables 1, 2 and Figure 2, the dimensions of carbide grains
and steel bundle change little after quenching.
The microstructure of the carbidostal after quenching on untwisted samples also differs little
from the starting ones. After etching the slips, you can see the areas sharply delineated by
concentration lines (Figure 2). In addition, significant amounts of fine carbides are observed to
precipitate.
To relieve stress, the samples after quenching were tempered at 800 K, held at this temperature
for 1 - 2 hours and cooled in oil.
Table 3 shows the hardness of the carbidostal after sintering and heat treatment.

Fig. 2. The microstructure of the carbidostal TiC - I2XI8H10T after quenching: a - untwisted
samples, x 800; b – samples etched, x 800
Based on the results of the study, a technology for producing carbidostal TiC - I2XI8HI0T by
impregnation of a green carbide framework [3, 4] was developed.
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Table 3. Carbidostal hardness I2XI8HI0T
Composition,
vol.%
TiC
Steel
55
45
45
55

HRC hardness after
Impregnations
83,7±0,8
81,71±0,72

Annealing
82,4±0,8
80,7±0,7

Trainings
85,28±0,16
84,28±0,5

Holidays
85,02±0,18
83,82±0,38

Conclusions
Thus, quenching and low tempering of the carbidostal TiC - I2XI8HI0T provide an austenitic
structure to the metal matrix and increase the hardness of the carbidostal.
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Abstract. The paper offers a mathematical model of the process of coextrusion flexible
manufacturing section functioning. On the basis of dynamic programming method an algorithm of
controlling transport unit of coextrusion flexible manufacturing system is developed. The objective
of the current research is the development of the mathematical model of the flexible manufacturing
complex for processing multicomponent materials functioning process, and construction of the
algorithm of controlling a transport unit of a coextrusion flexible manufacturing complex for
processing multicomponent materials on this basis. The paper offers the criterion of evaluating the
quality of controlling the transport unit. The chosen variant of controlling the transport unit has to
meet many requirements. This paper con-siders the issues connected with the search for an
optimum algorithm of control-ling a transport unit according to the set criterion. Most works offer
analytical models which are based on the assumption of the current processes’ stability. Real
manufacturing conditions are characterized by the effect of numerous perturbing factors. Under
such conditions the assumption of the current processes’ stability makes the obtained models
almost untrue.
Introduction
Using the automation of transport work in the GPS allows eliminating the hard work of auxiliary
workers and freeing them to participate in the main process, saves time for the main workers, who
spend up to 20% of the total fund of time on the receipt and delivery of blanks, parts, equipment.
Upon the arrival of goods to the GPS, after work on a batch of parts completion, the vehicles
are the main executive devices that implement control algorithms for the transfer of goods in the
system. Cargo flows in the GPS are extremely diverse - these are billets, semi-finished products,
finished parts, equipment, production waste. Universal vehicles can be used for these material
flows, but separate transport subsystems are often used [1-6].
The interconnection of transport in the GPS with the control system, storage devices for the
elements of the material flow, various design solutions are significantly complicate the tasks of
developing a transportation system of GPS. For type site as GPS we can distinguish non-systemic,
interoperational and operational transport. Non-systemic transport provides the connection of the
GPS with other production units, and above all with a higher-level system, which is responsible
for providing the GPS with blanks and equipment, determines the further movement of finished
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license. Any further distribution of
this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI. Published under license by Materials
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parts to the consumer, ensures the delivery of cutting tools and other equipment. The role of offsystem transport varies depending on the degree of independence of the GPS. The organization of
retrieval system work determines greatly the work efficiency of the flexible manufacturing section.
The efficiency of separate units of the techno-logical equipment very often differs considerably.
The only transport unit quite often operates several units of the technological equipment. Under
such conditions the solution to the problem of controlling the transport unit of the production
complex is of a peculiar difficulty. The chosen variant of control-ling the transport unit has to meet
many requirements. This paper considers the issues connected with the search for an optimum
algorithm of controlling a transport unit according to the set criterion.
Analysis of Scientific Publications
Many scientific researches [7-17] are dedicated to scrutinizing the issues of mathematic modelling
of multifunctional manufacturing systems. The scientific work studies the issues of analyzing the
structures of the traffic in flexible manufacturing systems. Most works offer analytical models
which are based on the assumption of the current processes’ stability. Real manufacturing
conditions are characterized by the effect of numerous perturbing factors. Under such conditions
the assumption of the current processes’ stability makes the obtained models almost untrue.
The Objective of the Work
The objective of the current research is the development of the mathematical model of the flexible
manufacturing complex functioning process, and construction of the algorithm of controlling a
transport unit of a flexible manufacturing complex on this basis. The paper offers the criterion of
evaluating the quality of controlling the transport unit.
Research
While developing technological structures of manufacturing systems, they often use the variant
when one transport unit serves several technological modules (see Fig. 1). Under wrong
management of the work by the transport unit downtimes of technological modules may happen
due to the absence of workpieces and too often rearrangements of the transport unit. In such
systems it is necessary to manage the work of the transport unit in order to prevent or minimize
the downtimes of technological modules and minimize the amount of rearrangements of the
transport units. The analysis of the task of search for a rational strategy of controlling the transport
unit shows that this task belongs to the class of dynamic tasks of discreet optimization [18-20].
To formulate the task of search for a strategy of controlling the transport unit in terms of
dynamic programming we will introduce a range of hypotheses. Let the average time of
transporting be equal to all the technological sections and be t time units. The duration of the
transport unit arrangement for serving i technological module is Tai time units. We will designate
by tai the number showing how much Tai is bigger than t. Let also ti be the number showing how
many times an average duration of the cycle i of the technological module is bigger than t. Let us
designate by Ei the piece capacity of the input for i module of the storage (I=1,M, M is the amount
of the technological modules, served by the transport unit).
Let us consider the functioning process of the flexible manufacturing section at the time interval
from 0 to T and divide it into a range of pieces Δt. The duration of each piece equals to the duration
of the transport operation.
The control over the transport unit will be set in a form of a vector X, the dimension of which
equals to the amount K of pieces, into which the considered interval is divided 0..T. The elements
Xj j=1, K of this vector reflect taking a definite decision at a corresponding piece Δt, the decision
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concerns the control over the transport unit. Let us assume that Xj equals to l, then it means that at
j-piece one of the possible decisions concerning the control over the transport unit was taken:
1≤ l ≤ M is the transportation at j-piece of one manufactured item for l-section;
( M + 1) ≤ l ≤ 2 ⋅ M - is the downtime of the transport unit, arranged for transportation of items
for (l-M) technological module;
( 2 ⋅ M + 1 ≤ l ≤ 3 ⋅ M - is the rearrangement of the transport unit for transporting items for (l2M) technological module.

Fig. 1. The scheme of a flexible manufacturing section with a common transport unit
The space of states, in which the studied system may be at each step, is described by the group
of three <A,B,C>. Here А is the number of the technological module, at the items’ transportation
of which the transport unit is arranged (1 ≤ A ≤ M). В and С are the vectors of the dimension M.
Each component bi (I=1,M) of the vector B numerically equals to the amount of the manufactured
items, contained in the input for i-section storage (0 ≤ bi ≤ Ei). The component ci (i=1,M) of the
vector С shows how many steps (pieces) are left to the delivery of the signal by i-technological
module for the supply of the next item (0 ≤ ci ≤ ti) to this module. The general number of states in
which the system may be at each step is determined by the next expression:
M

M ⋅ П (( Ei + 1) ⋅ (ti + 1))

(1)

i =1

The common costs F, connected with the operation of the flexible manufacturing complex, can
be presented as a sum:
F=F1+F2

(2)

Here F1 is the losses determined by the downtimes of the technological modules:
M

k

i =1

j =1

F1 = ∑ ei ∑ qij ,

(3)

where:
qij=1, if bij + cij = 0,
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0, if not,
ei – is the cost connected with the downtime of i-technological module during one piece Δt.
F2 is the losses connected with the rearrangement of the transport unit
k

F2 = e p ∑ rj

(4)

j =1

where rj – 1, if xj ≤ 2M and xj+1>2M,
0 - if not.
In multistep processes with a subsequent decision taking the transition of the system from one
step to another and from one state to another is described by a functional equation. For the
considered task the functional equation of the dynamic programming is presented as follows:
Fk ( s ) = min [ g k ( s ) + Fk −l ( s' )],
s∈S
s '∈S

S,

(5)

where:
Fk(s) is the value of the target function (1), obtained at the step k of the optimization to the state

gk(s) is the increment of the target function under the transition of the manufacturing system
form the state s’ at (k-l) –step in to the state s at k-step,
S’ is the multitude of states at (k-l) –step, from which the transition into the state S at k-step is
possible,
S is the multitude of possible states of the manufacturing system at each step.
l is tai, if in the state s of the manufacturing system the transition is performed by the
rearrangement of the transport unit for transporting the manufactured items for i technological
module,
1 if not.
Fig. 2 shows the work scheme of the obtained method of algorithm synthesis of controlling the
transport unit of the flexible manufacturing complex.

Fig. 2. The work scheme of the dynamic programming algorithm for searching a strategy for
controlling the transport unit
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The calculating experiments with the computer implementation of the obtained algorithm of
controlling the transport unit showed that its use reduces the losses connected with the operation
of the flexible manufacturing complex by 25-20%. It is necessary to mention specially that the
developed algorithm has a high performance. This fact allows using it in such manufacturing
systems where the manufacturing tasks are often changed.
Displayed equations are centered and set on a separate line.
x+y=z

(6)
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Abstract. The article presents a method for producing a nanostructured wear-resistant high-hard
coating with high physicomechanical and strength characteristics, resistance to shock and vibration
loads. The result is an increase in adhesion between the substrate and the coating, as well as an
increase in microhardness. One of the common methods of metal cutting is band-cutting machines
that use closed band saws as cutting tools. Since materials with high physicomechanical
characteristics (hardness, strength, etc.) are increasingly being used in modern production, which
significantly complicates the cutting process and makes increased demands on the cutting tool. To
expand the range of processed materials for which the productive use of band-cutting machines is
possible, it became necessary to create a band saw with higher cutting characteristics. At the same
time, the specificity of the working conditions of the band saw shows that the blade should have
such characteristics as increased vibration resistance, resistance to alternating and dynamic loads,
and the cutting part of the saw should have increased resistance to shock, dynamic, alternating
loads, have high hardness, as well as increased wear resistance.
Introduction
One of the common methods of metal cutting is band-cutting machines that use closed band saws
as cutting tools. Since materials with high physicomechanical characteristics (hardness, strength,
etc.) are increasingly being used in modern production, which significantly complicates the cutting
process and makes increased demands on the cutting tool. To expand the range of processed
materials for which the productive use of band-cutting machines is possible, it became necessary
to create a band saw with higher cutting characteristics. At the same time, the specificity of the
working conditions of the band saw shows that the blade should have such characteristics as
increased vibration resistance, resistance to alternating and dynamic loads, and the cutting part of
the saw should have increased resistance to shock, dynamic, alternating loads, have high hardness,
as well as increased wear resistance. [1,2]
The idea of creating a layered composite is one of the right directions for solving this problem.
So, the layered composite material proved to be workable under difficult loading conditions on
other engineering products and firmly strengthened its position in the production, since with the
correct analysis of the working conditions of the product, whether it be a part or a cutting tool, in
particular a band saw blade, it can be found that this or that zone or layer can work on a specific
type of loading. Therefore, it can be made of a material with characteristics that satisfy these load
conditions. Thus, on the basis of the analysis of loading conditions during the operation of the
band saw blade, the idea of bimetallic saw was proposed, which is the right direction to solve the
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license. Any further distribution of
this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI. Published under license by Materials
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problem, but the main disadvantage is the presence of a welded joint sensitive to vibration,
dynamic and shock loads, and the difficulty of obtaining a defect-free welded joint seam. An
alternative could be surface plasma alloying of the teeth of the band saw blade, which allows
significantly changing the physicomechanical characteristics of the material of the cutting edge of
the teeth (which will be the material of the whole band saw blade - spring-spring steel). At the
same time, the output is a layered composite with high adhesion, comparable in value to
metallurgical, since the band saw blade material is alloyed, which is also the base material, and
with correctly selected modes it is possible to reduce the values of possible residual deformation
as a result of heat treatment to zero.[1-4]
Research materials and methods
For the research, the following equipment was used: a JET band saw (testing the obtained saws
under conditions close to factory conditions), a Falcon 500 micro hardness meter (micro hardness
tests for preliminary analysis of wear resistance), an Instron 8801 testing machine (fatigue test),
installation of a magnetron radio frequency spraying Q150T ES (coating process), scanning
electron microscope "JEOL JSM - 7500F" (studying the microstructure of coatings), Bruker
Vertex 70 FTIR IR spectrometer (for analyzing the composition of coatings).
Discussion of the results
To apply nanostructured and wear-resistant high-hard coatings by magnetron sputtering on the
surface of cutting tools, a sequential technological cycle is used in the work, which includes: 1)
Preliminary etching of the product surface with low-temperature argon plasma to improve the
adhesion of the applied protective coating; 2) Application by the method of magnetron-plasma
spraying of a nanostructured film of metal or alloy on the surface of the product; 3) Thermal
oxidative phase-forming annealing for the appearance of nanoparticles of high-hard oxides of a
cubic system (aluminum or chromium oxides) and nanoparticles of medium-hard oxides (oxides
of titanium, niobium, vanadium), which also leads to an increase in the adhesion of the protective
coating, an increase in hardness, wear resistance and fatigue strength due to the recrystallization
process applied coating.
A method of obtaining a wear-resistant coating for a cutting tool, comprising applying a coating
on the surface of a cutting tool based on an alloy of titanium, aluminum and niobium, while
obtaining a coating on the surface of the cutting tool is carried out by magnetron-plasma spraying
including preliminary plasma etching of the surface of the cutting tool in a vacuum chamber with
accelerated ions at a pressure of 1-3 Pa, after which there is an ion-plasma spraying of the coating
carried out at a pressure of 1-3 Pa, current 100-150 mA to obtain a coating of the composition
TiAlVNbTiB2 in the following ratio, weight%: Al 5.5-6.5; V 7-8; Nb 2-4 TiB2 1-2; Ti - the rest,
and subsequent phase-forming thermal oxidative annealing at a temperature of 550-650 ° C for 12 hours. [5]
Preliminary etching of the surface of the tool allows you to increase the adhesion strength
between the coating and the cutting tool due to the microstructure of the surface of the cutting tool
and allows you to easily clean the surface of the product from contaminants and grease residues.
At the same time, ion-plasma etching (surface ablation of the material) occurs, which allows you
to change the structural and mechanical properties of the product, increase the roughness, which
will improve the adhesion between the surface of the metal of the cutting tool and the applied
material. Plasma treatment can be applied to a wide range of types of cutting tools of any
composition and complex geometric shapes. Ion-plasma etching can improve the physicomechanical properties of the resulting cutting tool.
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Using magnetron-plasma spraying, nanostructured metal thin-layer films of the desired
chemical composition and thickness are applied with high adhesion, which is close in value to
metallurgical. In the method for producing a coating, thermal cutting of the cutting tool does not
occur, so that no residual stresses occur on the surface of the tool and along the product-coating
interfaces. In turn, the resistance of the coated cutting tool to fatigue cracking increases. Also, ionplasma deposition occurring at room temperature provides a coating having a nanoscale structure
in the size range of 5-15 nm. Thin nanostructured coatings, with a certain shape (cubic and
tetragonal syngonies) and the size of nanoparticles (belonging to the region of maximum
realization of the Hall-Petch effect), show ultra-high hardness, high fatigue strength and increased
wear resistance.
Obtaining on the surface of a cutting tool a coating based on titanium aluminum alloy can
increase the heat resistance and heat resistance of the cutting edge, which allows for a long time
to save the geometry of the cutting edge of the tool and, as a result, the cutting characteristics of
the tool.
Alloying titanium-aluminum alloy with vanadium to 8% allows the crystal lattice of the TiAl
alloy to be transferred from a tetragonal to cubic form, which in turn improves the plasticity of the
resulting coating, thereby increasing the resistance of the coating to fatigue cracking. Also, the
transfer from a tetragonal to a cubic lattice allows TiAl alloys to increase the microhardness of the
coating, which also increases the wear resistance of the tool[6-8].
Alloying a titanium-aluminum alloy with niobium leads to an increase in the thermodynamic
activity of Al compared to Ti, thereby contributing to the formation of a stable protective Al2O3
layer on the coating surface, while the Al2O3 oxide film has a high microhardness and a dense
structure that blocks further oxidation of the coating, including titanium, contained in the coating,
also the Al2O3 oxide film increases the corrosion resistance and wear resistance of the coating.
The addition of a small amount of titanium diboride TiB2 to the coating composition, which is
a strengthening dispersion phase that is in equilibrium with an alloy of titanium and aluminum
(titanium aluminum) with good physicochemical and mechanical compatibility, can increase the
strength characteristics of the coating and microhardness and maintain ductility and viscosity,
increase heat resistance and heat resistance, due to the blocking of grain growth of the structure
with increasing temperature, which always accompanies the process of metal cutting.
Thermal oxidative phase-forming annealing makes it possible to create a surface layer of highhardness, highly heat-resistant nanoparticles of cubic phase oxides on the surface of a metal
adhesive film of a tool, which results in high-hardness coatings with high wear resistance and
considerable fatigue resistance.
Obtaining a wear-resistant coating for a cutting tool, as follows, at the first stage, the product
surface is pre-etched with low-temperature argon plasma to improve the adhesion of the protective
coating in the vacuum chamber by accelerated ions at a pressure of 1-3 Pa, after which a
nanostructured film is applied by magnetron-plasma spraying from TiAlVNbTiB2 alloy in the
following ratio, wt%: Al 5.5-6.5; V 7-8; Nb 2-4; TiB2 1-2; Ti - the rest, by transferring from the
target surface a similar composition to the coating onto the surface of the cutting tool, after which
thermal oxidative phase-forming annealing is carried out at a temperature of 550-650 ° C for 1-2
hours for the appearance of nanoparticles of high-hardness cubic oxide oxides (aluminum oxides),
also leading to an increase in the adhesion of the protective coating, an increase in hardness, wear
resistance, corrosion resistance and fatigue strength due to the process of recrystallization of the
applied coating.
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Example 1. Obtaining a wear-resistant coating for a cutting tool, as follows, at the first stage,
the surface of the product is pre-etched with low-temperature argon plasma to improve the
adhesion of the applied protective coating in the vacuum chamber by accelerated ions at a pressure
of 3 Pa, after which a nanostructured TiAlVNbTiB2 alloy film is applied by magnetron-plasma
spraying in the following ratio, weight%: Al 5.5; V 7; Nb 2; TiB2 1; Ti - the rest, by transferring
from the target surface a similar composition to the coating onto the surface of the cutting tool,
after which thermal oxidative phase-forming annealing is carried out at a temperature of 550 ° C
for 1 hour for the appearance of nanoparticles of high-hardness cubic oxide oxides (aluminum
oxides), which also leads to an increase adhesion of the protective coating, an increase in hardness,
wear resistance, corrosion resistance and fatigue strength due to the process of recrystallization of
the applied coating
Example 2. Obtaining a wear-resistant coating for a cutting tool, as follows, at the first stage,
the surface of the product is pre-etched with low-temperature argon plasma to improve the
adhesion of the protective coating in the vacuum chamber by accelerated ions at a pressure of 2
Pa, after which a nanostructured TiAlVNbTiB2 alloy film is applied by magnetron-plasma
spraying in the following ratio, weight%: Al 6; V 7.5; Nb 3; TiB2 1.5; Ti - the rest, by transferring
from the target surface a similar composition to the coating onto the surface of the cutting tool,
after which thermal oxidative phase-forming annealing is carried out at a temperature of 600 ° C
for 1.5 hours for the appearance of nanoparticles of high-hardness cubic oxide oxides (aluminum
oxides), which also to increase the adhesion of the protective coating, increase hardness, wear
resistance, corrosion resistance and fatigue strength due to the process of recrystallization of the
applied coating
Example 3. Obtaining a wear-resistant coating for a cutting tool, as follows, at the first stage,
the product surface is pre-etched with low-temperature argon plasma to improve the adhesion of
the protective coating in the vacuum chamber by accelerated ions at a pressure of 1 Pa, after which
a nanostructured TiAlVNbAl2O3 alloy film is applied by magnetron-plasma spraying in the
following ratio, weight%: Al 6.5; V 8; Nb 4; TiB2 2; Ti - the rest, by transferring from the target
surface a similar composition to the coating onto the surface of the cutting tool, then conduct
thermal oxidative phase-forming annealing at 650 ° C for 2 hours for the appearance of
nanoparticles of high-hardness cubic oxide oxides (aluminum oxides), which also leads to an
increase adhesion of the protective coating, an increase in hardness, wear resistance, corrosion
resistance and fatigue strength due to the process of recrystallization of the applied coating (table
1)
Table 1. Test results.
Material

The processing
resistance of
30HGSA, min.

Microhardness,
GPa

Example 1
TiAlVNbTiB2
Example 2
Example 3
Prototype

82-84
85-87
88-90
81

47,3
47,8
49,2
46,7
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The microstructure of the obtained coatings (Figure 1) was studied using a JEOL JSM7500F
scanning electron microscope. The microstructure of the obtained coatings on the saw teeth is
shown in Figure 1.

a
b
c
Fig. 1. Microstructure of the obtained coatings a - nichrome Kh15N60; b - Ti6Al4V alloy; c thermally oxidized aluminum (Al2O3).
Analysis of the data presented in the table allows us to conclude that the cutting tool with a
wear-resistant coating obtained by the present method are characterized by higher
physicomechanical characteristics compared to inserts made by known methods. Thus, the
combination of the claimed features allows to achieve the technical result.[9-12]
Conclusions
As a result of the research, a method for producing a wear-resistant coating for a cutting tool was
developed, including applying a coating on the surface of a cutting tool based on an alloy of
titanium, aluminum and niobium, characterized in that the coating on the surface of the cutting
tool is carried out by magnetron-plasma spraying including preliminary plasma etching of the
surface cutting tool in a vacuum chamber with accelerated ions at a pressure of 1-3 Pa, after which
ion-plasma variable coating spraying carried out at a pressure of 1-3 Pa, a current of 100-150 mA
to obtain a coating of the composition TiAlVNbTiB2 in the following ratio, weight%: Al 5.5-6.5;
V 7-8; Nb 2-4 TiB2 1-2; Ti - the rest, and subsequent phase-forming thermal oxidative annealing
at a temperature of 550-650 ° C for 1-2 hours.[13-15]
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Abstract. This research is related to metalworking processing of bodies of revolution with the help
of universal lathe machines. The technology includes the application of two types of vibrations to
the working tool and the processed surface error measurement. To increase the manufacturing
accuracy, the workpiece processed surface error is measured while a workpiece is being rotated;
this rotation is performed with the workpiece being rigidly fixed in end supports and at the same
time being damped in the sections between these supports. Furthermore, the parameters of
vibrations applied to the tool working travel are defined by the workpiece form error and the nature
of distribution of stresses that appear when the workpiece is fixed; the nature of the workpiece
processed surface form error is extrapolated from the data obtained in the workpiece sections
between the supports. Before manufacturing, the workpiece is corrected while being fixed in rigid
supports, and the correction itself is performed as the function of magnitude and vector of the
workpiece maximum deflection plane. The workpiece may be fixed in rigid supports; steady rests
with double rollers may be used as such supports. The workpiece dampening in its sections
between end supports may be performed using self-centering steady rests.
Introduction
Non-rigid shaft-type vital parts are used in modern-day mechanical engineering, machine tool
engineering and instrument engineering. The continuous increase of their production volume is
induced by the improvement of strength calculations and designs, by the constant decrease of the
products’ metal intensity and by the increase of high-speed precision machines production.
Imbalances in the design parameters of non-rigid bodies of revolution (NRBR) create serious
technological difficulties in the production process; the main reasons for these difficulties are the
following:
a) significant elastic and plastic deformations at all stages of the parts’ processing, assembly
and operation;
b) low vibration resistance and various types of pliancy of the technological system elements;
c) significant influence of technological heredity on the performance reliability;
d) workpieces distortion caused by uneven residual stresses added at all the stages of
processing;
e) the parts’ low thermal resistance.
The negative effect of the above-mentioned factors during the production of non-rigid bodies
of revolution leads to the technological bases dysfunctions, the parts’ form and size errors, surface
defects, cutting modes limitations and, ultimately, to the decrease of operation accuracy and
reliability [1-15].
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license. Any further distribution of
this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI. Published under license by Materials
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Relevance and goal of this research
The known methods of manufacturing axisymmetric bodies of revolution according to the
traditional technology using standard steady rests are not efficient for manufacturing non-rigid
shaft-type parts. At the present moment the matter of producing these types of parts is solved
through the selection of processing modes and the application of manual correction operations,
which do not ensure the required product quality. The improvement of technological processes of
the NRBR mechanical processing is an important goal that increases the production efficiency and
the mechanical engineering products quality. The goal of our research is to increase the accuracy
of processing, to maintain it after processing and to obtain the following technical results: to
increase the accuracy of the part form in cross-section by stabilizing the cutting force during the
workpiece rotation, to increase the stability of the part geometry over time by forming a more
uniform pattern of stress distribution throughout the workpiece volume. The use of an automatic
control system simplifies the error measurement due to the application of the method of
extrapolating the measured signals in the sections under the steady rests. The controlled steady
rests decrease the vibrations level in the cutting zone.
Automatic control system
This article focuses on the automatic control system (ACS) of the technological processing system
in lathes for bodies of revolution of non-rigid parts. The ACS operates as follows. A shaft
workpiece (Fig.1) is fixed in supports 1; depending on the process pressure in drive 2 (Fig.2) of
the clamp, these supports can operate in two modes: damper mode or rigid supports mode.
Intermediate supports act as dampers 3. Two end supports act as rigid supports 4. The shaft is
rotated the required number of times at low speed. The sensor system 5 (Fig.2), which is installed
on the body 6 of supports 1, measures the displacement of levers 7 (changes of gap clearances S2,
S3) and of rod 8 (change of gap clearance S1) of supports 1 under the influence of profile errors
(workpiece surface wobbling against the bases – two end steady rests acting as rigid supports; and
deviation from the out-of-roundness in the cross-section); the obtained data is processed in control
unit 9.

Fig. 1. Shaft installation diagram for error measurement.
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Fig. 2. a – General view of a steady rest with a measuring system, b and c – location of sensors.
A harmonic analysis of the obtained information is carried out to identify the first and second
harmonics of vibrations of the workpiece profile errors. A general picture of the spatial attitude of
the processed surface in relation to the base necks under the steady rests (working in the rigid
supports mode) and its profile is formed in control unit 9. The nature of the error location in the
workpiece sections between the steady rests is determined by extrapolating the data obtained in
the sections of the steady rests installation, because the cutting pattern is strictly regular in the
longitudinal direction (along the axis along the helix line with a certain pitch). The data is
transmitted from control unit 9 to feed drives input 10, the change of feed Ds (Fig.1) is set during
the turning process in order to control the cutting force (to stabilize it) as a function of the predicted
allowance change. To stabilize the workpiece axis during the manufacturing process, supports 1
are sequentially switched into the rigid supports mode along the workpiece length as the cutting
zone moves, so that it is always located between rigid supports 4. The tool is assigned with
vibrations with two components. One of them is determined by spatial deviations, the second one
is determined by the nature of the stress state in the workpiece volume. Taking into account the
spatial errors (Fig.3), the first component of the tool vibrations is set (its form is ∆f and its location
is e).
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Fig. 3. View of the errors of bodies of revolution.
Furthermore, the feed control is carried out as a function of the cutting force stabilization (when
the allowance is increased, the feed is decreased and vice versa). When a workpiece is clamped,
the deflection of its axis leads to the formation of stresses in the workpiece volume (compression
stress on the convex side and tension stress on the concave side). Once the workpiece is released,
these tensions lead to the workpiece distortion. The second component is applied during the
manufacturing process in order to equalize these stresses. To balance the residual stresses, the feed
value is reduced in the workpiece part with the residual tension stresses and is increased in the part
with the compression stresses, thus equalizing the stress state along the workpiece cross-section.
The tool vibrations may be reduced if a workpiece is processed preliminarily. Before a shaft is
processed with the dressing roll installed into the support, it is processed in the midspans to
equalize the stress state in the workpiece volume and to decrease the spatial deviations by bending
the shaft in the direction that is opposite to the maximum deflection and that lies in its plane. This
way we form the stresses opposite to the stresses appearing when a workpiece is clamped. To
compensate the plastic deformations, a shaft workpiece is deformed during the manufacturing
process with these deformations taken into account: it is bended by a certain value.
The number of supports 1 (Fig.1) and their location along the workpiece length depend on the
function of its length and diameter, taking into consideration that the ratio of the span length to the
workpiece diameter is no more than 5. The end steady rests have double rollers (not shown) in
order to increase the reactive torque when the workpiece is rotated and to stabilize its axis.
Research
The development of adaptive control systems, including in particular the ACS for the workpiecesupport subsystem, is a radical method of increasing vibration resistance and accuracy.
To assess the effectiveness of the ACS, we carried out the experiments to determine the value
of the nonuniformity of the residual stresses that exist in a workpiece and appear in it after the
turning process.
The goal of our experiment was to ascertain the reason why the shaft bending changes during
the machining process. Our task was to determine what influences the shaft form the most: the
residual stresses in the workpiece or the stresses that appear during the turning process.
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For this experiment we used the samples made of steel of austenite class 12Х18Н10Т. The 1500
mm long samples were cut from a supplied bar with the diameter of 30 mm. These samples were
divided into two batches, 12 pieces in a batch. Each batch was processed in its own mode:
The 1st batch: supplied material. The lathe with the ACS was used for turning: cutting depth t
= 0.5 – 0.75 mm, the part’s rotation speed π = 800 rpm, tool advance S = 0.063 mm per rotation.
We used carbide tools with carbide material VK13, with the cutting edge angle α = 450. The
sample warping was measured after each pass.
The 2nd batch: full annealing of all 12 samples was performed (heating up to the temperature
of 1060° С, holding for 2-3 hours, cooling in the furnace, the samples were hung vertically);
therefore, the residual stresses in the workpieces were eliminated or nominal. The parts’ warping
was measured before and after the samples’ annealing. Then the samples were processed like those
from the 1st batch.
The value of the deflection of a part’s axis was taken as a measure of a part’s warping (axial
mode changes); this value was measured in a vertical position in five sections with the help of dial
gauges with the graduation mark of 0.01 mm, the results were entered into a table. The deflections
were measured immediately after the treatment process and after a period of time up to 240 hours
in order to determine if there was the relaxation of stresses after the treatment.
The experiment’s results were used to create the graphs of changes of the samples’ deflections
as the samples were turned; Fig.4a shows the results of the 1st batch processing, the supplied
material samples; Fig.4b shows the results of the 2nd batch processing, the annealed samples.
Lines of different configuration represent the samples with various serial numbers (1...6).
Both graphs show that the shaft form during the treatment process is not stable; the deflection
tends to appear during the following treatment. This phenomenon is more noticeable when one
looks at the unannealed samples. The shaft deflection decreases down to 0.4...0.6 mm (for the
unannealed samples) and down to 0.2...0.4 mm (for the annealed samples) during the turning
process (in the beginning, with removal t = 1...2 mm).
Therefore, we can make a conclusion that there are residual stresses present in a workpiece.
These stresses amount to 40% of the stresses in the unannealed samples.
During further turning the shaft form becomes even less stable and the deflection value
increases.
Beside that, the graphs show that the samples, both annealed and unannealed, that have a small
deflection in their initial state have a lesser deflection during the machining process. The initially
straight samples may provide a deflection close to the allowable one: 0.01...0.04 mm per one meter
of the shaft length.
We should also note that there exists the residual stresses relaxation: over time the deflection
change ranges widely, from 0 to 100%, but in average it is 13 ... 24%.
Let us define the value of the nonuniformity of the residual stresses in the test sample using the
above-mentioned theoretical calculations. The shaft deflection with the ratio l/d – 50 is 0.5 mm in
average in our experiments. This corresponds to the residual stresses nonuniformity of 20% with
their minimal value σres = 100 N/mm2. The nonuniformity value should be even less with the
residual stresses minimal value σres = 20. 30, 100 N/mm2.
Additionally, we carried out the experiments with and without the use of the ACS with the
following cutting modes: π = 1440 rpm, S = 0.11 - 0.22 mm per rotation; without the ACS: two
passes with cutting depth t1= 1.5 mm, t2 = 2.8 mm; with the ACS: one pass with cutting depth t3
= 3 mm. Cutter material is T15K6. This experiment allowed us to obtain roughness Ra 0.8, to
increase the longitudinal accuracy up to 10 µm/m with the diameters range of 30 - 60 mm and the
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lengths range of 1.5 – 4 m and to eliminate the finished product residual deformations during
operation.

t, mm

t, mm

Fig. 4. Measurements of the samples’ deflections during the turning process:
a – supplied material samples, b – annealed samples.
Conclusion
The experiments we carried out prove beyond all doubt that it is necessary to control the course of
the technical process, ranging from the correct operation to the thermal power processing and the
finishing. Only by decreasing the level of the residual stresses and equalizing them along the entire
workpiece length we can keep the processes of relaxation and creeping to a minimum, i.e. we can
stabilize the finished part form for the entire period of operation.
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Abstract. This paper presents a solution to the problem of filling the internal structure of the
workpiece with curve layer in 3D printing. A generalized model of filling the internal structure of
workpiece with curve layer is designed. The results are presented for solving the problem on the
example of curved layers of a conical shape with filling along a helical line. The research results
can be in demand in the development of algorithms and software for technological equipment.
They allow to ensure the formation of the internal structure of products in curved layers during 3D
printing.
Introduction
The development of additive technologies is aimed at expanding the area of their application for
solving various problems, including for obtaining structures with increased physical and
mechanical properties. FDM printing technology is one of the ways to create such structures by
filling the internal structure of products with curved layers formed by sections of various geometric
shapes [1-9].
Relevance of the research topic
Research carried out by research teams [11-15] shows that the formation of the internal structure
of products with curvilinear layers makes it possible to obtain structures with higher strength
characteristics compared to filling with flat layers. The development of models, algorithms and
software is an urgent task. It allows curve layers to form the internal structure of the product during
3D printing.
The preparation includes the following stages in printing using FDM technology in general: the
separation occurs of a three-dimensional digital model, as a rule, in STL format, which is a list of
coordinates of the vertices of triangular faces (facets) forming a surface into many curvilinear
layers; the task is to select the trajectory of the extruder relative to the part; finding is carried out
by areas of filling with material in accordance with the shape of the part [16-22]. The layer is
applied one by one until the object is completely built.
An urgent task is to determine the trajectories of movement of the extruder, as well as areas of
filling with material during the formation of the internal structure of products with curved layers.
Materials and methods for solving the issue
Work [10] proposes a technique for dividing a three-dimensional model into curved layers for 3D
printing, for example, a conical shape (fig. 1).

Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license. Any further distribution of
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a)
b)
c)
Fig. 1. The section of the original part is represented by a cone: а) the position of the original
part and the cutting cone; b) facets forming the intersection of the secant cone with the original
part; c) a lot of sections of the original part with a cone
The task is to divide the model into curved conical layers for 3D printing by forming an array
of facet numbers (M) that have intersection points with a secant conical surface. It is described by
the equation:

sin u ⋅ sin (2ϕ )ν ; 
r0 (u ,ν ) = − cos u ⋅ sin (2ϕ )ν ;  ,
cos(2ϕ1 )ν + ν + Z 0 

(1)

where u, v – cone parameters; φ – half the cone angle; Z0 – cone vertex coordinate.
In order to prepare for the printing of FDM technology, the following tasks are required. It
consists in setting the trajectories of the extrude. Such trajectories can be described by different
spatial curves, and their points are located on the cutting surface of the cone.
In particular, when dividing the model into conical layers, the trajectory can be set by the
movement of the extruder by a conical helical line. It is described by the equation:

  k ⋅ (ν − Z 0 ) ⋅ 2π

+ U n  ⋅ (ν − Z 0 ) ⋅ tgϕ 
cos
P


 

  k ⋅ (ν − Z 0 ) ⋅ 2π

+ U n  ⋅ (ν − Z 0 ) ⋅ tgϕ  ,
r (ν ) = sin 
P


 

ν



1

(2)

where v – screw parameter; Z0 – cone vertex coordinate; φ – half the cone angle; P – screw pitch;
Un – Initial twist angle of helix; k – screw line torsion direction: k=-1 – clockwise, k=1 –
counterclockwise.
It is necessary to create an array of points to determine the areas of filling of the spatial curve
(an array of parameters), which determines the trajectories of the extruder, which are the
intersection points of the specified spatial curve with the plane of facets, the numbers of which
belong to the array M.
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Fig. 2. Defines an intersection that represents a space curve and a face plane
Determination of the necessary intersection points of a given spatial curve with the facet planes
is necessary for each facet included in the array M (fig. 2) by solving the equation:
A j ⋅ r (t ) ⋅ k j = 0

(3)

regarding parameter t, where Aj – matrix of transition to the coordinate system, built on the points
of the j-th facet, whose coordinate center is located at the point Pj1, and the Zj axis is perpendicular
to the facet plane. Fig. 3 shows a scheme for determining the point of intersection of a spatial curve
with a facet plane

Fig. 3. The diagram shows the definition of the intersection point of the spatial curve with the
facet plane
The set Т of values of the parameter tk can be found by solving the equation. There is a need to
select from the set Т subset of parameters for which the curve r(t) as intersection points located
inside the facet. Known methods [23] can be used to solve this problem.
We define the areas of filling with material by grouping the parameters of the curve r(t),
corresponding to the points of intersection of the curve with all facets. To do this, it is necessary
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to construct a variational series of parameters tk, with properties t1 ≤ t 2 ≤ ... ≤ t k ≤ ... ≤ t k −1 ≤ t k and
form an array of pairs of parameters [t1, t2], [t3, t4],… [tk-1, tk]. The obtained pairs of parameters tk
will correspond to the sections of the extruder movement trajectories, on which filling with the
material takes place.
For example, a diagram is presented for determining the points of intersection of a helical line
with a certain body in fig. 4.

Fig. 4. The diagram shows the intersection of a helix with a certain body
18 points are determined as a result of intersection of a helix with a certain body. The variation
series will take the following form: t17, t1, t4, t8, t9, t2, t10, t15, t7, t5, t3, t11, t16, t14, t6, t12, t13, t18. 8
pairs of points are defined by grouping intersection points: [t17, t1], [t4, t8], [t9, t2], [t10, t15], [t7, t5],
[t3, t11], [t16, t14], [t6, t12], [t12, t18].
Therefore, the filler is completed by the material on the spiral section corresponding to the
obtained pair.
Conclusion
The model was developed to fill the internal structure of products with curved layers for 3D
printing as a result of the research. The results can be applied to research in the development of
algorithms and software for technological equipment, which ensures the formation of the internal
structure of products by curved layers during 3D printing.
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Abstract. The article shows the developed installation for determination of temperature of
maximum operability of replaceable cutting hard-alloy plates on the basis of study of change of
electromagnetic properties. The method of research is given. Tests of images were carried out to
time of heating of the replaceable cutting plates from solid B35 alloy. The heating temperature
interval was selected according to the temperature mode of the process of cutting difficult
materials. Heating was carried out to 1000˚ C. The results of the study were obtained to determine
the temperature of maximum operability of replaceable cutting hard alloy plates based on the study
of the change in electromagnetic properties for alloy В35 amounted to 460-730 ° С.
Introduction
Today, under the conditions of sanctions, the Russian Federation needs more than ever the
development of energy-saving technologies in various industries.
Metallurgy does not stand still, recently new brands of materials have appeared that have
characteristics in terms of strength, hardness, ductility, heat resistance many times superior to their
analogues, for example, Russian grades of alloys such as GDP, American "martensite."
Studies have shown that the selection of tool material, as well as the assignment of processing
(cutting) modes, are the main problems in the processing of steels and alloys included in the group
of difficult-to-process materials [1].
When assigning cutting modes for new materials, tool companies conduct tests for destruction
of replaceable cutting inserts during cutting, and the obtained numerical values are published in
catalogs [2]. But as practice shows, these numerical values do not always correspond to optimal
cutting modes. In practice, the mode conditions for the tool are divided into machinability groups
[3].
In their works, the problem of ensuring the fullest life of a cutting tool from various positions
was studied: Vasin S.A. [4], Grigoriev C.N. [5], Coarse S.V. [6], Carceanu, I., Cosmeleat.0., G.
[7], Ferri, C. [8], Kümmel, J. [9], Munish Kumar Gupta [
A literature analysis of the work of world-renowned scientists in the field of mechanical blade
processing of metals by cutting showed that the temperature factor has a resulting effect on the
cutting process of difficult-to-process materials. [4-18].
Tool materials (IM), like other materials, have physical and mechanical properties that can
change under the influence of external factors. These properties have a decisive effect on the health
and resource of the tool made of these materials. Studies have shown that the physical and
mechanical properties of tungsten hard alloys in the process of operation, namely in the process of
cutting hard-to-process materials under the influence of high temperatures, vary symmetrically
[19]. The study of the processes inside the tool materials, including tungsten hard alloys, will
allow, on the basis of a scientifically sound method, to determine and assign the operating modes
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license. Any further distribution of
this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI. Published under license by Materials
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of this material taking into account its internal changes. This will increase the life of the cutting
tool and create conditions under which the cutting tool will have maximum cutting properties when
processing difficult materials [20].
The purpose of the work: to conduct research on the change in the electromagnetic field of eddy
currents arising in replaceable cutting plates made of tungsten hard alloy B35 in the temperature
range characteristic of the cutting process.
To achieve the goal, the following tasks were set and solved.
1. Carry out a literary review, as well as an analysis of existing work on the problem of rational
selection of a tool material, as well as the purpose of cutting modes.
2. Conduct experimental studies of the change in the electromagnetic field of eddy currents
occurring in solid alloys B35 under the influence of high temperatures characteristic of the cutting
process.
Research methodology
To solve the second problem, it is necessary to conduct laboratory studies of changes in the
magnetic field of eddy currents arising in replaceable cutting plates made of tungsten hard alloy
B35. An analysis of existing solutions showed that such devices that meet our requirements do not
exist. One of the requirements for the device is the possibility of using a replaceable multifaceted
hard alloy plate as a test sample in the delivery state, to maximize the approximation of the results
to real conditions.
During the development of the laboratory plant, a literary review was carried out, which showed
that at the moment non-destructive testing methods of technological facilities have been widely
used.
The "eddy current" [21] method of nondestructive testing is suitable for studies of internal
changes occurring inside tool materials), with the possibility of testing samples in the state of
supply (replaceable cutting hard alloy plates (SMTP). This type of nondestructive testing will
allow conducting studies on samples in the form of replaceable cutting inserts in the state of supply,
which allows reducing the time for the production of special samples. Also, this advantage allows
us to bring the conditions in which laboratory studies are carried out closer to real conditions.
As the test images, SMTP from instrumental hard alloy B35 in the delivery state were chosen.
The research was carried out at a special laboratory installation, which was based on the eddy
current method of non-destructive testing. The diagram of the proposed installation is shown in
Figure 1. The laboratory plant is a system of instruments for measuring changes in the magnetic
field of eddy currents arising in ferromagnets.
Results and discussion
It is recommended to use SMTP as the test objects in the delivery state, since the dimensions of
the used coil with heat-insulating coating are limiting. When changing the coil, it is allowed to
examine other forms of factors on samples.
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Fig. 1. Scheme of the plant developed by the authors to determine the temperature of maximum
operability of replaceable cutting hard alloy plates by electromagnetic properties: 1- Selfoscillating circuit; 2-Housing; 3-Coil; 4- PCB; 5- Power supply; 6- Transistor; 7- Capacitor; 8Resistance; 9 - Thermometer; 10 - Voltmeter; 11- Replaceable cutting insert.
The unit includes self-oscillating circuit (AC) and instrument board. To measure the
quantitative complex characteristic of the change in the magnetic field of BT (eddy currents), a
multi-voltmeter is used, and a digital thermometer was used to measure the state of temperature
throughout the experiment. Electronic part of device represents electronic circuit consisting of two
series-connected capacitors, resistance, transistor and power supply unit. AK is made in the form
of autotransformer, like eddy current converter excitation winding. The winding is coated to
prevent damaging effect of object heating and destruction of the winding itself.
Tests of the samples were carried out during heating of replaceable cutting inserts made of
tungsten hard alloy B35.
The heating temperatures were selected in the range up to 1000˚ C. The studies were carried
out as follows. The sample was heated, in our case the sample is a replaceable cutting hard alloy
plate in the supply state. Then magnetic field is applied to analysed sample by non-contact method.
Changes in values indicating internal changes of the hard alloy are recorded on the voltmeter.
The results are displayed on the PC monitor screen.
Based on the results of experimental studies, tables of the results were compiled. In them, with
an interval of 10˚S, the corresponding values of the magnetic field of eddy currents induced in
replaceable cutting plates made of tungsten hard alloy B35 are indicated.
Using the capabilities of the mathematical apparatus of the MS Excel software product, the
polynomial dependencies of the obtained data on the heating temperature were built, shown in
Figure 2. The temperature range (Q) (Figure 3) in which the experimental studies were performed
corresponds to the temperature range characteristic of the cutting process.
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Fig. 2. Obtained one-parameter dependence of change of AK EMF values during the alloy
experiment B35 under the influence of temperatures
The obtained graphical dependence, where a polynomial is selected as the approximating curve,
is processed according to the rules of engineering studies, in accordance with 5% of the error
allowed for such calculations.
To determine the boundary of the temperature range, a special technique is used. From the value
of the maximum magnetic field, a 5 percent interval is deposited. A line parallel to the temperature
axis is drawn through this point through the entire graph field. The points where the line intersects
the line (which) of the graph are taken to be outside the range you want. From the obtained points,
we draw projection lines on the temperature axis. The obtained temperature interval is taken as the
interval of maximum life of replaceable cutting inserts made of hard alloy B35.
Conclusions
It is allowed to use the tool in the entire temperature range, but from the technological point of
view, it is recommended to adhere to the maximum temperature, since it corresponds to the
maximum permissible cutting speed.
During the work, experimental studies were carried out on changing the electromagnetic field
of eddy currents arising in solid alloys of grade B35, under the influence of high temperatures
characteristic of the cutting process, which made it possible to obtain a temperature interval for
changing the electromagnetic properties of 460 ÷ 730 ° C.
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Abstract. The article is devoted to the study of the wear intensity of elastic polymer-abrasive
circles when processing the surfaces of parts made of high-strength aluminum alloys. Empirical
dependencies of wear on cutting speed and tool deformation are obtained, on the basis of which
method of tool deformation correction with long-term, continuous surface treatment is proposed.
In practice, such a procedure is necessary due to the loss of process performance that occurs due
to the reduction of tool deformation due to wear. The proposed technique allows to effectively
control the finishing process as the tool is worn out.
Introduction
The problem of mechanization and automation of manual labor during finishing cleaning and
finishing operations is relevant for modern mechanical engineering. For example, in the aviation
industry, the design of any aircraft includes more than 50 large and long parts on which these
operations are required. These parts are manufactured, usually by milling. Many works are devoted
to the research of the milling process and the assurance of the quality of the surface layer of parts in
this type of machining, for example [1, 2, 3]. However, even with a well-organized technology for
manufacturing parts by milling, including on CNC machines, the surface roughness required in the
drawing is not provided at the transition points when changing the direction of feeding, when
processing curved surfaces, random defects associated with the actual state of the cutter, etc., also
regularly occur.
Today, most finishing cleaning and finishing operations are performed manually, while the
proportion of labor intensity of manual work on the finishing process of such parts can reach 65%
of the total labor intensity of manufacturing parts after milling.
Machining methods, such as grinding, polishing, volumetric vibration machining, etc., are very
effective ways to solve the problem of surface grinding. The works of many scientific teams are
devoted to the study of these abrasive processing methods, for example [4, 5, 6, 7].
Each of these abrasive methods can be characterized by a different level of efficiency. Each
method had certain property and disadvantages, as well as areas of effective application.
It should be noted that when machining with rigid tools, it is difficult to clear a thin surface
layer (especially aluminum alloy parts widely used in the aircraft industry) due to the possibility
of removing a certain layer of material and violating the required accuracy in size.
Volumetric vibration machining methods were very effective and were used for finishing metal
parts with dimensions of up to 300 mm. However, for the processing of large and long parts,
examples of which are given in Figure 1, the use of these methods is not economically feasible,
since large and expensive equipment, as well as a large amount of preparatory and final work, are
necessary for their implementation.
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In connection with the above, the most promising direction capable of effectively solving these
problems in ensuring the quality of finishing of large-sized, complex-shaped and long-sized parts
taking into account the peculiarities of their sizes and structures is the treatment with polymerabrasive circles with a bond of nonwoven materials that have high elasticity.

Fig. 1. Examples of complex profiled, large parts of the airframe :
a) spar; b) cross section; c) light frame.
It should be noted that any polymer-abrasive tool (petal circles, radial and end brushes) during
processing is worn out and during continuous operation, adjustment of such a treatment mode as
tool deformation is required. In practice, when machining the surfaces of parts (see Figure 1),
which can be as heavy as 10 m or more, such a procedure is necessary due to a decrease in the
productivity of the machining process, which is due to a reduction in tool deformation. Consider
the nature of wear of the tool depending on the processing modes and the method of correcting its
deformation ∆Y when treating the tops with elastic polymer-abrasive circles.
Correction of deformation of elastic polymer-abrasive circles due to their wear when
machining surfaces
Research was conducted on the Deckel Maho DMC 635V universal milling machine on the simple
samples representing plates with sizes 3 х 20 х 100 mm from V95pchT2 aluminum alloy.

Fig. 2. Elastic polymer-abrasive circles of company 3М:
а) pressed circles of brand FS-WL; b) pressed circle of brand DB-WL; c) flap circle of brand
CF-FB
The treatment was carried out with elastic polymer-abrasive circles of types FS-WL 8A MED,
FS-WL 6S FIN, FS-WL 2S CRS, DB-WL 8S MED and CF-FB 0,5A FIN of company 3M
(Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company) [8] (Figure 2), made of abrasive material
Scotch-Brite™. This material consists of synthetic fibers forming a three-dimensional flexible
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nonwoven canvas throughout which abrasive grains are uniformly distributed. The main physical
and mechanical data of the tools are given in Table 1. The work [9] is devoted to detailed research
of physical and mechanical properties.
Table 1. Parameters of elastic polymer-abrasive circles
Circle
FS-WL-8AMED
FS-WL-6SFIN
FS-WL-2SCRS
DB-WL-8SMED
CF-FB-0,5AFIN

Dk,
mm
140,5
129,5
147,2
147,8
193

Bk ,
mm
26
25,5
26
25,6
50

rk ,
mm
17,5
17,5
17,5
17,5
45

dk,
mm
25,4
25,4
25,4
25,4
76,5

MК,
kg
0,278
0,162
0,162
0,284
0,418

γ к,
kg/m3
712,77
501,63
377,37
666,29
339,03

Abrasive
Al2O3,
SiC
SiC
SiC
Al2O3,

Granularity
Z, mkm
50-60
45-50
∼100
50-60
45-50

Dk – circle diameter, mm; Bk – circle width, mm; rk – radius of circle bushing, mm; dk – diameter of hole,
mm;
МК – circle weight, kg; γк – density of circle’s material, kg/m3.

The circle wear was determined by weighing it before and after processing on the analytical
scales of the Ohaus series Discovery (DV) model DV214C. Wear value I (mm/min) per unit time
is used as circle wear index.
Value I was calculated by the formula:
𝐼𝐼 = γ

𝐺𝐺1 −𝐺𝐺2

𝑘𝑘 ∙π∙𝐷𝐷𝑘𝑘 ∙𝐵𝐵∙𝑇𝑇

,

(1)

where γk – density of circle’s material in g/mm3 (see Table 1) ; G and G2 – circle weight before
and after treatment, respectively, in g; B – width of the sample to be treated, in mm; DК – circle
diameter, in mm (see Table 1); T – processing time of sample length l, in min.
The conclusion on the significance or insignificance of the influence of deformation of the circle
of ∆Y, velocity V and the supply of S on the wear of tool I was obtained using the Fisher criterion
according to [10]. F0,95 is Fisher's criterion at a fiducial probability of 0.95. This criterion at
degrees of freedom f1 = k – 1 = 3 and f2 = k(n – 1) = 8 according to reference data [10] is equal to
F0,95 = 4,1. It is established that the circle wear does not depend on the feed S.
Figure 3, a, b shows the dependencies of circle wear for 1 minute of operation on the deformation of circles.
It is stated that the wear of the tool has been found to increase with increasing deformation. This
is due to the fact that the vertical component of the cutting force [11] increases with increasing
deformation, and therefore the friction force also increases.
Figure 4, a, b shows the dependencies of circle wear in 1 minute of operation on the cutting
speed. It has been established that tool wear is increasing with increasing speed.
This is due to the fact that with an increase in speed, the centrifugal and din components of the
force of interaction of the abrasive grain along the treated surface grow. At the moment of meeting
of abrasive grains of circle with treated surface impact occurs, as a result of which force becomes
significantly more static [11]. At the same time, the centrifugal force and the impact pulse directly
depend on the speed.
The experimental dependencies obtained were approximated and the following regression
equation (wear I in mm/min) was obtained:
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I = a1 ⋅ V2 + a2 ⋅ ∆Y2 + a3 ⋅ V + a4 ⋅ ∆Y + a5 ⋅ V ⋅ ∆Y + a6,

(2)

where V – cutting velocity, m/min; ∆Y – circle deformation, mm.
The values of the coefficients а1–5 and the absolute terms а6 of this equation for each of the
instruments studied are shown in Table 2.

Fig. 3. Dependency of wear for 1 min of operation from deformation ΔY for circles:
1 – FS-WL 8A MED at V = 441, 4 m/min; 2 − FS-WL 6S FIN at V = 406, 8 m/min;
3 − FS-WL 2S CRS at V = 462, 4 m/min; 4 − DB-WL 8S MED at V = 464, 3 m/min;
5 − CF-FB 0,5A FIN at V = 606, 3 m/min.

Fig. 4. Dependency of instrument’s wear for 1 min of operation from velocity of cutting V for
circles: 1 – FS-WL 8A MED; 2 – FS-WL 6S FIN; 3 – FS-WL 2S CRS; 4 – DB-WL 8S MED at
deformation ΔY = 1,5 mm; 5 – CF-FB 0,5A FIN at deformation ΔY = 4,5 mm.
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Table 2. Values of coefficients and absolute terms in the equation (2)
Coefficient
а1
а2
а3
а4
а5
а6

FS-WL 8A
MED
6,3929·10-8
–4,16136·10-4
–6,2725·10-6
9,07143·10-3
6,95575·10-6
–6,91871·10-3

FS-WL 6S
FIN
–8,34·10-10
4,2595·10-4
2,62655·10-6
–1,133675·10-4
9,94751·10-7
–6,408575·10-4

FS-WL 2S
CRS
–5,894·10-9
1,3418328·10-3
–1,65935·10-6
–4,264372·10-3
6,987568·10-6
3,15588·10-3

DB-WL 8S
CF-FB 0,5A
MED
FIN
-9
8,869·10
2,6883·10-8
-7
–5,78041·10
1,089303·10-3
–9,2·10-10
–3·10-5
-3
8,843099·10
–6,745733·10-3
1,183662·10-6 7,964633·10-6
–1,668018·10-3
0,01203567

It should be noted that due to wear of the tool, the deformation of the circle ∆Y is gradually
reduced, as a result of which the intensity of removal of the material decreases. Therefore, with a
long processing process, it is necessary to periodically correct the deformation of the tool by the
value of the worn out part of the lizn.
𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝐼𝐼 ∙ 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ,

(3)

where Тizn – time of treatment during which the wear lizn occurs, min;
I – wear intensity which is calculated by formula (2), mm/min.
For the studied circles, the Тizn time (at the given allowable lizn values) is given in Table 3 (as
an example) for the smallest Imin (mm/min) and the highest Imax (mm/min) of the possible wear
intensity.
Table 3. Estimated time of the circle operation before correction of instrument tensioning ∆Y
Circle Type
FS-WL 8A MED
FS-WL 6S FIN
DB-WL 8S MED
FS-WL 2S CRS
CF-FB 0,5A FIN

Wear I by (2)
Imin,
Imax,
mm/min mm/min
0,002
0,078
0,0005
0,0037
0,002
0,041
0,002
0,01
0,0076
0,016

0,20
100
2,6
400
54,1
100
4,9
100
20
26,3
12,5

Wear lizn, mm
0,35
0,5
0,75
Time of treatment Тizn, min
175
250
375
4,5
6,4
9,6
700
1000
1500
94,6
135,1
202,7
175
250
375
8,5
12,2
18
175
250
375
35
50
75
46,1
65,8
98,7
21,9
31,2
46,9

1,0
500
12,8
2000
270,3
500
24,4
500
100
131,6
62,5

Conclusion
The proposed method of correction of the ∆Y treatment mode during long-term surface treatment
with elastic polymer-abrasive circles ensures effective control of the finishing process as the tool
is worn.
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Abstract. In this work the formation of protective coatings on VT1-0 commercially pure titanium
by plasma electrolytic oxidation (PEO) and subsequent fluoropolymer treatment is presented. The
structure, morphology, corrosion, and mechanical properties of the formed composite coatings
were studied. It was established that PEO coatings are an excellent basis for the formation of a
solid composite layer with high adhesion to its surface. The presence of polytetrafluoroethylene in
the composition of the coating reduces the corrosion current density by 4 orders of magnitude and
increases the wear resistance by 2 orders of magnitude in comparison with the base PEO coating.
Introduction
Currently, titanium and it alloys are widely used in advanced industries from missilery to implant
surgery. The use of titanium and its alloys is due to its several unique properties, such as high
corrosion resistance and strength, low density, high heat capacity, etc. [1–5]. However, titanium
and its alloys require additional surface treatment for improving the tribological and corrosion
properties [4,6–8].
The formation of protective coatings is widely used to modify the surface properties of titanium
alloys. In industries is more common thermal oxidation, the summary of which lies in the high
thermal oxidation of metal [4]. As a result, a durable oxide coating is formed on the titanium
surface. However, this method is labor- and energy-intensive, and has several technological limits.
Currently, many researchers have developed a method for the formation of protective coatings
on titanium alloys by plasma electrolytic oxidation (PEO) [1,4–6,8,9]. After the analysis of
previous studies, we have found that such surface layers are effective for protecting titanium from
wear, prevent corrosion of metals in galvanic couple with titanium, and have a suitable surface
structure for the formation of composite coatings (CC) by incorporating substances into the PEO
layer for additional improving of the mechanical and electrochemical characteristics of the surface
of treated material [5,10].
Previously, we have developed a method to forming CC by immersion samples with base PEO
coating in a suspension of superdispersed polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE). The possibility of using
some commercial fluoroplastic suspensions is interest too. The use of such suspensions can
significantly expand the range of materials used to create polymer-containing layers.
Materials and methods
As a material for the studied samples the VT1-0 commercially pure titanium (wt. %: 0.25 Fe;
0.12 Si; 0.07 C; 0.12 O; 0.04 N; 0.01 H; balance: Ti) was used. As a sample for the formation of
coatings the rectangular plates (50×50×1 mm3) were used.
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license. Any further distribution of
this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI. Published under license by Materials
Research Forum LLC.
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The formation of PEO coatings was carried out in a phosphate electrolyte, containing of 25 g L1
trisodium phosphate (Na3PO4) in a monopolar potentiodynamic mode. In the first stage, the
voltage was increased from 50 to 300 V, the duration of process was 120 s. At the second stage,
the voltage dropped to 240 V, the duration of process was 580 s.
For the formation of composite coatings, a commercial aqueous suspension of PTFE F4-D
(Halopolymer, Russia) was used. The coatings were formed by immersion in a suspension
(exposure time was 1 min). The dipping speed was 100 mm min-1, the extraction speed was 10
mm min-1. Then, the samples were dried in air and thermally treated in an L3/11 muffle furnace
(Nabertherm, Germany) at 365°C for 20 min.
A scanning electron microscope (SEM) Merlin (Carl Zeiss, Germany) was used to study surface
morphology of the coatings. SEM image was processed by the ImageJ software (National Institutes
of Health, USA).
The electrochemical parameters of the coatings formed on VT1-0 commercially pure titanium
under the study were obtained by potentiodynamic polarization method. The coatings were studied
using a VersaSTAT MC electrochemical system (Princeton Applied Research, USA). The tests
were carried out in the three-electrode cell at room temperature in an aqueous solution of 3.5 wt. %
NaCl. A platinized niobium mesh was used as a counter electrode. The saturated calomel electrode
(SCE) was used as a reference electrode. The samples area exposed to electrolyte was equal to
1 cm2.
Potentiodynamic polarization test was carried out at a scan rate of 0.167 mV/s from EC –0.15 V
to EC +0.50 V vs. OCP. The Levenberg-Marquardt [11] method was used to calculate the corrosion
parameters of studied samples by fitting the experimental data (i.e. values of potential E, and
current density I) to the following Equation (1):
𝐸𝐸−𝐸𝐸𝐶𝐶
𝛽𝛽𝑎𝑎

𝐼𝐼 = 𝐼𝐼𝐶𝐶 (10

+ 10

−

𝐸𝐸−𝐸𝐸𝐶𝐶
𝛽𝛽𝑐𝑐

(1)

).

This method makes it possible to obtain the best fit values of corrosion potential EC, corrosion
current density IC, the slope of the cathodic polarization curve βc, and the slope of the anodic
polarization curve βa. The application of the Levenberg-Marquardt method ensured a high
accuracy of the conducted calculations of the corrosion parameters. The polarization resistance RP
was determined in a separate experiment by linear polarization test at sweep rate of 0.167 mV s-1
in the potential region ΔE = EC ± 20 mV, in which the linear dependence I = f(E) is observed
[12,13]. The test was carried out after stabilization of the open circuit potential. Calculation of RP
values is carried out according to the Equation (2):
𝑅𝑅𝑝𝑝 =

∆𝐸𝐸
∆𝐼𝐼

(2)

,

The wear resistance of coatings was measured on a TRB-S-DE device (CSM Instruments,
Switzerland). The tests were carried out in dry friction mode at a sliding speed of 50 mm s-1 and a
load of 25 N. The corundum ball (α-Al2O3) was used as a counter-body. The diameter of the ball
was 3 mm, and the diameter of the wear track was 5 mm. To estimate the wear, the track profiles
were recorded after the wear tests using a Surtronic 25 profilometer (Taylor Hobson Ltd, England).
The wear was estimated using the profiles obtained from the wear track cross-section, and thus the
wear rate, P (mm3 (N×m)-1), was calculated using Equation (3):
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∆𝑉𝑉

𝑃𝑃 = 𝑁𝑁 𝐹𝐹,
(3)
3
where ΔV is the worn volume (mm ), N is the distance moved (mm), and F is the normal load (N).
The wear volume was calculated using 2D profiles. In all the experiments carried out, the wear of
the counter-body was not detected and was not considered at the calculation.
An adhesion characteristic of coatings was evaluated by Revetest Scratch Tester (CSM
Instruments, Switzerland). The scratch length was 5 mm, the maximum applied load was 30 N.
The rate of increase of the load was 30 N min-1.
Results and discussion
Based on the analysis of SEM images (Fig. 1), it can be concluded that the fluoropolymer
penetrates to the pores of the PEO coating and forms smooth thin film on the samples’ surface
(Fig. 1b). A significant number of pores of all sizes are equally sealed, and the surface becomes
smooth and close to homogeneous. The polymer film in different areas has a different thickness,
but whole thickness of the polymer film does not exceed 2 µm. The porosity of the coatings over
the surface (Fig. 1) with and without the fluoropolymer is 14.45% and 0%, respectively.

Fig. 1. SEM image of the PEO (a) and composite coatings (b)
Potentiodynamic polarization data indicate an improvement in the corrosion properties of the
samples after formation of CC on their surface. Evaluation of the polarization curves (Fig. 2)
presents an increase of the corrosion potential EC for PEO coating in comparison with the bare
material; however, due to the high porosity and the presence of microdefects in the coating, the
corrosion current density decreases insignificantly. Treatment of a PEO coating with a
fluoropolymer leads to a strong decrease of the corrosion current density (by four orders of
magnitude in comparison with that for a PEO coating).
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This effect is associated with the incorporation of polytetrafluoroethylene to the coating. Due
to the high strength and uniformity of the polymer distribution over the surface of the CC, as well
as the absence of pores and defects (in comparison with the PEO coating), the value of the
corrosion current density decreases (Table 1).
Table 1. Electrochemical and mechanical properties for samples with different types of surface
treatment.
Sample
Ti
PEO
CC

EC
(V)
-0.38
0.11
0.11

IC
(A cm-2)
1.08·10-7
3.06·10-8
1.02·10-10

Rp
(Om cm2)
3.52·105
9.15·105
7.16·108

LC3
(N)
14
23

P
(mm (N m)-1)
3.97·10-4
2.98·10-6
3

Fig. 2. Polarization curves for sample with different types of surface treatment
Figure 3 shows optical images of the scratch on the PEO coating (Fig. 3a) and CC (Fig. 3b).
Analysis of these images clearly shows that the value of the load LC3, at which the coating peels
off, is higher for the CC (Table 1), and is about 23 N (for PEO coating is about 14 N). These values
indicate high adhesion of both the polymer film to the base PEO coating and the whole composite
coating to metal.
Analysis of tribological test (Fig. 4) made it possible to establish that the wear resistance of
composite coatings is more than 2 orders of magnitude higher in comparison with PEO coating
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(Table 1). It is associated with the formation of a dense polymer film that forms a uniform smooth
surface with a low coefficient of friction (about 0.01).

Fig. 3. Optical images of the scratch on a PEO coating (a) and CC (b)

Fig. 4. Dependence of the coefficient of friction μ on the number of cycles for samples with
different types of surface treatment
Summary
Composite coatings were obtained on VT1-0 commercially pure titanium by plasma electrolytic
oxidation with following processing in suspension of PTFE (F4-D, Halopolymer, Russia). This
method of treatment significantly affects the morphology, structure, and properties of the surface
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of the titanium, allowing its use in friction units and in the contact with another metals in corrosion
environment.
Summarizing all the above, this enables one to conclude that processing of PEO coatings on
VT1-0 titanium with PTFE suspension makes it possible to reduce the corrosion current density
by 4 orders of magnitude, increase the adhesion of the coating to the metal surface and reduce
surface wear by 2 orders of magnitude in comparison with PEO coatings.
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Abstract. Annotation. Rubber products are widely used in the construction of vehicles, for
example, as sealing and protective devices, suspension joints and are the basis of automobile tires.
Modern trends related to increasing the level of vehicle safety require the use of innovative
approaches in the design and use of new materials with unique properties. This article proposes an
approach to create a rubber with sensory properties that can be used in various automotive products
and prevent situations that can harm both human health and lead to serious damage to the structure
of the vehicle itself. We have developed an intelligent vehicle door seal to prevent injury to a
person when the door is closed carelessly. The sealant, which reacts to deformation when a foreign
body enters the seal site, consists of rubber with the addition of piezoceramic powder and two
electrode layers. Each electrode layer has several parallel strip-like electrodes positioned along the
perimeter of the seal. This document describes possible applications for rubber products with
sensory properties and an additive method for making such rubber with the addition of
piezoceramic powder.
Introduction
The creation of an intelligent and safe vehicle is an urgent task. A person getting injured when
using a vehicle can be not only in a road accident, but also in normal situations related to the
embarkation / disembarkation of passengers or loading / unloading a vehicle. Children are often
injured when they close the vehicle door on their own themselves. To prevent such situations, this
article proposes the use of an intelligent rubber door seal with sensory properties.
Another possible application of smart rubber to improve safety is to use this approach in the
manufacture of automobile tires. A large number of accidents are associated with the destruction
of tires when the car is moving, the consequences of such situations, as a rule, become critical for
maintaining safe movement. The creation of an intelligent bus will allow monitoring the state of
its structure and the loads on it during operation. If a defect in the structure or tire overload, which
can lead to a critical situation, is detected, it becomes possible to inform the driver about the danger
or prevent movement by turning the vehicle into autonomous mode (for example, for self-driving
vehicles or vehicles equipped with ADAS).
Currently, there are various additive methods for the manufacture of thermoplastic elastomers
[1]. However, for the additive manufacturing of vulcanizable rubber, no commercially viable
solution is available on the market. Only a few research approaches can be found in the literature.
This is caused by the rheological material behavior of vulcanizable rubber as well as the following
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license. Any further distribution of
this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI. Published under license by Materials
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vulcanization process. This leads to specific challenges for applications related to additive
manufacturing processes [2]. In particular, the viscosity of rubber compounds leads to the risk that
components built up in layers will deform unintentionally above a certain layer height or collapse
completely under their own weight. One possible solution is the parallel layer-by-layer build-up
of an additional material that completely encloses and thus supports the rubber shape. The
enclosing material also serves to stabilize the shape during the vulcanization process. As additional
material for dimensional stabilization of the rubber shape there are investigations with
thermoplastic material [3, 4] as well as molding sand, silicone rubber and plaster [5]. However,
the above approaches are still subject of research and are not mature processes. An alternative
variant is to design the rubber compounds so that self-vulcanization takes place when they are
combined. During the additive manufacturing process, the materials are mixed together in a screw
extruder and discharged in layers via a nozzle. Subsequently, the vulcanization begins on the
printing platform, which keeps the geometrically desired shape stable [6]. However, the possible
properties of the finished part remain very limited due to the predominantly predetermined
chemical composition of the rubber compounds.
This article proposes to use methods of additive production of vulcanizable rubbers to create a
flat composite intelligent material by adding a piezoceramic component to the composition. In 3D
printing, rubber and piezoceramic powder is fed into the machine's extruder, which mixes the
structures before the resulting material leaves the nozzle. Then, vulcanization of the composite
rubber can be done in an oven. At the intermediate stage of 3D printing, it is possible to integrate
electrode layers into the sensor rubber to obtain a signal upon deformation of the product, which
is difficult to implement with other manufacturing methods. The rubber composite additive
machine uses a screw extruder, which gives more flexibility in the shape of the feed material. The
material can be used, for example, in the form of powder, granules, liquid or strips. In particular,
extrusion-based 3D printing is already being used for non-thermoplastic materials such as ceramics
[7] or composites [8].
The aim of this study is to study the technological process of 3D printing rubber with the
addition of ceramic powder based on extrusion and testing a prototype rubber with sensory
properties using the example of a vehicle door seal.
The structure of piezoceramic rubber and the principle of its manufacture
Figure 1 shows the schematic structure of a piezoceramic rubber. The rubber material contains
piezoceramic particles inside. On the outside, the rubber is covered with a flexible electrode layer.
When the rubber is deformed, pressure is applied to the piezoceramic particles and the direct
piezoelectric effect takes place, resulting in a measurable electrical signal. The sensitivity of the
signal depends on the amount and distribution of particles in the rubber. Due to the resilience of
the rubber, the sensitivity generally does not come close to existing stiff sensors. However, stiff
sensors are not designed for integration into rubber parts.
Electrode

+
-

0

+

Pressure

Piezoceramic powder
Rubber

-

+
-

0

+

Fig. 1. Operating principle of a piezoceramic rubber
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As described above, the biggest challenge for the additive manufacturing of vulcanizable
rubbers is the maintenance of the shape during printing and vulcanization. Nevertheless, flat twodimensional geometries can already be produced without support material [2]. The basis of the
technological equipment for the production of composite rubber compounds is the FDM printer
(see Figure 2). The printer had to be modified with a screw extruder, as is usually the case when
processing rubbers by injection molding. The viscosity of the printing materials plays a particularly
important role for the print quality. Nitrile butadiene rubber (NBR) with its viscosity at a printing
temperature of 70°C has proven to be well suited [2] and was used for the printing tests.
Piezoceramics in the form of powder were mixed into the rubber compound to create the sensory
composite material.

Screw extruder
Feeding rubber compound
with piezoceramic
powder
Hot end

Fig. 2. The MAKERGEAR M3-ID desktop 3D printer modified with a screw extruder
A prototype sealant was printed on the FDM printer while feeding material into the screw
extruder. Figure 3a presents first trial of printing rubber with piezoceramic powder. It can be seen
that the piezoelectric component is not homogeneously distributed throughout the compound
during the printing process. This process requires a significant improvement. Furthermore, it could
be shown in further printing tests, that the printing on a metallic material (brass foil) is possible
with an adhesive. This offers the possibility of attaching one of the two necessary electrodes in
this way.

a)

b)

Fig. 3. a) Printed prototype sealant with rubber/piezoceramic powder mixture, b) Printed
prototype sealant on a brass foil with an adhesive
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Application of piezoceramic rubber in vehicle
A general view of the intelligent door seal system is shown in Figure 4. The microcontroller (item
1) is highly resistant to electromagnetic interference and vibration to be installed in a door or on a
car body. This microcontroller (printed circuit board) uses a simple method to measure the current
[9] flowing through the piezoceramic seal (item 2) when it is deformed. The sensory rubber used
for an intelligent door seal must not only have the required elasticity to provide a sealing function,
but also be highly sensitive to local deformation to detect foreign bodies around the perimeter of
the car door. To prevent the door from closing completely (item 4) when a foreign body is detected
at the junction with the body, an electromechanical actuator (item 3) is used, which is embedded
in the swing mechanism and is kinematically connected to the body and the door. When a control
signal is supplied from microcontroller 1, the actuator switches from passive mode to active mode
and instantly creates a braking force that prevents further movement of the car door. This ensures
the process of safely closing the door without causing injury to a person and no damage to the car
body.

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram and composition of the intelligent door seal system
The system for monitoring the condition of automobile tires is shown in Figure 5. This system
also has a microcontroller (item 1) that uses the method of measuring the current flowing through
the piezoceramic layer of the tire (item 2) when it is critically deformed or damaged. The rubber
with sensory properties used for a smart tire must have the required elasticity, high durability and
low sensitivity to small deformations of the tire, allowing it to filter minor loads that cannot lead
to damage to the tire structure.
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Fig. 5. Schematic diagram and composition of the intelligent vehicle tire system
Signal testing of piezoceramic rubber
The measurements are associated with many technical difficulties. The additive manufacturing has
not yet been able to achieve uniform distribution of the piezoceramic powder (see Figure 3a).
Therefore, many small samples ca. 10 mm x 7 mm (Figure 6) with different proportion of
piezoelectric material were prepared by hand. If the ceramic content is very high, the rubber in
case of strong deformation tends to easy break at the bending point. Unfortunately, at this stage, a
reasonable electrical signal can only be detected with such samples. In the case of samples with a
significantly lower proportion of ceramic, the measured signal is not discern at all or hardly
distinguishable from the noise.

Fig. 6. Two test samples on the left side with piezoelectric material content without electrodes in
comparison to the original rubber (right sample).
The Figure 7 shows the measured electrical signal during bending tests. It is obvious that the
signal has a strong noise component. Nevertheless, two bending tests with approx. 15 mV and 20
mV can be identified.
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Fig. 7. Electrical signal measured during strong deformation of piezoelectric rubber.
Another difficulty lies in sufficient contacting of the surface. A simple variant of the electrode
is the electrically conductive silver layer. The very thin layer due to insufficient adhesion flakes
off the surface after a few bending attempts and contributes to the strong noise during the
measurement. Therefore, contacting is still an important subject of investigation.
Conclusions
The results of this study open up a new perspective for the application of smart rubbers in
automotive designs. The use of such a composite material is possible not only to improve safety
for new cars, but can also serve as an indicator at various stages of the manufacturing process of
rubber products. For example, in the manufacture of automobile tires, it is possible to trace the
presence of defects in the finished product when compared to a reference tire using non-destructive
testing methods by analyzing signals from the smart bus.
Given these circumstances, the present study points to the feasibility of realizing the use of the
intelligent automotive door seal and intelligent tire as a commercial product for automotive rubber
structures. In addition, the rubber functions implemented in this article can also be useful outside
of the automotive industry.
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Abstract. The paper considers the issue of optimizing the movement of an industrial robot used
in additive manufacturing in the technology of direct metal deposition of parts. The developed
mathematical model that takes into account the joint work of a six-axis robot manipulator and a
two-axis positioner is described. The algorithm for calculating the motion based on the relative
position of two adjacent points of the working tool trajectory relative to the rotary axis of the
positioner with a given accuracy is described. The simulation of processing is carried out both
when working only with the manipulator, and when working together with a two-axis positioner,
and control programs with recalculated coordinates and rotation angles of the positioner are
obtained.
Introduction
The first industrial robots (IR) appeared in 1956 and were intended for the simplest manipulations
of moving parts [1]. Due to the low rigidity and high inertia, as well as the low level of software
development, it was not possible to use IR in more complex operations [2]. However, the further
development of the industry allowed them to be used for welding [3, 4], coating [5], maintenance
of machine tools and machines [6]. Currently, industrial robots are increasingly being used in
medicine [7], as well as in the processing of materials. Such types of mechanical processing as
milling [8, 9], polishing [10], as well as the use of robots in additive manufacturing, for example,
in the technology of direct metal deposition of powder materials, are actively studied [11]. The use
of direct metal deposition technology, in which controlled continuous multi-axis deposition of
metal powder particles in the laser radiation field is carried out, provided by combining a gaspowder jet with a laser beam, is one of the progressive directions for the creation of aircraft engine
parts [12-15].
Among the advantages of using modern industrial robots, we can highlight their high flexibility,
which allows to quickly reconfigure production and ability to work out movements that are not
available for traditional CNC machines due to of more degrees of freedom [2].
Despite the continuous improvement of the IR, the problems of rigidity and inertia are still
inherent in robotic manipulators. In addition, there may be situations in which a robot singularity
is observed - a phenomenon accompanied by the fact that the mathematical function used in the
calculations of the IR's movement tends to infinity, which causes incorrect movements of the IR's
links [16]. Therefore, most studies are aimed at optimizing the movements and improving the
accuracy of the positioning of tool. Methods of programming sequential linearization were
proposed, in which an approach was developed to ensure the smoothness of the trajectory over the
entire path section [17] and a method for predicting the dynamics of the robot depending on its
position [18].The creation of NC-programs can be performed both by means of offline
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license. Any further distribution of
this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI. Published under license by Materials
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programming, implying the use of various CAM systems, and through online programming, that
is, programming the robot directly at the installation site via control panel[19].
In this paper to improve the accuracy of the positioning of tool the optimization of movement
when processing axisymmetric and / or close-shaped parts is considered.
Description of the Method
The object of the study is a robotic complex of direct metal deposition (RCDMD) developed by
the Institute of Laser and Welding Technologies (ILWT, St. Petersburg) [11]. RCDMD consists
of a six-axis robot manipulator Fanuc Robot M-20iA_20M with mounted a additive head on it and
a table for workpieces mounted on a tilt-and-turn device (a two-axis positioner Fanuc 2-axis Arc
Positioner).
A IR can be considered as a set of rigid links connected in series, each of which is equipped
with a servo drive. The robot has six rotational kinematic pairs. The two-axis positioner has two
rotary joints J7 and J8, which rotate around the B and C axes, respectively.
The task of kinematics is to describe the spatial position of the links of the mechanism. There
are direct and inverse kinematics problems. The direct kinematics problems gives a decision about
the position and orientation of the tool (in this work of the additive head), based on the given
geometric parameters of the links and the vector of the attached angles.
The inverse problem gives a solution to the possible values of the attached angles that provide
a given position of the tool and its orientation relative to the absolute coordinate system. In general,
for a 6-axis robot equipped with a positioner, the mathematical model of kinematics for the inverse
problem can be represented as:

 J1 = J1 ( x, y, z , i, j , k , α1 , θ1 , a1 , d1 , t );
 J = J ( x, y, z , i, j , k , α , θ , a , d , t );
2
2
2
2
2
 2
 J 3 = J 3 ( x, y, z , i, j , k , α 3 , θ3 , a3 , d3 , t );

 J 4 = J 4 ( x, y, z , i, j , k , α 4 , θ 4 , a4 , d 4 , t );

 J 5 = J 5 ( x, y, z , i, j , k , α 5 , θ5 , a5 , d5 , t );
 J 6 = J 6 ( x, y, z , i, j , k , α 6 , θ 6 , a6 , d 6 , t );

 J 7 = J 7 ( x, y, z , i, j , k , α 7 , θ 7 , a7 , d 7 , t );
 J = J ( x, y, z , i, j , k , α , θ , a , d , t ),
8
8
8
8
8
 8
where x, y, z are Cartesian coordinates; i, j, k are the guiding orts of the tool axis; αi, θi, ai, di are
the parameters of the links; t is the time; αi is the angular displacement – the angle by which the
zi-1 axis should be rotated around the xi axis so that it becomes co-directional with the zi axis; θi is
the connecting angle by which the xi-1 axis should be rotated around the zi-1 axis so that it becomes
co-directional with the xi axis; ai is the linear displacement – the distance between the intersection
the xi-1 axis with the xi axis and the beginning of the i-th coordinate system, counted along the xi
axis; di is the distance between the intersection of the zi-1 axis with the xi axis and the beginning of
the (i-1)-th coordinate system, calculated along the zi-1 axis. For rotational joints, the parameters
αi, ai, di are constant values for each specific robot model that characterize the design of the links.
There are many methods for solving the inverse problem of kinematics: the method of inverse
transformations, direct geometric methods, a method based on nonlinear mathematical
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programming. The last one has gained the greatest popularity, since with a large number of
possible solutions, it is possible to impose restrictions that give an optimal solution [19].
First, the positioner rotation angles J7 = B and J8 = C are calculated. In this case, the optimization
task is set, when the robot's movements are minimized and tool approach to the processing area is
provided by the positioner. This method of setting the movement is explained by the presence of
industrial robots with low (compared to conventional NC-machines) rigidity and high inertia of
the joints. The essence of the method is that when processing axisymmetric (or close to such a
shape) parts, the movement along a trajectory that has an axis of rotation that coincides or is close
to the axis of rotation of the table is provided by the movement of the positioner. In this case, the
robot will only make corrective movements. Figure 1 shows a diagram of the combined movement.

Fig. 1. Working travel due to combined movement of an additive head of a robot
with rotation of a positioner table.
The initial data for the calculation are the coordinates of the start X0 and end X1 points of a
trajectory, the coordinates of robot base O relative to the world coordinate system, the coordinates
and direction of the axis of rotation of the table of the positioner Oс relative to the world, which
are represented by vectors in the following form:

 x0 
y 
 0
 z0 
=
X0  =
 ; X1
i0 
j 
 0
 k0 

 x1 
y 
 1
 z1 
=
; O
i
1
 
j 
 1
 k1 

 xo 
y 
 o
 zo 
=
 ; Oc
0
 
0 
 
0 

 xc 
y 
 c
 zc 
 ,
0 
B 
 
C 

where B, C are the angles of rotation of the axis of the positioner table.
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First, the coordinates of the start and end points are converted to the positioner coordinate
system:
 x0C 
X 0C = [ M Y ] ⋅ ( X 0 − ( Oc − O ) ) =  y0C  ,
 z0C 
 x1C 
X 1C = [ M Y ] ⋅ ( X 1 − ( Oc − O ) ) =  y1C  ,
 z1C 

cos( p ) 0 − sin( p ) 
1
0  is the transformation matrix when rotated by an angle p
where [ M Y ] =  0
 sin( p ) 0 cos( p ) 
relative to the Y axis of the positioner coordinate system, to which the positioner is to be rotated if
the tool axis does not coincide with the Z axis.
Then the possible radii of rotation of the positioner relative to the Z axis are determined:

=
R0

x0C 2 + y1C 2 ;

=
R1

x1C 2 + y1C 2 .

The relative error is calculated and compared with the specified accuracy:
R0
δ =−
1
≤ δ req ,
R1
if the condition is not met, then the table rotation is not required, otherwise the calculation
continues.
The guiding orts i0, j0, i1, j1 are located in the positioner's coordinate system.
Guide orts of the start point:

L0 =

x0C 2 + y0C 2 + z0C 2 ;

x0C
y0C
; j0
.
=
L0
L0
Guide orts of the end point:

i0
=

L1 =

x1C 2 + y1C 2 + z1C 2 ;

x1C
y1C
; j1
.
=
L1
L1
The rotation angles are determined.
For the start point:
if i0 ≥ 0 and j0 ≥ 0, then 1 and 4 quadrants,
 j 
=
rC 0 arctan  0  + π ;
 i0 
=
i1
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if i0 < 0 and j0 ≥ 0, then quadrant 2,
 j 
rC 0 arctan  0  + 2π ;
=
 i0 
if i0 < 0 and j0 < 0, then quadrant 3,
 j 
rC 0 = arctan  0  .
 i0 
For the end point:
if i1 ≥ 0 and j1 ≥ 0, then 1 and 4 quadrants,
 j 
rC1 arctan  1  + π ;
=
 i1 
if i1 < 0 and j1 ≥ 0, then quadrant 2,
 j 
rC1 arctan  1  + 2π ;
=
 i1 
if i1 < 0 and j1 < 0, then quadrant 3,
 j 
rC1 = arctan  1  .
 i1 
Next, the coordinates of the end point are calculated when the positioner table is rotated by an
angle rC relative to the Z axis:

X 0=
M z ⋅ X 1C ,
C1

where Mz – is the transformation matrix when rotated by an angle (rC1 – rC0) relative to the Z
axis,
 cos(rC1 − rC 0 ) sin(rC1 − rC 0 ) 0 
 − sin(r − r ) cos(r − r ) 0  .
Mz =
C1
C0
C1
C0



0
0
1 
Then the coordinates of the robot tool movements are calculated to compensate for the
displacements when the positioner table is rotated.
  xc   xo    x1C1 


−1
X 1C1= [ M y ] ⋅ X 0C1 +   yc  −  yo  =  y1C1  ,
 z  z   z 
  c   o    1C1 
where [My]–1 – inverse transformation matrix for the tilt of the positioner table axis,
−1

[M y ] =

[ M y ]T
det[ M y ]

.

The angle of rotation of the positioner around the Z axis:

r −r
C1 =
C − C1 C 0 ⋅180.

π
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The angle J1 can be found from the equation:
y 
J1 = arctan  1C1  ,
 x1C1 
where x1С1, y1С1 – tool position coordinates.
The projections of the robot's arms on the X and Z axes give a system of equations:

 L35 cos( J 3 − J 2 ) + L56 cos( J 5 − J 3 + J 2 ) +

+ L12 cos α + L23 sin ( J 2 ) − x1C1 =
0;

cos( J1 )

 L sin( J − J ) − L sin( J − J + J ) +
3
2
56
5
3
2
 35
0.
 + L12 sin α + L23 cos ( J 2 ) − z1C1 =
Since the tool must have a vertical orientation to ensure the uniformity of the powder spray, the
condition is introduced into the system of equations:
J2 – J3 – J5 = 0.
To determine the angles J2 и J3 , methods for solving systems of nonlinear equations are used.
In particular, the fsolve function was used in the application software package for solving technical
problems of MATLAB R2012b. The angles J4 и J6 are assumed to be 0.
Thus, we get the coordinates of the recalculated points and the vector of the values of the
rotation angles of the robot and positioner links:
J = [J1, J2, J3, J4, J5, J6, J7, J8].

Simulation Results
To confirm the correctness of the created mathematical model, a simulation of processing was
performed in the academic version of the Fanuc ROBOGUIDE program. Next, a NC-program was
generated with the positioner fixed.
In the MATLAB R2012b program, an executable module was created that reads the input text
file, recalculates the coordinates, and outputs the output text file. Input and output file record
structure:
X0 – row 6 of the coordinates of the start point;
X1 – row 6 of the coordinates of the end point;
Ot – coordinates of the tool's coordinate system relative to the world coordinate system;
Op – coordinates of the positioner's coordinate system relative to the world coordinate system;
Next, the new NC-program is loaded back into Fanuc ROBOGUIDE, where the processing
process is re-simulated in order to verify the correctness of the coordinate recalculation.
Testing of Deposition Modes
A research of the modes is based on the analysis of statistical data, which consider the macro-and
microstructure of samples obtained via DMD. The DMD modes during the experiment are shown
in Table 1.
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Table 1. Modes of metal deposition of powder material
Sample no.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Mode parameter
Value
Laser radiation power P, W
1000 1200 1400 1600 1000 1200 1400 1600
Side step of deposition S, mm
1,6
1,4
Powder consumption, g/s
31
Deposition speed V, mm/min
1200
Vertical deposition pitch t, mm
0,4
The maximum size of single defects found in the sample material is shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Microhardness, type and maximum size of defects in samples
Sample
no.

Area of
looseness,
mm2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

0,0042
0
0,000174
0,0064
0
0,0485
0
0

Maximum size of defect
Average
Maximum
pore
pore diameter,
diameter,
mm
mm
0,0475
0,055
0,03425
0,047
0,0275
0,045
0,02375
0,05
0,03125
0,035
0,02225
0,04
0,019
0,03
0,03
0,03

Maximum
junction
length, mm
0,13
0,4
0,1
0,16
0,08
0,086
0,17
0

Average
microhardness
value, HV0,1/5
317,5
313
301
301,5
293,5
305,5
282,5
272,5

Discussion
On this complex, the part can be processed in two ways: by simply moving the robot, which
coordinates the position of the additive head, or by involving a positioner, which allows larger part
of movements to be used, which allows the robot to reduce the number of movements and, thereby,
reduce positioning errors.
Since the NC-programs for growing complex parts have a much larger volume compared to the
NC-programs for palletizing, the robot controller is often unable to implement such programs.
Therefore, further development in the field of optimization will go to reduce the volume of the
NC-program by using loops and subprograms.
Conclusion
This article presents the results of the development of a mathematical model that considers the
collaborative work of a six-axis robot manipulator and a two-axis positioner. In addition, the model
takes into account the accuracy set by the user, which makes it possible to rationalize the
recalculation of coordinates and adjust the degree of involvement of the positioner in the execution
of the NC-program.
In the Fanuc ROBOGUIDE a robotic technological complex was modeled, on which the
simulation of working out NC-programs took place. As a result of the recalculation of the
coordinates, a significant proportion of the movements began to work out the positioner, while the
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manipulator made movements of the tool, correcting deviations of the specified trajectory from
the trajectory of movement along the arc of the positioner.
Analysis of technological modes of the DMD according to the generalized quality factor shows
that the most preferable deposition modes are 5 and 8 modes.
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Abstract. The paper considers applications of foamed glassy phosphate materials as carriers of
biologically active substances. The atomic layer deposition method allowed chemically
synthesizing surface-modified composite materials based on graphite and carbon fibers, which
maximally preserved the activity of enzymes and biologically active substances. The synthesis
process of a mono-layer titanium-containing coating on the surface of graphite and carbon fibers
by processing them with TiCl4 vapors is considered. The main characteristics of the graphite
surface before and after modification and characteristics of the porous structure and surface of
carbon fibers are obtained. Biologically active substances by adsorption from a solution to the
surface of both the original and modified carriers were applied. biological activity and temperature
stability of the obtained composite materials were studied. It is shown that the activity of a
biologically active substance depends on the chemical composition and state of the surface of
carbon-based carriers.
Introduction
Environmental problems have now acquired a global character and are expressed in irreversible
changes in the conditions of human existence. In this regard, there are tasks of eliminating oil
spills, products of condensation of exhaust gas aerosols in megacities, cleaning and restoration of
technogenically destroyed territories, which include auto enterprises, technology parks, garages
and parking lots, territories adjacent to highways and tunnels.
The solution of the above problems is possible by using the technology of complex biological
cleaning of territories from oil pollution [1].
Currently used technologies for cleaning territories and eliminating oil spills have a number of
disadvantages: firstly, the toxic effect of sorbents on the soil, and therefore the need to collect the
sorbent from the surface to be cleaned and its disposal, and secondly, the mandatory
implementation of a number of measures for additional soil restoration [2].
Taking into account these shortcomings and on the basis of previously performed studies [3],
the biosorbent "BIAVA" was developed and patented, which is a porous sorbent carrier on the
surface of which there are microorganisms-destructors of hydrocarbons and catalysts of
biooxidation processes [4].
Methods
A foamed glassy phosphate material (foam glass) (Fig.1, a) with micro-additives of boron, cobalt,
iron, copper, manganese, and molybdenum, which provide optimal conditions for the vital activity
of microorganisms for a long time, was chosen as the carrier sorbent. The internal porous structure
of the sorbent is shown in the photo (Fig.1, b) obtained using an electron microscope.Glasses for
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license. Any further distribution of
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biosorbents were synthesized in the system at 1200-1300°C in the system (K2O-CaO-MdO-P2O5)
from the charge in quartz crucibles for one hour with stirring. Good results of cooking in gasheated pot furnaces were achieved by using a liquid charge obtained from orthophosphoric acid.

a

b

Fig. 1. foamed glassy phosphate material (a), internal porous structure of the sorbent (b)
Also, the main raw materials used were magnesite concentrate, potassium carbon dioxide with
a K2CO3 content of at least 98 wt.%, and apatite concentrate. The charge was loaded at a
temperature of 1100-1150°C in portions. Each new portion was loaded onto the charge that had
been boiled and was already in the crucible. Heating was carried out at a temperature of (12001250 °C). The production of glass was carried out on metal plates and it`s cooled in the air.
For the foaming of glass, a laboratory device was made, including a horizontally arranged
tubular furnace, the temperature along the axis of which varies in the range of 150 – 700 – 150°C.
The foaming of the pellets inside the furnace was carried out in a "fluidized bed" with the tilt of
the furnace, ensuring the continuous movement of the pellets at the desired speed. To maintain the
pellets in a suspended state, a pipe was introduced into the working area of the furnace, through
which air was blown from the compressor. During the research, the foaming temperature in the
furnace varied within 520-620 °C with an interval of 20 °C.
When obtaining foamed samples based on phosphate glasses under laboratory conditions, the
initial mixture was a mixture containing 66.7 wt.% of the phosphate glass powder fraction ≤ 1.25
microns and 33.3 % of the foaming agent. The mixture obtained in this way was moistened, and
granules of 5-8 mm in size were pressed from it. Foaming was carried out in a gradient furnace,
which was heated to 650 °C (at the inlet-220°C, at the outlet-200 °C) (Fig. 2) .
The production of foam glass granules includes the following stages:
- preparation of the initial mixture for foaming;
- forming of pellets;
- foaming of pellets.
The initial components of the mixture (glass powder and foaming agent) were ground in a ball
mill to obtain a specific surface area of 1000-4000 cm2 / g. The specific surface area was calculated
based on the determination of the air permeability of the porous material. The analytical
composition of the glasses was determined by the atomic emission method with inductively
coupled plasma. It is shown that the difference in the compositions of glasses synthesized in both
laboratory and industrial conditions does not exceed 1.0 – 1.5 %.
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Fig. 2. Calibration curve: 1 - drying zone; 2 - hot zone; 3 - annealing zone
In order to change the chemical nature of the graphite surface, we synthesized monolayer
coatings based on elemental layers of titanium and zirconium. One of the effective methods for
their synthesis is the atomic layer deposition (ALD) method [5 - 10]. The main advantages of the
ALD technology are: control the thickness of the resulting film (a coating of several nanometers),
reagents don’t interact with each other until they reach the substrate, obtaining a uniform film
thickness on the substrate.
The route allows forming covalently-bound monolayer coatings on the substrate surface.
Importantly, the synthesis process allows depositing a self-assembled element oxychloride
monolayer, since the treatment time required to achieve a maximum coverage is determined by
exhaustion of the active surface sites. As a result, a highly reproducible and conformal coating can
be obtained [11].
The proteolytic enzyme trypsin was chosen as a model system of biologically active substances.
Trypsin is an enzyme preparation with a proteolytic effect, has pronounced anti-inflammatory and
decongestant properties, is able to break down dead tissue, fibrinous formations, viscous secrets
and exudates. In relation to healthy tissues, the enzyme is inactive and safe. This drug can be used
as a part of coatings of artificial organs, vessels during implantations. Immobilization of trypsin
on a carrier will allow maintaining the enzyme activity at a sufficiently high level, prologging its
action and increasing resistance to destabilizing factors.
Trypsin immobilization on the surface of carbon materials was carried out by adsorption. The
catalytic activity of trypsin was determined spectrophotometrically from the decomposition
products of casein.
Results and discussion
Evidently (Table 1), the concentration of oxygen-containing functional groups increases
significantly after oxidation and slightly decreases as a result of successive cycles of formation of
titanium oxide layers.
The studied carbon fibers are characterized by a small volume of macropores and a specific
surface area of not more than 50 m2/g (table 2). These results indicate a low sorption activity of
the studied carbon fibers.
The changes in the surface characteristics of the initial and modified graphite correspond to the
dependence of the immobilized trypsin amount on the number and chemical composition of the
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titanium and zirconium oxide layers (Fig. 3, curves 1′ and 2′). With an increase in the number of
cycles of graphite surface treatment by the ALD method, the number of active functional groups
of the surface decreases, which leads to a decrease in the amount of adsorbed enzyme.
Table 1. Characteristics of the surface of original and modified graphite
Sample
Original graphite
Oxidized graphite
Graphite modified with titanium oxide
groups (after 1. Treatment cycle)
Graphite modified with titanium oxide
groups (after 2. Treatment cycle)
Graphite modified with titanium oxide
groups (after 3. Treatment cycle)
Graphite modified with titanium oxide
groups (after 4. Treatment cycle)

Static exchange capacity
for NaOH [μmol/m2]
70
3.00
2.85

Specific surface
[m2/g]
16.0
17. 0
15.5

2.80

15.3

2.65

15.2

2.50

14.9

Table 2. Characteristics of the porous structure and surface of carbon fibers
Sample of
carbon fibers

Heat treatment
temperature [K]

pore volume,
m3/g

gralen
uglen
licron

2073
1173
773

02
16
03

Static exchange capacity for Specific surface
NaOH [μmol/m2]
[m2/g]

05
12
03

15
50
18

At the same time, samples modified with titanium and zirconium oxide layers show an increase
in the activity of the immobilized enzyme (Fig. 3, curves 1 and 2). Obviously, samples based on
graphite modified after 4 cycles of sequential deposition of zirconium oxide layers with an enzyme
activity of about 80% were obtained (Fig. 3, curve 1).
As a result of surface modification of carbon fiber uglen by zirconium containing coatings,
composite materials with the following surface characteristics were obtained (Table 3).
Table 3 shows that it was impossible to significantly increase the biological activity of carbon
fiber-based composite materials. Apparently, the interaction of the enzyme molecule with the
surface of the carbon fiber changes the tertiary structure of the molecules, which leads to a decrease
in catalytic activity. The main reason for the decrease in catalytic activity is usually the formation
of associates of enzyme molecules on the surface and blocking of the active center of the enzyme.
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Table 3. Сharacteristics of the surface of original and modified carbon fibers uglen
Sample of carbon fibers
original uglen
uglen modified with zirconium oxide
groups (after 1st treatment cycle)
uglen modified with zirconium oxide
groups (after 2nd treatment cycle)
uglen modified with zirconium oxide
groups (after 3ed treatment cycle)
uglen modified with zirconium oxide
groups (after 4th treatment cycle)

m

Zirconium content in
the sample [μmol/m2]
0
4

Specific
Biological
2
surface [m /g] activity A [%]
50
32
47
39

9

38

45

1.3

30

47

1.7

25

49

80

4

1

(mg/m2)
3

60

2

40

1

20

0

0

1

2

3

4

A

(%)

n

0

Fig. 3. Dependences of the amount of immobilized trypsin m (1′, 2′) and biological activity A
(1, 2) on the number and chemical composition of element-oxide layers n
Summary
Thus, the decrease in trypsin activity during adsorption on carbon carriers can be due to two
factors: the influence of the chemical nature of the active surface centers, as well as the formation
of inactive surface associates of the enzyme at high degrees of filling of the carrier surface.
When trypsin was immobilized on a graphite surface with a zirconium-containing coating,
samples were obtained with biological activity of about 80 % of the activity of the free enzyme in
solution, possessing resistance of the biologically active substance to elevated temperature and pH,
the capability of repeated use, which enables further use of these composite materials for the
production of electrochemical biosensors.
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Thus, changing the chemical nature of the graphite surface by modifying the surface with
monolayer titanium and zirconium-containing coatings allows for directional control of the
adsorption activity of the surface and production of materials with predictable properties and high
catalytic activity for biomedical sensors and other industrial purposes.
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Abstract. The quality of grinding of bearing races is related to their performance and durability.
The aim of this work is to establish how the machining quality of bearing rings depends on the
characteristics of grinding wheels, in particular, on such a parameter as the shape of abrasive
grains. Several batches of experimental grinding wheels were made, containing grains of different
shapes (from isometric to lamellar varieties). Quantitatively, the shape of the grains was estimated
by the shape factor parameter (SF), which is equal to the ratio of the diameters of inscribed and
circumscribed circles in the contours of the used grains. The shape factor was determined using a
scanner or a digital microscope and a special computer program. The tests were carried out on circular,
plunge, and finishing grinding, using coolant, on a SIW 4E machine in a bearing factory. The machining
quality of the bearing rings was assessed by studying the microstructure, microhardness and roughness of
their bearing races. The durability of grinding wheels was determined by the number of machined rings
before maximum tool wear. It has been established that by a differentiated approach to the choice of grain
shapes in the wheel, it is possible to significantly increase its operational capabilities: increase the
microhardness of the ground surfaces, reduce the roughness of processing, and increase the durability of
grinding wheels.
Introduction
High requirements are imposed on rolling bearings, since performance of the units and
mechanisms where they are used depends on their quality. Requirements are made for static and
dynamic strength, quality of the material from which they are made, quality of heat treatment, as
well as condition of their working surfaces - roughness and processing accuracy, presence of
defects in the surface layers of the metal. In the case of insufficiently high quality of the tool during
grinding process, burns, increased roughness of the machined surfaces and a small number of
machined parts (low tool life) are possible. Reliability and durability of operation largely depends
on the condition of surfaces of rolling bearings, therefore it is important to know what factors and
to what extent affect formation of the quality of these surfaces.
This work is aimed at studying the quality of the machined surfaces of bearing rings made of heathardened 52100 steel (ANSI) after fine grinding with experimental wheels with a controlled grain shape
[1]. The wheels were made according to the standard technology for ceramic-bonded tools. They included
mixtures of clay, feldspar, pegmatine, boron glass, talc and other materials [2]. A distinctive feature of the
wheels was the presence in their composition of abrasive grains of white electrocorundum (25A), which
have a different shape [3]. To obtain such grains, the initial mass of free abrasive was subjected to separation
on a vibrating separator into a number of fractions with different shape factors (SF) [4]. The separation of
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license. Any further distribution of
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grains was carried out on a vibrating inclined plane (vibrodeck), where they were poured in a laminar flow
into the upper part of the deck and scattered along it in a diverging fan, depending on their shape (coefficient
of friction of grains with the deck) [5]. The abrasive collected in the lower part of the deck was used further
for manufacture of experimental grinding wheels according to the standard technology. In this way, six
batches of grinding wheels were made with grains of different shapes in their composition. As an objective
parameter for the quantitative assessment of the grain shape, we used the shape factor (SF) equal to the ratio
of the diameters described and inscribed in the contours of individual grains and circles. At least one
hundred measurements were carried out for each grain fraction; the obtained coefficients were averaged
and the average shape factor was formed, which characterized the shape of the grains of this fraction [6, 7].
The manufactured batches of experimental grinding wheels had the following shape factors: SF1=1.19,
SF2=1.51, SF3=1.7 (standard wheels from unsorted grains), SF4=2.4, SF5=2.39, SF6=2.88.
The closer the SF value is to 1.0, the more grains in such wheels approach the isometric shape, and the
more significantly SF differs from 1.0, the more grains correspond to the lamellar varieties.
The experimental wheels were tested on circular, plunge, and fine grinding of the bearing races of the
outer rings of bearings (307 and 205) in a bearing plant on a SIW 4E machine [8, 9].
Methodology for preparing and conducting tests.
In the manufacture of experimental wheels, all necessary operations were sequentially performed:
preparation of a mixture of grains with a binder in accordance with the required structure, molding
of wheels and their firing at a temperature of 1280 ºС, followed by sulfurization. Along with the
listed actions, an operation was added to sort the initial mass of abrasive into a number of fractions
with the same grain shape. During wheel manufacture, their visual and dimensional control was
carried out (Russian standard GOST 2424-83), as well as control of their hardness after firing
(GOST 25961-83).
As a result, the experimental wheels produced had the following characteristics:
Type1 63x12x16 25А F120 [SF] K 5 V;
Type1 40x7x6 25А F120 [SF] K 5 V,
where [SF] is the grain shape factor, which varied discretely in different batches of wheels in the range
from 1.19 to 2.88;
The bearing rings to be machined were made of heat-hardened 52100 steel (ANSI). They were
hardened, followed by low tempering to a maximum hardness of HRC 64-66. Cutting modes for grinding
rings were selected in accordance with the recommendations for this type of processing and had the
following parameters: t = 0.173 mm, Sfine = 0.12 mm/min, Vcut = 50 m/s [10]. Grinding was carried out
using coolant. When using the plunge-in method (without longitudinal feed), after each machined ring, the
experimental abrasive wheel was straightened with a diamond pencil in order to restore the required tool
profile, corresponding to the cross-sectional profile of the bearing ring race.
To automate the process of measuring the shape factor on each individual grain, a specially developed
computer program was used, according to which the inscribing and describing the circles in the contours
of the grains was carried out by a computer using a scanner, and for fine grain sizes - by a digital microscope
[11].
Test results
The results of studying the microstructure and roughness of the surfaces of the bearing races after
grinding with wheels having different grain shapes are shown in Fig. 1, Fig. 2, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4
[12, 13].
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Fig. 1. Distribution of microhardness (H, MPa) on the ground surface of the bearing race inside
the part to the depth (A): 1-wheel SF = 1.19; 2-wheel SF = 1.51, 3-standard wheel SF = 1.70.

a)
b)
Fig. 2. Distribution of microhardness in the surface layer of 307 bearing race after wheel
processing: a) Type1 63x12x16 25А F120 [SF] K 5 V [standard wheel, SF =1.70];
b) Type1 63x12x16 25А F120 [SF] K 5 V [SF=1.19].
The graph in Fig. 1 shows that the shape of the grains in the wheel significantly affects the microhardness
of the treated surface. Thus, changing the value of the shape factor SF from 1.70 (standard wheel) to SF =
1.19, it is possible to increase the microhardness of the ground surfaces of bearing rings 305 and 205 from
13500 MPa to 16500 MPa [14].
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Fig. 3. The microstructure of 307 bearing race after grinding with Type1 63x12x16 25А F120 [SF]
K 5 V (magnification x500)

Fig. 4. Influence of the grain shape in a wheel (SF = 1.19; SF = 1.51; SF = 1.7; SF = 2.04; SF=
2.39; SF = 2.88) on the roughness (Ra, μm) of the bearing races of the outer ring of bearing 307
(grinding wheels Type1 63x12x16 25А F120 [SF] K 5 V)
The durability of experimental wheels was assessed by a quantitative indicator - the number of
ground rings in one experimental wheel up to the maximum wear determined by the machine
control system.
The results of resistance tests are shown in Fig. 5, from which it can be seen that about 20%
more rings were processed by wheels with isometric grains (SF = 1.19) compared to standard
wheels (SF = 1.7). Grinding wheels with lamellar grains (SF = 2.88), on the contrary, grinded about
15% fewer bearing rings compared to standard wheels.
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Fig. 5. Number of ground rings (up to the specified dimensional wear of the wheel) depending on
the shape factor of the grains in the wheel
In addition to resistance tests, the quality of the treated surface was assessed. It was controlled
by the following parameters - waviness, facetedness, roughness, microhardness of the polished
surface, microstructure of the polished metal, and the presence of burns [15].
Studies have shown the possibility of improving the machined surface quality of bearing races.
Thus, deliberately changing the shape of abrasive grains in the wheel, it was possible to reduce the
roughness of the ground surfaces by about 43% (without preliminary aging) when processing with
isometric grain wheels (SF=1.19).In this case, the phenomenon of cold hardening was observed in
the surface layers of parts at a depth of 150 μm, accompanied by an increase in microhardness
from 14000 MPa to 16500 MPa (by 20%). Due to low temperature in the surface layers of parts,
burns and other changes in the structure associated with decomposition of the structure of hardened
steel - martensite were not revealed. As for macrofactors - waviness and facetedness, the negative
influence of the shape factor in this case was not revealed.
Conclusions
In general, studies have shown that by purposefully selecting the shape of abrasive grains, it is
possible to improve the quality of processing products by significantly reducing the roughness of
the processed surface (up to 43%), increasing the microhardness of the ground surface (up to
22%).At the same time, the service life of the grinding tool can be increased (by 20%). In the
future, it is also possible to increase cutting conditions to reduce technological processing time, or
it is possible to correct errors obtained as a result of previous operations.
Thus, the use of ceramic-bonded grinding wheels with a differentiated approach to the choice
of the grain shape makes it possible to increase the tool life when bearing races of the outer rings
of bearings made of heat-hardened 52100 (ANSI) steel. Selection of the grain shape, as shown by
tests, in its significance can be comparable to changing the grade of abrasive to a more expensive
one or reducing the grain size to a finer one.
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Abstract. The possibility of creating vacuum robotics based on the polymer structures irradiated
by an electron beam, in particular, polymer fibers, which provide high functional flexibility and a
variety of states, is discussed. The possibility of using polymer fibers as different types of MEMSlike electromechanical elements is demonstrated - from elastic cantilevers to springs that change
their state under the electron beam. Experimentally proved the presence of different functional
types of fibers, correlating with their thickness, as well as the phenomenon of the fiber break. A
number of exotic forms of dynamics have been demonstrated and a method for their detection has
been developed using 2D Fourier spectra, integral spatial characteristics, time resolved
correlograms and wavelet transforms (visualized as the scaleograms / scalograms). Access
barcodes for the full video records of the corresponding experiments are provided.
Introduction
Vacuum, ultra-high vacuum and cryovacuum microrobotics are at the frontiers of the modern
mechatronics development. Design of the robot machine for ITER (International Thermonuclear
Experimental Reactor) vacuum vessel assembly and maintenance assumes that the robot can
operate in vacuum vessel conditions [1-6]. Recently, similar work is underway in China aimed at
the design of a fusion reactor CFETR (Chinese Fusion Engineering Test Reactor [7]). The authors
of the last cited work [7] emphasize that "the assembly of vacuum vessel (VV) is a vital task for
the fusion reactor" and any violation of the technological conditions during the VV assembly or
operation is an emergency situation. A similar situation is observed in microelectronics, where the
robots for use in ultrahigh vacuum are also useful for wafer-transfer manipulations [8-12], and the
disruption of the processing modes leads to multimillion-dollar losses from any defective batch of
the mass chips. Accordingly, the controllability of robots in vacuum conditions is of high
importance. In the case of vacuum robots for microelectronics, the most widely used are magnetic
transmission technology or coaxial twin-shaft magnetic fluid seals applied in vacuum waferhandling robots [13]. Operation stability at the macroscales is achieved by controlling the magnetic
field since magnetic switching for microrobotics is a much more difficult task. The problem of
position-sensitive control in vacuum microrobotics is still poorly developed.
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license. Any further distribution of
this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI. Published under license by Materials
Research Forum LLC.
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At the same time, for microrobotic tasks that do not allow working with cables (in contrast to
macroscales as in a cable-driven robotized arm for tracking in TOKAMAK vacuum vessels [14]),
the size of which may exceed the cross-sections of the actuated structures, it is advisable to create
conditions for the contactless signal transduction at the scales from the order of hundreds of
nanometers up to several microns.
For a “cable” approach application, another method of solving the above problem is possible –
combining a vacuum “microcable” and an extended micromanipulator in a single structure.
However, the question of supplying a signal to the input unit (sensor and actuator) remains
open. In this case, it is possible to propose the use of the antenna properties of the cable to receive
the input signal, especially for transmission of the signal to the cable using a focused microbeam
corresponding in size at the projection point to the size of the antenna and the actuated structure.
The use of radio frequency signals for actuation at these scales is not possible, since the “antenna"
dimensions are much smaller than the wavelength (excluding the terahertz range, where the
physics of metamaterials operates).
Therefore, it is proposed to use the excitation of "antennas" integrated with the "microcables"
for signal transduction and fibrillar or flexible actuators (powered by the energy of the signal
supplied to the antenna), by the focused electron microbeam of the medium energy that does not
disrupt the structure, but provides kinematics of its movement. Application of metal wire structures
for these purposes is not suitable both due to the metallographic reasons and their fractographic
consequences, and due to the high densities of the beam energy flux, which must be supported to
the material in order to ensure its deformation and movement of the metal wires (this task is more
close to the electron beam melting than to the problem of the material deformation under the
electron beam).
Therefore, perhaps the only rational approach is the use of polymer / fibrillar-composite
materials, the extended components of which can serve both as an antenna and an actuator, and
also possess simple cable or membrane-mimetic properties, which ensure the signal transduction
along the surface / "membrane" of the actuators [15]. It is noteworthy that despite the vacuum
robotics history starting from the last quarter of the XX century [16-18], the above approach
integrating all functions in a single structure in accordance with TRIZ requirements, has not been
found in the literature. This indicates the novelty and promising nature of the approach proposed
and opens the prospects of its wide practical application.
Materials and Methods
Polyhydroxybutyrate (PHB) 16F was purchased from BIOMER Company and used as received.
PHB molding solutions with a PHB concentration of 7 wt% in chloroform were used to obtain
ultra-thin fibers by electrospinning (ESP) method.
Position-sensitive registration of the dielectric charging process and fiber dynamics was carried
out using scanning electron microscope JEOL JSM-T330A at the accelerating voltage of 10 kV.
In order to observe the dielectric charging phenomena no metal sputtering has been applied on the
sample surface before the SEM studies.
Photo- and video registration of the experiments was performed using a system developed by
P. Alexandrov (Shemyakin-Ovchinnikov Institute of Bioorganic Chemistry of the Russian
Academy of Sciences) and O. Gradov. Access codes for the full video records of all the
experiments in Code-128 standard are given at the bottom of the corresponding tables and figures.
2D Fourier spectra and integral spatial characteristics (ISC) were obtained in real time using
QAVIS software based on the FFTW library, developed in V.I. Il’ichev Pacific Okeanological
Institute (Far Eastern Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences).
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Charge distribution mapping for “integrated antenna and cable” structures was performed using
a discrete differentiation operator, computing an approximation of the gradient of the image
intensity function - isotropic 3x3 image gradient operator, or Sobel – Feldman operator (from SAIL
- Stanford Artificial Intelligence Laboratory).

Fig. 1. Signal “receiving” and transduction along the polymer fiber.
(Full video recording of this experiment is available at https://youtu.be/epWhGKAzCtE).
Results
Initially we studied the ability of a non-sputtered PHB fiber to “receive” an electron beam signal,
which was estimated by the fact of dielectric charging of the single fiber surface (see Fig. 1). The
possibility of the discrete signal propagation (i.e., charge distribution) over the dielectric surface
and the presence of attenuation phenomena were also observed. The contribution of the surface
inhomogeneities to maintaining a discrete structure of the charge distribution was also
demonstrated.
After evaluating the ability of a non-sputtered microfiber to “receive” an electron beam signal,
we studied the micromechanics of its dynamics and response to the changes in the operation modes
of the electron microscope (including the electron beam focusing, magnification, accelerating
voltage, etc.).
As you can see from the table 1, after increasing the power density, polymer fibers begin to
move rapidly under the electron beam and “relax to a metastable state” in a little more than half a
minute. Up to this point, a complete reconfiguration of the fiber directions occurs, depending on
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their position under the beam, as can be seen from the comparison of 2D Fourier spectra and
Integral Spatial Characteristics (ISC) at different times. After that, reversible fiber oscillations also
occur, but the whole network topology remains stable, which is consistent with the stability of the
ISC symmetry axes, the angular ratios of which vary by only a few degrees.
Table 1.
Time-lapse microphoto

2D Fourier spectrum

ISC

Video recording of the experiment is available at https://youtu.be/uHBLeWysbAA.
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In some cases, not smooth movements are observed, leading to a change in the network
configuration under the electron beam, but spontaneous instantaneous changes accompanied by a
sharp increase or disappearance of ISC components, as shown in Table. 2.
Table 2.
Time-lapse microphoto

2D Fourier spectrum

ISC

Video recording of the experiment is available at https://youtu.be/cl5NegKEng0 .
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Table 3.
SEM microphotography

|

Correlogram (0.4 s.)

|

Time code

Start

03:590

04:444

05:893
Video recording of the experiment is available at https://youtu.be/A9tVG6Zu2sI .
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In some cases, a reorganization of the entire structures is observed, which can be applied for
the electron-beam-controlled microrobotics. Thus, table 3 includes micrographs and correlograms
taken with a temporal resolution of 0.4 seconds for such a reorganized area. It is obvious that
exposure to an electron beam induces mechanical changes in the cross-linked micromechanical
structure of the polymer. In this case, different fibers work as "jacks", "drive belts", "springs",
"elastic beams", "pushers", etc. The mechanical effect observed depends on the irradiated area,
that is, the effective cross-sectional area of the scanning electron beam.
It is possible to confirm the assumption that some (thick) fibers perform the functions of bearing
elements of mechanical strength, while the others (thin) operate as the flexible elements controlled
by the electron beam. Let us consider the experiment with two different structures. In table 4 one
can see the movement of a thin flexible fiber (the thread in the upper part of the micrograph)
against the stability of the large thick one (in the center). The fiber movement features can be
tracked using the data of the wavelet transform (Morlet wavelet) in the Re and Im regions (one
can observe the drift of the extremum on the "blue" representation).
The measurements were carried out using the scalographic / scaleographic tool of the QAVIS
program (see http://oias.poi.dvo.ru/qavis/rus/scalogram.html), which makes it possible to use the
appropriate mathematical formalization for their interpretation, excluding the ineffective Gaussian
approach.
If some fibers oscillate, move, contract like springs (thin fibers), while others perform a frame
function (thick fibers), then the micromechanical properties of the polymer fibers should be
assessed in dynamics. It is obvious that a fiber break is a possible cause of damage for the polymerbased controlled microelectromechanical structures, including those for microrobotic or MEMS
applications. Therefore, mechanical strength tests should be performed for each chemical or
structural type of polymer fibers under the electron beam with different parameters. An example
of a PHB fiber break clearly observed on the SEM image is shown in Fig. 2.
Discussion
Where can the above described concept be applied? Obviously, its implementation is possible in
different systems operating under vacuum conditions with the priority application area being space
technologies. Polymer materials in vacuum are used in dozens of space applications, including
vacuum-based 3D printing for in-space satellite assemblies [19]. Possible damages of polymer
materials in outer space, including the effect of cosmic rays and elementary particles, are well
known and predictable [20-24]. Therefore, the development of polymer robotics for space
technologies is not a problem from modern materials science. From the point of view of mechanics,
it is necessary to simulate vibrations in a vacuum without taking into account the earth's
gravitational force [25], but this is rather a simplification than a complication of the problem.

Table 4.
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Wavelet transforms / scalograms (scaleograms)

0:435

03:041

05:096

10:008
Video recording of the experiment is available at https://youtu.be/9M3y3VAt9zY
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Fig. 2. Example of the broken polymer fiber.
Speaking about the application of robotics in space technologies, it is necessary to take into
account its long history - from the late 1960s (sensu lato, taking into account the automated
Babakin spacecrafts in the USSR and a number of similar developments in the USA) or, at least,
since the mid-1970s (sensu stricto, considering robotic manipulators with automatic decision
making function) for interstellar research [26,27]. The main fundamental modern requirements for
interstellar robotics are formulated in departmental international meetings of the late 20th - early
21st centuries [28,29]. The difference between the extended interpretation of space robotics and
its narrow interpretation is that both mechanically active systems for sensing the external
environment and passive mapping systems [30,31] are included in the first, while the narrow
interpretation includes only active mechatronic elements such as robotic arms \ manipulators [32].
In our concept, a narrow interpretation prevails, since the dynamics of microfibers, cantilevers
under the particle beam makes sense only if there are moving elements - actuators in the spacecraft
construction. A similar interpretation is also typical for environment – robot interactions for
planetary or terrestrial subsurface explorers / robots based on earthworm locomotion [33,34] and
hopping robots for planetary or asteroid surface exploration [35-37]. It should be noted that
asteroids do not have an atmosphere and sufficient gravitational force, while planets usually have
it. Therefore, in the first case, we can speak about the vacuum systems, which are essentially
equivalent to the experimental vacuum conditions in SEM and TEM, and in the second case, only
about the similarity with ESEM (Environmental Scanning Electron Microscopy) and ASEM
(Atmospheric Scanning Electron Microscopy).
We are not considering here aerial robot explorers for planetary exploration [38], which by
definition are not vacuum devices. For the same reason robots with manipulators for exploring
planets are beyond the scope of this paper [39-42]. Therefore, in this case, we can only talk about
the applications in "open space" and non-atmospheric bodies: meteorites and others [43]. As
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practice shows, this indirect and not always accessible way of solving problems (the transition
from macroscale to microscale robotics and the introduction of non-standard interpretations
despite the inconsistency with the high-budget mainstream) can help in obtaining non-standard
results using spacecraft, as was the case decades ago [44-46]. A fibrillar manipulator cannot
replace a macromanipulator, but for nanosatellites and picosatellites (such as "CanSat"), sets of
cooperative fibrillar manipulators with the electron beam control may be the only possible means
of achieving efficiency in many mechanical applications including pulsed one-time manipulations
(such as opening a mirror or a solar battery) [47-57].
Launching CanSat into orbit is a separate technical problem, since the suborbital trajectories do
not meet the requirements for sufficient evacuation degree and weightlessness. That is, we can
speak about the applicability in open space beyond the Karman line (>100 km), and not beyond
the Armstrong physiological line of 19 km. However, vacuum studies of potentially applicable
polymers have not yet been carried at all the necessary gradations of heights and characteristics of
the medium (from atmospheric to vacuum ones). Thus, one can only postulate the presence of a
kinematic effect on polymer fibers under the electron beam and speculate about its potential
applicability for the purposes of space technology. It should be noted that not all the polymers used
in our studies are resistant to the conditions of outer space during long-term exposure. Therefore,
this material can be considered only as the first step in this direction, illustrating the physical effect,
but not specifying its chemical implementation.
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Abstract. To describe dynamic processes in an acoustic (mechanical) metamaterial, there are
proposed models that are a one-dimensional chain containing the same masses connected by
linearly elastic (or nonlinearly elastic) elements (springs) with the same stiffness. In this case, it is
assumed that each mass contains inside itself a series connection of another mass and an elastic
element or viscous element (damper).
Introduction
An adequate description of the physical and mechanical properties of metamaterials within the
framework of the classical theory of elasticity is impossible. Recently, generalized micropolar
theories of the Cosserat continuum type have become widespread for modeling structurally
inhomogeneous materials [1]. However, these theories include a large number of material
constants that require experimental determination and the connection of which with the structure
of the material is not clear. An alternative direction, structural modeling, is devoid of such a
drawback [2].
Nonlinear elastic “mass-in-mass” chain
In [3], to describe the dynamic properties of a metamaterial, a one-dimensional chain was
considered containing the same masses 𝑚𝑚1 connected by elastic elements (springs) with the same
stiffness 𝑘𝑘1 , while each mass inside itself contained another mass 𝑚𝑚2 and one more elastic element
- a spring with stiffness 𝑘𝑘2 (Fig. 1). This model is called a “mass-in-mass chain”.

Fig. 1. The mechanical model of elastic metamaterial
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license. Any further distribution of
this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI. Published under license by Materials
Research Forum LLC.
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Let us generalize the model [3] by taking into account the quadratic nonlinearity of the external
and internal elastic elements.
The potential energy of the unit cell of the "mass-in-mass" chain will be written as:
2
2
3
1
(𝑗𝑗+1)
(𝑗𝑗)
(𝑗𝑗)
(𝑗𝑗)
(𝑗𝑗+1)
(𝑗𝑗)
𝑊𝑊 (𝑗𝑗) = �𝑘𝑘1 �𝑢𝑢1
− 𝑢𝑢1 � + 𝑘𝑘2 �𝑢𝑢2 − 𝑢𝑢1 � + ℎ1 �𝑢𝑢1
− 𝑢𝑢1 �
2

+

(𝑗𝑗)
ℎ2 �𝑢𝑢2

−

3

(𝑗𝑗)
𝑢𝑢1 �

and its kinetic energy in the form:

(1)

�,

2
2
1
(𝑗𝑗)
(𝑗𝑗)
(2)
�𝑚𝑚1 �𝑢𝑢̇ 1 � + 𝑚𝑚2 �𝑢𝑢̇ 2 � �.
2
Let us suppose that 𝑢𝑢1 (𝑥𝑥) and 𝑢𝑢2 (𝑥𝑥) are continuous functions that give offsets of all 𝑚𝑚1 and
𝑚𝑚2 , respectively. Using the Taylor series expansion of displacements, and restricting ourselves to
two terms, we obtain

𝑇𝑇 (𝑗𝑗) =

𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢1
𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢1
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𝐿𝐿 = 𝑢𝑢1 +
𝐿𝐿.
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
The displacement decomposition technique in (3) was effectively used by I.A. Kunin [4] in the
transformation of multi-mass discrete systems into a quasi-continuum.
The potential and kinetic energy densities for the equivalent continuum obtained from (5) and
(6) are written as:
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𝑢𝑢1
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2𝐿𝐿
Let us compose from (4) and (5) the Lagrangian ℒ = 𝑇𝑇 − 𝑊𝑊 = ℒ(𝑢𝑢̇ 1 , 𝑢𝑢̇ 2 , 𝑢𝑢1𝑥𝑥 , 𝑢𝑢1 , 𝑢𝑢2 ) and use
the equations of analytical mechanics
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to obtain a system of equations in the displacements of equations (4), (5), we get:
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Further we will consider a particular case of system (6), where ℎ1 ≠ 0, ℎ2 = 0, i.e.:
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System (7) can be rewritten as a single equation:
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Let's move on to dimensionless time, coordinate and displacement:
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The transformed equation (8) with the substitutions (9) takes the following form:
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𝑚𝑚1 + 𝑚𝑚2 𝑋𝑋 3 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 𝜕𝜕𝑦𝑦 2 𝑘𝑘2 𝑇𝑇 2 𝜕𝜕𝑦𝑦 2 𝜕𝜕𝜏𝜏 2 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 𝑘𝑘2 𝑇𝑇 2 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 𝜕𝜕𝜏𝜏 2 𝜕𝜕𝑦𝑦 2
𝑚𝑚2 1 2 𝜕𝜕 3 𝑢𝑢 𝜕𝜕 4 𝑢𝑢
�
+�
� = 0.
𝑘𝑘2 𝑇𝑇 2 𝜕𝜕𝜏𝜏 2 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 𝜕𝜕𝜏𝜏 2 𝜕𝜕𝑦𝑦 2
We require that all coefficients (10) be finite or small values. Let us choose them so that among
the nonlinear terms it is possible to single out only one, the main term.
All further discussions are valid under two conditions:
𝑘𝑘1 𝐿𝐿2 𝑇𝑇 2
𝑚𝑚1 𝑚𝑚2
1
= 1,
𝑚𝑚1 + 𝑚𝑚2 𝑋𝑋 2
𝑘𝑘2 (𝑚𝑚1 + 𝑚𝑚2) 𝑇𝑇2

= 𝜀𝜀

where 𝜀𝜀 << 1.
When these conditions are met in equation (10), some of the terms can be neglected, since they
have a higher order of smallness and do not have a significant effect on dynamic processes. Thus,
equation (10) takes the form:
𝜕𝜕 2 𝑢𝑢 𝜕𝜕 2 𝑢𝑢
𝜕𝜕 2 𝜕𝜕 2 𝑢𝑢
𝜕𝜕 2 𝑢𝑢
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 𝜕𝜕 2 𝑢𝑢
−
+
𝜀𝜀
�
−
𝛼𝛼
�
=
𝛿𝛿
,
𝜕𝜕𝜏𝜏 2 𝜕𝜕𝑦𝑦 2
𝜕𝜕𝜏𝜏 2 𝜕𝜕𝜏𝜏 2
𝜕𝜕𝑦𝑦 2
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 𝜕𝜕𝑦𝑦 2

where

𝑚𝑚1 𝑚𝑚2
1
𝑘𝑘2 (𝑚𝑚1 +𝑚𝑚2 ) 𝑇𝑇 2

= 𝜀𝜀 << 1,

3ℎ1 𝐿𝐿𝑢𝑢0 √𝜀𝜀𝛼𝛼
𝑘𝑘 𝑚𝑚
𝑘𝑘1 � 1 2
𝑘𝑘2 𝑚𝑚1

= 𝛿𝛿 << 1, 𝛼𝛼 =

(11)
𝑚𝑚1 +𝑚𝑚2
𝑚𝑚1

> 1.

Returning to the original dimensional variables in equation (11), we obtain a simplified equation
(8) in the form:
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𝜕𝜕 2 𝑢𝑢2
𝑘𝑘1 𝐿𝐿2 𝜕𝜕 2 𝑢𝑢2
𝑚𝑚1 𝑚𝑚2
𝜕𝜕 4 𝑢𝑢2
𝑘𝑘1 𝐿𝐿2 𝑚𝑚2
𝜕𝜕 4 𝑢𝑢2
−
+
−
𝜕𝜕𝑡𝑡 2
𝑚𝑚1 + 𝑚𝑚2 𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥 2 𝑘𝑘2 (𝑚𝑚1 + 𝑚𝑚2 ) 𝜕𝜕𝑡𝑡 4
𝑘𝑘2 (𝑚𝑚1 + 𝑚𝑚2 ) 𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥 2 𝜕𝜕𝑡𝑡 2
4
2
3ℎ1 𝐿𝐿 𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢2 𝜕𝜕 𝑢𝑢2
−
= 0.
𝑚𝑚1 + 𝑚𝑚2 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥 2

(12)

Visco-elastic “damper-in-mass” chain
It is not possible to study the dissipative properties of a metamaterial within the framework of a
purely elastic formulation of problem (12). To solve this problem, we replace the elastic element
with stiffness 𝑘𝑘2 by a viscous element (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. The mechanical model of a viscoelastic metamaterial
The dynamics equations of the modified "mass-in-mass" chain in the long-wavelength range
will have the form:
𝑚𝑚1 𝜕𝜕 2 𝑢𝑢1
𝜕𝜕 2 𝑢𝑢1 𝛼𝛼 𝜕𝜕
−
𝑘𝑘
𝐿𝐿
−
(𝑢𝑢 − 𝑢𝑢1 ) = 0,
1
𝐿𝐿 𝜕𝜕𝑡𝑡 2
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥 2 𝐿𝐿 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 2
𝑚𝑚2 𝜕𝜕 2 𝑢𝑢2 𝛼𝛼 𝜕𝜕
+
(𝑢𝑢 − 𝑢𝑢1 ) = 0.
𝐿𝐿 𝜕𝜕𝑡𝑡 2
𝐿𝐿 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 2
Note that system (13), (14) can be reduced to one equation for displacement:

𝑡𝑡

𝑏𝑏

(13)
(14)

𝜕𝜕 2 𝑢𝑢1
𝜕𝜕 2 𝑢𝑢1
𝑚𝑚1 𝑚𝑚2
𝜕𝜕 3 𝑢𝑢1 𝐶𝐶02 𝑚𝑚2 𝜕𝜕 3 𝑢𝑢1
2
(15)
− 𝐶𝐶0
+
−
= 0.
𝜕𝜕𝑡𝑡 2
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥 2 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿(𝑚𝑚1 + 𝑚𝑚2 ) 𝜕𝜕𝑡𝑡 3
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥 2 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝑢𝑢
𝑥𝑥
If we introduce in (15) the dimensionless displacement 𝑈𝑈 = 𝑢𝑢1 , coordinate 𝑋𝑋 = 𝑎𝑎 and time 𝑇𝑇 =

, where 𝑏𝑏 =

𝑚𝑚2
𝐿𝐿𝛼𝛼

0

, 𝑎𝑎 = 𝐶𝐶0 𝑏𝑏 , then this equation can be rewritten as:

𝜕𝜕 2 𝑈𝑈 𝜕𝜕 2 𝑈𝑈
𝜕𝜕 3 𝑈𝑈
𝜕𝜕 3 𝑈𝑈
(16)
−
+
𝛿𝛿
−
= 0.
𝜕𝜕𝑇𝑇 2 𝜕𝜕𝑋𝑋 2 𝑚𝑚 𝜕𝜕𝑇𝑇 3 𝜕𝜕𝑋𝑋 2 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
1
Here 𝛿𝛿 = 𝑚𝑚 +𝑚𝑚
. This parameter belongs to the interval δ = [0,1], which includes two limiting
1

2

cases: 𝛿𝛿 → 1, if 𝑚𝑚1 ≫ 𝑚𝑚2 and 𝛿𝛿 → 0, if 𝑚𝑚2 ≫ 𝑚𝑚1.
We consider equation (16) with the following initial conditions:
𝑈𝑈(𝑋𝑋, 0) = 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴ℎ(𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾) =

2𝐴𝐴
,
𝑒𝑒 𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾 + 𝑒𝑒 −𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾

(17)
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(18)

= 0,

where 𝐴𝐴 – is an amplitude, 𝛾𝛾 – is a spatial parameter.
The development of the initial (𝑇𝑇0 = 0) disturbance (17), (18) can be traced over the next three
time instants (Fig. 3).
The solution to the problem is symmetric with respect to 𝑋𝑋 = 0, because the initial value (17)
is an even function. Solutions obtained at 𝛿𝛿 = 0.05, are plotted to the left of the axis of symmetry
(dashed line), and the solutions obtained at 𝛿𝛿 = 0.5, are plotted to the right of the axis.
Comparison of these cases shows the difference in dispersion. The character of the attenuation
of disturbances can vary and depends on the value of 𝛿𝛿. In the case of a small value of parameter
𝛿𝛿 the attenuation is much faster than when 𝛿𝛿 is greater. The initial sections (at 𝑇𝑇 = 𝑇𝑇0 ) in both
cases are qualitatively similar. This is explained by the fact that in both cases anomalous dispersion
takes place at large values of the wavenumber 𝑘𝑘. The main difference between the presented cases
arises when considering the tail of the curves. At small values of parameter 𝛿𝛿 the solution behaves
more like a solution of the diffusion equation, but for large values of parameter 𝛿𝛿 the solution
behaves similarly to the solution of the wave equation. The presence of a more bulky terms at low
values of parameter 𝛿𝛿 due to the superposition of the effects of normal dispersion and negative
group velocity.

Fig. 3. Instant wave profiles at 𝐴𝐴 = 1 and 𝛾𝛾 = 3, at the moments 𝑇𝑇0 = 0, 𝑇𝑇1 = 7⁄3 , 𝑇𝑇2 =
14⁄3 , 𝑇𝑇3 = 21⁄3, which calculated for two values of parameter 𝛿𝛿.

In the Fig. 4 it is shown that the wave profiles for asymmetric development for four consecutive
time instants. The initial value consists of the sum of two perturbations that have different
fundamental frequencies. The initial perturbation has the form:
𝑈𝑈(𝑋𝑋, 0) = 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴ℎ(𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾) + 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵ℎ[𝑔𝑔(𝑋𝑋 + 1)],
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕(𝑋𝑋, 0)
= 0.
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
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Here, the main perturbation, marked in Fig. 4 as 𝑎𝑎, has an amplitude A = 1 and the spatial
parameter 𝛾𝛾 = 1.6 (corresponds to a disturbance with a low fundamental frequency). The
secondary disturbance, which is marked in Fig. 4 as 𝑏𝑏, shifts to the left with a certain step with
respect to the main disturbance. The secondary disturbance has an amplitude of 𝐵𝐵 = 0.55 and a
spatial parameter of 𝑔𝑔 = 10, which corresponds to a high fundamental frequency.
In the Fig. 4 it is shown that the high-frequency perturbation 𝑏𝑏 propagates faster than the main
perturbation, which has a lower frequency. For example, in position 𝑏𝑏2 and at the corresponding
moment in time 𝑇𝑇2 , the maximum of perturbation 𝑏𝑏0 reaches the maximum of the main
perturbation, and in position 𝑏𝑏3 the maximum of perturbation 𝑏𝑏0 is ahead of the maximum of the
main perturbation. This phenomenon is explained by anomalous dispersion, which is expressed in
the fact that the group velocity exceeds the phase velocity.
From the results of dispersion analysis, it follows that the high-frequency wave components
must also decay faster than the low-frequency components. Indeed, this statement is confirmed in
Fig. 4. The peak value of the main perturbation decreased from the initial amplitude 𝐴𝐴 = 1 at time
𝑇𝑇0 to 𝐴𝐴 ≈ 0.2 at time 𝑇𝑇3 . On the other hand, the perturbation amplitude 𝑏𝑏0 decreases more
significantly, from 𝐵𝐵 = 0.55 at time 𝑇𝑇0 to 𝐵𝐵 ≈ 0 at time 𝑇𝑇3 .

Fig. 4. Instant wave profiles at 𝛿𝛿 = 0.5, 𝛾𝛾 = 1.6, 𝑔𝑔 = 10, 𝐴𝐴 = 1, 𝐵𝐵 = 0.55, at the moments 𝑇𝑇0 =
0, 𝑇𝑇1 = 15⁄4 , 𝑇𝑇2 = 30⁄4 , 𝑇𝑇3 = 45⁄4. Markers Маркеры 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖 depict the place of the peak 𝑏𝑏0
when the disturbance propagates the to right, 𝑖𝑖𝑏𝑏 – when the disturbance propagates the to left.

As a result of the studies, it was shown that the longitudinal wave in the viscoelastic
metamaterial, defined as the mass-in-mass chain, has dispersion and frequency-dependent
attenuation. The evolution of the wave profile is analyzed, both in the low-frequency and in the
high-frequency ranges.
Summary
The models "mass-in-mass" and "damper-in-mass" constructed in this work are free from the
drawbacks inherent in a number of other mechanical models of metamaterials: they free from the
need to endow deformable bodies with negative mass, density and (or) negative modulus of
elasticity.
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Abstract. The paper deals with the issue of safe operation of technological equipment with a defect
in the base metal of the delamination type. Mathematical modeling of the stress-strain state in the
defect zone by the finite element method in ANSYS software package is carried out. The article
presents and analyzes the obtained graphs of the distribution of stress intensity factors. Based on
the analysis of the obtained dependences, it is shown that stratification of the base metal does not
have a significant effect on the performance of the process equipment.
Currently, equipment for potentially hazardous chemical, petrochemical, oil and gas processing
industries is worn out by 80-90%. This leads to a decrease in the reliability and durability of
equipment and, in turn, to an increase in industrial accidents [1,2,6,7,11].
Equipment for chemical, petrochemical, oil and gas processing industries is made mainly of
various types of metals. The causes of emergencies are mainly associated with formation and
development of defects that may appear not only during operation, but may also be initially present
in the metal of the equipment that was not noticed during the incoming inspection [1,4,7,8]. All
this can lead to depressurization of technological equipment, release and spill of explosive and fire
hazardous substances.
Defects and destruction of materials can be caused by metallurgical reasons, when there are
defects in the workpieces.
One of the most dangerous defects of metallurgical origin, leading to accidents, is a crack-like
defect such as delamination of the base metal or welded joint [4,9,10].
In literary sources, there are several definitions of delamination, among which the most accurate
and complete is the following: delamination is an internal discontinuity of the base metal of the
equipment wall, oriented in the direction of the fiber, which occurs during processing of an ingot
with pressure, which had shrinkage cavities or looseness, as well as when rolling of non-metallic
inclusions and gas bubbles.
According to the normative technical documentation, the main measures to ensure safe
operation of technological equipment are their timely technical diagnostics during manufacture,
during operation and at the end of their service life [2].
When carrying out technical diagnostics, an important step is to carry out non-destructive
testing of the base metal and welded joints of technological equipment. Non-destructive testing
during technical diagnostics allows detecting defects without violating their suitability for intended
use at all stages of the equipment life cycle.

Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license. Any further distribution of
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As noted earlier, the most acceptable method for detecting delamination is the ultrasonic
method of non-destructive testing [9, 10].
In accordance with federal norms and rules in the field of industrial safety, if a crack-like defect
of delamination type is detected during technical diagnostics of technological equipment, then
operation of such equipment must be prohibited, since this defect is unacceptable.
Usually, the operation of such equipment is possible after repair by removing the defective area
and welding in its place a so-called patch from a similar material or replacing this equipment. Both
options are associated with withdrawal of the equipment for a long time from technological process
and shutdown of production, which is not always the correct and reasonable decision, especially
in modern economic conditions.
The accumulated experience in the field of fracture mechanics and automated analysis enables
modeling and assessing the possibility of conditions for further operation of technological
equipment with a delamination type defect [3,5,9,10].
Mathematical modeling of the stress-strain state in the defect zone was carried out by the finite
element method implemented in ANSYS software package.
ANSYS is a unique finite element system that covers many phenomena of a different physical
nature, such as fluid dynamics, strength, electromagnetism, and thermal physics. It has the ability
to solve related problems that combine all the listed types of phenomena. The standard calculation
procedure is divided into three stages: building a model; application of loads and obtaining a
solution; viewing and analysis of results. It has been established that the main criterion parameter
for analyzing brittle and quasi-brittle fractures, where the operating temperature does not exceed
the first critical one, is the stress intensity factor K (SIF).
For example, with the help of ANSYS software package [9], the possibility of safe operation of
equipment with delamination of the base metal, depending on the ratio of delamination length to
the length of the shell of the equipment body, was considered. The calculation results showed that
the maximum values relative to other stress intensity factors reach the stress intensity factors of
the second type - KII.
In work [10], the possibility of safe operation of equipment with stratification of the base metal,
depending on the depth of its occurrence in the base metal, was considered, modeling was also
carried out in ANSYS software package. The data obtained show that the maximum values relative
to other stress intensity factors are reached by the stress intensity factors of the second type - KII
(longitudinal shear crack) located closer to the inner wall of the shell.
According to the results of the above calculations, it was established [3,5,9,10] that the values
of the stress intensity factors were small compared to the critical ones for a given material, further
growth of a delamination-type defect was excluded, which meant that delamination did not
significantly affect the load-carrying capacity of the equipment.
It should be noted that the above works were carried out under the same conditions, simulation
parameters and were interrelated [9, 10]. In particular, a model of a half shell was considered with
the corresponding boundary conditions recorded on the plane of symmetry. To simulate the
reaction of bottoms, the corresponding tensile stresses were applied to the end planes. The
modeling did not take into account the effect of stress concentrators (joints, fittings, supports, etc.).
To create the correct mesh in the delamination front area, 2-D elements with offset central nodes
(in order to implement the shape function with a root feature) PLANE82 and 3-D elements
SOLID186 with the addition of contact elements CONTA174 and TARGE170 were used. A
nonlinear contact static problem was solved without taking into account plastic deformations in
the delamination front zone.
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The purpose of this work is to continue the development of a method for determining
parameters of fracture mechanics KI, II, III and to create a system for their automated calculation
to predict the resource of technological equipment with crack-like defects such as delamination,
other things being equal, a different ratio of delamination axes relative to the shell axis is
considered.

Fig. 1. Calculated values of stress intensity factor KI for different ratios of delamination axes
relative to the shell axis.

Fig. 2. Calculated values of stress intensity factor KII for different ratios of delamination axes
relative to the shell axis
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Fig. 3. Calculated values of stress intensity factor KIII at various ratios of delamination axes
relative to the shell axis
Figures 1, 2, 3 show the calculated values of stress intensity factors (SIF) KI, KII and KIII for
7 points along the delamination front located every 30 deg from 0 to 90 deg relative to the
delamination axis passing along the normal to the plane through its center. The values of stress
intensity factors were obtained at various ratios of delamination axes (relative to the shell axis)
from 1/6 to 6/1. The obtained calculation results showed that the maximum values of the stress
intensity factors relative to others were reached by the KIII-transverse shear crack oriented in the
annular direction.
Analysis of the obtained dependences and the previously obtained results [9, 10] enables one
to conclude that, all other things being equal, the stress intensity factors SIF II and III prevail,
which means that a delamination type defect does not have a significant effect on the bearing
capacity of the equipment while it is local and does not spread.
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Abstract. The development of trunk pipelines network, taking into accont their operation in
difficult climatic conditions, leads to the creation and the development of non-destructive testing
methods to control the stress-strain state of the pipe itself, as well as welded joints. This work
presents the results of studies of the microstructure, as well as the mechanical and magnetic
characteristics of the metal cut from different zones of the welded joint of X80 strength class pipe
steel.
Introduction
The use of high-strength pipe steels with strength grade X80 and higher, can reduce the metal
consumption of main gas pipelines and reduce costs during their construction [1]. Currently, highstrength pipe steels of strength grade X80 are increasingly used in the construction of gas pipelines
in areas with harsh climatic conditions and unstable soils, including seismic zones [2-5].
It is well known that most often the centers of destruction of metal structures, including main
pipelines, are precisely welded joints, in particular the heat-affected zone (HAZ). Violation of the
strength of welded joints of pipelines occurs because of the two main reasons. The first one is the
presence of defects. And the second - due to the action of stresses [6-9].
Several zones could be distinguished in welded structures: the base metal, the weld and the
HAZ. Differences in their structure, physical and mechanical properties, and the level of residual
stresses determine the fact that in the process of manufacturing and operation, the material of
different sections of welded structures will react differently to the action of applied loads. In this
regard, the development of methods for assessing changes in the stress-strain state in various zones
of welded steel structures at the stages of their manufacture and operation is an urgent problem of
non-destructive testing.
In this work, we investigated the structure and mechanical and magnetic properties of the metal
of various zones of the welded joint of steel of strength grade X80 under the conditions of applied
loads in order to determine the possibility of using magnetic methods to assess the changes
occurring in the material of welded pipes of large diameter during manufacture and operation.
Materials and methods
The studies were carried out on samples cut along the rolling direction, i.e. along the weld joint,
from base metal, HAZ material and weld metal. This pipe steel was produced by controlled rolling
method and with the strength grade of X80 (1420 mm diameter and 21.6 mm wall thickness)
(according to API standard). Samples cut from the HAZ material were cut at a distance of about
10 mm from the weld. The chemical composition of the investigated materials is given in Table 1.
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license. Any further distribution of
this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI. Published under license by Materials
Research Forum LLC.
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The appearance of the welded joint is shown in Fig. 1. Dotted lines in fig. 1 these are the lines
along which the microhardness distribution was measured. The microhardness HV0.05 of the
samples in the cross section was determined on a Shimadzu microhardness tester with a load on
the indenter of 0.49 N. The results of microhardness measurements will be shown below on Fig.
4.
To carry out microstructural studies, thin sections were prepared on the cross section of the
samples. The microstructure of the obtained samples was investigated using optical and electron
microscopy techniques, as well as by electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD analysis). To
perform these tasks, a NEOPHOT-21 optical microscope and a Tescan scanning electron
microscope equipped with Advanced AZtecHKL diffraction (EBSD) analysis system were used.
Table 1. Chemical composition of the investigated materials (mas. %)
Zone
С
Base
metal
and
0,083
HAZ
metal
Weld
0,077
material

Si

Mn

P

S

Сr

Ni

Mo

Nb

V

Ti

0,21

1,77

0,009

0,001

0,101

0,243

0,144

0,040

0,002

0.009

0,35

1,66

0,011

0,002

0,079

0,286

0,338

0,02

0,003

0.011

Mechanical properties (yield stress σY, ultimate strength σU, relative elongation δ and relative
contraction ψ) of the materials under the study were determined in accordance with GOST 149784 by carrying out uniaxial tensile tests of longitudinal specimens on a Tinius Olsen SL-60 testing
machine at room temperature. The tensile elongation of the samples was determined contactlessly
using a La Vision video extensometer.

Fig. 1. The appearance of the investigated welded joint of steel of strength class X80
The influence of elastic deformation according to the uniaxial tension scheme on the behavior
of the magnetic characteristics of the metal of separate zones of the welded joint of steel of strength
class X80 was investigated.
The tests were carried out at room temperature on a universal testing machine with a maximum
tensile force of 50 kN. Upon reaching a certain degree of deformation, the loading process was
suspended without unloading the sample, and magnetic hysteresis loops were recorded using a
Remagraph C-500 magnetic measuring complex. Magnetic measurements were carried out in a
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closed magnetic circuit according to the permeameter scheme. A magnetic field with an intensity
of up to 500 A / cm was applied along the axis of the sample. The values of the coercive force Нс,
residual induction Br, and maximum magnetic permeability µmax were determined from the
magnetic hysteresis loops. The error in measuring the field and induction did not exceed 3%.
Before and after each measurement of the magnetic properties, the sample was demagnetized. By
differentiating the descending branches of the magnetic hysteresis loops, the field dependences of
the differential magnetic permeability µdiff were obtained.
Results and its discussion
The results of metallographic studies are shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Microstructure of steel with the strength grade X80: а –Base metal; b – HAZ metal; cweld material.
The structure of the base metal of a pipe made of steel of strength grade X80 consists of a
mixture of fine quasi-polygonal ferrite, and globular bainite (see Fig. 2a). As it is shown in [10],
to create steel with such a morphology, a fine austenite grain structure should be formed, which is
achieved by microalloying of niobium, vanadium, and titanium. Nb, V and Ti leads to the
formation of carbides that contribute to precipitation hardening of steel [1]. For steels of strength
grades X80-X100, and higher a fine-dispersed structure mostly consists of bainite, sometimes
ferrite and bainite [1] is characteristically. And such structure helps to achieve high strength and
good cold resistance even at large thicknesses of rolled products. But to get these some conditions
have to be met [2, 10]: reduction of carbon content (0.04-0.08%); the introduction of such alloying
elements Mn, Mo, Ni, Cr, Cu; complex microalloying with Nb, Ti, V; reduction of the content of
harmful impurities (≤0.002% S; ≤0.010% P); the use of accelerated cooling after rolling in
controlled modes.
The HAZ material of the studied steel is characterized by the presence of a zone of coarser grain
(Fig.2b). The reason for the appearance of a coarse-grained structure immediately adjacent to the
fusion line is heating to temperatures at which the majority of carbide particles dissolve, which are
effective barriers to inhibiting grain growth [11]. In addition to lath bainite, the structure contains
acicular and globular bainite. The weld material (Fig. 2c) of steel of strength class X80 is
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characterized by greater dispersion in comparison with the base metal and HAZ material, and has
such components as acicular bainite, ferrite and martensite-austenitic component. Due to the
greater dispersion and differences in the chemical composition (see Table 1) of the weld material,
the hardness of the weld material exceeds the values of the hardness of the base metal and the HAZ
material (see Table 2). Fig. 2 also demonstrates the results of EBSD analysis of the investigated
materials. And it is obvious that all the conclusions made from the optical microscopy is proved
by these pictures.
Table 2 shows the mechanical (strength, microhardness and plasticity) and magnetic (coercitive
force, remanente, maximal magnetic permeability, and saturation magnetization), characteristics
of the metal of various zones of the welded pipe. For a pipe made of steel of strength class X80,
the strength characteristics (σY and σU) of the weld metal are almost 10% higher than the similar
characteristics of the base metal. Different zones of the welded joint of pipes have practically the
same value of σY / σU, which indicates the equal strength of the welded joint in this material.
In fig. 3 shows the distribution of hardness over the section of the weld. It is clearly seen from
the distribution that in the region of the transition from the weld material to the HAZ zone, a
decrease in hardness values is observed even below the level of the hardness values of the base
metal. The level of strength characteristics for these metals is practically the same.
The level of magnetic characteristics measured in the initial state on all the samples under study
is also shown in Table 2. According to classical concepts, the level of magnetic properties
correlates well with magnetic parameters [12]. The largest value of the coercive force (and the
smallest for the residual induction and maximum magnetic permeability) is observed just for the
weld material with the highest values of strength properties.
Table 2. Mechanical and magnetic properties of investigated materials
Zone

σY, [MPa] σU, [MPa] δ, %

σY / σU

Base metal

595

650

14,7

0,91

Weld material

640

710

14,8

0,90

HAZ metal

600

680

14,2

0,88

HV0,05 Нс, [A/cm] Br, [T]
260
7,1
1,125
320
10,6
1,063
235

7,1

1,127

µmax
744
544
760

Fig. 3. The hardness distribution across the weld joint. The measurement lines are shown on
Fig.1.
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Fig. 4 shows the field dependences of the differential magnetic permeability of the material of
individual zones of the welded joint. It is clearly seen that the peaks from the HAZ material and
the base metal are located in the same fields, since they have practically equal strength properties,
and the values of their coercive forces coincide. The peak in the field dependence of the differential
magnetic permeability, corresponding to the material of the weld of steel X80, lies in stronger
fields, possibly due to the greater alloying and dispersion of the structure of this material. There
by, the application of field dependences and it’s parameters makes it possible to obtain the
necessarily information about the state of individual components of the welded joint. If to compare
with the information from main characteristics determined from the magnetic hysteresis loop (Нс,
Br and µmax) – they reflect an integral state from the entire analyzed volume.
In fig. 5 shows the dependences of the magnetic characteristics on the level of applied normal
stresses during elastic deformation.
As can be seen from Fig. 5, the values of the magnetic characteristics of the materials of the
heat-affected zone and the base metal of the steel are approximately at the same level. The values
of the coercive force of the weld metal, both in the initial state and in the entire range of applied
stresses, exceed the values of the coercive forces for the base metal and HAZ material. Perhaps
this is due to the greater dispersion of the structural components of the weld.

Fig. 4. Field dependences of differential magnetic permeability of different
zone of welded pipe with strength grade X80.

Fig. 5. The dependences of magnetic characteristics of base metal (■), weld material (▲), and
HAZ metal (○) on the normal applied stresses.
The dependences Нс (σ), Br (σ) and µmax (σ) of all the samples under study exhibit extrema in
the region σ ≈ 150–250 MPa. The experimentally obtained non-monotonic dependence of Нс (σ),
Br (σ) and µmax (σ) in the elastic region can be represented as a result of the action of a number of
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factors. In particular, stretching of samples in the elastic region leads to the formation of a magnetic
stress texture, also called induced magnetic anisotropy [13]. Thus, the studied magnetic
characteristics of all investigated materials unambiguously change at normal stress values in the
range from -200 MPa to +200 MPa, and these parameters can be used for magnetic control of
normal stresses and elastic deformations in trunk pipelines. It should be noted that the established
range of applied stresses is several times higher than the working pressure for modern pipelines,
which, according to [14], is 10-15 MPa.
Conclusion
It is shown that the weld material of the investigated steel has a greater dispersion in relation to
the base metal, and even more so to the HAZ material, where a coarse-grained structure is formed.
It was found that the values of the field of the maximum differential permeability on the field
dependences correlate with different structural states and the level of physical and mechanical
properties of individual zones of welded joints. This can be the basis for further development of a
methodology for diagnosing the deviation of the structure and level of physical and mechanical
properties of the material from the required state and identifying the most dangerous zones of the
welded joint from the point of view of the possibility of brittle fracture.
At the level of normal stresses from -200 to 200 MPa, not exceeding 0.4 of the yield point, the
coercive force, residual induction and maximum magnetic permeability of the metal from all zones
of the welded joint behave unambiguously, which makes it possible to use them as parameters for
assessing the stress the deformed state of individual zones of welded joints of large-diameter pipes.
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Abstract. A correlation is established between the length of the propagating crack in electrically
conductive flat specimens and the change in the field of electric potentials over the surface of the
specimen when an electric current is passed through it. The experimental data correspond to the
analytical solution in a two-dimensional formulation obtained by means of a conformal mapping.
Work can be attributed to the field of converting mechanical values into electrical ones. This
transformation simplifies the process of recording mechanical processes and provides a convenient
form of their control. The work is aimed at automatic control of the process of fracture of
electrically conductive materials.
Introduction
At present, theoretical and experimental methods of fracture control are being actively developed,
for example, based on the analysis of changes in the electromagnetic field [1] or lines of equal
potential when passing an electric current through the material [2].In principle, such methods of
converting mechanical quantities into electrical ones are capable of providing automatic control of
the process of mechanical testing of specimens for fracture toughness and control over the
occurrence and propagation of cracks in structural elements operating under load.
This work is aimed at calculating and automatic registration of the occurrence and position of
a crack in electrically conductive materials or materials with such a coating. The combination of
analytical solutions and automatic crack registration is the main difference from the existing
techniques in this area [3–6]. The basis of the work is to establish a one-to-one correspondence
between the position of the crack and the geometry of the distribution of equipotential lines in the
specimen when an electric current is passed through it. The crack is assumed to be rectilinear,
inclined at an arbitrary angle to the boundary of the strip (hereinafter referred to as "sample") made
of conductive material. The geometry of the equipotential lines does not depend on the electrical
resistance of the material and the magnitude of the current passed through it, since these quantities
are not included in the Laplace equations describing the positions of the equipotential lines [2].
The technique does not require preliminary experimental calibration of the crack position; it is
provided by calculations performed on the basis of analytical solutions by the method of conformal
mappings. Experimental modeling was carried out on sheet thermally split graphite, and laboratory
tests – on sheet material made of aluminum alloy.
Analytical solution
Consider a rectangular strip L×H, of electrically conductive material, located with its extended
side L along the axis x, containing a rectilinear edge crack directed at an angle α to the axis x and
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license. Any further distribution of
this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI. Published under license by Materials
Research Forum LLC.
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with length l, l <<H<<L. Assume that the crack size l is small compared with the characteristic
width of the strip H. It is known that the crack increases in its length. It is necessary to determine
the dependence of the change in the geometry of equipotential lines during the growth of the crack
at a constant value of the potential difference at the ends of the strip (Fig. 1a, Fig. 1b).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) – the case of a crack perpendicular, α = 90о, to the sample boundary, (b) – the case
of an arbitrary inclination α of the crack to the boundary.
Due the l <<H, we will assume that the equipotential lines at the upper boundary of the band
are parallel and we will further consider the half-plane. As in the case of the perpendicular crack
in Fig. 1a [2], we will use the conformal mapping method.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) – experimentally obtained equipotential lines passing through point O (100, 100),
at different lengths l of an oblique crack in a specimen of sheet thermally split graphite 100
mm vertically wide, 320 mm horizontally long and 1.5 mm thick; (b) – calculated lines, О
(100, ∞).
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The conformal mapping, which translates the half-plane into our desired half-plane with the
1−

α

αz  π

crack, has the form [7, 8]: w =
ξ + iη . It is known that the
x + iy, z =
l ( z − 1) 1 −
 , w=
 π −α 
solution of the Laplace equation for equipotential lines is invariant under conformal mapping. Fig.
2a and Fig. 2b present examples of the behavior of the fixed line as the crack length increases.
The theoretical part of the work consists in determining the velocity of the point N along the
axis x at the level of the upper edge of the sample (Fig. 3b, Fig. 4a) belonging to the equipotential
line passing through a predetermined fixed point M, (Fig. 4a). For this purpose, let us define the
real and imaginary parts of mapping (Eq. 1):
α
π

α

α
α
1−
α
α
 α 
 α 
θ 2  , y (ξ ,η ) l ρ1π ρ 2 π sin  θ1 + 1 −  θ 2 
cos  θ1 + 1 − =
 π 
 π 
π
π
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η
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η
2


2
arctg 
(ξ − 1) + η 2 , θ=1 arctg 
2
2
 − 1 − ξ  + η , θ=
 , ρ=
π −α  α
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 π −1− ξ
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1

α
π
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.

Each equipotential line is parameterized by η as a one-parameter curve with an individual
number ξ = Const .Then it is necessary to determine which curve passes through point M for a
given crack length l , and which coordinate x it will have at the level of y = H . From the condition
that the equipotential line passes through both points M and N, we find the position along x at the
level of y = H .
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In order to solve the system (Eq. 2), let us assume specific values for the positions of control
π
points at the outer edge and at a distance H from it, η M= 0, η H= 1, A= 0, a=
−1
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is reversible and we can express the number of the equipotential line
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passing through the x-axis as a function of the dimensionless crack length: ξ = f ( l xm ) . In each
special case, the function f can be obtained numerically, and in the case of a = 2 , (it corresponds
to a crack slope angle of 60 degrees), it can be calculated analytically by the Ferrary-Cardano
method.
As a result, we obtain the dependence of the coordinate of the second end of this equipotential
line at distance H from the bottom edge:
1

1
a

2
2
2
a +1 
2  a +1
2






 l 
1  l 
x
l 
1
H 
=
  f   − 1 + 1 1 − f    +    −   
xm xm    xm  
  a  xm    a  
 l  

 


 .

Experiments
As already mentioned, the distribution of electric potentials in the specimen is established by an
analytical solution based on the use of a conformal mapping in a two-dimensional formulation,
and the calculation results are compared with the experimental data (Fig. 2, Fig. 3). This opens up
the possibility of establishing a one-to-one correspondence of the geometry of the developing crack
with the geometry of the distribution of electric potentials and automatic control of experiments
related to the propagation of a crack in the material of the specimen [2], and, in the future, in real
structure elements.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3. Scheme of the arrangement of equipotential lines over the surface of a flat specimen
when passing through it an electric current, shown by arrows: (a) – a specimen without a
crack, (b) – with a lateral crack of length l, perpendicular to the lower edge of the specimen;
(c) – the position of the equipotential lines passing through the point (0.10) – in millimeters, –
depending on the lengths of the lateral crack (indicated in the graph field) with the specimen
width (along the height of the figure) 100 millimeters: solid lines – the results of the analytical
solution, " points " – determination of the position of equipotential lines experimentally.
The scheme of tracking the change in the coordinate x of the "exit" of the equipotential line
passing through the fixed point of contact M located at the beginning of the crack to the upper
edge of the sample is shown in Fig. 4a. A fixed measuring contact is placed at point M. By moving
the movable measuring contact along the upper edge of the specimen, its position is found at which
the voltage between the points M and N (x1) is zero, which is controlled by the readings of the
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voltmeter V. In this case, points M and N will be on the same equipotential line. An increase in
the crack length from l1 to l2 by Δl leads to a change in the geometry of the potential field and,
therefore, the equipotential line passing through the point M will take the position MN´. On the
edge there will be a new point N´, different in position from point N, such that there will be no
voltage between M and N´. The new position N´ (x2) of the movable contact is found by moving
the contact from point N to Δx along the edge of the specimen. Thus, a one-to-one correspondence
is established between the increment in the crack length Δl = l2– l1 and the displacement of the
contact Δx = x2– x1. Moving a contact can be done either manually or automatically. In Fig. 4b
shows the results obtained manually, automatically, and by calculation.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Scheme for converting the value of the growth of the crack length Δl into the movement
of the movable contact Δx (a); (b) – dependences of the displacement x of the movable
measuring contact on the length of the lateral crack l, obtained manually, automatically and by
calculation.
The dependencies shown in Fig. 4b are, in essence, calibration.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. A device for carrying out model experiments related to determining the distribution of
electrical potentials over the surface of the specimen (a); (b) – electro-mechanical part of a
laboratory device for automatic recording of the crack length. 1 –specimen, 2 – current leads, 3
– crack, 4 – fixed contact, 5 – movable contact, 6 – reversible electric motor.
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The experimental obtaining of "points" on the graph (Fig. 4b) was carried out in a model version
on a strip of sheet thermally split graphite. A direct current was passed through the sample using
current leads 2 (Fig. 5a) providing a uniform current distribution over the ends of the specimen.
The lateral crack was simulated by cut 3."Manually" the position of the movable contact was
determined with a caliper, and the corresponding points are plotted on the graph in Fig. 4b. The
automatic device for experiments is based on an industrial two-coordinate recorder H307, adapted
for the tasks under consideration. Fixed contact 4 was fixed at the beginning of the crack, through
which the initial line of equal potential passed. The other “end” of this line went out to the upper
(according to Fig. 1 – 4a) edge of the specimen. Its position was also determined automatically.
The voltage supplied from the fixed - movable contacts to the input "x" of the recorder controlled
the movement of the recorder carriage with the movable contact fixed on it and brought it by the
modified recorder circuit to the equipotential line passing through the fixed contact, every time the
crack length changed. A specially added multi-start potentiometer, connected with the carriage
movement mechanism, included in the bridge electrical circuit, made it possible to obtain at the
output of the system electrical voltages corresponding to the position of the carriage. These
voltages are a function of the crack length. Carriage positions in the form of "points" are shown in
Fig. 4b ("automatic" measurements).
Similar to the model version, (Fig. 5a) a laboratory device was manufactured (Fig. 5b) for
automatic measurement of the crack length in sheet specimens made of conductive materials or
with such a coating. Tests with automatic registration of the fatigue crack length in a specimen of
aluminum alloy D16 are shown in Fig. 5b.
Summary
In this work, solutions of the tasks of the distribution of equipotential lines in flat specimens by
passing an electric current through them are obtained in a two-dimensional formulation. Analytical
solutions are based on conformal mappings for specimens with different orientations of edge
cracks.
The distributions of equipotential lines were also obtained experimentally on similar specimens
of electrically conductive thermally split graphite on a specially made simulator.
The numerical results obtained on the basis of analytical solutions and the results obtained
experimentally coincide with the accuracy acceptable for practice. These coincident results make
it possible to abandon the procedure for calibrating specimens before testing.
Developed, manufactured and used one of the possible electronic-mechanical device for
automatic registration of the crack length in conductive materials or with such a coating.
Laboratory tests with a developing fatigue crack were carried out on sheet D16 aluminum alloy.
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Abstract. The article presents the results of research in the direction of improving technological
equipment for internal threading of parts in a flexible automated production. Methods for assessing
the operational and technological reliability of a flexible manufacturing module (FMM) of thread
processing are considered, which can be used as the basis for the developed method of synthesis
of its elements. It is proposed to consider the technological system of the flexible manufacturing
module (FMM) of thread processing as a system in which transitions from state to state occur
under the action of the simplest flows with parameters of the transition probabilities of a
continuous Markov chain. The developed mathematical model describing the state of the FMM
taking into account the failures of the functioning of its elements, parametric failures, as well as
taking into account the recovery after these types of failures, makes it possible to reflect the
influence on the operation of the module of the parameters of the flows of failures and restorations
of the tool, machine tool, fixture, loading device. The solution of the obtained systems of equations
of final probabilities allows for given (or experimentally obtained) intensities of failure streams
(functioning and parametric) for FMM threading to obtain the values of the probability of failurefree operation, as well as the probabilities of finding the system in an inoperative state due to
corresponding failures. The measures taken make it possible to solve the synthesis problem at the
level of structural and layout optimization, so that at the stage of parametric synthesis to determine
the elements that are vulnerable according to the developed criterion, the improvement of which
will lead to the creation of the most efficient system.
Introduction
The creation of effective technological equipment for flexible manufacturing modules (FMM) for
automated thread processing based on such modern technological elements as a machine tool, a
tool, a fixture, a loading device should be carried out at the level of new requirements and is
associated with obtaining an economic effect by increasing processing productivity and improving
the quality of products. When creating elements of flexible manufacturing modules (FMM) for
small-sized internal threading, one should take into account the effect of failure streams
(parametric and functional) on the output of the system. It is necessary to describe the process of
formation of indicators of operational and technological reliability as a result of their interaction
in the real conditions of the operation of threading equipment. The impact of operational reliability
on productivity and economic efficiency is assessed by introducing the availability factor or the
technical utilization factor [1, 2]. Obtaining this estimate is of practical interest, but it does not
take into account all aspects related to parametric failures of various elements.

Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license. Any further distribution of
this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI. Published under license by Materials
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In [2], a performance model is proposed based on taking into account sudden failures of
elements of a technological system, assuming Poisson reliability laws, and an exponential
distribution of the recovery time. At the same time, steady-state probabilities exist and the known
results of the mathematical theory of queuing were used to determine them [3]. Such an approach
to the construction of mathematical models is useful at the preliminary stage of system synthesis,
but for assessing the efficiency of the FMM at the last stages of parametric synthesis, such an
indicator is clearly insufficient due to the assumptions about the homogeneity of the system
elements in terms of failures and maintenance.
Methods for analytical assessment of the technological reliability of elements are usually based
on mathematical models of changes in processing accuracy over time [4, 5]. Models [1, 6] have
been developed for the analysis and forecasting of reliability, which creates the possibility of
finding ways to reduce the influence of errors on the change in reliability and the impact on it not
only by organizational, but also by design methods. It is advisable to use this approach in the
synthesis of FMM for thread processing at the stage of assessing the intensity of parametric failures
of technological elements by choosing the main types of initial errors. For the processes of cutting
internal threads, it is necessary to determine the main parameters of processing accuracy, to
develop a methodology for their assessment.
Studies of the technological reliability of thread-cutting equipment are given in [7], where a
hypothesis about the mechanism of size formation when working with a tap is proposed, according
to which the profile on the product is formed as a result of the "transfer" of the tool size during
cutting. The author theoretically and experimentally proved that at the achieved level of accuracy
of the technological system, cutting of precise threads can be performed if it is possible to create
optimal designs of taps, tap holders, bearing spindles and the machine tools themselves. The
approach used by researchers [8, 9] allows predicting the accuracy of threaded holes when
processing various materials and developing practical recommendations. The methods for
determining the precision parameters of the thread can be taken as a basis for determining the
characteristics of the technological reliability of the FMM elements for thread processing.
Studies of the operational reliability of threading equipment [10, 11, 12] have shown that as a
result of breakage, 50...70% of cutting taps with sizes M2...M6 fail. Ranking by the specific weight
of failures indicates that tools are in the first place, then, respectively, mechanical units, electrical
and hydraulic equipment [13]. As measures to improve the reliability of the tool, it is necessary to
increase its durability, strength, pay more attention to the choice of its design, operating modes.
Currently, many designs of taps and cutting patterns are known [14]. A number of studies of the
process of thread rolling with chipless, plastic deforming taps (PDT) have been carried out. The
difference between cutting and rolling is that in the first case, the thread is formed by cutting out
the metal, and in the second – by extrusion, that is, without the formation of chips, which is one of
the advantages of the rolling method, especially when processing blind threads. Research and
development [15], as well as standards for chipless taps, based on the results of [11], played a
significant role in the popularization and implementation of the new method. Contradictory
opinions can be found on the issue of PDT reliability. Some authors do not get an increase in the
durability of a rolling tool in comparison with a cutting one, while others get an increase of 10 ...
20 times. Studies [12] found that thread rolling is the more efficient, the smaller the thread size.
For example, when rolling M3...M4 threads in workpieces made of viscous materials, it is possible
to obtain a tenfold increase in tool life, but with an increase in diameter, the difference in resistance
sharply decreases and for M10...M12 threads, no advantages in durability are observed.
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Thus, the recommendations of the researchers are mainly intended and effective for narrow
areas, which makes it difficult to use them in the new conditions that are characteristic of flexible
automated production. These features should be taken into account when creating PDT elements
for internal threading.
Main part
FMM threading is a technical dynamic system, as it has the following features: the module consists
of separate interacting subsystems; the state of the subsystems and the module as a whole changes
over time; each subsystem and module as a whole is characterized by its current state, history of
development [16, 17].
On the basis of the assumptions made, to assess the options for the selected structures, it is
necessary to consider the features of the occurrence of operational failures and parametric failures,
that is, the operational and technological reliability of the module. Each element of the
technological system can have different recovery rates µ, as well as different failure rates λ,
therefore, different reliability. In this case, a more complex element with the same λ can have a
lower value of µ (lower reliability), or with the same µ a larger value of λ than a less complex
element. This must be taken into account when choosing the criteria for evaluating the
effectiveness of the module.
Considering the threading module as a discrete system, let us assume that the elements fail
independently of each other, and each element is restored after failure. We will assume that the
initial properties of an element do not in any way affect the reliability of other elements. The
moments of failure of each element form the recovery process, and by virtue of our assumptions,
these processes are independent. Let us denote by Fk(t) the distribution law of the lifetime of the
k-th technological element. We assume that these laws have a continuous density fk(t) and that
there is an average lifetime of a technological element Tk and its variance σk2.
Since the elements in the module system are connected in series (in terms of reliability), the
failure of any element causes the system to fail. The appearance of failures in one section of time
does not change the probability of occurrence of any number of failures in another section that
does not intersect with the first. From these physical considerations it follows that under the above
assumptions, there should be no aftereffect in the flow of failures of the technological system of
the module. In addition, we assumed above that the distribution laws Fk(t) have continuous
densities. Hence it follows that H(t) – the average number of failures – is continuous and the flow
of failures of the module system is ordinary, that is, the probability of two failures occurring
simultaneously is zero. In queuing theory, it is proved that an ordinary flow with a continuous
function H(t) , in which there is no sequence, is the simplest non-stationary flow. This means that
the probability of occurrence of n failures in any section (t1, t2) is expressed by the formula

Pn(t1,t2) =

[𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡2 )−𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡1 )]𝑛𝑛
𝑛𝑛!

𝑒𝑒 −[𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡2 )−𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡1 )]

(1)

and for any system of non-overlapping intervals, the events consisting in the appearance of a
given number of failures at each interval are independent. So, it has been shown that under fairly
general conditions the flow of failures of the technological system of the module will be the
simplest non-stationary flow. It can be seen from the previous formula that the number of failures
at each interval is distributed according to Poisson's law (Poisson flow with a variable parameter).
This variable is the failure rate λ(t). Then the formula Eq. 1 can be written as:
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(2)

.

If on the segment (t, t+τ) the function λ(t) is approximately linear, then a good agreement for
these probabilities gives the equality:
𝑃𝑃𝑛𝑛(t1,t2) ≈

𝜏𝜏
2

[𝜆𝜆(𝑡𝑡+ )𝜏𝜏]𝑛𝑛
𝑛𝑛!

𝜏𝜏

𝑒𝑒 𝜆𝜆(𝑡𝑡+2)𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 .

(3)

If the function λ(t) on this segment is approximately constant, λ (t) ≈ λ, then
Pn(t1,t+τ)≈

(𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆)𝑛𝑛
𝑛𝑛!

𝑒𝑒 −𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆 .

(4)

Since λ(t) almost does not change in the sections between adjacent failures, the average time
until the first failure of a technological element is expressed by the approximate formula:
���� ≈ 1/ 𝜆𝜆(𝑡𝑡).
𝑇𝑇р

As a rule, the operation of the FMM technological system continues for a long time, as a result
of which the elements (machine, tool, fixture, loading device) can fail several times. So, the tool
in the process of weekly operation fails on average 120 ... 140 times. Under these conditions, the
recovery processes become stationary and, therefore, the flow of system failures is also steadystate.
Tk′, the failure
Since the recovery densities for each element tend to the limits 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 µ𝑘𝑘 (𝑡𝑡) = 1/ ����
𝑡𝑡→∞
rate of the system has a limit 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝜆𝜆(𝑡𝑡) = 𝜆𝜆0 = ∑𝑚𝑚 1/ ����
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇′ , where m is the number of
𝑘𝑘=1

𝑡𝑡→∞

technological elements. In this case, the flow of the system becomes a Poisson flow with a constant
parameter, that is, the simplest flow. For this flow, the probability of occurrence of n failures in a
section of time of duration τ does not depend on the position of this section and is expressed by
the formula:
Pn(τ)=

(𝜆𝜆0 𝜏𝜏)𝑛𝑛
𝑛𝑛!

= 𝑒𝑒 −𝜆𝜆0 𝜏𝜏 .

(5)

In particular, the probability of failure-free operation of the module system during time τ is
equal to P0(τ)=𝑒𝑒 −𝜆𝜆0𝜏𝜏 , therefore, the mean time of failure-free operation is 𝑇𝑇� = 1/ 𝜆𝜆0. Since the
number of failures occurring in a given time interval has a Poisson distribution, the time between
failures has an exponential distribution, that is, the reliability of each technological element in the
module system obeys an exponential law:

Fk(t)=1-𝑒𝑒 −𝜆𝜆𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡 .

(6)

The recovery process for each element will form the simplest flow and the module system
recovery flow as the sum of the simplest flows will also be the simplest flow.
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The above arguments and reasoning are quite fair when considering the operational reliability
(failures of functioning) of the technological system of FMM thread processing. To analyze the
technological reliability (parametric failures) of the system, it is necessary to take into account the
effect of such factors as cutting forces (fast processes), wear of the tool, fixture, loading device
(medium speed processes), wear of the table guides, spindle bearings, fixing elements of the fixture
(slow processes).
Taking into account the above arguments, we will consider the technological system of FMM
threading as a physical discrete system that can be in the states S0, S1, S2, S3, S4. State S0
characterizes the normal functioning of the module in the absence of failures.
In the S1 state, the replacement of a failed tool is required due to the flow of failures of its
functioning with the intensity λ1. In this case λ1=1/ ����
𝑇𝑇и′, where ����
𝑇𝑇и′ is the average time between
two failures of functioning, min. The S2 state is characterized by the failure of the machine
��� ′,
(including the die head) due to the flow of failures with the intensity λ2. In this case, λ2=1/𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐
���′ is the average time between two failures in the operation of the machine, min.
where 𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐
In the S3 state, it is necessary to repair the broken device due to the flow of failures with the
����′, where ����
intensity λ3. In this case λ3=1/𝑇𝑇п
𝑇𝑇п′ is the average time between two failures of the
device functioning, min.
State S4 is characterized by the failure of the loading device due to the flow of failures of
���′, where 𝑇𝑇з
���′ is the average time between two
functioning with intensity λ4. In this case λ4=1/𝑇𝑇з
failures in the functioning of the loading device, min.
���′, 𝑇𝑇п
����′, 𝑇𝑇з
���′ are determined by the general formula:
The quantities ����
𝑇𝑇и′, 𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐
� = ∑𝑚𝑚 𝑡𝑡𝑗𝑗 /𝑚𝑚 ,
𝑇𝑇′
𝑗𝑗=1

(7)

where m is the number of failures in the functioning of the corresponding technological element
of the FMM threading; 𝑡𝑡𝑗𝑗 – time interval between (j –1) -th and j-th orders.
Each technological element of the module undergoes recovery immediately after failure. The
recovery rate, respectively, for each technological element will be µ1, µ2, µ3, µ4, assuming that the
recovery time, being a random variable, obeys Poisson's law.
�����′, where 𝑇𝑇ви
�����′ – average recovery
𝑇𝑇ви′, µ2=1/ �����
𝑇𝑇в𝑐𝑐 ′, µ3=1/ �����
𝑇𝑇вп′, µ4=1/ 𝑇𝑇вз
In this case µ1=1/ �����
�����′ – average time of restoration (repair) of machine
(replacement) time of the tool, min; 𝑇𝑇в𝑐𝑐
elements, including the threading head, min; �����
𝑇𝑇вп′ – average recovery (repair) time of the device,
�����′ – average recovery (repair) time of the boot device, min.
min; 𝑇𝑇вз
To describe the labeled graph of states of the technological system of FMM threading, taking
into account the failures of functioning (Fig. 1), we denote:
P0 – is the probability of the correct operation of the module, P0=P (S0);
P1, P2, P3, P4 – respectively, the probability of breakage (failure) of the tool, machine elements
and threading head, fixture, loading device.
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Fig. 1. The marked graph of states of the technological system of the FMM thread processing,
taking into account the failures of functioning
A. Kolmogorov's equations for the final probabilities P0, P1, P2, P3, P4 of states S0, S1, S2, S3,
S4 are represented as a system of equations:

P0 (λ1 + λ 2 + λ3 + λ 4 ) = P1 µ1 + P2 µ 2 + P3 µ 3 + P4 µ 4 

P1 µ1 = P0 λ1


P2 µ 2 = P0 λ 2


P3 µ 3 = P0 λ3

'

P4 µ 4 = P0 λ 4

(8)

Solving the resulting system of equations using the normalization condition
P0+P1+P2+P3+P4=1 allows one to obtain expressions for the probability of failure-free operation
(P0), as well as the probabilities of the system being in an inoperative state due to corresponding
breakdowns (failure) of the tool (P1), machine elements (P2), fixture (P3), loading device (P4):

P0 = (1 + λ1 µ1 + λ 2 µ 2 + λ3 µ 3 + λ 4 µ 4 ) −1 

P1 = P0 λ1 µ1


P2 = P0 λ 2 µ 2


P3 = P0 λ3 µ 3


P4 = P0 λ'4 µ 4

(9)

The technological system of FMM threading as a discrete system, due to parametric failures
resulting from tool deformations, positioning errors of the loading device, fixture, spindle runout,
changes in the temperature of the machine tool and control device elements, loses serviceability,
not ensuring machining accuracy.
FMM as a result, it can be in the states S00′, S10′, S20′, S30′, S01′, S02′, S03′, S11′, S21′, S31′, S12′,
S22′, S32′, S13′, S23′, S33 ′.
State S00′ characterizes the correct operation of the module in the absence of parametric failures.
In state S10′, parametric tool failures with intensity λ01 are observed. In this case λ01=1/ ����
𝑇𝑇и′′,
�����
where 𝑇𝑇и′′ is the average time between two parametric tool failures, min.
In state S20′, inspection and readjustment of the machine, the die head is required due to the
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�����, 𝑇𝑇с′′
����� is the average time between two
flow of failures with the intensity λ02. In this case, λ02=1/𝑇𝑇с′′
parametric machine failures, min.
State S30′ is characterized by the simultaneous presence of parametric failure streams for tool
λ01 and machine tool λ02.
In state S01′, inspection and readjustment of the device is required with the intensity of incoming
����� , where �����
𝑇𝑇п′′ is the average time between two
parametric failures 𝜆𝜆′01 . In this case 𝜆𝜆′01 =1/𝑇𝑇п′′
parametric failures of the device, min.
The state S02′ is characterized by the presence of parametric failures of the loading device due
�����, where 𝑇𝑇з
���′′ is the average
to the flow with the intensity of requests 𝜆𝜆′02 . In this case 𝜆𝜆′02 =1/𝑇𝑇з′′
time between two parametric failures of the loading device, min.
In the S03′ state, inspection and readjustment of the device and the loading device is required
due to the flows of incoming parametric failures with intensities 𝜆𝜆′01 and 𝜆𝜆′02 .
State S11′ is characterized by the simultaneous presence of streams of parametric failures of the
tool with the intensity λ01 and the fixture with the intensity 𝜆𝜆′01 .
In the state S21′, inspection and readjustment of the machine and the fixture is required, caused,
respectively, by the flows of failures with the rates 𝜆𝜆′02 and 𝜆𝜆′01 .
State S31′ is characterized by the simultaneous presence of streams of parametric failures of tool
λ01, machine tool λ02 and fixture 𝜆𝜆′01 .
In the S12′ state, inspection and readjustment of the tool and the loading device is required due
to the flows of parametric failures with intensities λ01 and 𝜆𝜆′02 .
State S22′ is characterized by the simultaneous presence of parametric machine failures with
intensity λ02 and a loading device with intensity 𝜆𝜆′02 .
In the S32 state, inspection and readjustment of the tool, machine tool and loading device is
required, caused, respectively, by the failure streams with rates λ01, λ02 and 𝜆𝜆′02 .
State S13′ is characterized by the presence of streams of parametric failures of the tool with the
intensity λ01, the fixture with the intensity 𝜆𝜆′01 and the loading device with the intensity 𝜆𝜆′02 .
In the S23′ state, inspection and readjustment of the machine, the fixture and the loading device
is required due to flows of parametric failures with intensities λ02, 𝜆𝜆′01 and 𝜆𝜆′02 , respectively.
State S33′ is characterized by the presence of streams of parametric failures of a tool with an
intensity λ01, a machine tool with an intensity λ02, a fixture with an intensity 𝜆𝜆′01 and a loading
device with an intensity 𝜆𝜆′02 .
�����, 𝑇𝑇з
���′′, 𝑇𝑇п′′
���′′ are determined by the general formula:
The values ����
𝑇𝑇и′′, 𝑇𝑇с
���� = ∑𝑘𝑘 𝑡𝑡𝑗𝑗 /𝑘𝑘 ,
𝑇𝑇′′
𝑗𝑗=1

(10)

where k is the number of parametric failures of the corresponding technological element during
the operation of the FMM for thread processing; 𝑡𝑡𝑗𝑗 – time interval between (j –1)-th and j-th
failures.
Each technological element of the FMM thread processing undergoes restoration immediately
after parametric failure. Recovery rates, respectively, for each technological element µ01, µ02, µ′01,
������� , µ02=1/ 𝑇𝑇вс′′
������, µ′ 01=1/ 𝑇𝑇вп′′
������� , µ′ 02=1/ 𝑇𝑇вз′′
������, where 𝑇𝑇ви
�����′′ is the
µ′ 02. In this case, µ1=1/ 𝑇𝑇ви′′
�����
average recovery time (inspection and adjustment) of the tool, min; 𝑇𝑇вс′′ – average time of
inspection and adjustment of the machine, min; �������
𝑇𝑇вп′′ – average time of inspection and adjustment
�����′′ – average time of inspection and adjustment of the loading device, min.
of the device, min; 𝑇𝑇вз
To describe the marked-up graph of states of the FMM technological system of thread
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processing, taking into account parametric failures (Fig. 2), the following designations are adopted:
P00 ′ – the probability of the module operation in the absence of parametric failures, P00′=
P(S00′);
P10′, P20′, P30′ – respectively, the probability of parametric failures of the tool, machine, tool
and machine at the same time;
P01′, P02′, P03′ – the probabilities of parametric failures, respectively, of the device, the loading
device, the device and the loading device at the same time;
P11′, P21′, P31′ – respectively, the probability of parametric failures of the tool and fixture;
machine tool and fixtures; tool, machine and fixture at the same time;
P12′, P22′, P32′ – the probabilities of parametric failures of the tool and the loading device;
machine and loading device; tool, machine and loading device;
P13′, P23′, P33′ – the probabilities of parametric failures of the tool of the fixture and the loading
device; machine tool, fixture and loading device; simultaneously all technological elements - tool,
machine tool, fixture and loading device.
Equations for final probabilities P00′, P10′, P20′, P30′, P01′, P02′, P03′, P11′, P21′, P31′, P12′, P22′,
P32′, P13′, P23′, P33 ′ states are represented as a system of equations:
I
I
I
I
P0 0 (λ01 + λ02 + λI 01 + λI 0 2 ) = P10 µ01 + P2 0 µ0 2 + P01 µ I 01 + P02 µ I 02 

I
I
I
I
I
P10 (λ02 + λI 01 + λI 02 + µ01 ) = P0 0 λ01 + P30 µ02 + P11 µ I 01 + P12 µ I 02 

I
I
I
I
I
P2 0 (λ01 + λI 01 + λI 02 + µ02 ) = P0 0 λ0 2 + P30 µ01 + P21 µ I 01 + P22 µ I 02 

I
I
I
I
I
P30 (λI 01 + λI 02 + µ01 + µ02 ) = P2 0 λ01 + P10 λ02 + P31 µ I 01 + P32 µ02 

I
I
I
I
I
P01 (λ01 + λ02 + λI 02 + µ I 01 ) = P11 µ01 + P21 µ02 + P00 λI 01 + P03 µ I 02 
I
I
I
I
I
P11 (λ02 + λI 02 + µ I 01 + µ01 ) = P01 λ01 + P10 λI 01 + P31 µ02 + P13 µ I 02 

I
I
I
I
I
P21 (λ01 + λI 02 + µ02 + µ I 01 ) = P01 λ02 + P20 λI 01 + P31 µ01 + P23 µ I 02 

I
I
I
I
I
P31 (λI 02 + µ01 + µ02 + µ I 01 ) = P30 λI 01 + P21 λ01 + P11 λ02 + P33 µ I 02 

I
I
I
I
I
P02 (λ01 + λI 01 + λ02 + µ I 02 ) = P00 λI 02 + P03 µ I 01 + P22 µ02 + P12 µ01 

I
I
I
I
I
P12 (λI 01 + λ02 + µ01 + µ I 02 ) = P02 λ01 + P10 λI 02 + P32 µ02 + P13 µ I 01 
I
I
I
I
I

P22 (λ01 + λI 01 + µ02 + µ I 02 ) = P02 λ02 + P20 λI 02 + P32 µ01 + P23 µ I 01 
I
I
I
I
I
P32 (λI 01 + µ01 + µ02 + µ I 02 ) = P22 λ01 + P12 λ02 + P30 λI 02 + P33 µ I 01 

I
I
I
I
I
P03 (λ01 + λ02 + µ I 01 + µ I 02 ) = P02 λI 01 + P01 λI 02 + P13 µ01 + P23 µ02 

I
I
I
I
I
P13 (λ02 + µ01 + µ I 01 + µ I 02 ) = P03 λ01 + P11 λI 02 + P12 λI 01 + P33 µ02 

I
I
I
I
I
P23 (λ01 + µ02 + µ I 01 + µ I 02 ) = P03 λ02 + P22 λI 01 + P21 λI 02 + P33 µ01 
I
I
I
I
I

P33 ( µ01 + µ02 + µ I 01 + µ I 02 ) = P23 λ01 + P13 λ02 + P32 λI 01 + P31 λI 02 
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Fig. 2. The marked graph of states of the FMM technological system of thread
processing, taking into account parametric failures
Solving this system of equations using the normalization condition P00′ + P10′ + P20′ + P30′ +
P01′ + P02′ + P03′ + P11′ + P21′ + P31′ + P12′ + P22′ + P32′ + P13′ + P23′ + P33 ′=1 allows you to
obtain expressions for the probability of failure-free parametric operation (P00′), as well as the
probabilities of finding the system in a faulty state due to the corresponding parametric failures of
one or more (in different combinations) technological elements of the FMM threading (tool – P10′,
machine elements – P20′, fixtures – P01′, loading device – P02′).
Summary
The carried out theoretical studies made it possible to develop a mathematical model for describing
the states of the FMM thread processing, taking into account the failures of functioning and
parametric failures of its technological elements, as well as recoveries after these failures. The
model makes it possible to take into account the operational and technological reliability of the
tool, the power threading head, the basic elements of the machine, the fixture, the loading device
when choosing the optimal structure of the module.
The structure of the model and the labeled graph of the states of the system can be improved as
the number of parameters and characteristics is refined. For complete information and an objective
assessment of the preferred option for use in FMM conditions, it is necessary to take into account
the stochastic processes occurring in the system under real operating conditions, as well as to
develop an optimality criterion and an integral evaluation function, taking into account, in addition
to reliability (operational and technological), flexibility (adaptability) and economic efficiency of
the module [18-22].
The measures taken make it possible to solve the synthesis problem at the level of structural and
layout optimization, and then, at the stage of parametric synthesis, to determine technological
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elements that are vulnerable according to the developed criterion, the improvement of which will
lead to the creation of the most efficient system.
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Abstract. The article presents the results of the influence of the technology of obtaining the
material of the cathode of the implanter of the Cu – Fe system on the penetration depth of the
titanium alloy VT20. It is shown that the use of 50% Cu – 50% Fe material as the material of the
cathode of the implanter, obtained by alloying copper and iron, leads to a better increase in the
thickness of the ion-doped layer than the use of the cathode obtained by powder metallurgy.
Introduction
Since its early development, ion implantation has shown, in addition to tremendous possibilities,
such as structuring or selective surface doping of materials, limitations such as the maximum
thickness that can be changed, or simple flat geometry that allows uniform modification of the
target. This prompted active development and research, which led to new tools for material
modification. As is known, the nature of the dislocation structure and its quantitative
characteristics in implanted metals and alloys depend on the initial state of the target, the type and
energy of ions and the remaining dose, and can vary greatly, therefore, the study of various
mechanisms of defect formation under conditions of ion implantation [1].
Materials and research methods
To study the effect of the technology of obtaining the material of the cathode of the implanter of
the Cu – Fe system, the method of melting and the method of powder metallurgy were used.
In the first case, a sample of a given composition was melted in graphite crucibles. By the
method of directional crystallization using a seed in the form of a copper rod, a rod with a diameter
of 15–18 mm was obtained from an alloy 50% Cu – 50% Fe (Fig. 1, a).
To prevent oxidation of the melt during melting and holding at a given temperature, the crucible
was closed with a tightly ground-in lid made of the same material. Heating was carried out to a
liquid state of 1100 ° C, the holding time of the melt at a given temperature was 45 minutes.
Then the rod was cut into blanks, which were pressed in a heated state to obtain washers with
a diameter of 50 mm and a thickness of 10 mm. After pressing, the washers were subjected to
turning, resulting in disc cathodes of an implanter 40 mm in diameter and 5 mm thick (Fig. 1, b).
In fig. 2 shows the microstructure of the implanter cathode material. You can clearly distinguish
between the immiscible phases of copper (in the photo, golden tone) and iron (greenish areas).
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The structure of an iron-copper alloy with a 50/50 component content in the cast state is a set
of dendrites of a supersaturated solid solution of copper in iron, evenly distributed in a matrix of a
supersaturated solid solution of iron in copper.

Fig. 1. Rod made of 50% Cu-50% Fe alloy (a) and disk cathode of the implanter (b)

Fig. 2. Microstructure of the material of the cathode of the implanter made of
alloy 50% Cu – 50% Fe (x230): 1 - copper; 2 – iron
In the second case, the prepared mixture of copper and iron powders was pressed to obtain
implanter cathode blanks with a size of 60x10 mm, which were then subjected to sintering at a
temperature of 820–850 ° C. After sintering, the resulting billets were turned by turning to obtain
the required dimensions of the implanter cathode.
To obtain comparative data on the effect of the technology of obtaining the material of the
cathode of the implanter with the use of the obtained cathodes, the target was implanted from the
titanium alloy VT20 at fluence values of 1017, 5 · 1017, and 1018 cm – 2. After implantation, the
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thickness of the ion-doped layer was determined by Auger spectroscopy. The research results are
shown in Fig. 3.
An increase in the fluence value in the investigated range when using 50% Cu – 50% Fe
material, obtained by powder metallurgy, as the implanter cathode material, leads to an increase
in the thickness of the ion-doped layer from 205 to 320 nm (by 56%). At the same time, when
using the implantation cathode, obtained by alloying copper and iron, this increase was 212%.

Fig.3. Influence of the implantation cathode manufacturing technology from 50% Cu – 50% Fe
material on the thickness of the ion-doped layer: SP - material obtained by fusion of
components; PM - material obtained by pressing and sintering copper and iron powders.
Considering the same conditions for the parameters of the implantation process, the difference
in the thickness of the ion-doped layer can be associated with the presence of more massive ion
blocks, the so-called clusters, when using a cathode made of material obtained by fusing the
components.
The formation of cluster ions can be assumed based on the conditions for the formation of the
ion flow based on the study of the behavior of the cathode spot of the arc on the surface of the
composite cathode (Figure 4).

Fig. 4. Composite experimental iron-based cathode with a central fused copper insert: a workpiece; b - cathode after treatment
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The composite model cathode is an Armco iron disk 40 mm in diameter in the central part of
which a circular hole is made, which is fused with copper. The diameter of the indicated hole is
10–12 mm. After crystallization and cooling of copper, the end working surface of the cathode
was carefully machined on a lathe.
The design of the composite cathode makes it possible to estimate the speed of movement of
the active arc spot over the cathode surface. It was 18-23 m / s.
The charge distribution of ions was measured using a magnetic mass separator (GSI) and a
time-of-flight spectrometer (LBNL). In both cases, the ions were accelerated from the plasma at a
voltage of 40 kV using a three-electrode multi-aperture extraction system. To exclude the effect
of the arc pulse duration, all measurements of the charge distribution of ions were carried out every
100 ms after ignition of the discharge. During the measurements, the pressure of the residual gas
in the working chamber of the setup was maintained at a level of 10–5 mm Hg.
The studies were carried out on an ion implantation unit with an IGMI-50 source operating in
a pulsed mode and capable of generating polyenergetic beams of metal ions. Irradiation was carried
out with pulsed beams of copper and lead ions. The average beam current was 0.1 A, the pulse
duration was 300 μs, and the pulse repetition rate was 17 Hz.
Results and discussion
Studies have shown that short beams have a duration of about 5 μs, then the beam current pulses
were cut out with a step of 5 μs. For the first 15 μs of arc burning, the beam spectrum contains
only iron ions. After 20 μs of arc burning, both iron ions and copper ions are already present in the
beam. Starting from 25 μs from the onset of arc burning, only copper ions are present in the
spectrum.
The result obtained can be explained by the directed movement of the cathode spot from the
peripheral sections of the composite cathode to its center. Therefore, it can be argued that the
cathode spot passes from a more refractory metal to a less refractory metal. In this case, the reverse
transition is not fixed.
This is explained by the fact that it is energetically more favorable for the arc to burn on a less
refractory surface [2]. Indeed, regardless of the surface on which the arc is currently burning, the
arc current remains constant, since a modulator with arc current stabilization is used to power the
arc discharge. In this case, the voltage drop across the arc for a less refractory material will be less
than for a more refractory metal. The presence of this voltage jump on the arc during the transition
of the cathode spot from iron to copper is confirmed by the presence of a beam of Cu2 + ions in
the charge spectrum at this moment, which then disappear from the spectrum. That is, at this
moment, the voltage drop across the arc is greater than during further work from the copper surface
of the composite model cathode.
It should be noted that when working with a purely copper cathode, Cu2 + ions were observed
only during the duration of the ignition pulse, while in the results obtained, they are observed after
the end of this pulse.
Using the results obtained, an estimate was made of the smallest velocity of the cathode spot
movement [3]. Based on the assumption that the cathode spot is based on the cathode edge at the
point closest to the copper impregnation, and taking into account that there are no copper ions on
the oscillogram corresponding to a 25 μs delay, the minimum speed of the cathode spot is 18 m /
s. It should be noted that this value was obtained on the assumption of a rectilinear motion of the
cathode spot from the place of formation to the copper insert.
Observation of the movement of the cathode spot of the arc showed that when using the
composite cathode of the implanter, the cathode spot mainly moves along the radial part of the
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cathode disk from its peripheral part to the central part. The image of the movement of the cathode
spot of the arc over the cathode surface of the ion implantation device is shown in accordance with
Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Moving the cathode spot of the arc over the cathode surface of the ion implantation
device when using a composite cathode with a central hole.
This is explained by the fact that it is energetically more favorable for the arc to burn on a less
refractory surface. Indeed, regardless of the surface on which the arc is currently burning, the arc
current remains constant, since a modulator with arc current stabilization is used to power the arc
discharge. In this case, the voltage drop across the arc for a less refractory material will be less
than for a more refractory metal. The presence of this voltage jump on the arc during the transition
of the cathode spot from iron to copper is confirmed by the presence at this moment in the charge
spectrum of a beam of Cu3 + ions, which then disappear from the spectrum. That is, at this moment,
the voltage drop across the arc is greater than during further work on a copper surface.
The appearance of large-mass cluster ions significantly changes the pattern of the effect of the
ion flux on the irradiated target surface (Fig.6); destruction of the cluster is observed when it
interacts with the target surface.

Fig. 6. Scheme of irradiation of a titanium target with cluster ions
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When a cluster is destroyed, some of the atoms that make up the cluster are reflected from the
target surface together with the surface sputtered atoms. At the same time, due to the greater mass
of the cluster, it acquires a large energy impulse, which ultimately provides a greater penetration
of the ions that make up the cluster into the target material. In this case, a sublayer with a strongly
deformed atomic structure is formed directly under the ion-doped target layer.
Summary
Thus, on the basis of the research results, it can be concluded that an increase in the fluence value
in the investigated range of 1017–1018 cm – 2 when using 50% Cu – 50% Fe material obtained by
powder metallurgy as the cathode material of the implanter leads to an increase in the thickness of
the ionic doped layer from 205 to 320 nm (56%). At the same time, when using an implanter
cathode obtained by alloying copper and iron, this increase was 212% and reached 680 nm. When
working with a purely copper cathode, Cu2 + ions were observed only during the duration of the
ignition pulse, while in the results obtained they are observed after the end of this pulse.
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Abstract. The effect of heat treatment modes on the structure and durometric properties of
coatings obtained by surfacing with CSR-04СR27NI7MO3CU2Т cast rods, is considered. It is
found that the temperature of 800°С and soaking time of 5 hours are optimal to increase the
deposited metal hardness. It is shown that such a phenomenon results from the formation of the
austenitic structure hardened by the precipitates of the σ-phase (FeCr), chromium carbides (Cr3C2)
and titanium carbides (TiC). The heat treatment modes proposed can be applied in the wearresistant surfacing technology of chemical equipment parts.
Introduction
Parts of chemical equipment operating under conditions of carbamide fusion (H2NCONH2) with
pressure indicators of up to 20 MPa and temperature indicators of 200°C, gaseous and liquid
ammonia, ammonium nitrate are subject to intense wear, as well as intergranular and general
corrosion.
To surface the parts of carbamate pumps, throttle and shut-off elements (saddles, valves), the
following procedures are most often used – manual arc surfacing with ОК 61.25 electrodes,
manual and automatic submerged-arc surfacing with the following fluxing agents – OK Autrod
316 L Si wire [1]. Such surfacing materials ensure the production of coatings of the austenitic and
ferritic class with increased wear resistance in a corrosive environment.
At the same time, the hardness of the coatings deposited with such materials is insufficient to
ensure the required wear resistance. To increase the hardness of such a deposited metal, it is
necessary to heat it. It should be taken into account that the modes of such heat treatment have
been studied insufficiently.
Based on the above mentioned, the aim of this paper is to study the effect of heat treatment
modes on the structure and durometric properties of coatings obtained by surfacing with cast rods.
Research Methods
The surfacing was carried out on the AISI 316L steel plates with the dimensions of 40х15х10 mm
with experimental CSR-04СR27NI7MO3CU2Т cast rods [2] with their diameter of 5 mm and
length of 270 mm, in the argon atmosphere, in four layers, with the strength of current equal to
180 A.
The research of the deposited metal microstructure was carried out with the help of the ZEISS
EVO HD 15 MA scanning electron microscope. The microstructure was revealed by the pickling
with the aqua regia reagent – a mixture of concentrated nitric acid HNO3 (65-68 wt. %) and
hydrochloric acid HCl (32-35 wt. %) taken in a ratio of 1:3 by volume (with the mass ratio about
1:2 in terms of pure substances).
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The hardness and microhardness were measured on metal samples after surfacing and heat
treatment using the TK-2M hardness tester in accordance with the method of Rockwell and the
DuraScan-80 microhardness tester in accordance with the method of Vickers. Microhardness was
measured along the cross section of the deposited coating, starting from the base metal with a step
of 0.2 mm [3].
The deposited samples heat treatment was carried out in the ПМ-12М2П-1200 muffle furnace
in the modes established experimentally.
Research Results and Discussion
After surfacing, the coating hardness was researched in accordance with the method of Rockwell,
and it made 29-32 HRC. However, in order to ensure high wear resistance, it is necessary to
increase the hardness of the deposited metal. For this purpose, after surfacing, the samples under
study were subjected to heat treatment.
Three modes of heat treatment were researched – at heating temperatures of 800°C, 900°C and
1,000°C, with the soaking time from 1 hour to 6 hours. The results of measuring the hardness over
the cross-section of the deposited metal are given in Table 1.
Table 1. Hardness Distribution in Coating Obtained by Surfacing with Cast Rods after Heat
Treatment
Heat
treatment
temperature,
[°С]

800

900

1000

Soaking
time,
[hours]
1
2
3
4
5
6
1
2
3
4
5
6
1
2
3
4
5
6

Hardness distribution in accordance with deposited metal
layers, [HRC]
1
2
3
4
Average
value
32
40
36
35
35.75
36
41
42
43
40.5
38
42
43
43
41.5
41
46
48
47
45.5
42
47
48
48
46.25
40
45
46
46
44.25
33
39
37
36
36.25
37
42
41
43
40.75
39
40
40
41
40
38
45
47
47
44.25
40
46
47
46
44.75
38
43
44
45
42.5
34
40
40
37
37.75
35
41
42
41
39.75
37
39
41
40
39.25
41
47
46
46
45
41
47
48
47
45.75
39
44
45
43
42.75

The studies showed that the soaking time of 5 hours was optimal to obtain the required hardness
of the deposited coating (Fig. 1), and in the temperature range from 800°C to 1,000°C in the
deposited metal there were practically no changes in hardness (Fig. 2). Thus, to increase the
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hardness of the metal deposited with the CSR-04СR27NI7MO3CU2Т cast rods of the coatings, it
is possible to recommend the following heat treatment modes –
1. Heating up to 800 °С with a furnace.
2. 5 hours of soaking time.
3. Cooling by ambient air.

Fig. 1. Influence of Soaking Time on Hardness of Coating (Average Values) Obtained by
Surfacing with CSR-04СR27NI7MO3CU2Т Cast Bars in Temperature Range of 800-1,000°C

Fig. 2. Influence of Heat Treatment Temperature (with Soaking Time of 5 Hours) on Hardness of
Coating Obtained by Surfacing with CSR-04СR27NI7MO3CU2Т Cast Rods
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For a complete representation of the distribution of hardness over the cross-section of coatings
after surfacing and heat treatment (800°C – 5 hours), the total hardness of the metal was researched
in accordance with the method of Rockwell. The results are shown in Fig. 3.
It can be seen that after heat treatment, the hardness is uniformly distributed over the deposited
metal cross-section in the range of 45-48 HRC. This hardness of the coating ensures high wear
resistance of the deposited coatings.

Fig. 3. Distribution of Metal Hardness over Cross-Section of Coating Obtained by Surfacing
with CSR-04СR27NI7MO3CU2Т Cast Rods
The results of measuring the microhardness over the cross section of the deposited metal after
heat treatment are shown in Fig. 4. There, the distribution of microhardness in the metal of coatings
after the procedure of surfacing is also presented.
Analyzing the results obtained, it is possible to note that the microhardness in the metal after
surfacing varies within 315-404 HV. After heat treatment (800°C – 5 hours), the microhardness
significantly increases to the values from 415 HV to 570 HV.

Fig. 4. Distribution of Microhardness over Cross-Section of Coating Obtained by Surfacing with
CSR-04СR27NI7MO3CU2Т Cast Rods
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The microstructure of the metal deposited with CSR-04СR27NI7MO3CU2Т cast rods, is
represented by the mixture of ferrite (α-Fe) and austenite (γ-Fe) (Fig. 5). The accumulation of
strengthening phases is observed along the grain boundaries. This mixed structure has a hardness
of 29-32 HRC.
The places of measurement and the values of the microhardness of the structural components
of the metal after surfacing are shown in Fig. 6 and in Table 2.
As we can see, the microhardness of the matrix varies from 315 to 355 HV, and that of the
hardening phases – from 364 to 451 HV.

Fig. 5. Microstructure of Metal Deposited with CSR-04СR27NI7MO3CU2Т Cast Rods
Table 2. Microhardness HV0,01 of Structural Components of Metal Deposited with CSR04СR27NI7MO3CU2Т Cast Rods
Puncture No.
Microhardness
value, HV

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

315 404 451 439 421 338 364 445 355 346 322 383

Fig. 6. Microstructure with Distribution of Places of Measurement of Microhardness of
Structural Components of Metal of Coating Deposited with CSR-04СR27NI7MO3CU2Т Cast
Rods
Heat treatment of the studied coating at the temperature of 800°C and soaking for 5 hours led
to changes in the microstructure of the deposited metal. As a result of heat treatment in the
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deposited metal, the structural components decomposition occurred (Fig. 7), i. e., all ferrite (α-Fe)
passed into the σ-phase (FeCr), which caused the hardness increase from 31 HRC to 48 HRC.
The microhardness of the structural components of the deposited metal after heat treatment of
the coating under research increased significantly (Fig. 8, Table 3).
As we can see, the microhardness of the deposited metal matrix after heat treatment increased
significantly – from 415 HV to 566 HV, and the microhardness of the strengthening phases
changed from 539 HV to 786 HV. Such structure changes caused a significant increase in hardness.

Fig. 7. Microstructure of Metal of Coating Deposited with CSR-04СR27NI7MO3CU2Т Cast
Rods after Heat Treatment at 800°С during 5 Hours.
Table 3. Microhardness HV0,01 of Structural Components of Metal Deposited with CSR04СR27NI7MO3CU2Т Cast Rods after Heat Treatment
Puncture No.
Microhardness
value, HV

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

461 415 426 504 539 473 634 469 560 539

11

12

786 515

Fig. 8. Microstructure with Distribution of Places of Measurement of Microhardness of
Structural Components of Metal of Coating Deposited with CSR-04СR27NI7MO3CU2Т Cast
Rods after Heat Treatment
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To redefine the chemical composition of structural components in the deposited metal after heat
treatment, studies were carried out with the help of a scanning electron microscope [3].

Fig. 9. Results of Scanning Metal Structure over Cross-Section of Coating Deposited with CSR04СR27NI7MO3CU2Т Cast Rods after Heat Treatment
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Fig. 10. Results of Spectra of Local Spot Analysis of Structural Components of Metal of Coating
Deposited with CSR-04СR27NI7MO3CU2Т Cast Rods after Heat Treatment at 800°С during 5
Hours.
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Table 4. Chemical Composition of Areas of Coating Deposited with CSR-04СR27NI7MO3CU2Т
Cast Rods, wt. %
Spectrum
1
2
3

С
0.03
0.04
0.05

Si
0.53
0.52
0.69

Mn
0.9
0.86
0.82

Cr
Ni Mo
N
27.29 8.72 2.5 0.05
25.71 7.24 3.16 0.11
29.18 7.33 3.44 0.09

Co
0.18
0.19
0.2

Ti
0.31
0.48
0.46

Ce
0.03
0.08
0.05

Cu
Fe
2.15 57.31
2.1 59.51
1.73 55.96

Based on the data obtained, reflecting the quantitative distribution of elements along the
segment in the form of concentration spectrograms over the cross-section of the deposited coating,
starting with the base metal (Fig. 9) and spectra of local spot analysis (Fig. 10, Table 4), it follows
that the strengthening of the metal deposited with CSR-04СR27NI7MO3CU2Т cast rods is mainly
conditioned by the presence of the σ-phase precipitated along the grain boundaries of the
intermetallic compound (FeCr), as well as chromium carbides (Cr3C2) [4, 5] and titanium carbides
(TiC).
Conclusions
1. To increase the hardness of the deposited metal, it is advisable to carry out heat treatment at a
temperature of 800°C and soaking for 5 hours. The hardness of this metal reaches 45-48 HRC, which
ensures high wear resistance of the deposited coatings. This is explained by an increase in the
microhardness of structural components due to the formation of an austenite structure strengthened
by precipitates of the σ-phase (FeCr), chromium carbides (Cr3C2), and titanium carbides (TiC).
2. The proposed mode of heat treatment can be used in the technology of wear-resistant surfacing
of parts of chemical equipment operating under conditions of urea melt (H2NCONH2), at pressures
up to 20 MPa and temperature of 200°С, gaseous and liquid ammonia, ammonium nitrate.
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Abstract. An approach to the assessment of a heterogeneous environment in accordance with the
proposed concept of a heterogeneous environment is described. The classification of industrial
heterogeneous media by technological feature is proposed. The processes described by the
proposed approach include the process of metal cutting, surface plastic deformation, chemicalthermal treatment, formation of coatings, welding, most of the processes that change the level and
gradient of hardness and internal stresses in the surface layer of the material. Application of the
proposed principles makes it possible to find new directions in the study of such processes.
Introduction
The concept of heterogeneous environments is used in most scientific and technical branches of
knowledge to describe a wide variety of systems. The basic concepts of a heterogeneous system
or environment are described in works on physics, chemistry, sociology, economics, and biology
[1,2]. The main features of a heterogeneous environment are the presence of areas with different
characteristics of the state and boundaries between them [3].
There are a number of particular definitions of heterogeneous systems in materials science,
physics, which are reduced to macroscopic thermodynamic inhomogeneity, differences in physical
properties, chemical composition of parts (phases) [4], electrical properties [5]. In the definitions,
in a number of special cases, there is a connection with dispersed systems, determined by the
degree of development of the interfaces between the constituent phases [6]. A very large number
of studies are devoted to the kinetics of heterogeneous media in chemistry, dynamics in mechanics
[7,8,9,10], in particular in the study of the physics of combustion and explosion [11,12,13,14,15].
Attempts to create generalized universal models for describing and calculating heterogeneous
media have been made repeatedly in various fields of knowledge [16].
The aim of this work is an attempt to generalize and localize the concept of a heterogeneous
environment from the point of view of industrial technologies. The urgency of the problem is
substantiated by the need for a systematic approach in the analysis of behavior and the creation of
heterogeneous industrial environments.
Characteristics of Technological and Industrial Heterogeneous Environments
Let's highlight the main characteristics of technological and industrial heterogeneous environments
as a basis for their classification. Considering a heterogeneous environment within the framework
of the classical approach [17], we note that it is a system of elements separated by boundaries. The
external boundaries of the system that define the area of analysis will be considered technical
constraints depending on the production problem. Let's define the main characteristics that
determine the difference between the elements of a heterogeneous technical environment:
• • Mechanical characteristics: hardness, elasticity, viscosity, optical permeability, etc .;
• • Geometric characteristics;
• • Electromagnetic characteristics.
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license. Any further distribution of
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Along with the above, it is advisable to introduce the concept of the spatial dimension of the
medium. So, one-dimensional environments can be considered only in some contradiction with
the term "environment" itself, which presupposes the environment, the scope of an object, in fact,
presupposes multidimensionality. However, the consideration of such objects as, for example, an
extended fiber, homogeneous in properties in the cross section, but variable in properties along the
length, which is several orders of magnitude larger than the cross section size, allows one to
consider a fiber, a thin conductor, and similar objects as a one-dimensional heterogeneous medium.
Two- and three-dimensional heterogeneous media are widespread in industrial engineering and
technology. Examples include filter media, rough or abrasive surfaces, free abrasive media,
construction and tool materials, and many other technical objects.
Considering the geometric characteristics of the elements of the medium, as the simplest, we
can conclude that the characteristic of heterogeneity, even in the size of particles, when examined
in detail, can be quite complex. For example, the medium of an abrasive powder with a single
fraction differs significantly from a medium with a multifraction composition. Thus, we can talk
about the presence of a second order or a level of heterogeneity. This, in turn, leads to the need to
introduce a separation criterion according to the corresponding indicator for particles of the
medium, and in some cases, its zones and regions. So, for abrasive media, the range of sizes of
fractions is stipulated by the standards [18].
However, even in this case, the characterization of the particles will be incomplete, since the
existing methods do not take into account the shape of the grain, which can radically differ within
one fraction and, accordingly, affect the properties of the heterogeneous medium (for example, by
changing the coefficients of internal friction).
Using this simplest example, one can hypothesize that the heterogeneity in each of the above
groups of characteristics can be described by a multifactorial vector
𝑋𝑋1
⎧ 𝑋𝑋
⎪ 2
𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖 = 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 х ,
⎨… . .
⎪
⎩ 𝑋𝑋𝑛𝑛

(1)

where Xi- a characteristic of an element of the environment. Moreover, the dimension of the
vector will be determined both by the boundaries of the system under consideration and by the
significance of the characteristic for the theoretical or applied problem being solved.
The level or order of heterogeneity may or may not be relevant when modeling the behavior of
the environment at different boundaries and purposes of analyzing the system under study.
Obviously, for the vector (1), an additional dimension is added, which complicates the study.
Let us further consider such an indispensable element of a heterogeneous environment as the
boundary between elements with different properties. The boundary is characterized by a change
in the properties of the environment, which must be assessed by quantitative criteria. In this case,
even speaking about the spatial geometric boundaries of a heterogeneous medium, one can operate
with such a characteristic or concept as the thickness of the boundary. For example, a
heterogeneous medium in the form of an emulsion or suspension has clearly defined boundaries
of elements at the atomic level. Solid solutions of metals, in which the elemental components can
be clearly distinguished, have more diffuse boundaries due to the diffusion of materials.
Thus, if neighboring elements of the environment have differences in the Xi parameter of the
heterogeneous environment, then the boundaries will be determined by the criterion difference
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∆𝑖𝑖 = 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖′ − 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖′′ > ∆𝑘𝑘,

(2)

where ∆k– the difference between the element separation parameter, which is critical for the
problem under consideration.
Thus, through ∆k, it is possible to quantitatively determine the size (thickness) of the boundary,
for example, zones of electrolyte solution of different concentrations, which form a heterogeneous
medium according to the mentioned parameter. In addition, criterion (2) is inevitably associated
𝑑𝑑𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖
with the spatial gradient
of the considered parameter in the dimension of the space L, which
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
allows us to introduce the concept of border contrast. Indirectly, criterion (2) allows one to
characterize the level of interaction between elements of a heterogeneous environment.
In a number of cases, such an approach requires certain assumptions when assessing the
boundaries of the components of a heterogeneous medium (let's call them monoelements). One of
the striking examples of a high-contrast boundary, which, meanwhile, has a certain volume and
gradient of the components of a heterogeneous medium is the boundary of a galvanic or other
coating on the base material (Fig. 1).
On the one hand, the boundary between coating and base materials has a clear contrast in terms
of chemical and structural composition. However, almost any surface has a complex of
microroughnesses. If we take into account such a roughness indicator as the length of the
supporting surface tp, the mechanical properties of the coating layer at a thickness corresponding
to the height of the microroughness of the surface of the base material Rmах will differ significantly.
Thus, from the point of view of physical and mechanical properties, the boundary will be blurred
and have a sufficiently large thickness, and this thickness, as well as the gradient of properties
determined by the parameters Rmах tp.

Fig. 1. Boundary of a metal coating on a metal base
When comparing the matrix of vectors Q1 and Q2 for different phases, it is possible to obtain a
situation when the boundary characterized by the parameter Хс does not coincide with the boundary
by the parameter Хn/
Or the boundary may be characterized by a critical change in only one parameter. For example,
for electroplating, the presence of a certain concentration of microcracks and its change within (2)
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over the surface of the part indicates the heterogeneity of the coating on the surface, and all other
indicators can be unchanged.
Thus, the localization of the border, depending on the tasks of research or modeling, can be
formulated by one or more parameters of the vector (1), have a different gradient depending on the
objectively present or subjectively specified criterion (2).
When considering the boundaries between the elements, one more key characteristic of the
heterogeneity of the considered environment can be distinguished. This characteristic can be the
length of the boundaries per unit of the dimensional characteristics of the medium. Taking into
account the dimension of the medium, we can talk about point, linear, volumetric boundaries, as
well as boundaries with a higher dimension. For example, the boundary between metals, in a
simplified form, is considered as a certain line between grains in microscopic examination of a
thin section. In reality, firstly, such a boundary is characterized by a certain criterion difference
∆k, determined, as mentioned above, by the degree of diffusion of materials, and secondly, it is a
complex three-dimensional surface. Then, the dimensional characteristic of the boundary will be
the volume Vr, determined by the expression
(3)

𝑉𝑉𝑟𝑟 = 𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑟 ∗ ∆𝑘𝑘.

Accordingly, a characteristic of the heterogeneity of such an environment can be considered the
indicator
𝑄𝑄 =

𝑉𝑉𝑟𝑟

𝑉𝑉𝑎𝑎

(4)

≤ 𝑄𝑄𝑘𝑘 ,

where Va is the unit of the considered dimensional characteristic of a heterogeneous medium,
for example, volume; Qk is the critical ratio of the total dimensional characteristics of the
boundaries and the total investigated volume for the problem under consideration.
The volume Va for the case under consideration includes the components that can be considered
homogeneous media for a particular study.
The considered case is a particular consequence of the proposed hypothesis for geometric threedimensional boundaries.
Characteristics (3) and (4) are especially relevant precisely for geometric boundaries, since they
make it possible to take into account the state of the surface and the development of the surface
profile with the same dimensions of the elements of the components of the heterogeneous medium.
In particular, for powder metallurgy, it is this indicator that will affect the degree of particle
activation. For abrasive media with the same particle size - their surface area will determine the
aggressiveness and abrasive ability during cutting,
Using the above approach, almost the majority of technical objects can be classified as
heterogeneous media: structured materials, coatings, processing media, raw materials, materials
obtained by using additive technologies. Even materials that are technically considered monolithic,
for example, hypoeutectoid alloys of the iron-carbon diagram, can be classified as heterogeneous.
However, simplifying vector (1) i.e. removing from the vector (1) the corresponding indicators
in the analysis of such materials and considering it conditionally monolithic, taking out of the
analysis of the system the features of the structure and structure, the process of dispersing the
material, for example, by the processes of abrasive or blade cutting, can be considered the synthesis
of a heterogeneous structure from a homogeneous medium.
The above hypothesis makes it possible to form an almost universal approach to the study and
modeling of a variety of processes associated with the formation of heterogeneous environments.
For the technology of mechanical engineering, one of the basic ones is the processes of blade or
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abrasive cutting of metals and alloys. One way or another, but the essence of these processes is
reduced to the dispersion of a monolithic solid material.
The process of dispersing a monolithic (conditionally monolithic) solid material can be
considered as an increase in the degree of heterogeneity of the initial medium. The formation of
cracks during destruction or dispersion is accompanied by the formation of interfaces and spaces
between them. The presence of an initial crack - fulfills condition (2), at least the geometric
characteristics of the formed elements appear in the vector (1). With an increase in the
heterogeneity of the medium under consideration, its properties change dramatically.
If we consider various cutting methods and compare them according to the results of dispersion,
then the resulting chips, as a heterogeneous medium, can be quantitatively characterized by the
indicator (3). In this case, the increase in the surface of the boundaries of elements can be described
by the function
(5)

𝑄𝑄 = 𝑓𝑓( 𝐴𝐴, 𝐺𝐺, 𝑃𝑃, 𝑇𝑇, 𝑁𝑁),

where T is the cutting time, N is the power consumed by the process, G is the geometry
parameters of the cutting wedge, A is the cutting modes, P is the complex of physical and
mechanical properties of the material being processed.
In accordance with the theory of brittle fracture [19], the considered increase in heterogeneity
in the form of processing a solid material into shavings requires energy consumption, which is
determined by the properties of its own material and the characteristics of the elements. Thus,
reducing the size of the elements requires higher energy consumption for dispersion, which does
not contradict the known provisions of the theory of cutting.
If we generalize the influence of the dimensional characteristics of the boundaries and,
accordingly, the parameter (5) on energy costs, then it will obviously be nonlinear, and the
nonlinearity, depending on the parameter (4), will be changing (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Influence of the degree of development of the boundaries between the components of a
heterogeneous environment on the energy consumption of its formation
If we consider the processes of electroplating as the transformation of a two-component medium
base-electrolyte into a three-component base-coating-electrolyte, then an increase in heterogeneity
is also associated with the formation of another interface and with significant energy consumption.
There are known processes associated with the joining of metal surfaces by explosion welding
[20]. In this case, the disappearance of two metal-gas-metal boundaries and the formation of a
metal-metal boundary. Although the number of boundaries decreases, the new boundary is
characterized by a sharp increase in volume due to the diffusion of metals. Thus, the heterogeneity
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𝑑𝑑𝑋𝑋

of the environment in terms of indicator (3) increases, a spatial gradient 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖 of the boundary
appears, respectively, this requires significant energy consumption, which is technologically
confirmed.
A similar situation arises in the manufacture of suspensions, emulsions and other heterogeneous
media consisting of substances in different phases.
Conclusion
Summarizing, we can put forward a hypothesis that increasing the heterogeneity of the
environment requires energy costs and reduces the level of entropy.
The proposed hypothesis will obviously have many boundary conditions, for example,
dispersion at the molecular level, processes related to nuclear interactions, in many cases may
contradict the proposed hypothesis.
However, the processes described by the proposed approach include the process of metal
cutting, surface plastic deformation, chemical-thermal treatment, formation of coatings, welding,
most of the processes that change the level and gradient of hardness and internal stresses in the
surface layer of the material. Application of the proposed principles makes it possible to find new
directions in the study of such processes.
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Abstract. The results of the analysis of the possibility of constructing a system for ensuring the
quality of mechanical engineering parts by nanomodification of the surface layer are presented.
The implementation is considered on the example of grinding technologies with nanomodified
lubricating coolant. Mathematical models describing the process of creating conditions for
nanomodification of the surface layer and algorithms for practical implementation are presented.
Introduction
Formation of quality characteristics in the surface layers has always been the key problem of the
production process during grinding operations. Being the finishing stage of processing, any
deviations from the specified characteristics lead to failure of the entire process. Stable quality
assurance in grinding operations, especially those of profile and deep types [1, 2], requires special
attention to the design of operational technology. The paper discusses peculiarities of using coolant
modified with various nanoparticles for grinding operations in order to improve quality
characteristics of the surface layer by controlling surface defect structure of the material being
processed.
Characteristics of Grinding Technology Using Nanomodified Lubricating Coolant
To control metal surface defect structure in designing machining to ensure the quality of the
surface layer is an urgent and non-trivial problem. Nowadays, cavitation technologies for grinding
intensification [3] and nanotechnologies to prepare lubricating coolants are widely used [4].
When developing grinding technology using nanomodified coolants, the following essential
processing conditions must be satisfied: composition of nanomodified coolant (particle material,
particle size, concentration); coolant supply conditions (pressure, flow rate, supply method);
workpiece allowances for the grinding operation; processing modes (cutting speed, feed rate,
cutting depth); material and type of grinding wheel (there is no available information on this
condition yet).
To fulfill the above conditions, it is necessary to solve a number of scientific, engineering,
and technological problems listed below.
Selection of Coolant Composition with Nanoadditives. The formation of cavitation bubbles
within liquids allows solving a number of technological tasks for grinding, and change the
quality of physical and chemical conditions of the coolant, namely: to reduce the cutting forces
during processing, which provides for longer life of the wheels and increases the grinding ratio
[4]; to improve cooling efficiency of the coolant [5]; to modify physical parameters of workpiece
surface taking into account the activation of cavitation processes in the liquid, provided the
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license. Any further distribution of
this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI. Published under license by Materials
Research Forum LLC.
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presence of surface sediments in microelements [3, 6, 7]; to fill the arising microcracks in the
surface layers of workpieces, thus increasing bearing capacity thereof [6].
Recommendations for using various nanoadditives [7, 8] in coolant composition to solve
functional technological tasks are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Applicability of nanoadditives to the coolant
No.
1
2
3
4
5

Functional technological task
Reducing the cutting force
Improving cooling efficiency
Improving the efficiency of lubrication

Recommended additive
Cu
CuO, NiO, CNTs and SiC
TiO2, SiO2, Al2O3, MoS2,
ZnO and nanodiamond
Modifying surface physical parameters taking Ni, Cu
into account the activation of cavitation processes
Filling arising microcracks in the surface layers
Cu

Selection of Filler Composition in the Form of Nanodispersed Powder Additives is based
on the adhesive properties of materials. There are practical recommendations on using
nanopowder additives in coolant during processing with selection of material type in accordance
with the grade being processed [5, 6].
For example, when grinding ferritic materials based on zinc manganese or copper
compositions, there are recommendations [6] on the introduction of copper nanoparticles into
coolant composition. Copper is chosen as a nanopowder material for grinding ferrite alloys due
to the absence of influence of particles integrated into surface microcracks on the magnetic
properties of materials. Besides, being filler in the coolant, copper is a versatile material, since it
has high adhesion and penetrating properties to most metal materials processed by grinding.
When grinding nickel-based superalloys, it is strongly recommended [6] to use nickel
nanopowders as fillers.
Selection of Filler Particle Size in the Form of Nanodispersed Powder Additives is based
on the key task to obtain penetration of particles into the deformed surface layer resulting from
grinding. To accomplish this, one has to estimate the sizes of pores and microcracks on the
surface, and select a particle size by three orders of magnitude smaller. For example, in [8], sizes
of microcracks in ferrites are studied after being processed with diamond grinding wheels, and
the crack width being 0.1-0.3 mm. In accordance with these data, it is recommended to use
copper nanopowders with 50-100 nm particle size as additives. Damages to the surface layers in
the form of microcracks with a width of 0.01-0.02 mm [9] were found during deep grinding of
turbine blades made of superalloy. In accordance with [6], it is advisable to use nickel powders
with 7-80 nm particle size.
Selection of Grinding Modes is based on the calculations recommended by the reference
books, and theoretical calculation of the operating conditions of cavitation processes occurring in
the nanomodified coolant.
During finishing processing by grinding with the use of nanomodified coolant, the surface of
the processed material is actively saturated with nanoparticles from the liquid medium by means
of the cavitation mechanism of the acoustocapillary effect with the use of metal nanoparticles
contained as additives in the process liquid.
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Cavitation can be realized in a coolant environment due to shock interaction of abrasive
grains with the processed surface. The waves propagate through the abrasive grains, and then are
transferred to the liquid. The collapse of cavitation bubbles near the surface layer leads to the
formation of cumulative jets, which stimulate the penetration of process liquid with nanoparticles
into the channels of microcracks. As a result, microcracks of the metal surface layer are filled
with nanoparticles, and the effective surface Young’s modulus is modified [10, 11, 12]. The use
of nano-modified coolant in combination with cavitation processes could form the basis for a
strengthening technology to form wear-resistant surface layers. To calculate the collapse time tc
of cavitation bubble, the Nolting-Nepayres equation was used. An analytical formula for tc was
obtained for incompressible liquid approximation when neglecting viscous losses:

ω 2 R 2 ρ
arcsin  0 0 0
ω
 pm
1

tc =

(1 − Ω ) + (δ ⋅ Ω)
2 2

2

 ϕ
+ sin ϕ  − ,
 ω

(1)

where ρ0 is the density of the liquid; рm is the amplitude of pressure fluctuations in the liquid; R0
is the bubble radius; ω is the vibration frequency; ωо is the resonant frequency,
3γp 0
1
ω0 =
; р0 is the atmospheric pressure; Ω=ω/ω0; δ is the logarithmic decrement;
2πR0
ρ0

tgϕ = − δ ⋅ Ω

(1 − Ω ).
2

The value of tc (10-8 s) has been estimated for the following parameters from Eq. (1) (R0=10-6
m, р0=105 Pa, ρ0=103 kg/m3, γ=1.4, and δ=0.10), constrained by:

ω 02 R02 ρ 0δ
pm

Ω + sin ϕ ≤ 1 .

(2)

It can be seen that tc depends on the vibration frequency, the bubble radius, coolant density,
amplitude of pressure fluctuation in the liquid, and on the logarithmic decrement.
The tc value is bounded from above: ω tc <1, where ω is the vibration frequency. The
cavitation bubble should collapse in a time shorter than the vibration period.
Let us analyze the potential of cavitation bubbles during grinding with wheels, taking into
account the distribution of grains [13] in the structure of the wheel. Cavitation penetration of
microparticles from the collapsing bubble into the formed crack occurs on the surface of the
processed material at the moment of interaction between the grain and the formed microcrack.
The vibration frequency should be calculated based on the distance parameters between the
abrasive grains and the peripheral speed of the abrasive wheel.
The average distance between the abrasive grains for the wheels of the main grain fraction
and structure can be calculated as:

l=3

1000
1000000
=3
,
(62 − 2) ⋅ N ⋅ γ ⋅ n
g ⋅n

(3)
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where γ is specific gravity of the abrasive material determined experimentally [14], being γ=3.85
for aluminium oxide and γ=3.10...3.20 for silicon carbide; N is the structure number of the
grinding wheel; g is the weight of abrasive grains in 1 cm3 of the wheel determined as g=(62 2·N)·γ/100; n is the amount of grains in 1g of grain (the n value is not stable, being 3,000 for 60grit aluminium oxide grinding wheel [13]).
According to Eq. 3, the calculated average distance between the abrasive grains is 0.252 mm
for the wheels of 60-grit and No. 4 structure.
The vibration frequency can be estimated by the classical formula ω=Vк/l during the grain
passage over the processed surface.
Taking into account the real speed of the grinding wheel Vк of 35 m/s, we obtain the vibration
frequency ω from 71 kHz to 146 kHz. Based on the condition for bubble collapse time tc (ω tc
<1), it can be estimated that the calculated vibration frequencies match the limit parameters.
The performed estimation of the amount of nanoparticles NH found in the microcrack has
shown its dependence on the time of cavitation bubble collapse and geometric parameters of the
microcrack. An analytical formula [15] for the effective Young’s modulus of the metal surface
layer has been obtained:

E eff

4rH3
= 2
⋅ NH
E1
r0 LMC


16u 0
⋅ 1 −
 πN MC

 16u 0
 + πN ,
MC


(4)

where r0 is the radius of the microcrack base (the geometric shape of a microcrack is modeled by
a cone with a height Lмc, and the base radius r0); Е1 is the Young’s modulus in the volume of the
structural material; u0 is the distance dispersion between microcracks; Nмc is the amount of
microcracks on the metal surface.
It is observed that the effective Young’s modulus is a function of the number of nanoparticles
found in the microcrack channel, and the size of nanoparticles and microcracks. The performed
assessment has shown that the effective Young’s modulus can exceed its initial value by about
an order depending on the time of cavitation bubble collapse.
Thus, by varying tc, it is possible to control such metal surface characteristics as roughness
(due to pore and microcavity filling with metal nanoparticles), and microhardness (due to the
change in the effective Young’s modulus).
To test the method for selection of coolant composition, we consider the processing
technology using an installation for coolant aeration (Fig. 1). Aeration of liquid is achieved by
high-speed radial jets of compressed air throughout the entire volume of the liquid flow. Then
the liquid is fed into device 8 for mixing it with hard-facing metal (nickel) nanopowder with a
size of 7-80 nm.
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b)

Fig. 1. An installation for coolant aeration: a) overall scheme (1- lubricating coolant tank; 2
- grinding machine table; 3 - workpiece; 4 - abrasive tool, 5 - pump; 6 - lubricating
coolant supply pipeline; 7- aerator; 8 - liquid and nanopowder mixing device; 9 - compressed
air supply pipeline; 10,11 - air exhaust pipes; 12 - nanopowder container; 13 - hydrodynamic
cavitation device for liquid flow treatment; 14 - coolant supply pipeline); b) aeration zone(1liquid supply pipeline; 2 - compressed air supply pipe; 3 - annular chamber for compressed air
spraying; 4 - radial air outlets).
In device 8, the liquid is turbulized due to tangential air jet. Further, the aerated and turbulized
fluid flow with nanopowder nanoparticles, uniformly distributed in the liquid medium, is fed to
device 13 for hydrodynamic cavitation processing of liquid flow to form cavitation bubbles in the
liquid and increase their total volume in the liquid to 45-60 vol. %. Nanoparticles of hard-facing
metal (nickel) are concentrated along the boundaries of cavitation bubbles. The liquid saturated
with cavitation bubbles and nanoparticles enters receiver 2, and its velocity and turbulence being
decreased. Having been processed, the lubricating coolant is fed into the grinding area through
pipeline 14 via the coolant supply system of the machine-tool. The implantation of hard-facing
metal nanoparticles into microcracks and dislocations of the part surface is performed
simultaneously with grinding [6].
Implementation of the Technology Design Concept
An algorithm for the RTP 2000 system procedure of computer-aided design of technological
processes has been applied for grinding operation synthesis. The system has been developed at
Penza State University (Penza, Russia) since the 2000s [16], and operates according to the
principle described in [17]. An open architecture of this system allows users to independently
implement their algorithms therein.
An example of grinding operational technology implementation in accordance with Russian
standards for technology description is shown in Fig. 2. The example is given in Russian, since
the software product is adapted to the Russian system of technological document management.
Fig. 2 presents input box entries for the key parameters of a technological operation.
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Fig. 2. Input box entries for the key parameters of a technological operation.
The software comprises the algorithms described above. There is an algorithm to select
parameters and processing conditions in the system with built-in model. It allows to recommend
a user the formation of an operational technology by creating the most adequate composition of
the operation. Having analyzed the proposed option, the user is able to edit the content of
operational transitions. The system gains new knowledge after user’s edition, and considers the
best algorithms to form the content and conditions for the considered data implementation in
future.
Summary
Mathematical models for nanocluster formation mechanism have been created in the volume of
metal surface layer microstructure under the conditions of its cavitation processing with a
nanomodified lubricating coolant.
Methods and recommendations for regulating technological modes of finishing metal parts
and assemblies with a nanomodified coolant under cavitation have been developed.
To create a technological system, a methodology and an algorithm for controlling a
technological process to ensure quality of finishing metal products with a nanomodified
lubricating coolant under cavitation have been developed and introduced into the RTP 2000
system of computer-aided design of technological processes.
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Abstract. The paper presents the results of the analysis of the structures of materials obtained as
a result of hot pressing of mixtures of the ZrO2(m) –Al – С system of various compositions. The
nature of the change in the composition and physical and mechanical properties of the obtained
materials was established depending on the concentration of aluminum and carbon in the initial
mixture, as well as the parameters of hot pressing.
Introduction
The potential of the materials with which a metal-cutting tool is equipped is one of the key
indicators that determine the quality and productivity of cutting processes. The constant expansion
of the range of difficult-to-machine structural alloys and the need to increase cutting speeds entails
the need to create new types of metal-cutting materials. In the traditional hierarchy of the latter,
the class of mineral ceramics (ceramics) occupies its own niche, distinguished by its ability to
provide high-speed finishing and semi-finishing of most structural alloys, including difficult-tomachine alloys. At the same time, ceramics are distinguished by their ability to most effectively
resist chemical-thermal and adhesion processes occurring on the cutting edge of the tool during
processing. A lot of research carried out by scientists from different countries [1–11] indicates the
prospects for the development of these types of materials. It should be noted that in a number of
works, researchers pay attention to eliminating one of the most important disadvantages of tool
ceramics – reduced crack resistance.
The results of studying the regularities of the formation of the structure and properties of
materials synthesized from powder mixtures of the ZrO2(m)–Al–C [12, 13] system showed that it
is promising for creating a material for instrumental purposes. The purpose of this work is to study
the structure and phase composition of materials obtained by hot pressing (HP) from mixtures of
this system and to establish the nature of their change depending on the concentration of aluminum
and carbon in the initial mixture, as well as the parameters of hot pressing.
Experimental technique
When preparing a mixture to obtain a cutting ceramic material, we used powders of monoclinic
zirconium dioxide produced by SRPE «Tsirkonii» (Dneprodzerzhinsk, Ukraine), manufactured
according to TUU 14–10–098–99, and PAP-4 grade aluminum powder (GOST 5494–71) and lamp
black grade S-1 (GOST 18307–78).
The levels and intervals of variation of factors accepted in the study, which correlated with the
results of works [12, 13], are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Levels and intervals of variation of factors
Factors

Variations
Interval

Natural levels of factors
corresponding to the coded

+2
+1
0
–1
–2
The concentration of the initial components of the mixture, wt %
С
1
2,5
3,5
4,5
5,5
6,5
Al
2,5
16
18,5
21
23,5
26
Hot pressing process parameters
P, MPa
3
18
21
24
27
30
T, °С
60
1400 1460 1520 1580 1640
5
5
12
19
26
33
Isothermal holding time, τ, min
The milling and mixing of the initial charge was conduct in a steel drum lined with hard alloy
plates on a roller table. Carbide balls with a diameter of 10–12 mm were used as grinding solids.
The portions of powder mixtures were pre-briquetted (cylinders with a diameter of 19 mm) and
placed in a graphite mold with a cylindrical working chamber with a diameter of 20 mm, after
which it was installed in the working zone of copper high-frequency current inductors. The hot
pressing of prototypes was conduct on a unit equipped with a thyristor frequency converter of the
ТПЧТ-120 type. To measure the heating temperature during hot pressing, a PPТ-131 pyrometric
transducer was used.
The hardness of the obtained samples was measured according to Vickers (HV15) on a TP-2
hardness tester at a load of 15 kN and holding under load for 10 s (GOST 25172–82). Palmquist
fracture toughness (K1c) of the materials was determined on indentations obtained by indentation
with a Vickers pyramid according to the method described in [14].
Metallographic studies of the structure of the obtained materials, their photographing were
performed on a metallographic microscope "МЕТАМ-Р1" manufactured by "LOMO", equipped
with a digital video camera, in reflected light.
Fractographic studies in this work were performed using the method of scanning electron
microscopy on an analytical field emission scanning electronic microscope "EVO 50XVP"
(CarlZeiss). Detection and analysis of X-rays was performed using an X-ray energy dispersive
spectrometer «INCA Penta FET-x3».
The discussion of the results
The results of work [12], which were performed in accordance with the intervals of variation
presented in the Table 1, showed that the most pronounced effect on the structure of hot-pressed
materials is exerted by a change in the concentration of carbon in the initial mixture.
In the Fig. 1 shows typical types of the structure of samples obtained by HP of mixtures of the
composition ZrO2–21Al–6.5C and ZrO2–26Al–4.5C% (wt %). The first composition assumes the
maximum possible carbon content in the initial charge from the specified variation intervals, the
second assumes the maximum possible aluminum content (the corresponding carbon and
aluminum concentrations are in the center of the variation interval). The Fig. 1, a shows that the
phases included in the material structure obtained from a mixture of ZrO2–21Al – 6.5C% (wt %)
are unevenly distributed in the volume of the material.
According to the results of metallographic studies, materials obtained from mixtures of ZrO2 (m)
–18.5Al – 3.5C% (wt %) at a hot pressing pressure of 21 MPa have a structure containing local
pore clusters and loose areas (Fig. 2, a).
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50 µm

10 µm
а

b

Fig. 1. The structure of materials obtained
by hot pressing mixtures:
a, b – ZrO2–21Al–6,5C;
c – ZrO2–26Al–4,5C % (wt %).
10 µm
c
The sizes of phase inclusions, considering the large grains, are in the range of 0.5–20 µm. The
+0 , 5

specified wide range of grains size creates a wide range of hardness values (HV15= 18,7 −1,5 МPa)
in the volume of the material. Also, in this structure, defects in the form of large pores are observed
(see Fig. 1, b). The reason for the formation of pores can be the low compressibility of the sample
due to the high carbon content in the initial powder mixture.
The structure of materials obtained from a mixture of the composition ZrO2–26Al – 4.5C%
(wt %) is distinguished by a significantly more uniform distribution of phase components and a
defect-free structure, while the range of grain sizes is limited by narrower limits: 2–5 μm (Fig. 1,
d). Taking into account the fact that the parameters of hot pressing for the considered mixtures
were at the same level, the effect of an increase in the concentration of aluminum in the initial
charge becomes obvious. At the same time, the relatively low hardness values of samples obtained
from a mixture of the composition ZrO2–26Al – 4.5C% (wt %) (on average HV15 = 17.7 MPa) are
probably caused by the presence of intermetallic inclusions in its structure, the formation of which
is characteristic of this system. (see the example in Fig. 3).
In Fig. 2 shows the structures of materials obtained from a mixture of ZrO2 (m)–Al–3.5C% (wt
%), with different – 18.5 and 23.5% (wt %) aluminum content. It can be seen from the figure that,
despite the differences in the Al content in the initial mixture, the grain size of the presented
materials differs insignificantly (Fig. 2, c, f) and is in the range of 0.5–2 µm. In accordance with
the data [12], an increase in the hot pressing pressure to 27 MPa leads to a decrease in the volume
of the above-mentioned structural defects. However, the presence of randomly located single pores
throughout the sample volume (Fig. 2, b, d) indicates that this is not enough for the formation of a
continuous non-porous structure. This disadvantage is absent in materials obtained from mixtures
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of ZrO2(m)–23.5 Al–3.5C% (wt %). It is indicates that an increase in the aluminum content to 23.5%
(wt %) improves the compressibility of the samples. and contributes to the formation of practically
non-porous structures (Fig. 2, e).

10 µm

10 µm
b

а

10 µm

2 µm

c

d

e

f

10 µm

Fig. 2. The structure of materials obtained by hot pressing a mixture of ZrO2(m)–Al–3.5C%
(wt %), with different content of aluminum in the initial mixture (% wt %): a, b, c, d – 18.5;
e, f – 23.5; a – at P=21 MPa; b, d – at P=27 MPa.
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At the same time, it should be consider that an increase in the content of aluminum in the
composition of the initial mixture also leads to an increase in the number of compounds based on
it in the structure of hot-pressed samples. In Fig. 3 shows the distribution of elements in the
structure of a hot-pressed material, from a mixture of ZrO2 (m)–23.5Al–3.5C% (wt %), obtained as
a result of X-ray microanalysis.

Fig. 3. Microstructure of a thin section
in phase contrast (a) of a hot-pressed
sample obtained at T = 1500 °C, τ = 10
min, P = 24 MPa from a mixture of
ZrO2 (m)–23.5Al–3.5C% (wt %).

The presence of the intermetallic compound Al2Zr (Fig. 3, see the gray phase), the amount of
which in the composition of the materials under consideration is 2 times lower than the
stoichiometric (ie, calculated according to the equilibrium equation), reduces the hardness indices.
Therefore, materials obtained even at high specified values of hot pressing parameters
(temperature (1580 °C), pressure of 27 MPa, and isothermal holding time up to 26 min) have a
relatively low level of hardness (up to HV15 = 16.3 GPa), which excludes consideration of its
application as cutting ceramics. It should be noted that the structure of samples obtained from a
mixture of ZrO2 (m)–18.5 Al–5.5C% (wt %) also indicates a weak compressibility of the material,
which is expressed in the presence of areas with defects in the form of single pores and friability
(Fig. 4).Studies of the microstructure of samples obtained at a temperature of 1580 °C (see Fig. 4,
b) show that even an increase in the hot pressing temperature insignificantly reduces the percentage
of structural defects and does not contribute to the production of high-density samples. This, in
turn, may be caused by the low aluminum content, which reduces the tendency to compacting the
compact both during the melting process and at subsequent stages, due to the viscous and plastic
flow of lower-temperature (as opposed to compounds with zirconium and carbon) substances on
its basis.
Materials obtained from a mixture of ZrO2(m)–23.5Al–5.5C% (wt %) have a relatively defectfree structure, characterized by a fine-grained structure. However, in this case, the phase
components are distributed unevenly in the bulk of the materials (see Fig. 5).
Their structure contains areas with accumulations of phases both based on aluminum (Fig. 5,
a) and zirconium oxide and carbide (see Fig. 5, b). The latter factor creates a wide range of HV15
+0 , 4
+0 , 5
and K1C indices (respectively 18,5 −1, 4 – 18,7 −1,3 GPa, 4.3–4.6 MPa·m-1/2). It should also be noted
that the samples hot-pressed at a pressure of 27 MPa, according to statistics, have the highest
average hardness values (about 18.7 GPa). However, at the same time, they have a relatively low
level of crack resistance, which is probably caused by an increase in the content of the more brittle
than the intermetallic phase ZrC, as well as an increase in the content of Al2O3.
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10 µm

10 µm
a

b

Fig. 4. The structure of some materials obtained by hot pressing a mixture of ZrO2(m) –
18.5Al–5.5C% (wt %), at P = 27 MPa and a – T = 1460 ° C, τ = 26min.; b – Т = 1580 °С,
τ = 12 min.

10 µm

10 µm

a

b

Fig. 5. Unevenness of the structure of materials obtained by hot pressing a mixture of ZrO2 (m)–
23.5Al–5.5C% (wt %): a – an accumulation of compounds based on aluminum (dark phase);
b – accumulation of compounds based on zirconium (light phase).
This is evidenced by a comparison of the structures of the samples of this material (Fig. 6) with
those presented in Fig. 3 (where the carbon content in the initial mixture is 3.5% (wt %)) and the
results of their X-ray microanalysis. A decrease in the amount of intermetallic compound occurs
with an increase in the carbon content in the mixture, as a result of their interaction. In contrast to
materials obtained from a mixture containing 5.5% C (wt %), the structure of materials with a
carbon content of 4.5% (wt %) is primarily distinguished by a more uniform distribution of phases
in the bulk of the material.
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Fig. 6. Microstructure of a thin
section in phase contrast (a) of an
hot-pressed sample obtained at
T = 1580 °C, τ = 12 min, P = 27
MPa from a mixture of ZrO2(m)–
23.5Al–5.5C% (wt %)

The low aluminum content in the composition of the initial mixture ZrO2 (m) –16Al – 4.5С%
(wt %) leads to poor compressibility of the mixture. The consequence of this is the presence of a
small number of single pores in the material obtained from it (see Fig. 7, a). These materials are
characterized by very low hardness values (average HV15=15.5 GPa). According to studies [13], a
decrease in the amount of aluminum leads to a decrease in the amount of intermetallic compound
formed during the interaction of Al with ZrO2(m). This, in turn, reduces the amount of zirconium
carbide, which is formed as a result of carbidization of the intermetallic compound, and prevents
the growth of the aggregate hardness of the material. The structure of the latter is distinguished by
a high content of the ZrO2(m) phase (see Fig. 7, b), which has not reacted, which also leads to a
decrease in its physicomechanical characteristics.

b
a
Fig. 7. The structure of the material obtained by hot pressing the mixture ZrO2(m)–16Al–
4.5С% (wt %), at Т = 1520 °С, τ = 19 min, P = 24 MPa: a – general view; b –
microstructure of a thin section in phase contrast.
Of the entire group of materials containing 4.5% (wt %) carbon in the initial mixture, the
samples obtained by hot pressing a mixture of ZrO2(m)–21Al–4.5C% (wt %) at a temperature of
1520, 1640 °C under pressure of 24 MPa and above, with an isothermal holding time of at least 19
minutes, they have the highest hardness indicators. It should also be noted that, along with high
hardness (HV15 = 18.6–18.7 GPa), they have a fairly high level of crack resistance (on average,
in the range of 5.7–5.8 MPa·m-1/2). Their structure has no defects and an evenly distribution of
phases, the range of values of which is within 0.5–2 µm (Fig. 8). The even nature of the distribution
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of phase components in the bulk of the material and the absence of defects in the samples shown
in Fig. 8 indicates that the pressure and temperature of isothermal holding at the level of 24 MPa
and 1520 °C are sufficient to obtain dense materials from this mixture.
The results of experiments on hot pressing of a mixture of ZrO2 (m)–21Al–4.5C (% wt %), at an
operating pressure of 18 MPa, indicate that this level of compression is insufficient to obtain
materials of maximum density. This is indicated by the presence in the structure of the obtained
samples of pores (Fig. 9), distributed throughout the volume of the material. The similar structure
has a sample obtained at a higher pressure (24 MPa), but a shorter time of isothermal holding (Fig. 9).

10 µm

а

b

c

d

10 µm

10 µm

e

2 µm

f
Fig. 8. Microstructure in phase contrast (a, c) and fracture surface (b, d) of hot-pressed
materials obtained from a mixture of ZrO2 (m) –21Al – 4.5C% (wt %) at a – T = 1520 °C, τ
= 19 min, P = 30 MPa; b – T = 1640 °C, τ = 19 min, P = 24 MPa; b – T = 1520° C, τ =
19 min, P = 24 MPa.
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The content of pores and looseness in such samples is somewhat lower. The presence of
residual porosity is probably associated with a short time of isothermal holding, during which the
sample does not have time to sufficiently compact due to plastic and viscous flow at the last stage
of structure formation. The results of the analysis of the structures and physicomechanical
characteristics of the last two samples indicate that a decrease in pressure to 18 MPa has a more
significant effect on a decrease in the value of the relative density than a decrease in the isothermal
holding time to 5 min. This is reflected in an increase in both the size and the number of pores.

10 µm

10 µm

a
b
Fig. 9. Structure of hot-pressed materials obtained from a mixture of ZrO2(m)–21Al–4.5C%
(wt %) at T = 1520 °C: a – t = 19 min, P = 18 MPa; b – t = 5 min, P = 24 MPa.
So, the analysis of the structures obtained as a result of those carried out according to the
planning matrix based on the adopted levels and intervals of variation of factors allows us to draw
the following conclusions.
The formation of the structure occurs through a combination of the phase constituent elements
of the compounds Al2O3, Al2Zr, ZrC, formed as a result of the initial charge components
interaction, as well as residual ZrO2(m).
An increase in the aluminum concentration increases the compressibility of the samples and
leads to an increase in the amount of aluminum oxide and intermetallic compounds formed during
the interaction of Al with ZrO2(m).
An increase in the carbon content leads to a decrease in the Al2Zr content and an increase in the
amount of ZrC in the final material, which in continuous, defect-free zones of the material leads
to an increase in the aggregate hardness of hot-pressed materials.
The formation of a defect-free structure of the final material in combination with physical and
mechanical characteristics corresponding to cutting mineral ceramics is possible with an optimal
combination of the levels of hot pressing parameters (P=24 MPa, T=1520 °С, τ=19 min) and the
concentration of the initial components corresponding to the composition of ZrO2(m)–21Al–4.5C.
They are 18.5 ± 0.2 GPa and K1С = 5.4 ± 0.2 MPa m1/2. These samples have a continuous defectfree structure, which determines the suitability of using the material for the manufacture of cutting
inserts and testing their cutting properties.
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Abstract. This work is devoted to improving the quality of engineering design solutions in
mechanical engineering on the basis of the comprehensive qualimetric evaluation of ‘shaft’-type
part that takes into account cost, complexity, design and technological unification of the parts.
Introduction
In today's competitive environment, product quality is the ultimate goal of any manufacturer and
determines its value in the eyes of the consumer. A machine-building product designed to meet
certain needs has properties that form its quality.
The development of a new product is a complex design task associated not only with achieving
the required functional, but also technological level.
The process of ensuring the manufacturability of the product is contradictory and difficult to
formalize, and during its implementation, conflicts of professional interests are inevitable between
the developers of the design solution and its external and internal consumers. For the objective
resolution of such conflicts, it is necessary to introduce a qualimetric assessment of the quality of
the design solution according to the criterion of manufacturability, taking into account the
following parameters: labor intensity, cost and unification of the design.
An important quality indicator is the degree of unification of the designed part both in relation
to its actual design, and in relation to the possibility of using a unified standard technology for its
manufacture. The implementation of an operational assessment of the processability of a design
solution in the context of computer-aided design is possible in the form of an appropriate intelligent
CAD subsystem.
Thus, the task of revealing the regularity of the manifestation of information, economic and
organizational relations between the design, technological and metrological aspects of machinebuilding production in the qualimetric assessment of the manufacturability of the design of parts
of the "shaft" type based on the construction of mathematical and information models of their
condition and quality dynamics is relevant.
The set of product properties that determine the adaptability of its design to achieve optimal
resource costs during production and operation to achieve the specified quality indicators is the
manufacturability of the product design.
Ensuring the manufacturability of the product design at the design stage is a significant and at
the same time the most difficult task of the designer. If the conformity of the machine design to a
given functional purpose is easy to assess with objective numerical indicators, then such a complex
and multifactorial concept as manufacturability is very difficult to quantify. The absence of
generally accepted methods of numerical evaluation of technological efficiency does not allow to
objectively resolve the inevitable conflicts of professional interests between the designer as a
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license. Any further distribution of
this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI. Published under license by Materials
Research Forum LLC.
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supplier of design documentation (DD) and the technologist as its consumer.
It is obvious that each set of parameters of the part (shape and dimensions of surfaces,
roughness, tolerances, design bases, the coefficient of workability of the material) corresponds to
its own coefficient of manufacturability N k . Criterion of adaptability of the part is exceeding the
minimum permissible values N доп , which is determined by technological possibilities of
production, as a detail, quite technological for an advanced plant with modern equipment, can be
unviable or unfeasible for a plant with outdated equipment.
Mathematical modeling
The number of processability indicators should be minimal, but sufficient to assess the
processability.
The nomenclature of technological performance indicators and the method of their
determination at each stage of CD development depends on the type of products and the type of
production. Suggested list of indicators of technological items according to GOST Standard
14.201–83 "Integrating technology into product design" includes the complexity of manufacturing
the product, the cost of technology and the coefficient of unification of the elements. The analysis
of the research of Russian and foreign scientists in this subject area of science was carried out. The
works of B. A. Yakimovich [10], V. I. Averchenkov [1], M. V. Novikova [5, 6], M. E. Popov [8]
were studied. In these works, the complexity of manufacturing the product, the technological cost
and the coefficient of unification of structural elements were considered.
The analysis of the above mentioned and works [2, 3, 7, 9] showed:
1. The authors did not consider the totality of all three indicators together;
2. To calculate the unification coefficient, only the applicability of structural elements in
production and their standardization were taken into account, and the production capabilities of
the enterprise and the unification of geometric dimensions were not taken into account. Its value
is deterministic, either 1 or 0.
Since labor intensity has a direct monetary value, it is usually included in the cost price.
Therefore, the proposed assessment of manufacturability includes two main components:
technological cost C and unification, expressed by design k du and technological ktu coefficients.
Then
Nk =

1
2
C + (k du + k tu )
3
3

(1)

The weight coefficients 2/3 and 1/3 are introduced to reflect the fact that according to GOST
Standard 14.201–83, cost, labor intensity and unification make an equal contribution to the
manufacturability of the part.
Let's consider a mathematical model for determining the technological cost. The cost rate is
calculated using the formula:

C =

Cnom ,
CT

(2)

and is the ratio of the actual technological cost to the value C nom, that is either a
technological cost of a detail-analog (previously manufactured item of similar size and design with
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a known cost), or nominal technology cost of a "simple" detail, for the calculation of which we
take smooth shaft, dimensions of which coincide with the dimensions of considered details, and
the surfaces have an average roughness Raav :
n

Raav = ∑
i =1

Rai ⋅ li
n ⋅l

(3)

where Ra j – roughness of j -th treated surface; l j – length of j -th surface; n – the number
of treated surfaces; l – overall shaft length.
The technological cost is calculated using the formula [4]:
mat
CT= Ctot
+ T ⋅ kmat ⋅ (Ww + Cmh ) ⋅ (1 + K ' /100 ) ,

(4)

and to calculate the labor intensity T , an empirical dependence [6] was used:
n

T = M y ⋅ ∑ Sia ⋅ Raib ⋅ tic ⋅ kмат

(5)

i =1

mat
where C tot
- the total cost of raw materials, RUB; Ww – the average hourly wage of the worker
'
for the relevant production, rubles/hour; Cmh - cost of machine-hours RUB/hour; K – average
overhead costs, %; n – the number of design-technological elements (DTE); k mat – coefficient that

takes into account the machinability of the material; M – mass of the part, kg; Si – the area of the

shear layer of the i-th surface, mm2; Rai – the required roughness of the i-th surface, µm; ti – the
tolerance of the i-th surface, mm; n – the number of the processed surfaces; a , b , c , y –
empirical power indicators determined by the regression analysis method.
Next, we will consider the definition of the coefficients of design and technological unification
of a body of rotation part type. The coefficient of design unification k du is defined as

kdu
=

1 n
∑ kdu ⋅ δ i
n i =1 i
,

(6)

where n - the number of construction elements; kкуi - the coefficient of design unification of
the i-th structural element of the part, depending on the shape and the value of the landing size
(the size responsible for the accuracy of the location of the part in the assembly):
for cylinder:
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1, if Di = 1, 6 N ,

N
0, 75, if Di = 1, 25 ,

0,5, if Di 1,12 N ,
kdui =
=

N
0, 25, if Di = 1, 06 ,
0, if none of the conditions is met ,
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(7)

for cone:

1, if 2α i ∈ A1,

=
kdui 0,5, if 2α i ∈ A2,
0, if none of the conditions is met ,


(8)

where α i is the angle at the top of the cone; A1, A2 - the series of preferred angles according to
GOST Standard 8593-81. The given constants (1,6; 1,25...) express the series of preferred numbers
for the cylinder diameter according to GOST Standard 8032-84.
For structural elements of other types (for example, shaped grooves, spherical surfaces),
their presence in the catalog of analog parts is analyzed. If a similar element is found, then the
coefficient k du i = 1 , otherwise - k du i = 0 .

In [4] it is indicated that from the point of view of manufacturability, it is necessary to
observe a certain ratio between the dimensional tolerance on the surface and its roughness, due to
the impossibility of achieving and measuring a rigid dimensional tolerance on an excessively rough
surface. Therefore, for each surface to be treated, the following coefficient is introduced, taking
into account the correctness of the roughness ratio and the tolerance field:

δi =

1 n
∑ δ ij
n j =1 ,

(9)

0, roughness exceeds 5% size tolerance,
where δ ij = 
1, otherwise.
According to the data collected from the enterprises of the Tula region, it was revealed that one
of the main reasons for the return of DD (45% of the number of returns at the stage of technological
preparation) is the inconsistency of the basing schemes. In some cases, due to incorrect design
bases, the tolerances for the closing dimensions turned out to be impossible, which required the
re-processing of the DD. Therefore, the coefficient of technological unification of the part should
primarily assess the degree of unity of the design and technological bases as the most important
indicator of manufacturability. This coefficient cannot be calculated only on the basis of the data
presented in the DD – it does not specify the technological bases. Therefore, according to the
drawing, a lot of design bases (structural elements from which dimensions with tolerances are set)
of the part M КБ are identified . Further, on the basis of a suitable typical technological process, a
set of hypothetical technological bases M ТБ is determined . The coefficient kту is the ratio of the
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number of matched bases ( kсов ) to the number of technological bases. ( kТБ ):
k tu =

kmatch
kTB

(10)

When generating a hypothetical technological process, we should select typical equipment for
each operation, if there is no additional information about the features of the equipment of a
particular production. The equipment depends on the content of the operation itself, the overall
dimensions of the workpiece, the properties of the material, the accuracy of the resulting size and
the serial production. Next, you need to select a base scheme for each installation. For bodies of
rotation, it depends mainly on the overall dimensions of the workpiece. By expert estimates were
identified based on schema-based (in the cartridge, in the cartridge with the rest, in the Chuck with
a steady rest and center, in the cartridge with the center, floating center, in centers, in centers with
steady rests) from the length and diameter of the workpiece. The coordinates of the distribution
center ( Dц , Lц ) for the i-th base scheme will be calculated using the formulas:

1
Dci =
ki

ki

1
d j , Lci =
∑
ki
j =1

ki

∑L
j =1

j

,

(11)

where i – number of a schema-based; ki - the number of parts defined by experts, for which
the i-th scheme-based is used; di , li – diameter and length of the i-th part.

The choice of the optimal layout iопт of the part with overall dimensions d , l d is based on the
condition of the minimum difference in the distance of points in the phase space ( D, L ) for the
selected material grade:
=
iopt

min ( D
i

ci

− d ) + ( Lc i − l ) .
2

2

(12)

Summary
For each operation, we should choose a standard equipment. It depends on the content of the
operation itself, the overall dimensions of the workpiece, the properties of the material, the
accuracy of the resulting size and the serial production. Next, we need to solve the problem of
building technological dimensional chains and checking them.
To check the adequacy of the model, a correlation coefficient was determined between expert
estimates of the level of manufacturability of a number of parts of the type of bodies of rotation
and estimates calculated according to the proposed method. The correlation coefficient was 0.84,
which indicates the adequacy of the mathematical model.
To effectively manage the processability at the design stage, it is not enough to simply evaluate
it – we need to give recommendations to the designer, specifying the most non-technological
parameters of the part.
The paper proposes a mathematical model of the state and dynamics of the quality of machine
parts at the design stage, characterized by a qualimetric assessment of the manufacturability of
their manufacture, taking into account the cost, labor intensity and technological unification of the
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elements of the part.
The developed method of qualimetric assessment of the manufacturability of design solutions
and the optimal assignment of bases for parts of the "shaft" type, implemented in the future in the
form of an intelligent CAD subsystem, allows us to increase the level of manufacturability by
analyzing the information obtained during the development of the CD.
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Abstract. These days, in the manufacture of units and mechanisms of ships, aircraft and other
technological machines, industrial robots, long-sized products from D 16 (Standart GOST-R)
aluminum alloy are used, for the processing of which a complex for belt rotary grinding has been
developed. The outcome measures of the rotary belt grinding process depend on the cutting forces
generated during the processing process. According to cutting forces, process stability is
diagnosed, values of surface roughness indices, temperatures and cutting modes are calculated
according to displacement balance equation. The article is devoted to obtaining a mathematical
model establishing the relationship between the tangential component of the cutting force and
cutting modes during belt rotary grinding of D 16 aluminum alloy.
Introduction
In modern technology, in many industries such as aircraft engineering, instrument making,
automotive, shipbuilding, etc., aluminum alloys are used to make parts. Aluminium alloys have
high chemical activity and viscosity, which leads to the formation of growths on the tool [1]. D 16
(Standart GOST-R) aluminum alloy has gained widespread use. In view of its high lightness,
strength and hardness, the alloy is used to make various metal rolled products.
Currently, in the manufacture of units and mechanisms of ships, aircraft and other technological
machines, industrial robots use long-sized products from aluminum alloys, in particular from D 16
alloy. Long products include products made of rods, wire and tubular billets of rectilinear and
curvilinear shape, which are used as guides of metal cutting machines, welding robots, conveyors.
Abrasive-diamond processing methods [2-10] are used for finishing a number of such articles.
In the processing of such articles, there are a number of difficulties associated with the
impossibility of rotating these parts during processing, especially in the case of curvilinear shaped
articles. Therefore, for treatment of long axisymmetric non-rigid parts, where rotation of the
machined part is impossible or difficult, such as rolled stock, pipes, straight and curvilinear wire
with the most optimal machining scheme from the point of view of low surface roughness, a
method of rotary belt grinding is proposed [11-14].
For the treatment of curvilinear (radius) blanks at the Department of Engineering Technology,
Sevastopol State University, a complex for belt rotary grinding has been specially developed,

Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license. Any further distribution of
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which consists of a belt rotary grinding device 1 and a device for feeding the radius blanks 2 (Fig.
1).

Fig. 1. Model of the complex for belt rotary grinding of radial billets.
The principle of operation of such a device is as follows: the radial blank is fixed in a rotary
mechanism, the axis of rotation of which is installed from the axis of the belt grinding device at a
distance equal to the radius of bending of the blank. The rotary mechanism with the blank in
manual mode is set to the initial position - as close as possible to the edge of the blank. Rotation
of the belt and the swivel mechanism is turned on. If it is necessary to move the workpiece back,
reverse pendulum movement is activated.
It is known that the output of the belt rotary grinding process correlates with the cutting forces
generated during the processing process. According to cutting forces, process stability is
diagnosed, values of surface roughness indices and cutting modes are calculated according to
displacement balance equation. According to the literature [15], the process of belt rotary grinding
is significantly influenced by the grain and speed of the belt, as well as by the pressing force of the
belt, which are suitably used as varying variable factors. On the basis of the above, the object of
this work is to obtain a mathematical model of the tangential component of the cutting force
depending on the speed of the belt, its grain size and the radial component of the cutting force in
belt rotary grinding of D 16 aluminum alloy blanks.
Results and discussion
Experimental studies were conducted to build models. Studies were carried out on samples of
round cross section, diameter 10-50 mm, normal manufacturing accuracy, length 3000 mm) from
aluminum alloy D 16.
To measure cutting forces, dynamometric centers (front and rear) were used. They were
equipped with wire-wound resistors (resistance sensors) between which the workpiece was fixed.
Two dynamometer centers allow to record the cutting forces during the grinding process at any
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position of the grinding belt relative to the workpiece. Wire gauges, glued on the vertical planes
of the front and rear centers, are connected in one bridge and are used to measure the force Py (Fig.
2). Sensors glued to the horizontal planes of both centers are used to measure the force Pz.
The measurement scheme includes dynamometer centers, an amplifier, and an analog-to-digital

Fig. 2. Tenzometric Centers (a) - a scheme to include wire resistance sensors to measure the
forces of Py and Pz. (1 - the front center; 2 - the rear center; 3 - wires to the device to measure
the force of Py, 4 - wires to the instrument to measure the force 5 - sensors; 6 - a hole for the
output of wires); (b)-photography of the tensometric centers.
Converter ЛА-50USB (Russian production) connected to a personal computer using a wellknown technique. Calibration of strain centers was performed by static loading. The calibration
scale was determined by the least squares approximation. The calibration graph was linear. The
total error when using this method is 10%. The longitudinal movement of the dynamometric
centers, with the workpiece fixed between them, during the measurement is carried out along the
guides on the bed by means of a gear rack and a stepping motor (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Installation scheme for measuring cutting forces: 1, 2 - front and rear tendometric
centers, respectively; 3 - workpiece; 4 - installation for rotational belt grinding; 5 - guides to the
mills; 6 - toothed rack; 7 - is a step-by-step electric motor; 8 - wires leading to the device to
measure the forces of cutting.
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According to the analysis of the literature data [15], to simulate the values of the cutting force
component Pz from variable factors: the radial component of the cutting force – Py , the speed of
the tape – Vl and the grain of the abrasive tape – X H a regression dependence of the power form
was adopted:

Pz = C Pz ⋅ Pyα1 ⋅ Vlα 2 ⋅ X Нα 3 ,

(1)

where CPz – coefficient of proportionality; Py – radial component of cutting force; Vl – belt
speed; X H – abrasive tape grain; α1 , α 2 , α 3 – degree indices.
After taking the logarithm this equation 1 takes the form:
ln Pz = ln C + ln Py + ln Vl + ln X Н .

(2)

Testing the adequacy hypothesis of the linear model when expressing the results of the
experiment is carried out using a polynomial:

y = b0 + b1 x1 + b2 x2 + b3 x3 ,

(3)

where y – is ln Pz ; x1 , x2 , x3 – coded values of factors; b1 , b2 , b3 – coefficients of model
parameters; b0 – free term.
The encoded values of the factors were determined by the expression:

(

)



2 ln xi − ln xiв
xi =

 + 1,
ln xiв − ln xiн

(4)



where xi – is the coded value of the i-th factor; xi – is the natural value of the i-th factor; xiв –

is the natural value of the upper level of the i-th factor; xiн – is the natural value of the lower level
of the i-th factor.
The accepted factor levels are shown in Table 1.
As a result of statistical processing of experimental data, the dependence of the tangential
component of the cutting force on the speed of movement of the belt, its grain and the radial
component of the cutting force is obtained:
Pz = 14,48 ⋅ Py

0 ,406

⋅ Vl

0 ,04

⋅ XH

−0 ,612

.

(5)

Experimental studies and statistical processing are summarized in table 1.
Figures 4, 5 illustrate the variation of the force Рz from the above parameters.
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Table 1. Values of variability interval and results of processing of data on investigation of
tangential force of cutting of rod from material D 16
Controlled variables

Py [N]

Vl

[m/s]
20
10
15
5

XН

Approximating constraint

Top Level
40
40
ln Pz = 2 ,673 + 0 ,406 ln Py + 0 ,04 ln Vl − 0 ,612 ln X H
Lower level
15
10
0 ,406
0 ,04
−0 ,612
Main level
27,5
25
Pz = 14 ,48 ⋅ Py
⋅ Vl ⋅ X H
Variation interval
12,5
15
Experiment
Check of
planning matrix
Results of the experiment and variance of
homogeneity of
Adequacy check
deviations
Controlled
dispersions
parameters
№
N
2
N
point
S v2
0,0104 ∑ ( yv − yv )
х0 х1 х2 х3 y1
7,72·10-6
Sv2
y2 y3 y4 y5 y

∑

v=1

v =1

S

2
v max

0,0029

Sad2

9,65·10-6

+ +

+

+ 1,98

2,01 1,96 1,94 1,97 1,97

6,37·10-4

2

+

-

+

+ 1,58

1,65 1,52 1,53 1,61 1,58

2,87·10-3

G

0,3185

F

7,46·10-3

3

+ +

-

+ 1,96

1,93 1,95 1,97 1,91 1,94

6,02·10-4

q [%]

5

qаd [%]

5

4

+

-

-

+ 1,53

1,51 1,57 1,62 1,53 1,55

1,83·10

-3

V1в

4

V1аd

4

5

+ +

+

- 2,86

2,83 2,87 2,81 2,88 2,85

9,38·10-4

V2 в

8

V2аd

32

6

+

-

+

- 2,44

2,49 2,43 2,49 2,41 2,45

1,48·10-3

Gcr

0,3185

Fcr

2,69

7

+ +

-

- 2,82

2,81 2,77 2,86 2,85 2,82

1,26·10-3

8

+

-

- 2,45

2,39 2,39 2,43 2,45 2,42

7,43·10-4

-

Conclusion

G < Gcr Conclusion

-0,437

0,014

0,199

Checking the significance of coefficients

2,199

Coefficient bi

1

S {bi}
2

S{bi}

3,24·10- 5,69·105

3

q

%
5

V3н

tcr

32

2,036

tо
386,45

t1
34,89

t2

t3
2,52

-76,82

F < Fcr
Conclusion:
All
coefficients
are
significant

Fig. 4. Effect of radial component of cutting force and cutting speed on tangential component of
cutting force during treatment of D 16 material by abrasive tape with grain 10.
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Fig. 5. Effect of radial component of cutting force and cutting speed on tangential component of
cutting force during treatment of D 16 material by abrasive tape with grain 40.
Conclusions
The obtained dependence makes it possible to differentiate the effect of the belt speed, its grain
size, and radial component of the cutting force on the tangential component of the cutting force
and to judge the state of the tape rotary grinding process.
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